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ABSTRACT

This document is published in support of Military Specification
MIL-F-8785B, "Flying Qualities of Piloted Airplanes." It was compiled after
an extensive literature review and many meetings and discussions with personnel
from essentially all concerned civilian and governmental organizations. The
primary purpose is to explain the concept and philosophy underlying MIL-F-8785B
and to present some of the data and arguments upon which the requirements were
based.

A secondary purpose is to present what are believed to be the important
governing variables in the field of flying qualities and to define their
significance and relationship to each other. The significance of such mission-
oriented factors as airplane class, flight phase, flight condition, loading
and configuration is discussed, as is the treatment of failure states. The
document should also, to a degree, serve as a summary of the state of the
flying qualities art as determined from operational experience, flight test,
experiment, analysis and theory.
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"LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Symbols

Sb Wing span, ft

C' Mean aerodynamic chord, ft

SResidue of Dutch roll mode for sideslip response to step
aileron input

C-R Residue of roll mode for sideslip response to step aileron input

CS Residue of spiral mode for sideslip response to step aileron
input

CO Constant term in time solution for sideslip response to step
aileron input

I Reciprocal of cycles to damp to half amplitude

! dm Generalized discrete gust length (always positive). f,m ,= (ft)

D Aerodynamic drag, parallel to flight path, lb

FYs Elevator control force, applied by pilot, lb

Fslv / Gradient of steady-state elevator control force versus n at
constant speed, lb/g

"A 5 Aileron stick force, lb
4

'AW Aileron wheel force, lb

Net elevator control force (lb), F,3 - F.

That portion of F, which is needed to balance control system
moments caused by feedback of airplane responses to the stick
e.g., I•,, K, K1. (F.,)bO for airplanes without K,, or control
system mass unbalance

( In That portion of F/In contributed by /4,H or control system mass
unbalance

(Al 3/• That portion F./m contributed by feel springs, 49,1 or other devices
generating forces which are proportional to S. only:

o(

Additional and more detailed definitions are given in Section 6.2 of MIL-F-878SB

xiii
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Symbols

(Fs/.v),•, The minimum value of the amplitude ratio Iy/l[ , measured from
an inverted frequency response of nf!. I

.9 Acceleration of gravity, ft/sec2

h Height above ground level (AGL) or above mean sea level (MSL), ft

hd.x Maximum service altitude, ft

ho Na Maximum operational altitude, ft

Minimum operational altitude, ft

H Elevator hinge moment, ft-lb

Gradient of H with 0e

Hd•e Gradient of H with 6,

M~e Gradient of/H with •[., Moments of inertia about x, y, and z axes, respectively,slug-ft 2

Product of inertia, slug-ft

A Ratio of "commanded roll performance" to "applicable roll
performance requirement" of 3.3.4 or 3.3.4.1, where:

(a) "Applicable roll performance requirement,"
!(•t~requirement, is determined from 3.3.4 and 3.3.4.1

for the Class, Flight Phase Category and Level under
consideration.

(b) "Commanded roll performance," (0't)command' is the bank

angle attained in the stated time for a given step
aileron command with rudder pedals employed as specified
in 3.3.4 and 3.3.4.1.

(46t command

Residue of Dutch roll mode for roll rate response to step aileron
input

xiv



F
I Symbols

Kr Feedback gain for bobweight dynamics

SK Feedback gain of normal acceleration to the stick, caused by
mass unbalance in the control system, Kt

K Residue of roll mode for roll rate response to step aileron input

1SK Residue of spiral model for roll rate response to step aileron
input

K.e Feedback gain of oc to the sticks caused by H/e

Kg Feedback gain of e to the stick, caused by control system mass
distribution

•KO Gain constant in roll-aileron transfer function

. Equivalent bobweight length, ft (distance ahead of c.g.),

It! C;& Distance of airframe center-of-percussion ahead of c.g., ft,
S$

SL Aerodynamic lift plus thrust component, normal to the flight
path, lb

L /Rolling moment about the x-axis, including thrust effects, ft-lb
4W11 f ,

X i =8-

- I 2IL Nil
SLu Scale for u, ft

L v Scale for z,, ft

Lw Scale for wf , ft

Mass of airplane, slugs i
M Mach number

M Pitching moment about the y-axis, including thrust effects, ft-lb

xv
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Symbols

M
FS se

Normal acceleration or normal load factor, measured at the c.g.,
g's

X/4C The steady-state normal acceleration change per unit change in
angle of attack for an incremental elevator deflection at constant
speed (airspeed and Mach number), g's/rad

17.p Load factor normal to the flight path, measured at the c.g.,g's

Symmetrical flight limit load factor for a given Airplane Normal
State, based on structural considerations

jA,,v, Maximum and minimum Service load factors

), (-) For a given altitude, the upper and lower boundaries of n in the
V-n diagrams depicting the Service Flight Envelope

j%, .n Maximum and minimum Operational load factors

;7o), %,(- For a given altitude, the upper and lower boundaries of n in the
V-n diagrams depicting the Operational Flight Envelope

1/ Yawing moment about the z-axis, including thrust effects, ft-lb

Roll rate about the x-axis

Amplitude of roll rate response at Dutch roll peaks for step
aileron input

A measure of the ratio of the oscillatory component of roll rate
Ay to the average component of roll rate following a rudder-pedals-

free step aileron control command 2I
6 0.2

Cd• > 0.; 2 P = c - #
%'AV

where , ' and P, are roll rates at the first, second and third
peak3, respectively

xvi
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A Symbols

pb Wing tip helix angle, rad
2V

4 Phase angle between roll rate and sideslip in the free Dutch
roll oscillation. Angle is positive when p leads4•

I-.Probability density of radmvribet

p('ue) Probability density of q conditioned on £

P(q Cumulative probability that q equals or exceeds a given value

P Proportion of time spent in turbulence at a given altitude

Dynamic pressure, lb/ft 2

Pitch rate

Sr Yaw rate

s Laplace operator, sec-I

5 Wing area, ft 2

t Time, sec

AIt. Time for the Dutch roll component of the sideslip response to
reach the nth local maximum for a right step or pulse aileron-
control command, or the nth local minimum for a left command. In
the event a step control input cannot be accomplished, the
control shall be moved as abruptly as practical and, for purposes
of this definition, time shall be measured from the instant the
cockpit control deflection passes through half the amplitude of
the commanded value. For pulse inputs, time shall be measured
from a point halfway through the duration of the pulse.

S/r"S Inverse time constant of the first-order control-syttem mode
when the feel system dynamics are third order, sec"

F~CS nca* a) r .

7" Damped period of the Dutch roll, r, zz ... , sec
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Symbo is

T2 Time to double amplitude, 7=4 for an oscillation, , =-0.693T
fir a first-order divergence, sec
Reciprocal of time to damp to half amplitude, I Cff for an

11 oscillation, 0 = O.693,- for a first-order convergence, sec- 1
',/L

__ Inverse time constant of first-order representation of elevator-
T*S servo dynamics, sec-1

S, • Inverse time constants of feedback zero caused by bobweights or
Te, 0q., when the zero is not complex, sec"1

Lowest-frequency zero of the altitude-elevator transfer function

4. , Inverse time constants of the constant-speed n-to- 6 e transfer-
, • function numerator, scc-1

d(r/w) (11w) times the slope of the thrust required (for trimmed flight
dV at constantz) vs. airspeed plot

I Inverse time constant of the constant-speed &-to-8e transfer
T., function numerator, sec-1

The first-order zero of the constant-speed attitude-elevator

To, transfer function, sec- 1

Incremental velocity along the x reference axis, ft/sec

"uY Random gust velocity along the x body axis, ft/sec

I Incremental velocity along the y reference axis, ft/sec

15, Generalized discrete gust velocity, positive along the positive
airplane body axes, m * x, ', •, ft/sec

Random gust velocity along the y body axis, ft/sec

V Airspeed

li V•/ Speed for maximum lift to drag ratio

High speed, level flight, maximum augmented thrust

v, Maximum service speed

V"W Speed for maximum endurance

VWo,9  Speed for maximum range in zero wind conditions

xviii
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Symbols

Vim,, Minimum service speed
VH eg

SMV High speed, level flight, military rated thrust
?.. High speed, level flight, normal rated thrust

V Speed for maximum rate of climb

.vs Stall speed (equivalent airspeed), at 1 g normal te the flight
path, defined as the highest of:

- speed for steady straight flight at eL ax, the first local

maximum of the curve of lift coefficient (L/qS) vs. angle of
attack which occurs as Ck is increased from zero

- speed at which abrupt controllable pitching, rolling or yawing
occurs; i.e., loss of control about a single axis

-speed at which intolerable buffet or structural vibration is
"encountered

(Note that 3.1.9.2.1 allows an alternative definition of VS in

some cases.)

Vt, Trim speed

V,- Maximum operational speed

0 -w ,, Minimum operational speed

W Weight of the airplane, lb

/ Incremental velocity along the z reference axis, ft/see

Random gust velocity along the z body axis, ft/sec

x Body-fixed axis of the airplane, along the projection of the
undisturbed (trim or operating-point) velocity onto the plane of
symmetry, with its origin at the c.g.

I force along the x-axis., aerodynamic plus thrust, 1b

Xax, where 9 o, -

Body-fixed axis of the airplane perpendicular to the plane of
symmetry directed out the right wing, with its origin at the c.g.

SV' Side force along the y-axis, aerodynamic plus thrust component, lb
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Symbols

, OY

Body-fixed axis of the airplane, directed downward perpendicular
to the x and y axes, with its origin at the c.g.

Force along z-axis, lb

O • Angle of attack, the angle in the plane of symmetry between the

fuselage reference line and the tangent to the flight path at the
airplane center of gravityIe Local angle-of-attack of the horizontal tail (angle between the
horizontal tail reference line and the relative wind)

OCe/ Gradient of ox with oe

Gradient of ce with &

oe/e Gradient of me with • (4)

The stall angle of attack at constant speed for the configuration,

weight, center-of-gravity position and external-store combination
associated with a given Airplane Normal State; defined as the
highest of the following:

- Angle of attack for the highest steady load factor, normal to
the flight path, that can be attained at a given speed or Mach
number

- Angle of attack, for a given speed or Mach number, at which
abrupt uncontrollable pitching, rolling or yawing occurs, i.e.,
loss of control about a single axis

Angle of attack, for a given speed or Mach number, at which
intolerable buffeting is encountered

A Sideslip angle at the center of gravity, angle between undisturbed
flow and plane of symmetry. Positive, or right, sideslip
corresponds to incident flow approaching from the right side of
the plane of symmetry

Maximum sideslip excursion at the c.g., occurring within twoseconds or one half-period of the Dutch roll, whichever is greater,for a step aileron-control command

Climb angle, = sin - vertical speed
true airspeed ,• positive for climb
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Symbols

Used in combination with other parameters to denote a change
from the initial value

Aileron surface deflection

d'4 Disrlacement of the aileron stick along its path

Displacement of the aileron wheel along its path

de Elevator surface deflection

re/ S Gradient of steady-state de with geat constant speed

de •/• Gradient of steady-state d& with Aý at constant speed

* Gradient of steady-state . with at constant speed

4."0 Rudder surface deflection

d4,0 Rudder pedal deflection, in.

d - Elevator stick deflection, in.

Gradient of steady-state (& with Fat constant speed

Gradient of steady-state dpwith at constant speed

I • .Damping ratio of the elevator feel system

Damping ratio of the Dutch roll oscillation

F 'IDamping ratio of the feedback zero caused by or control-K ~System mass unbalance oe

Damping ratio of the phugoid oscillation

Damping ratio of the roll-spiral oscillation

Damping ratio of the longitudinal short-period oscillation

Damping ratio of the numerator quadratic of the #/l transfer
function

d Pitch angle, angle between the fuselage reference line and the
"horizontal

A Turbulence wavelength, ft
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Symbols

Ad Dutch roll mode root, where Id -_-

Air density, slug/ft 3

r 0"Real part of a complex dynamic root, sec

Root-mean-square gust intensity, where of'- f !(-C±-)w f#-io)dw
0 o

On PO Root-mean-square intensities of e , , u, respectively

TR 2First-order roll mode time constant, positive for a stable mode,
sec

First-order spiral mode time constant, positive for a stable mode,
sec

Zeros of sideslip-aileron transfer function

Bank anRlP measured in the y-z plane, between the y-axis and the
horizontal

Bank angle change in time e, in response to control deflection
of the form given in 3.3.4

A measure of the - of the oscillatory component of bank

4V angle to the avera,. component of bank angle following a rudder-
pedals-free impulse aileron control command

>d 0. 2:

where •,, I and #3 are bank angles at the first, second and
third peaks, respectively

At any instant, the ratio of amplitudes of the bank-angle and-40 'd sideslip-angle envelopes in the Dutch-roll mode

j (n) Spectrum for rt., where() 02). VA(w (ft/sec) 2 /(rad/ft)

2j,.(A2) Spectrum for tve-, whereIji 2)- V6&, (ft/sec) /(rad/ft)
'" Vl (fl) Spectrum for , where! V(w), (ft/sec)2/(rad/ft)
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Phase angle in a cosine representation of the Dutch roll component 1A

of sideslip - negative for a lag

- t + (W- (degrees)

with n as in e above

; Angular coordinate of vector ;7 in .V plane
'7

Phase angle of Dutch roll oscillation in roll rate response to
step aileron input, deg

ad Temporal frequency, rad/sec, where w = a V

W Imaginary part of a complex dynamic root, sec

Undamped natural frequency of the feedback zero caused by/e
or control-system mass unbalance, rad/sec

LUndamped natural frequency of the elevator feel system, rad/sec

4 4•, 4o, Undamped natural frequency of the Dutch roll oscillation, rad/sec

WI?•fl Phugoid undamped natural frequency, rad/sec

_ WSP Undamped natural frequency of the short-period oscillation, rad/sec

Roll-spiral undamped natural frequency, rad/sec

Undamped natural frequency of numerator quadratic of #/S' transfer
function, rad/sec 4

A2 Longitudinal spatial reduced frequencyt( Z

A . rad/ft
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Abbreviations

AGL Above ground level

c.g. Center of gravity

exp ( ) The Napierian logarithmic base (e = 2.718...) raised to the power indicated

MAT Maximum augmented thrust: maximum thrust, augmented by all means
available for the Flight Phase

MRT Military rated thrust, which is the maximum thrust at which the

engine can be operated for a specified period

MSL Mean sea level

NRT Normal rated thrust, which is the maximum thrust at which the
engine can be operated continuously

R/C Rate of climb

SAS Stability augmentation system

TLF Thrust for level flight

PR Pilot rating

PIO Pilot-induced oscillation

C) A dot above a symbol signifies the time derivative, e.g. a

C )' A prime used in conjunction with w , b.,, , J , , or
7 /re denotes stick-free values of the parameters when the stick-

free and stick-fixed values are not the same (e.g.W, or .
In particular, this notation is used when bobweights or#/e caused
the airplane response to feed back to the stick, unprimed parameters
denoting values with the stick-fixed or the bobweight feedback
loop open, and primed parameters denoting stick-free values with
the feedback loop closed.
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Section I

INTRODUCTION

This document is published in support of Military Specification
MIL-F-878SB(ASG) "Flying Qualities of Piloted Airplanes" as part of a three-
year effort of the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, with the contracted
help of Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (CAL), to conduct a coordinated
theoretical and experimental investigation of airplane flying qualities. The
intent of this document is to explain the concept and philosophy underlying
MIL-F-878SB and to present some of the data and arguments upon which the
requirements were based. The presented material was obtained or generated
following an extensive literrture review and after many meetings and discussions
with personnel from essentially all concerned civilian and governmental
organizations.

Section II outlines the historical development of the project.

The order in which the material is presented in Section III parallels
that of MIL-F-8785B(ASG). The main subject headings are:

1 Scope and Classification
2 Applicable Documents

3.1 Requirements - General
3.2 Longitudinal Flying Qualities
3.3 Lateral-Directional Flying Qualities
3.4 Miscellaneous Flying Qualities
3.5 Characteristics of the Primary Flight Control System
3.6 Characteristics of Secondary Control Systems
3.7 Atmospheric Disturbances

4 Quality Assurance Provisions
6 Notes

There is a general discussion of each of these main subjects. Where appropriate,
further general discussion precedes a related smaller group of requirements.
Each paragraph of the specification is discussed in sequence, individually or
together with a few closely related paragraphs, under the following subheadings:

Requirement
Related MIL-F-8785 paragraphs
Discussion

A bibliography of reports which were collected is also presented. It
represents a fairly complete listing of reports pertaining -to flying qualities
and related topics. References cited in this report are listed in the biblio-
graphy.

Appendices are included which contain the previous specification,
SMIL-F-8785, and pertinent supplementary information such as flight test and

measurement techniques.
1



Section II

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

The effort to revise MIL-F-8785B(ASG) began on 10 January 1966 and the
first round of meetings with industry took place during the weeks of 17 and
31 January 1966. The objective of the meetings was to obtain inputs from a
wide range of users of MIL-F-8785 with regard to its adequacy as a design and
evaluation specification, the consequences of specification deficiencies in
terms of system design problems and adverse effects on mission capabilities,
and recommendation on revisions needed to alleviate these problems. The
following organizations and companies were represented:

United States Air Force
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc.
Federal Aviation Administration
The Boeing Company/Renton
The Boeing Company/Seattle
The Boeing Company/Wichita
Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc.
General Dynamics/Convair Division
General Dynamics/Fort Worth Division
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp.
LTV/Vought Aeronautics Division
Lockheed California Company
Lockheed Georgia Company
Martin Company
McDonnell Aircraft Corporation
North American Aviation, Inc./Columbus Division
North American Aviation, Inc./Los Angeles Division
Northrop Corporation/Norair Division
Republic Aviation Corporation

A library of reports pertaining-to flying qualities was also begun in
January 1966. Over six hundred reports were collected by Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratory.

During April and May 1966, the following data gathering activities
•I took place:

* * Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory-Aeronautical Systems Division
flying qualities symposium on S and 6 April (Reference A3).

* Visits to NASA Langley and the Naval Air Test Center at Patuxent
River, Maryland on 19 and 20 April.

• Visits to NASA Ames and FRC, AFFTC at Edwards AFB, and Systems
Technology, Incorporated on 25-29 April.

2
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, Meetings with the following control equipment manufacturers on
9, 10, 12 May:

Bendix Corporation
General Electric Company
Honeywell, Inc.

Al. PLear Siegler, Inc.
Sperry Phoenix Company

The Air Force also acquired and worked up a g:eat deal of stability and
control data on current airplanes in that time period.

The data thus obtained, in conjunction with considerable analytical work,
formed the basis for the first CAL draft of the Recommendations for Revisi'n
of MIL-F-8785(ASG), which was submitted to the Air Force in March 1967. Sub-
stantiation information for selected longitudinal and lateral-directional
requirements of the draft revision was submitted to the Air Force in May 1967.
These reports, the MIL-F-878S revision and the backup documents, were then
distributed for comments to all concerned governmental agencies and all companies
that had participated in the initial meetings.

Written comments were received during 1967 and through April 1968 from
' k • many organizations within the USAF and USN, from NASA, FAA and AIA, and from

the following companies:

Autonetics
Bendix Corporation/Navigation and Control Division3 Boeing Company
Douglas Aircraft Company/Aircraft Division
Fairchild Hiller/Aircraft Division
Fairchild Hiller/Republic Aviation Division
General Electric Company/Defense Electronics Division
General Dynamics/Convair Division
General Dynamics/Fort Worth Division
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation
Honeywell, Inc./Aerospace Division
Lear Siegler, Inc./Astronics Division
Lockheed Georgia-Company
LTV Aerospace Corporation/Vought Aeronautics Division
Martin-Marietta Corporation
McDonnell Company•! North American Rockwell Corporation/Columbus Division
North American Rockwell Corporation/Los Angeles Division
Northrop Corporation/Norair Division Ae I
NoSperry Phoenix Company

Systems Technology, Inc.

Also, approximately ten review meetings were held with the Navy,
• Systems Technology, Incorporated and several Air Force organizations during
., 1967 and through April 1968. In addition, data gathering trips were made to

the Air Force Flight Test Center and Nellis Air Force Base.

3I



CAL tabulated the written comments and notes from meetings. This
information was systematically reviewed. Each comment was categorized as either:

(a) valid and can be incorporated into specification
(b) probably valid but more work needed
(c) considered to be invalid.

Many comments were considered valid, and CAL incorporated them in one
form or another into a revised draft of the Recommendations for Revision of
MIL-F-8785, which was submitted to the Air Force in May 1968. CAL also included
a considerable amnount of new analytical work and data in this draft. Those
areas in which there is believed to be a deficiency in the requirements, but
which require more work, are discussed in this report, a preliminary version of
which was submitted in June 1968. Those comments which were considered to be
invalid often resulted from lack of understanding or misinterpretation of the
requirement. In those cases, an attempt was made to clarify and expand upon
the requirement in this report.

From May 1968 through July 1968, the Navy and the Air Force reviewed
the May 1968 specification draft in detail. Detailed changes to the May 1968
specification draft were made at joint Air Force-Navy meetings during the week
of July 22, 1968 with CAL acting in an advisory capacity. As a result of these
meetings, a preliminary version of MIL-F-8785B, dated July 1968, was distributed
to industry for comment in early August.

Comments were received from the following organizations:

Autonetics
Boeing Company
Fairchild Hiller/Republic Aviation Division
General Dynamics/Convair Division
General Dynamics/Fort Worth Division
Lockheed California Company
Lockheed Georgia Company
Martin-Marietta Corporation
McDonnell Douglas Corporation
McDonnell Douglas Corporation/Douglas Aircraft Division
NASA/Langley Research Center
North American Rockwell Corporation/Los Angeles Division
Northrop Corporation/Norair Division
Sperry Rand Corporation/Flight Systems Division
Systems Technology, Inc.

CAL also recommended some changes during this time period. The comments on
the July 1968 draft were relatively minor compared to those received on the
May 1967 draft.

The significant comments from industry and CAL were incorporated into
the final version of MIL-F-8785.8 at a joint Air Force-Navy meeting during the
week of October 7, 1968, with CAL again acting in an advisory capacity. The

4



final draft was finished on October 22, 1968. An Air Force interim version,
MIL-F-008785A, to be used in lieu of MIL-F-8785, was published October 31, 1968;
and the draft was sent to the Aeronautical Standards Group by the Air Force
on December 19, 1968.

Following finalization of the specification, CAL prepared the complete
draft of this document, including significant contributions from the Air Force
and Navy, and submitted it for Air Force and Navy review in January 1969.
Again, extensive changes resulted. CAL prepared copy for printing in June 1969.
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_ Section III

STATEMENT AND DISCUSSION OF REQUIREMENTS

1. SCOPE AND CLASSIFICATIONS

DISCUSS ION

This section of the specification has been used to define a general
framework which permits tailoring each requirement according to:

1. The kind of airplane (Class)
2. The job to be done (Flight Phase)
3. How well the job must be done (Level)

The following table shows how these considerations are associated and
illustrates that use of this framework would permit stating 36 different values
for a given flying qualities parameter, even after combining the Flight ?hases
into three categories. Seldom will such a fine breakdown be required, "•or will
there be sufficient information available to make such fine discriminazions.
Thus in most cases, the 36 possible requirements are combined to some extent,
but not necessarily in the same pattern for all requirements. In other cases,
different or additional breakdowns are required: land- or carried-bascd
airplanes, or specific Flight •hares.

4.. Framework For Stating Flying Qualities Requirements

Class Flight Phase Level

______ Category 1 2 3

I ~B,.
c

_A

i~C"

A _

IV B

7ie
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The framework then is cumprised of those MIL.-'-878S5 pnragraphs:

I.'s Classification of airplanes
1.4 Flight Phase Categories
1.5 Levels of flying qualities

In the following paragraphs each of these elements is definod and disctosod.

1.1 SCOPE

REQU IREMENT

1.1 SQc_.MopTe. This specification contains the requirements for the flyi~n
qualities of U.S. military piloted airplanes.

RELATED MI L- F- 8785 PARAGRAPHS

1.1
• i DISCUSS IONI DS The scope is unchanged from that of MIL-F-8785. The requirements are

not particularly iimed at such unconventional aircraft as helicopters, V/STOL
or re-entry vehicles, but many of the requirements may be found to apply roason-
ably well to those aircraft in specific instances. Separate flying qualities
specifications are being prepared, also with the contracted help of Cornell
Aeronautical Laboratory, for V/STOL aircraft and for re-entry vehicles.

1.2 APPLICATION

REQUIREMENT

1.2 Application. The requirements of this specification shall be applied
to assure that no limitations on flight safety or on the capability to perform
intended missions will result from deficiencies in flying qualities. The
flying qualities for all airplanes proposed or contracted for shall be in
accordance with the provisions of this specification unless specific deviations
are authorized by the procuring activity. Additional or alternate special
requirements may be specified by the procuring activity.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

1.2

DISCUSS ION

To the material in the MIL-F-8785 paragraph has been added a statement
of purpose. Additional insight on the rationale is given in an expanded
Note 6.1:

8



"Intended us*. This specification contains the flying qualities re-
,• quiromeni '-opTro'tei d airplanes and forms one of the bases for determination

by the procuring activity of airplane acceptability, The specification serves
Sas design requirements and as criteria for use in stability and control

calculations, analysis of wind-tunnel test results, flyling qualities simulation
tests, and flight testing and evaluation, The requirements are intended to
assure adequate flying qualities regardless of desigr Implementation or flight
control system mechanisation, To the extent possible, this specification should
be met by providing an inherently good basic airframe Where that As not
entirely feasible, or where inordinate penalties would result, a mechanism is
provided herein to assure that the flight safety, flying qualities and reliabil-
ity aspects of dependence on stability augmentation and other forms of system
complication will be considered fully."

9I
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1,3 CLASSIFICATION OF AIRPLANES

RUQUIRUMUNT

1,3 Classification of airplanes. For the purpose of this specification, an
airplane ahall be placed in one o the following Classes:

Class I SmAll, light airplanes such as
Light utility
Primary trainer
Light observation

Class II Medium weight, low-to-medium'maneuverability airplanes such as
Heavy utility/search and rescue
Light or medium transport/cargo/tanker
Early warning/electronic countermeasures/airborne command,

control, or communications relay
Antisubmarine
Assault transport
Reconnaissance
Tactical bomber
Heavy attack
Trainer for Class II

Class III Large, heavy, low-to-medium maneuverability airplanes such as
Heavy transport/cargo/tanker
Heavy bomber
Patrol/early warning/electronic countermeasures/airborne command,

control, or communications relay
Trainer for Class III

Class IV High-maneuverability airplanes such as
Fighter/interceptor
Attack
Tactical reconnaissance
Observation
Trainer for Class IV

The procuring activity will assign an airplane to one of these Classes, and the
requirements for that Class shall apply. When no Class is specified in a re-
quirement, the requirement shall apply to all Classes. When operational
missions so dictate, an airplane of one Class may be required by the procuring
activity to meet selected requirements ordinarily specified for airplanes of
another Clas6.

1.3.1 Land- or carrier-based designation. The letter -L following a Class
designation identifies an airplane as land-based; carrier-based airplanes are
similarly identified by -C. When no such differentiation is made in a require-
ment, the requirement shall apply to both land-based and carrier-based airplanes.

10



RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

i, 1,3, 1.3.1

DISCUSSION

These paragraphs replace paragraphs 1.3 and 1.3.1 in MIL-F-8785. The
aspects of intended use seem implicit in this classification scheme and,
although it is not specifically stated, one can see some correlation with
weight and limit load factor. Because a classification scheme that consists
only of groupings of a list of mission titles will generally become obsolete as
new missions are devised, it seems desirable to try to define Classes on a more
general basis. Reference Al has four Classes and groups airplanes on the basis
of maneuverability, size, weight, and intended use. Within each group, examples
are given which use the basic mission title nomenclature defined in DOD Direc-
tive Number 4505.6 dated 14 August 1967. The four Classes are also related'
qualitatively to maximum design gross weight and symmetrical flight limit load
factor at the basic flight design gross weight.

In the proposed revision of MIL-A-8861, Airplane Strength and Rigidity
Flight Loads, dated October 1967, symmetrical flight limit load factor design
values are specified for the aircraft designations of the DOD Directive. The
specified limit load factors, together with weight data for U.S. military
airplanes listed in the March 18, 1968 issue of Aviation Week & Space Technology,
were used to form Figure 1. The presentation of Figure 1 makes it obvious that
highly maneuverable airplanes such as fighter and attack types, together with
certain trainer and observation craft should be designed for high limit load
factor. These vehicles tend to group in the weight range from 5000-100,000 lb.
There are a few small, light-weight trainers &id observation airplanes which
are also designed for fairly high load factors, which could be in either Class I
or Class IV. Classification of these airplanes should be done on the basis of
more detailed information about the intended use; or alternatively, the detail
specification should be composed of requirements selected from those stated
for both of these Classes in Reference Al. Figure 1 also illustrates that all
other airplanes are required to be designed for a limit load factor of less
than 4 g's, and that current airplanes span the weight range from 1,000 to
almos: 1,000,000 lb.

Historically, flying qualities specifications have recognized the need
to specify different values of parameters for vehicles of different size and
different operational missions. It is intuitive to expect the handling qualities
of sports cars to be different from those of trucks, speed boats to handle
differently than ocean liners, and small utility airplanes to fly differently
than large transports. In each of these examples there is a difference in size,
but also in operational use or intended mission. In addition, there may be
significant differences in the way each vehicle responds to external disturb-
ances such as road roughness, sea state and atmospheric turbulence or wind.
Another factor of possible significance is the location of the driver or pilot
in the vehicle relative to the center of gravity and the extremities of the

11 14
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pi

V vehicle. The location of the pilot in the vehicle affects the motions and
riding characteristics he experiences. If the effect cf each of these factors
on handling or flying qualities were fully understood and a sufficient data
base existed, then the quantitative requirements could be stated as mathematical
or empirical functions of the significant factors, and there would be no need
for any classification breakdown to accommodate these effects in the specifica-
tion requirements.

It should also be recognized that as vehicles become larger, practical
design considerations may dictate compromises between the degree of maneuvera-
bility and the values of flying qualities parameters that are desirable and
what can be accepted, through relaxation of operational requirements or through
modification of operational procedures or techniques.

a h How best to handle the factors discussed above is not completely clear

at this time. Ideally the requirements should be expressed as mathematical
functions of the significant factors. The current state of knowledge and the
experimental data available do not permit this, so it is necessary to make the
relatively arbitrary Class definitions of Reference Al. Further research into
possible scaling parameters, simulation study and operational experience are
required in this area.

As in MIL-F-8785, the -C requirements reflect both the unique and the
more critical aspects of carrier operation in terminal Flight Phases.

i'1
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1.4 FLIGHT PHASE CATEGORIES

REQUIREMENT

1.4 Flight Phase Categories. The Flight Phases have been combined into
three Categories which are referred to in the requirement statements. These
Flight Phases shall be considered In the context of total missions so that
there will be no gap between successive Phases of any flight and so that trans-
ition will be smooth. When no Flight Phase or Category is stated in a require-
ment, that requirement shall apply to all three Categories. In certain cases,
requirements are directed at specific Flight Phases identified in the require-
ment. Flight Phases descriptive of most military airplane missions are:

Nonterminal Flight Phases:

Category A - Those nonterminal Flight Phases that require rapid
maneuvering, precision tracking, or precise flight-path
control. Included in this Category are:

a. Air-to-air combat (CO) f. In-flight refueling
(receiver) (RR)

b. Ground attack (GA)
g. Terrain following (TF)

c. Weapon delivery/launch
(WD) h. Antisubmarine search (AS)

d. Aerial recovery (AR) i. Close formation flying (FF)

e. Reconnaissance (RC)

Category B - Those nonterminal Flight Phases that are normally accom-
plished using gradual maneuvers and without precision
tracking, although accurate flight-path control may be
required. Included in this Category are:

a. Climb (CL) e. Descent (D)

b. Cruise (CR) f. Emergency descent (ED)

c. Loiter (LO) g. Emergency deceleration (DE)

d. In-flight refueling h. Aerial delivery (AD)
(tanker) (RT)

14
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Terminal Flight Phases:

Category C - Terminal Flight Phases are normally accomplished using
gradual maneuvers and usually require accurate flight-path
control. Included in this Category are:

a. Takeoff (TO)

b. Catapult takeoff (CT) ,

c. Approach (PA)

d. Wave-off/go-around (WO)

e. Landing (L)

When necessary, recategorization or addition of Flight Phases or delineation
of requirements for special situations, e.g., zoom climbs, will be accomplished
by the procuring activity.

RELATED MIIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None

DISCUSS ION

Experience with airplane operations indicates that certain Flight Phases
require more stringent values of flying qualities pa.'ameters than do others
(e.g., air-to-air combat requires more Dutch roll damping than does cruising
flight). Also, a given mission Flight Phase will generally have an Airplane
Normal State associated with i (e.g., flaps and gear down for landing approach
and up for cruising flight). In many instances, therefore, the flying qualities
specification should state requirements as a function of mission Flight Phase.
This degree of breakdown gives the designer additional gudiance in optimizing
his design so that each Airplane State has adequate flying qualities for the
tasks to be performed while the airplane is in that State.

In flight and simulator evaluations, pilots generally have rated a set
of flying qualities on suitability for a given mission segment like one of these
Flight Phases. The pilots assign an overall rating, based on ability, or effort
required, to perform certain appropriate tasks such as precision tracking of a
target or a glide slope, trimming and making heading changes at constant altitude;
and of flight in turbulence. As they extrapolate to other flight situations
(tasks, environment, etc.), their uncertainty in their ratings grows. These
considerations led-naturally to statement of flying qualities requirements in

" - terms of the Flight Phases of 1.4.
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For the most part, the Flight Phase titles are descriptive enough to
facilitate picking those applicable to a given design. The formation flying
(FF) Flight Phase is intended to be used, if desired, where there is no other
requirement for rapid maneuvering, precision tracking or precise flight-path
control in up-and-away flight. An example might be a Class I trainer for which
the procuring activity desires Category A flying qualities (note the current
use of the T-37, T-28, etc.).

The similarity of tasks in many Flight Phases, plus the limited amount
of evaluation data on specific Flight Phases, has led to grouping the Phases
into three Categories. First, the possible Flight Phases were divided into two
groups on the basis of terminal and nonterminal operation. Then nonterminal
flight was further divided into two groups based primarily on the degree of
maneuverability and/or precision of control required. The requirements of
Section 3 are generally stated in terms of these three Flight Phase Categories.
However, a number of the requirements are directed at specific Flight Phases;
those requirements apply only to the specific Flight Phase stated.

Not all of these Flight Phases apply to a given airplane. Those that
are appropriate to design operational missions and emergencies will be chosen
for each design. The list cannot be exhaustive because new mission require-
ments continue to be generated. Thus the procuring activity may have to delete -•
some Phases and add others. Responsibility for choosing applicable Flight
Phases should be defined contractually. The procuring activity should prepare
the initial listing of Flight Phases. The contractor should be made contrac-
tually responsible for assuring that this listing is inclusive and exhaustive
(for the stated primary and alternate missions), and for suggesting necessary
additions so that the intent of the Flight Phase concept (i.e., there will be
no gap between successive phases of every flight, and transition between
phases of each flight will be smooth) will be accomplished. It is the procuring
activity's responsibility either to agree with the contractor's suggestions or
to recategorize the Flight Phases.

In certain cases, both flying qualities requirements and airplane
capabilities may be less than one would ordinarily expect. An example is a
zoom climb--a dynamic maneuver in which qualities such as speed stability and
natural frequency cannot be measured in flight, and the effectiveness of aero-
dynamic controls is necessarily low at low dynamic pressure. Lacking enough
data to formulate general requirements for these cases, it has been left for
the procuring activity to provide specific requirements as specific mission
needs dictate.
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1.5 LEVELS OF FLYING QUALITIES

REQUIREMENT

1.5 Levels of flying qualities. Where possible, the requirements of
Section 3 have been stated in terms of three values of the stability or control
parameter being specified. Each value is a minimum condition to meet one of
three Levels of acceptability related to the ability to complete the operational
missions for which the airplane is designed. The levels are:

Level 1 Flying qualities clearly adequate for the mission Flight
Phase

Level 2 Flying qualities adequate to accomplish the mission Flight
Phase, but some increase in pilot workload or Jegradation
in mission effectiveness, or both, exists

Level 3 Flying qualities such that the airplane can be controlled
safely, but pilot workload is excessive or mission effective-
ness is inadequate, or both. Category A Flight Phases can
be terminated safely, and Category B and C Flight Phases
can be completed.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None

DISCUSSION

The phrase "where possible" was used in 1.5 because, after considerable
literature searching, the data available were inadequate to permit a rational
statement of three values for every requirement. As more data become available,
further separation of requirements into Levels of acceptability should be
achievable.

Amplification on Level usage is given in 6.7.2: "Level definitions.
To determine the degradation in flying qualities parameters for a given
Airplane Failure State the following definitions .re provided:

a. Level I is better than or equal to the Level 1 boundary, or
number, given in Section 3.

b. Level 2 is worse than Level 1, but no worse than the Level 2
boundary or number.

c. Level 3 is worse than • 2, but no worse than the Level 3
boundary or number.

When a given boundary, or number, is identified as Level 1 and Level 2, this
means that flying qualities outside the boundary conditions shown, or worse
than the number given, are at best Level 3 flying qualities...."

11
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According to 4.4, the Level definitions of 1.5 are to be used directly
in determining compliance with qualitative requirements. There is a direct
association between the three Levels of acceptability and the pilot rating
scale recently developed by Cooper and Harper. The definitions of the three
Levels in 1.5 were originally developed from an interim version of this scale,
published in September 1966 (Reference B5). Since that time, the rating scale
has been refined and republished after review by interested individuals and
organizations in the U.S., Britain, and France (Reference B113). The refine-
ments in the latest version deal mainly with details of language, however, and
not the basic structure of the scale, i.e., the basic decision process related
to mission Flight Phase accomplishment remains unchanged from that of Refer-
ence B5. The revised rating scale from Reference B113 is reproduced in
Figure 1.

Although a direct association is intended between the Levels of

Reference Al and the revised rating scale in Figure 1, the association with
previous rating scales is not as direct. Since the majority of the experi-
mental flying qualities data available at this time was produced using either
the original Cooper scale or one of several scales employed by Cornell
Aeronautical Laboratory, it was necessary to examine the context and the
results of each experiment in detail before making associations between Levels
and a particular pilot rating scale.

LeesIn general, however, the following association has been used between

Levels and the major rating scales:

Interim Final
Revision- Revision-

Original Standard Cooper-Harper Cooper-Harper
Level Cooper Scale CAL Scale Scale (Ref. 85) Scale (Ref. B113)

1 1-3.5 1-3.5 1-3.5 1-3.5
2 3.5-5.5 3.5-6.5 3.5-6.5 3.5-6.5
3 5.5-7 6.5-9+ 6.5-9+ 6.5-9+

The particular association between Levels and rating scales other than
J ithose shown above is presented, along with the particular set of data under

consideration, in the following sections.

for Because the base configurations for parametric studies were different
for different experiments, it was sometimes helpful to give consideration to
the rate of change of pilot rating with a given parameter in establishing the
association between parameter values and Levels. In addition, the selection
of parameter values to use for Level 3 was sometimes tempered with philosophy
and not strictly based on experimentally defined controllability limits.

18
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The ovilouations 41.1A analypes on which m~any of' the reii ramonit Are
banod wore conducted with "good" values of .il1 parAmoterm except thr 41neti t At
were varied. But Cooper and hlArper havw notod that tho combinod ratino degrada,
tion caused by two or more poor flyIng quai litles paramoetrs can he sIgniil'
cantly worse than the dogradation caused by mny •,no of the parametotrx, Such
degradation Is not always found, hut it is a worrisomn problem, For OxAmplo,
if Level 3 i• barely met in sewvral respects, tho airplane may be unhlyahie,
Some Level 3 requirement4 have been stiffoned arbitrarIly, pai'rtly to accuwt
for this possibility, ore is too little data to treat the problem more
accurately. Our solace is that with low probabilities of' single failuros,
the joint probabilities of most multiple dogradations arc vwry smAll, A• tl),
flying quality approaches or passes the l.vel 3 limit, it will h•cume oor
interest to people concerntd with flight safety,

Inclusion of furthor-deogradod Levels (below Level 3) was disetissOl:
get-home capability or stabilization for ejection. llut by definition, I.ovol 3
giveh ability to recover, return and land safely following a failure at the
most adverse point in the flight, It seems host to demand no loss than that,
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.•1 'nit following douments, of the issue in e*rrt on the dlato or invtit.
tion for bid* or request for proposal, form a part of thio spe140 'at tion to the
oatent 11l0itfreid horein:

SPI;CtI F ICA1'IO)N•

Military

MIL-0-8700 D)emonstration Ioqutrements for Ail'planoe
MIIL-F-0490 Plight (ontrol System - l)ei01., Installation and Tost or,

Piloted Aircraft, Gelierol Specification for
MIL-C-li844 Co•ntrol and Stabiliastion system, Automatic, Piloted Alrc•aft,

(Cenetral Spvi fiation for
MI L- F-16372 •Flight Control Systesa, iDeiign, Installation asd Test of,

Aircraft (General Specification for)
41L-8.2SO15 Spinning Rlequiremnts for AIrplanes

NIL-W..25140 Weight and balus•¢ Control Data (for Airplane* and Ruotorraft)

STANDARDS

4iL-STU- 756 Reliability Prediction

(Copies of documents required by suppliers in connoction with specific pro-
curement finctions should be obtained from the procuring activity or as
directed by the contracting officer,) 4

RukLA~rL MIL-F-8785 PARAGCRAAPHfS

2.1

DISCUSSION

At places it was felt necessary to refer to other documents in the
specific requirements of -8785M. All such referenced documents are listed
in 2.1. Anothor group, closely related but not referenced, appears in 6.8:

"Relatod documents. The documents listed below, while they do not
form a paT"of this spcT ication, are so closely related to it that their
conten1ts should be taken into account in any application of this specification.

SPC IFICATIONS

Militar.

MIL-C-SOll Charts; Standard Aircraft Characteristics and Performance,
Piloted Aircraft

MIL-S-S711 Structural Criteria, Piloted Airplanes. Structural Tests, --

Flightj 21
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3. REQUIREMENTS

3.1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

DISCUSSION

This section of Reference Al specifies the conditions under which the
requirements of this specification apply, The main factors are determined by
the operational missions for which the airplane is to be designed. The airplnne,
described by its Airplane State (weight, center-of-gravity position, externitl
store complement, configuration and thrust setting together with the operational
status of the components and systems), must meet the specified requirements
under various conditions of speed, altitude and load factor.

3.1.1 OPERATIONAL MISSIONS

REQUIREMENT

3.1.1 Operational missions. The procuring activity will specify the opera-
tional missions to be considered by the contractor in designing the airplane
to meet the flying qualities requirements of this specification. These missions
will include the entire spectrum of intended operational usage.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None

DISCUSSION

The word "missions" unfortunately is used in several contexts not only
in this specification, but throughout the writings pertinent to acquiring a
new weapon system. In the broadest sense, "operational missions" applies to
categorizing the airplane as fighter, bomber, reconnaissance, etc., or as ill
"accomplishing the mission" of bombing, strafing, etc. In 3.1.1 the object
is to introduce to the designer in general terms the function of the vehicle
he is to design. It should be sufficient for the procuring activity to refer
to those paragraphs of the Systems Specification and Air Vehicle Specification
which contain the overall performan e requirements, the operational requirements,
employment and deployment requirement (generally Sections 3.1 and 3.2 of
those documents). The operational missions should be based on the above con-
siderations as well as the mission profiles to be used for performance
guarantees.

The operational missions considered should not be based on just the
design mission profiles. But these profiles may be a starting point for
determining variations that might normally be expected in service use while
performing missions of the same character. Thus the procuring activity should
examine ranges of useful load, flight time, combat speed and altitude, in-
flight refueling, etc. to define the entire spectrum of intended operational
use. "Operational missions" are intended to include training missions.
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The intended use of an airplane must be known before the required
configurations, loadings, and the Operational Flight lUnvelopes can be defined
and the design of the airplane to meet the requirements of' this specification
can be undertaken. Should the using command decide to use an airplane for an
operational mission other than those for which it was designed, the respon-
sibility must be assumed by the using command since the airplane designer can
only be hold responsible for the requirements specified in the contract covering. j -procurement of the airplane. If additional missions are foreseen at the time

the detail specfiecaton is prepared, it is the responsibility of the procuring
activity to define the operational requirements to include these missions.
Examples of missions or capatlities that have been added later are in-flight
refueling (tanker or receiver), aerial pickup and delivery, low-altitude
penrutration and weapon delivery, and ground attack for an air-superiority
fighter or vice versa.

The foregoing discussio:. serves to emphasize the importance of the
intended use of the airplane and the impact this has on the configurations,
loadings, and Operational Flight Envelopes for which the airplane is to be
designed. Once the intended uses or operational missions are defined, a
Flight Phase analysis of each mission must be ronducted. With the Flight
Phases established, the configurations and loL(Aing states which will exist
during each Phase can be defined. After the configuration and loading states
havws been defined for a given Flight Phase, Service and Permissible Flight
Envelopes can be determined and Operational Flight Envelopes more fully
defined.
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loadings is presented in Section 4 of Reference Al in terms of weight, center-
of-gravity position or moments of inertia. Only permissible center-of-gravity
positions need be considered for Airplane Normal States. But fuel sequencing
and transfer failures or malperformance that get the center of gravity outside
the established limits are expressly to be considered as Airplane Failure
States. The worst possible cases that are not approved Special Failure States )
(3.1.6.2.1) must be examined.

Since the requirements apply over the full range of service loadings,
effects of fuel slosh and shifting should be taken into account in design.
Balance, controllability, and airframe and structure dynamic characteristics
may be affected. For example, take-off acceleration has been known to shift
the c.g. embarrassingly far aft. Airplane attitude may also have an effect.
Other factors to consider are fuel sequencing, in-flight refueling if applicable,
and all arrangements of variable, disposable and removable items required for
ea.h operational mission.

The procuring activity may elect to specify a growth margin in c.g.
travel to allow for uncertainties in weight distribution, stability level and
other design factors, and for possible future variations in operational loading
and use.

In determining the range of store loadings to be specified in the
contract, the procuring activity should consider such factors as store mixes,
possible points of attachment, and asymmetries-..initial, after each pass, and
the result of failure to release. The contractor may find it necessary to
propose limitations on store loading to avoid excessive design penalties.

The designer should attempt to assure that there are no restrictions
on store loading, within the range of design stores. However, it is recognized
that occasionally this goal will be impracticable on some designs. It may be
impossible to avoid exceeding airplane limits, or excessive design penalties
wmiy be incurred. Then, insofar as considerations such as standardized stores
permit, it should be made physically impossible to violate necessary store
loading restrictions. If this too should not be practicable, the contractor
should submit both an analysis of the effects on flying qualities of violating
the restrictions and an estimate of the likelihood that the restrictions will
be exceeded.
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3.1.2 LOADINGS
S3.1.3 MOMENTS OF INERTIA

3.1.4 EXTERNAL STORES

REQUIREMENTS

3.1.2 Loadings. The contractor shall define the envelopes of center of
gravity and corresponding weights that will exist for each Flight Phase. These
envelopes shall include the most forward and aft center-of-gravity positions
as defined in MIL-W-25140. In addition, the contractor shall determine the
maximum center-of-gravity excursions attainable through failures in systems or
components, such as fuel sequencing, hung stores, etc., for each Flight Phase
to be considered in the Failure States of 3.1.6.2. Within these envelopes,
plus a growth margin to be specified by the procuring activity, and for the
excursions cited above, this specification shall apply.

3.1.3 Moments of inertia. The contractor shall define the moments of inertia
associated with all loadings of 3.1.2. The requirements of this specification
shall apply for all moments of inertia so defined.

3.1.4 External stores. The requirements of this specification shall apply
for all combinations of external stores required by the operational missions.
The effects of external stores on the weight, moments of inertia, center-of-
gravity position, and aerodynamic characteristics of the airplane shall be
considered for each mission Flight Phase. When the stores contain expendable
loads, the requirements of this specification apply throughout the range of
store loadings. The external stores and store combinations to be considered
for flying qualities design will be specified by the procuring activity. In
establishing external store combinations to be investigated, consideration
shall be given to asymmetric as well as to symmetric combinations.

( RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.1.1, 3.1.5

DISCUSSION

The loading of an airplane is determined by what is in (internal
loading), and attached to (external loading) the airplane. The parameters
that define different characterisics of the loading are weight, center-of-
gravity position, and moments and .-,oducts of inertia. External stores affect
all these parameters and also affec aerodynamic coefficients.

The requirements apply under all loading conditions associated with an
airplane's operational missions. Since there is an infinite number of possible
internal and external loadings, each requirement generally is only examined at
the critical loading with respect to the requirement. Guidance on such critical
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o 3.1.5 CONFIGURATIONS

A, REQUIREMENT

3.1.5 Configurations. The requirements of this specification shall apply for
all configurations required or encountered in the applicable Flight Phases of
"1.4. A (crew-) selected configuration is defined by the positions and adjust-
ments of the various selectors and controls available to the crew except for
rudder, aileron, elevator, throttle and trim controls. Examples are: the flap
control setting and the yaw damper ON or OFF. The selected configurations to
be examined must consist of those required for performance and mission accom-
plishment. Additional configurations to be investigated may be defined by the
procuring activity.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.1.9

DISCUSSION

The settings of such controls as f.aps, speed brakes, landing gear,

wing sweep, high lift devices, and wing incidence are related uniquely to each
aircraft design. Reference Al requires that the configurations to be examined
shall be those required for performance and mission accomplishment. The
position of rudder, aileron, elevator, trim controls and the thrust setting
are not included in the definition of configuration since the positions of
these controls are usually either specified in the individual requirements or
"determined by the specified flight conditions.

The requirements of Reference Al are stated for Flight Phases, rather
than for airplane configurations as was done in MIL-F-8785. The flying qualities
should be a function of the job to be done rather than of the configuration of
the airplane. However, the designer must define the configuration or configura-
tions which his airplane will have during each Flight Phase.

27
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3.1.6 STATE OF THE AIRPLANE

REQUIREMEN FS

3.1.6 State of the airplane. The State of the airplane is defined by the
selected configuration together with the functional status of each of the
airplane components or systems, throttle setting, weight, moments of inertia,
center-of-gravity position, and external store complement. The trim setting
and the positions of the rudder, aileron, and elevator controls are not
included in the definition of Airplane State since they are often specified
in the requirements.

3.1.6.1 Airplane Normal States. The contractor shall define and tabulate
all pertinent items to describe the Airplane Normal (no component or system
failure) State(s) associated with each of the applicable Flight Phases. This
tabulation shall be in the format and shall use the nomenclature shown .in 6.2.
Certain items, such as weight, moments of inertia, center-of-gravity position,
wing sweep, or thrust setting may vary continuously over a range of values
during a Flight Phase. The contractor shall replace this continuous variation
by a limited number of values of the parameter in question which will be
treated as specific states, and which include the most critical values and
the extremes encountered during the Flight Phase in question.

3.1.6.2 Airplane Failure States. The contractor shall define and tabulate
all Airplane Failure States, which consist of Airplane Normal States modified
by one or more malfunctions in airplane components or systems; for example,
a discrepancy between a selected configuration and an actual configuration.
Those malfunctions that result in center-of-gravity positions outside the
center-of-gravity envelope defined in 3.1.2 shall be included. Each mode of
failure shall be considered. Failures occurring in any Flight Phase shall
be considered in all subsequent Flight Phases.

3.1.6.2.1 Airplane Special Failure States. Certain components, systems, or
combinations thereof may have extremely remote probability of failure during
a given flight. These failure probabilities may, in turn, be very difficult to
predict with any degree of accuracy. Special Failure States of this type need
not be considered in complying with the requirements of section 3 if justifica-
tion for considering the Failure States as Special is submitted by the con-
tractor and approved by the procuring activity.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None

DISCUSSION

These paragraphs introduce the Airplane State terminology for use in
the requirements. The contractor is required to define the Airplane Normal
States for each applicable Flight Phase, in the format of Table XVI. A
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par't ivular dollon may htvis other variable eatir•m Much 11M an ir inletsl, if filp
v s It I on o r any #i'h re4tC'it rean r re c t ry •its qual it te to4wlioendelt Iv o
the items In Table XVl, its pooitli•n should be t•hulatedl as w.l1, l1111il llv,
variable parimters should ho presented In discroet stolit small enout1gh to
aIluw accurate Interpolation to find the mnst oritltl vnIuiovs teir v'(mthi otvIOnl
for each requirement, Then those critical cKe oshouild he Added, As disctipiel
unider 3. ,14 - 1,4, center-of-gravIty ooAit ions4 that vani ho' OtI tind oil Y with
prohibited, failed, or malfuictioning fuel seqouenInig nslod not ho considored
for Airplane NormAl Attes,

There is more to determining Failure States than just considering vae1
component failure in turn, TWo other types or et'rects must be considered,
First, failure of' one component In a certain mode may itself Induce other
failures in tho system, so failure propagation must be investigated, Seconld,
oln. event may cause loss of moro than one part of the system, livents of
"unlikely" origin from recent flight experience are listed as Illustrationsi

0 Failure of one bracket that held lines from both hydraulic
systems led to loss of integrity of both systms.

* An extinguishable fire 'diat burned through lines from all
hydraulic systems, that were routed through the same
compartment,

0 Spillud coffee on the Dilots' Lonsole that shorted out all
electrical systems; lightning strikes might do this, too.

a A loose nut (too thick a washer was used, so the self-locking
threads were not engaged) which shorted all three stability
augmentation channels of a triply redundant system.

0 Undetected impurities in a batch of potting compound used in
packaging stability augmentation: all affected channels
shorted out at the high temperatures of supersonic flight.
after passing ground checkout

0 Complicated ground checkout equipment and lengthy procedures
that were impractical to use very frequently on the flight
line, resulting in long flight times between flight control
system electronics checks.

The insidious nature of possible troubles emphasizes the need for caution in
design applications.

In most cases, a considerable amount of engineering judgement will
influence the procuring activity's decision to allow or disallow a proposed
Airplane Special Failure State. Probabilities that are extremely remote are
exceptionally difficult to predict accurately. Judgements will weigh con-
sequences against feasibility of improvement or alternatives, and against
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ivro,i t ed Mi I It t v t o kooli hi gh %tandardp t rIirugoiao t eloS igi, quo t I '1 It WtI
l'roducti on, tiop and maIit vei.monv , hiopt i n( other port itBit requ Iremet s:

NM I.-I-I-4, NII90M L-A• O, ot c., .houild bIt cons idered, as mhould PApe'riPBe with
timil 1a. items, tGenerally, Special Faitlure, Statoe should he brought to the

aittontI to of those concorned with ft ight safety.

SovorAl edtogories of Specitl I;oilure States van be distinguished.
Cvrtamn items might be approved more or loss categorically:

* Control-stick fracture

a Dissic airframe or control-surface structural failure

* Dual mechanical failures in gentral

Rogardleso of the degree of redundancy, there remains a finite probability
that all redundant paths will fall, A point of diminishing returns will be
reached, beyond which the gains of additional channels are not worth the
associated penalties:.

o Complete failure of hydraulic or electrical, etc. systems

* Complete or critical partial failure of stability augmentation
that has been accepted as necessary to meet Level 3.

Some items might be excepted if special requirements are met, For example,
some limited control should remain after failure of all engines, provided by
accumulators or an auxiliary power source as Appropriate.

Note that the required approval of Airplane Special Failure States, in
conjunction with certain requirements that must be met regardless of component
or equipment status, can be used as desired to require a level of stability
for the basic airframe, limit use of stick pushers to alleviate pitch-up,
disallow rudder-pedal shakers for stall warning, rule out fly-by-wire control
systems, - \.'a, ,,1 ta 'y .ux .. l, -r4, force -, •.- 1,o1iriko or• vulikuabilty,
etc. The piu.6iag activity should state those considerations they wish to
impose, as completely as they can, at the outset; but it is evident that many
decisions must be made subjectively and many will be influenced by the specific
design.
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1, 1.7 OPERATIONAI, Fl, 1 i. 10 1 IiNVIIIA.PI0 S

WIINIHAI, DISC',USS ION

The nn'iroaaod emlp)hasis in Refoeronco Al on Fl ight linvolopos Is an
attempt to restrict application of the requirements to regions in which
compliance in u.sontial. 'Thus, it is hupod to avoid the performance, cost
and comp1o.xtry penalties that might be associated with overdeoign to provide
excellent fiving qualities at all flight conditions. Just as important, the
Flight lnvelopes should ensure that flying qualities will be acceptable
wherever tho airplano is operated, In general the boundaries of those
envelopes 4hould not bo set by ability to moot the flying qualities require-
ments, uther factors will normally determine the boundaries unless specific
deviations are granted, The only exception is control power, which may set
some boundAries if the requirements on the Operational Flight Envelope are
still met, The rationale for each type of Envelope is presented later, in
the discussion of oech paragraph; hut here it is in order to discuss
procedures in constructing and using the Fnvelopos.

To start with, the procuring activity must set down the capability
it wants for primary and alternate missions, including maneuverability over
the speed-altitude range. These are the minimum requirements on the Opera-
tional Flight Envelopes. At this stage the Flight Phases will be known.
In response to those uiid other requirements, a contractor will design an
airplane, For that design the contractor can relate the Flight Phases to
Airplane Normal States, then:

0 Further define the Operational Flight Envelope for each
Flight Phase, based on the associated Airplane Normal
States,

0 Construct the larger Service Flight Envelope for the
Airplane Normal State associated with each Flight Phase,
and

* Similarly construct portions of the Permissible Flight
Envelope boundaries, beyond which operation is not

Each Envelope must include the flight conditions related to any pertinent
performance guarantees.

The requirements apply at all points within the volume of the
pertinent Flight Envelope. These Flight Envelopes, which necessarily are
drawn as two-dimensional figures, form skeletons which depict three-dimensional
(speed, altitude, normal load factor) volumes of conditions where requirements
apply. In picking the altitudes at which to define speed - load-factor envelopes,
consideration should be given to critical flight conditions and to how the
airplane will be flight tested.
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Some Flight Phases of the same Category will involve the same, or
vury similar, Airplane Normal States; so one set of Flight Envelopes may
represent several Flight Phases. Each Flight Phase will involce a range
of loadings. Generally it will be convenient to represent this variation
by superimposing boundaries for the discrete loadings of Table XVI, or
possibly by bands denoting extremes. If different external store complements
affect the Envelope boundaries significantly, it may be necessary to construct
several sets of Envelopes for each Flight Phase, each set representing a
family of stores. Hopefully a manageably small total number of Envelopes
should result. It is apparent that the Flight Envelopes must and can be
refined, as the design is further analyzed and defined, by agreement between
the contractor and the procuring activity.

Flight tests will be conducted to evaluate the airplane against
requirements in known (a priori) Flight Envelopes. Generally, flight tests
will cover the Service Flight Envelope, with specific tests (stalls, dives,
etc.) to the Permissible limits. The same test procedures usually apply
in both Service and Operational envelopes; only the numerical requirements and
qualitative levels differ. If, for example, speed and altitude are within the
Operational Flight Envelope but normal load factor is between the Operational
and Service Flight nnvelope Boundaries, the requirements for the Service
Flight Envelope apply. Ideally, the flight test program should also lead to
definition of Flight Envelopes depicting Level I and Level 2 boundaries
(paragraph 1.5). These Level boundaries should aid the using commands in
tactical employment, even long after the procurement contract has been
closed out.

Separate Flight Envelopes are not normally required for Airplane
Failure States. It is rational to consider most failures throughout the
Flight Envelopes associated with Airplane Normal States. There may be excep-
tions (such as a wing sweep failure that necessitates a wings-aft landing, or
a flap failure that requires a higher landing speed) that are peculiar to
a specific design. In such cases the procuring actiity may have to accept
soro •in:1ler Flight Envelupes for specific Failure States, making sure that
Aic.e Envelopes are large enough for safe Level 2 or Level 3 operation.

A sketch in Section 6.2.5 of Reference Al illustrates the specification
nomenclature for the Service and Operational Flight Envelopes.

In all the Flight Envelopes, -A denotes maneuverability aside from the
influence of thrust available. The flying qualities specification places no
requirements on the magnitude of load-factor capability in constant-speed,
level flight.
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MIL-F-8785B

Sketch from Section 6.2.5
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3.1.7 OPERATIONAl FLMIaur ENVELOPES

REQIJI REMENT

3,.17 0 pe.tional Flight Envelopes. The Operational Flight Envelopes define
the boundaries in terins of speed, altitude, and load factor within which the
airplane must be capable of operating in order to accomplish the missions of
3.1.1. Envelopes for each applicable Flight Phnse shall be established with
the guidance and approval of the procuring activity. In the absence of
specific guidance, the contractor shall use the representative conditions of
table I for the applicable Flight Phases.

RELATED MIL-F-878S PARAGRAPHS

3.1.2, 3.1.3, 3.1.3.1, Table II

DISCUSSION

This paragraph is essentially new, incorporating a somewhat different
concept of "operational flight envelopes" than that of MIL-F-8785, paragraph
3.1.3. Table II ofMIL-F-878S was an attempt to define the most important
flight regions arbitrarily for application of some of the requirements.

Operational Flight Envelopes are now regions in speed-altitude-load
factor space where it is necessary for an airplane, in the configuration and
loading associated with a given Flight Phase, to have very good flying qualities,
as opposed, for example, to regions where it is only necessary to ensure that
the airplane can be controlled without undue concentration. The Operational
Flight Envelopes are intended to permit the design task to be more closely
defined. As a result, the cost and complexity of the airplane and possibly
the cost and time required for flight testing should be appreciably, but
logically, reduced. The required size of the Operational Flight Envelopes
for a particular airplane should, to the extent possible, be given in the
detail specification for the airplane, but some boundaries will only be
delineated during design of the weapon system. In defining the speed-altitude-
load factor combinations to be encompassed, the following factors should be
considered:

(a) The Operational Flight Envelope for a given Flight Phase
should initially be considered to be as large a portion
of the associated Service Flight Envelope as possible,
to permit the greatest freedom of use of the airplane
by the using command.

(b) If design trade-offs indicate that significant penalties
(in terms of performance, cost, system complexity, or
reliability) are required to provide Level 1 flying
qualities in the large Envelope of (a) above, consideration
should be given to restricting the Operational Flight
Envelope toward the minimum consistent with the require-
ments of the Flight Phasp of the operational mission under
"consideration.
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MIL-F-8785B

Table I

OPERATIONAL FLIGHT ENVELOPE

FLIGHT AIRSPEED ALI'ITUDE LOAD FACTOR
PHASE V (M ) h h n n

CATEGORY FLIGHT PHASE l max( x *min max nmin max

AIR-TO-AIR COMBAT (CO) 1.4 V VMAT MSL Combat -1.0 nL-J ~ Ceiling ,

GROUND ATTACK (GA) 1.3 VS VMRT MSL Medium -1.0

WEAPON DELIVERY/LAUNCH V VAT MSL Combat .5
(WO) range Ceiling

AERIAL RECOVERY (AR) 1.2 V VMRT MSL Combat .5 n
R Ceiling

RECONNAISSANCE (RC) 1.3 VS v MSL Combate
S MATCeiling

IN-FLIGHT REFUEL (RECEIVER) 1.2 VS VRT MSL Combat .5 2.0 - -

Ceiling

TERRAIN FOLLOWING (TF) V V MSL 10.000 ft. .0 3.5range VA

ANTISUBMARINE SEARCH (AS) 1.2 VS VMRT MSL Medium 0 2.0
SCeoinmbat -. L"•

CLOSE FORMATION FLYING (FF) 1.4 Vs VMAT MSL Coilit -1.0 nL

CLIMB (CL) .85 V R/C 1.3 VR/C MSL Cruisingl . 2.0
Ceiling

CRUISE (CR) Vrange VNRT MSL Cruising .5 2.0
Ceiling

Cruising .OITER (LO) .85 Vaend 1.3 Vend 4SL Ceiling .5 2.0

Cruising
&R_-FLIGHT REF1FL (TANKER) 1.4 V S4AT Ceiling

DESCENT (D) 1.4 V MSL Cruising .5 2.0
1 VMACeiling

EMERGENCY DESCENT (ED) 1.4 VS V x NSL Cruisin1 .5 2.0
, ., - C e i I i n g

EMERGENCY DECELERATION 1.4 VS V MSL Cruising ,S 2.0

(DE) ___ _ _ Ceiling

AERIAL DELIVERY (AD) 1.2 Vs 200 kt MSL I0,000 ft 0 2.0

C TAKEOFF (PA) Minium Normal V MSL 10,000 ft. .5 2.0STakeoff Speed max
iCATAPULT TAKEOFF (CT) Miniz Cltapult VNLn L

End Airspeed *11inM L -.

W F APPROACH I (PA) Miniuma Normal V MSL I0,000 ft. 5 2.0
Approach Speed •'

WNAVE -OFF/GO- AROUND (00) NiniwM Normal Vu "St. 10, 000ft. .5 2,0
SApproch Spe~ed

LANDING (L) Minimin Noml VNL 10,0cOOft. .5 2.0
Landins Speed Val

Appropriate to the operational mission.
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Guidance for establishing Operational Flight Envelopes for v-arious
Flight Phases is contained in Table I of Reference Al. The detail specifica-
tion should be as specific as possible about the speed and altitude ranges
over which stated load-factor capabilities are required. Obviously limit
load factor cannot be attained at a lift-limited combat ceiling; but normally
it would be insufficient at a lower altitude to have nj capability at only
one speed. The procuring activity should, further, assure that the Opera-.
tional Flight Envelopes encompass the flight conditions at which all appro-
priate performance guarantees will be demonstrated.

In setting the minimum approach speed, (oOmi(PA) care should be

taken to allow sufficient stall margin. Commonly 1.2 Vj has been used for
military land-based airplanes and 1.15 V,$ for carrier-based airplanes.
FAR Part 25 (Reference A6) specifies 1.3 V. for landing-distance calculations;
while Part 23 (Reference A19) specifies approach at 1.5 VS for these calcula-
tions when required.
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3.1.8 SERVICE FLIGHT ENVELOPES

REQUI REMENT

3.1.8 Service Flight Envelopes. For each Airplane Normal State, the con-
tractor shall establish, subject to the approval of the procuring activity,
Service Flight Envelopes showing combinations of speed, altitude, and normal
acceleration derived from airplane limits as distinguished from mission
requirements. For each applicable Flight Phase and Airplane Normal State,
the boundaries of the Service Flight Envelopes can be coincident with or lie
outside the corresponding Operational Fligt Envelopes, but in no case shall
they fall inside those Operational boundaries. The boundaries of the Service
Flight Envelopes shall be based on considerations discussed in 3.1.8.1,
3.1.8.2, 3.1.8.3, and 3.1.8.4.

3.1.8.1 Maximum service speed. The maximum service speed, Vtor 11,,
for each altitude is the lowest of:

a. The maximum permissible speed

b. A speed which is a safe margin below the speed at which intolerable buffet
or structural vibration is encountered

c. The maximum airspeed at MAT, for each altitude, for dives (at all angles)
from VMT at all altitudes, from which recovery can be made at 2000 feet above
MSL or higher without penetrating a safe margin from loss of control, other
dangerous behavior, or intolerable buffet, and without exceeding structural
limits.

II•

3.1.8.2 Minimum service speed. The minimum service speed, V or
for each altitude is the highest of:

a. 1.1 Vs

b. VS + 10 knots equivalent airspeed

c. The speed below which full airplane-nose-up elevator control power and
trim are insufficient to maintain straight, steady flight.

d. The lowest speed at which level flight can be maintained with MRT
and, for Category C Flight Phases:

e. A speed limited by reduced visibility or an extreme pitch attitude that
would result in the tail or aft fuselage contracting the ground.

3.1.8.3 Maximum service altitude. The maximum service altitude, hpav , for
a given speed is the maximum altitude at which a rate of climb of 100 feet
per minute can be maintained in unaccelerated flight with MAT.
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3.1.8.4 Service load factors. Maximum and minimum service load factors,

n(+) [n(-)], shall be established as a function of speed for several signi-
ficant altitudes. The maximum [minimum] service load factor, when trimmed
for ig flight at a particular speed and altitude, is the lowest [highest]
algebraically of:

(a) The positive [negative] structural limit load factor

(b) The steady load factor corresponding to the minimum allowable stall
warning angle of attack (3.4.2.2.2)

(c) The steady load factor at which the elevator control is in the full
airplane-nose-up [nose-down] position

(d) A safe margin below [above] the load factor at which intolerable buffet
or structural vibration is encountered.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.1.3, 3.1.4

DISCUSSION

The Service Flight Envelope encompasses the Operational Flight
Envelope for the same Flight Phase and Airplane Normal State. Its larger
volume denotes the extent of flight conditions that can be encountered
without fear of exceeding airplane limitations (safe margins should be
determined by simulation and flight test). Requirements are less severe
than in the Operational Flight Envelope, but still stringent enough that
a pilot can accomplish the mission Flight Phase associated with the Airplane-
Normal State. Mission effectiveness or pilot workload, or both, however,
may suffer somewhat even with no failures.

This Envelope is intended to ensure that any deteriorati4on of
handling qualities will be gradual as flight progress out from the limits
of the Operational Flight Envelope. This serves two purposes. It provides
some degree of mission effectiveness for possible unforeseen alternate uses
of the airplane, and it also allows for possible inadvertent flight outside
the Operational Flight Envelope.

In setting the maximum service speed, the designer need not consider
speed-altitude combinations that can only be reached in-an attitude that
would not permit recovery to level flight with a nominal 2000 foot clearance
above sea level while remaining within the Service Flight Envelope.

For engine failure during take-off, Reference Al requires control
at speeds down to V . (T '; but requirements for engine-out climb capability
are left to performahce specifications.
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3.1.9 PERMISSIBLE FLIGHT ENVELOPES

REQUIREMENT

3.1.9 Permissible Flight Envelopes. The Permissible Flight Envelopes encom-
pass all regions in which operation of the airplane is both allowable and
possible. These are the boundaries of flight conditions outside the Service
Flight Envelope which the airplane is capable of safely encountering. Stalls,
5spins, zooms, and some dives may be representative of such conditions. The
Permissible Flight Envelopes define the boundaries of these areas in terms
of speed, altitude, and load factor.

3.1.9.1 Maximum permissible speed. The maximum permissible speed for each
altitude shall be the lowest of:

(a) Limit speed based on structural considerations

(b) Limit speed based on engine considerations

(c) The speed at which intolerable buffet or structural vibration is
encountered

(d) Maximum dive speed at MAT for each altitude, for dives (at all angles)
from VMATT at all altitudes, from which dive recovery at 2000 feet above MSL or
higher is possible without encountering loss of control or other dangerous
behavior, intolerable buffet or structural vibration, and without exceeding
structural limits. ..

3.1.9.2 Minimum permissible speed. The minimum permissible speed in lg
flight is Vs as defined in 6.2.2 or 3.1.9.2.1.

3.1.9.2.1 Minimum permissible speed other than stall speed. For some air-
planes, considerations other than maximum lift determine the minimum
permissible speed in lg flight (e.g., ability to perform altitude corrections,
excessive sinking speed, ability to execute a wave-off (go-around), etc.).
In such cases, an arbitrary angle-of-attack limit, or similar minimum speed
and maximum load factor limits, shall be established for the Permissible
Flight Envelope, subject to the approval of the procuring activity. This
defined minimum permissible speed shall be used as V in all applicable
requirements.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.1.2, 3.1.4, 3.1.4.1
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DIlSCU~SSION

- It would be wureasonable to demand Level 2 flying qualities right
up to stall, dive, and similar ILmits. Therefore the Service Flight
Ehnvelopes, where Level 2 is demanded for normal operation, are cut short
of these limits.

The maximum permissible speed in dives or level flight, and the
minimum permissible speed in level flight, can and must be defined for
pilots' information. Additionally, some minimum airspeed may need to be
defined for zooms, to assure recoverability. For maneuvers such as spins,
no minimum permissible speed is normally stated; one accepts the low air-
speed attained in the maneuver, satisfactory recovery being the only
criterion. The contractor must define at least the boundaries of 3.1.9.1
and 3.1.9.2 or 3.1.9.2.1.

Paragraph 3.1.9.2.1 allows an increase in the minimum permissible
speed to correspond to a minimum usable speed, subject to procuring activity
approval, so that the requirements need not apply in regions where the air-
plane would not be flown.

To allow for upsets, phugoid oscillations and other inadvertent
excursions beyond placard speed, some margin is often needed between the
maximum permissible speed and the high-speed boundaries of the Operational
and Service Plight Envelopes. The airplane should meet the minimal require-
ments of 3.1.1U.3.3 in that margin. Such a margin is not specified because
no satisfactory general requirement could be formulated at this time. For
specific designs, the procuring activity should consider setting additional
requirements, for example 1.1 VH (commonly used for structural specification)
or the upset requirements of FAR Part 25 (Reference A6) and Advisory
Circular AC 25.253-1 (Reference A20).
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A, 1, 10 Ai'I'CIA:ATION 01' iaiVUi.S
MRlItl RllMINT

3.l.10 Adplicationg of' Lovela, Levels of flying qualities a8 inidicated in
1,5 are Iiiij]Th n th iS-pec-iftcation in realiation of the possibility that
the airplane may he required to operate tnder abnormal conditions, Such
abnormalities that may occur as a result of either flight outside the Opera.
tionel Flight Envelope, the failure of airplane component., or both, are
permitted to comply with a degraded Levwl of flying qualities as specified
in 3,1,10.1 through 3.10,3.3.

3.1,10.1 Requirements for Airlane Normal States, The minimum required
flying quatries for Airplane Tormal States (3.16,l1) arc as shown in table 11.

TABLE. 1. Levels for Airplane Normal States

Within Within
Operational Flight Service Flight

Envelope Envelope

Level I Level 2

3.1.10.2 Requirements for Airplane Failure States. When Airplane Failure
States exist (3.1.6.2), a degradation in flying qualities is permitted only
if the probability of encountering a lower Level than specified in 3.1,10.1
is sufficiently small. At intervals established by the procuring activity,
the contractor shall determine, based on the most accurate available data,
the probability of occurrence of each Airplane Failure State per flight and
the effect of that Failure State on the flying qualities within the Opera-
tional and Service Flight Envelopes. Those determinations shall be based on
MIL-STD-756 except that (a) all airplane componuilts and systems are assumed
to be operating for a time period, per flight, equal to the longest opera-
tional mission time to be considered by the contractor in designing the
airplanb, and (b) each specific failure is assumed to be present at which-
ever point 2.n the Flight Envelope being considered is most critical (in the
flying qualf.ties sense). From these Failure State probabilities and effects,
the contractor shall determine the overall probability, per flight, that one
or more flying qualities are degraded to Level 2 because of one or more
failures. The contractor shall also determine the probability that one or
more flying qualities are degraded to Level 3. These probabilities shall
be less than the values shown in table III.
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TAIILAI I I levels for Airplane I'ailuro StitteN

Probability w Within Operational Within Service
EIncowintering Flight Unvolepe Plight linvolope

L.ovel I aftor failure 1I"0 per flight ....

Level ,I after failure < 10 por flight < I'o per flight

In no case shall a Failure State (except an approved Special Failure State)
d0grade any flying quality outside the Level 3 limit,

3.1.10.2.1 Requirements for specific failures. The requirements on the
effects of specific types of failures, e.g., propulsion or flight control
system, shall be met on the basis thit the specific type of failure has
occurred, regardless of its probability of occurrence,

3.1.10.3 Exceqptions

3.1.10.3.1 Ground operation and terminal Flight Phases. Some requirements
pertaining to take.off, landing, and taxiing involve operation outside the
Operational, Service and Permissible Plight Unvelopes, as at Vs or on the
ground. When requirements are stated at conditions such as these, the Levels
shall be applied as if the conditions were in the Operational Flight Envelope.

3.1.10.3.2 When Levels are not specified. Within the Operational and Service
Flight Envelopes, all requirements that are not identified with specific
Levels shall be met under all conditions of component and system failure
except approved Airplane Special Failure States (3.1.6.2.1).

3.1.10.3.3 Flight outside the Service Flight Envelope. From all points in
the Permissible Flight Envelopes, it shall be possible readily and safely to
return to the Service Flight Envelope without exceptional pilot skill or
technique, regardless of component or system failures. The requirements on
stall, spin, and dive characteristics, on dive recovery devices, and on
approach to dangerous flight conditions shall also apply,

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None

DISCUSS ION

Concept

Higher performance of aircraft has led to ever-expanding Flight
Envelopes, increased control system complexity, and the necessity to face
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tho pr(lom of equipment failures in a ealtaticti monn1.r, Thn Lovel convopt
iA divetud at the ac)hievement of adequate flying qualitteN without imposing
undue rIequiroments that could lead to unwairranted ayotom complexity or
decreased flight safety. Without actually requiring A good basic airframe,
tho glneral specification provides:

* hIfgh probability of good flying qualities whore the
airplane it expected to be used

0 Acceptable flying qualities in reasonably likely,
yet infrequently expected, conditions

* A floor to assure, to the greatest extent possible,
at least a flyable airplane no matter what failures
occur

e A process to assure that all the ramifications of
reliance on powered controls, stability augmentation,
etc., receive proper attention

In short, a systems approach to requirement specification is used. The
following paragraphs discuss this concept in some detail,

The Level approach is straightforward in concept. The requirements
specified for normal operation (no system failures) provide desirable
flying qualities. Equipment failures, however, either in the flight control
system or other subsystems, can cause a degradation in flying qualities.
The emphasis in Reference Al is on the effects of failures, rather than the
failures themselves. Limited degradation of flying qualities (e.g., Level I
to Level 2) is acceptable if the combined probability of such degradation is
small. If the probability is high, then no degradation beyond the Level
required for Normal States is acceptable after the failure occurs. Another
way of stating this is that in the Operational Envelope the probability of2
encountering Level 2 any time at all on a given flight must not exceed 10 , and
the probability of encountering Level 3 on any portion of the flight must not
exceed 10-4. Somewhat reduced requirements are also imposed for flight
within the Service Flight Envelope, for both Normal and Failure States.
Outside the Service Flight Envelope, most of the requirements of MIL-F-8785B
do not apply. There is a qualitative requirement in 3.1.10.3.3. and 3.1.10.3.1
and 3.1.10.3.3 refer to the requirements that do still apply.

Numerical Probabilities

The numerical values can, of course, be changed by the procuring
agency to reflect specific requirements for a given weapon system. The
procuring activity engineer should, as a matter of course, confer with both
the using command representative and the reliability engineers to assure that
the probabilities associated with the Levels are consistent with the design
goals. However, the values given are reasonable, based on experience with
contemporary aircraft. To illustrate this, the following table presents actual
control system failure information for several piloted aircraft:
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Source so Man Time Between Malfunctions

Ref JbS F-hlOlB 86 hours

Ref J65 P-104 300 hours

Rof J65 F-IOSD (Flight Control 14 hours
plus 13lectronics)

Ref J65 B-lB 185 hours

Ref J66 B-S8 20 hours

Unfortunately the flying qualities effects of the reported failures are not
given along with the above data. Reference J67 indicates, however, that the
mean time between "critical" failures is about five times the MTBM. If
"critical" failures are ones that degrade one or more flying qualities to
Level 2, then for a typical average flight time of four hours:

P(Level 2) * Probability of encountering Level 2 flying qualities
during a single flight

* Vl . " S (M rdff)]

S (MrAlra)

This yields:

System P(Level 2)

F-1O1B .0093

F-104 .0027

F-IOSD .057

E-IB .0043

B-58 .040

which indicates that all systems, with the exception of the F-IOSD (where
electronic components represented in the data might not degrade flying
qualities upon failure) and the B-58, meet the requirement for P(Level 2)
cl0-2 (or one out of a hundred flights). Numbers of roughly the same
magnitude have been used for both American (Reference A13) and Anglo-French
(Reference All) supersonic transport design.

A similar comparison can be made between accident loss rates and the
requirement for P(Level 3) ' 10-4. It should be emphasized that Level 3
"as defined in paragraph 1.5 and in the requirements represents a safe aircraft
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to fly. However, due to a lack of knowledge in some instances, especially
when many flying qualities are degraded at once, the Level 3 boundaries are
at least "safety related." Reference B108 indicates the following aircraft
accident loss rates during 1967. Also shown is the probability of aircraft
loss, per 4-hour flight, for an assumed exponential loss distribution.

Aircraft 1967 Loss Rate Probability of Loss
(Losses/100,000 hrs) during 4-Hour Flight

F-101 15 6 x 104

F-104 23 9.2 x 10-

F-lOS 17 6.8 x 10-

F-106 10 4 x 10-

F-4 14.1 5.64 x 10-

F-102 9 3.6 x 10-

F-1O0 10 4 x 10-4

Avg 14 Avg 5.6 x 10-4

If Level 3 represented a safety problem, which it conservatively does not,
then the allowable 10-4 probability of encounter per flight would account
for about 1/4 to 1/9 of the total probability of aircraft loss. That is,
flying-qualities-oriented losses would represent about 1/4 to 1/9 of all
losses. Other losses could be due to engine failures, etc. Based on
experience, therefore, the specified value is reasonable.

As a final note, Reference B109 indicates an Army aircraft accident
rate of 22.2/100,000 hours which is very close to the previously cited
experience with a number of Air Force aircraft.

Implementation

Implementation of the Level concept involves both reliability
analyses (to predict failure probabilities) and failure effect analyses (to
insure compliance with requirements). Both types of analyses are in direct
accord with, and in the spirit of, MIL-STD-756A (reliability prediction)
and MIL-S-38130A (safety engineering). These related specifications are,
in turn, mandatory for use by all Departments and Agencies of the Department
of Defense. Implementation of the flying qualities specification is, for
the most part, a union of- the work required by these related specifications
with normal stability and control analysis.

Failure States influence the airplane configuration-, and even the
mission Flight Phases, to be considered. All failures must be examined which
could have occurred previously, as well as all failures which might occur during
the Flight Phase being analyzed. For example, failure of the wings to sweep
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forward during descent would require consideration of a wings-aft landing
that otherwise would never be encountered. There are failures that would
always result in an aborted mission, even in a war emergency. The pertinent
Flight Phases after such failures would be those required to complete the
aborted (rather than the planned) mission. For example, failure of the flaps
to retract after takeoff might mean a landing with flaps at the take-off
setting, with certain unexpended external stores; but supersonic cruise would
be impossible. If the mission might be either continued or aborted, both
contingencies need to be examined.

There are some special requirements pertaining to failure of the
engines and the flight control system. For these special requirements the
pertinent failure is assumed to occur (with a probability of 1), with other
failures considered at their own probabilities. For all other requirements,
the actual probabilities of engine and flight control system failure are to
be accounted for in the same manner as for other failures.

Note that specific Special Failure States (3.1.6.2.1) may be
approved: these Failure States need not be considered in determining the
probability of encountering degradation to Level 3. This allows each
catastrophic failure possibility to be considered on its own. Requiring
approval for each Special Failure State gives the procuring activity an
opportunity to examine all the pertinent survivability and vulnerability
aspects of each design. Survivability and vulnerability are important
considerations, but it has not yet been possible to relate any specific
flying qualities requirements to them.

A typical approach (but not the only one) for the system contractor is
outlined below:

Initial Design: The basic airframe is designed for a Level 1 "target"
in respect to most flying qualities in the Operational Flight Envelope.
It may quickly become apparent that some design penalties would be
inordinate (perhaps to prouide sufficient aerodynamic damping of the
short-period and Dutch-roll modes at high altitude); in those cases
the basic-airframe "target" would be shifted to Level 2. In other
cases it may be rel.tively painless to extend some Level 1 flying
qualities over the wider range of the Service Flight Envelope.
Generally the design will result in Level 1 flying qualities in some
regions and, perhaps, Level 2 or Level 3 in others. Augmentation of
one form or another (aerodynamic configuration changes, response
feedback, control feedforward, signal shaping, etc.) would be in-
corporated to bring flying qualities up to Level I in the Operational
Flight Envelope and to Level 2 in the Service Flight Envelope.

Initial Evaluation: The reliability and failure mode analyses are
next performed to evaluate the nominal system design evolved above.
All aircraft subsystem failures that affect flying qualities are con-
sidered. Failure rate data for these analyses may be those specified
in the related specifications, other data with supporting substan-
tiation and approval as necessary, or specific values provided by the
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procuring agency. Prediction methods used will be in accordance with
related specifications. The results of this evaluation will provide:
a) a detailed outline of design points that are critical from a flying
qualities/flight safety standpoint, b) quantitative predictions of
the probability of encountering Level 2 in a single flight within the
Operational Envelope, Level 3 in the Operational Envelope, and Level 3
in the Service Envelope, and c) recommend airframe/equipment changes
to improve flying qualities or increase subsystem reliability to meet
the specification requirements. It should be noted that the flying
qualities/flight safety requirements are concerned with failure mode
effects, while other specifications provide reliability requirements
per se (all failures regardless of failure effects). In the event of
a conflict, the most stringent requirement should apply.

Re-evaluation: As the system design progresses, the initial evalua-
tion is revised at intervals. This process continues throughout thedesign phase.

The results of the analyses of vehicle flying qualities/flight safetymay be used directly to: a) establish flight test points that are
critical and should be emphasized in the flight test program, b)
establish pilot training requirements for the most probable, and
critical, flight conditions, and c) provide guidance and requirements
for other subsystem designs. Proof of compliance is, for the most
part, analytical in nature as far as probabilities of failure are
concerned. However, some equipment failure rate data may become
available during final design phases and during flight test, and any
data from these or other test programs should be used to further
demonstrate compliance. Stability and control data of the usual type
(e.g., predictions, wind tunnel, flight test) will also be used to
demonstrate compliance. Finally, the results of all analyses and
tests will be subject to normal procedures of procuring agency
approval.

In summary, the Level concept was evolved in recognition of the obvious
fact that flying qualities, flight safety, and system reliability are all very
much related in the development of current piloted aircraft. This inter-
relationship is being exploited to improve aircraft in terms of overall( effectiveness. The net result can be system improvement with a minimum

expenditure of effort. Examples, using a similar approach, are presented in
References J68, J69, J70 and J71.

Notes

Additional insight is given in paragraph 6.7 of Reference Al:

"6.7 Aplication of Levels. Part of the intent of 3.1.10 is to ensure that
the probability of encountering significantly degraded flying qualities
because of component or subsystem failures is small. For example, the
probability of encountering very degraded flying qualities (Level 3) must be
less than specified values per flight.
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_ '"6.7.1 Theoretical compliance. To determine theoretical compliance with the
requirements of 3.1.10.2, the following steps must be performed:

a. Identify those Ai'rplane Failure States which have a significant effect on
flying qualities (3.1.6.2)

b. Define the longest flight duration to be encountered during operational
missions (3.1.1)

c. Determine the probability of encountering various Airplane Failure States,
per flight, based on the above flight duration (3.1.10.2)

d. Determine the degree of f.lying qualities degradation associated with each
Airplane Failure State in terms of Levels as defined in the specific require-
ments

e. Determine the most critical Airplane Failure States (assuming the failures
are present at whichever point in the Flight Envelope being considered is most
critical in a flying qualities sense), and compute the total probability of
encountering Level 2 flying qualities in the Operational Flight Envelope due
to equipment failures. Likewise, compute the probability of encountering
Level 3 qualities in the Operational Flight Envelope, etc.

f. Compare the computed values above with the requirements in 3.1.10.2 and
3.1.10.3. An example which illustrates an approximate estimate of the
probabilities of encounter follows: if the failures are all statistically
independent, determine the sum of the probabilities of encountering all
Airplane Failure States which degrade flying qualities to Level 2 in the
Operational Envelope. This sum must be less than 10-2 per flight.

If the requirements are not met, the designer must consider alternate courses
such as:

a. Improve the airplane flying qualities associated with the more probable
Failure States, or

b. Reduce the probability of encountering the more probable Failure States
through equipment redesign, redundancy, etc.

Regardless of the probability of encountering any given Airplane Failure States
(with the exception of Special Failure States) the flying qualities shall not
degrade below Level 3.

"6.7.2 Level definitions. To determine the degradation in flying qualities
parameters for a given Airplane Failure State the following definitions are
provided:

a. Level 1 is better than or equal to the Level 1 boundary, or number, given
_ in section 3.
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b. Level 2 is worse than Level 1, but no worse than the Level 2 boundary, or
number.

c. Level 3 is worse than Level 2, but no worse than the Level 3 boundary,
or number.

When a given boundary, or number, is identified as Level I and Level 2, this
means that flying qualities outside the boundary conditions shown, or worse
than the number given, are at best Level 3 flying qualities. Also, since
Level 1 and Level 2 requirements are the same, flying qualities must be within
this common boundary, or number, in both the Operational and Service Flight
Envelopes for Airplane Normal States (3.1.10.1). Airplane Failure States that
do not degrade flying qualities beyond this common boundary are not considered
in meeting the requirements of 3.1.10.2. Airplane Failure States that
represent degradations to Level 3 must, however, be included in the computation
of the probability of encountering Level 3 degradations in both the Operational
and Service Flight Envelopes. Again degradation beyond the Level 3 boundary is
not permitted regardless of component failures.

"6.7.3 Computational assumptions. Assumptions a and b of 3.1.10.2 are some-
what conservative, but they simplify the required computations in 3.1.10.2 and
provide a set of workable ground rules for theoretical predictions. The

reasons for these assumptions are:

a. '... components and systems are ... operating for a time period per flight
equal to the longest operational mission time ... ' . Since most component
failure data are in terms of failures per flight hour, even though continuous
operation may not be typical (e.g. yaw damper on during supersonic flight only),
failure probabilities must be predicted on a per flight basis using a 'typical'
total flight time. The 'longest operational mission time' as 'typical' is a
natural result. If acceptance cycles-to-failure reliability data are available
(MIL-STD-756), these data may be used for prediction purposes based on maximum
cycles per operational mission, subject to procuring activity approval. In any
event, compliance with the requirements of 3.1.10.2, as determined in accordance
with Section 4, is based on the probability of encounter per flight.

b. '... failure is assumed to be present at whichever point ... is most
critical ... '. This assumption is in keeping with the requirements of 3.1.6.2
regarding Flight Phases subsequent to the actual failure in question. In
cases that are unrealistic from the operational standpoint, the specific
Airplane Failure States might fall in the Airplane Special Failure State
classification (3.1.6.2.1)."

For predicting failure, no account is taken of the likelihood of the
different possible flight conditions. A given flight may be entirely within
the Operational Flight Envelope or largely outside it, as with practice stalls.
The flight may involve many Phases or only a few, as with practice approaches.
In view of these factors and normal changes in operational use, it seems
impractical in a design specification to apportion time among Flight Phases or
other flight conditions for this purpose.
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b Special Applications

Paragraphs 3.1.10.2.1 through 3.1.10.3.3 enumerate special applications
of the Level concept, tailoring it to fit several different instances. Perti-
nent paragraphs of Reference Al are listed below:

3.1.10.2.1 Requirements for specific failures.

3.3.9-3.3.9.5, 3.4.9, 3.4.10, 3.5.5-3.5.5.2, 3.4.2.4.1

3.1.10.3.1 Ground operation and terminal Flight Phases.

3.2.3.3-3.2.3.3.2, 3.2.3.4, 3.2.3.4.1, 3.3.7-3.3.7.3,
3.3.9-3.3.9.5, 3.4.1.2

3.1.10.3.2 When Levels are not specified.

Paragraphs too numerous to mention.

3.1.10.3.3 Flight outside the Service Flight Envelope.

"- 3.2.3.6, 3,3.8, 3.4.1-3.4.3
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IV

3.2 LONGITUDINAL FLYING QUALITIES

DISCUSSION

Section 3.2 deals with basically the same subjects treated in Section
3.3 of MIL-F-8785. The major changes are in the areas of static stability,
phugoid stability, short-period response, stick force per g, and stick forces
in sudden pull-ups. A new requirement has been added concerning operation on
the backside of the power-required curve.

In addition to extensive changes to Individual requirements, the
entire longitudinal flying qualities section has been reorganized in an attempt
to group paragraphs, more logically. All the subjects having to do with long-
term stability and trim changes with speed have been grouped under 3.2.1,
longitudinal stability with respect to speed. All the subjects dealing with
short-term response to rapid control inputs at essentially constant speed are
grouped under 3.2.2, longitudinal maneuvering characteristics. Miscellaneous
control effectiveness and force requirements then follow under 3.2.3, longitu-
dinal control.

The MIL-F-8785 paragraphs dealing with longitudinal trim changes caused
by actuation of drag devices, gear, flaps, etc. have been moved to Section 3.6,
characteristics of secondary control systems. This was done because these
particular trim changes are primarily characteristic of these secondary control
devices, rather than the basic airframe.
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3.2.1 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY WITH RESPECT TO SPEED

DISCUSSION

The requirements of the subparagraphs under 3.2.1 deal with long-term
stability with respect to speed. The major topics discussed are static A
stability, phugoid damping, and flight-path stability.

Static stability and phugoid damping describe the airspeed response
characteristics when the stick is either free or fixed. Static stability means
that restoring pitching moments are generated when the airspeed is disturbedM
from trim. This airspeed stiffness gives rise to a second-order phugoid mode,
which is usually oscillatory with slightly positive or negative damping, but
may also be overdamped (two negative real roots). Static instability, on the
other hand, means that the phugoid mode has degenerated into two first-order
modes, one of which is an aperiodic divergence. For ease of analysis and test,
requirements on control gradients with speed were selected as the means to
prevent aperiodically divergent modes.

The relationships between static and phugoid stability are discussed
more fully under 3.2.1.1. The static stability requirement may be somewhat
conservative at high speed. Air density variation during the altitude oscilla-
tions tends to shorten the phugoid period; but the corresponding change in
Mach number as temperature varies with altitude, or the change in thrust with
altitude, could either increase or decrease stability. These effects (Referencei SBll) will not be apparent in static stability tests at constant altitude.

Phugoid period and damping have meaning only in nominally level or near-
level flight. At appreciable flight-path angles the characteristics may change
significantly during even one period of the motion. Nevertheless, meeting the
static stability requirement at all altitudes in level flight with a climb
thrust setting helps assure that the long-period motion in a climb is bounded.
All the discussions of the static stability and phugoid paragraphs are restricted
to near-level flight.

The discussions of dynamic theory are in terms of the stability-axes
equations of motion as presented in Reference B73 for a straight-and-level-
flight operating point:

- (

These equations neglect atmospheric gradients with altitude, but they are still
adequate for the present purpose. The air-density gradient introduces anadditional, but exceedingly small, characteristic root which is neglected here
and in Reference Al.
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3.2.1.1 LONGITUDINAL STATIC STABILITY

REQUIREMENT

3.2.1.1 Longitudinal static stability. There shall be no tendency for the
airspeed to diverge aperiodically when the airplane is disturbed from trim
with the cockpit controls fixed and with them free. This requirement will
be considered satisfied if the variations of elevator control force and
elevator control position with airspeed are smooth and the local gradients
stable, with: c

"Trimmer and throttle controls not moved from the trim settings by the crew,

and

lg acceleration normal to the flight path, and

Constant altitude

over a range about the trim speed of ±15 percent or t50 knots equivalent air-
speed, whichever is less (except where limited by the boundaries of the Service
Flight Envelope). Stable gradients mean increasing pull forces and aft motion
of the elevator control to maintain slower airspeeds and the opposite to
maintain faster airspeeds. The term gradient does not include that portion
of the control force or control position versus airspeed curve within the
preloaded breakout force or friction range.

* RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.1, 3.3.1.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.2.1

DISCUSSION

Introduction

Paragraphs 3.3.1, 3.3.1.1, 3.3.2, and 3.3.2.1 of MIL-F-8785 are written
in terms of neutral points, control force variations with speed, and static
stability with respect to angle of attack at constant speed. According to the
definitions in MIL-F-8785, neutral points are related to control force and
position gradients with speed. The static stability with respect to angle of
attack at constant speed, however, is only partially related to the neutral
points as defined in MIL-F-8785 (principally because of the effect of Mu) and
is very difficult to measure in flight test. Since there are many different
interpretations of the terms "static stability" and "neutral point", and since
MIL-F-8785 in this area is not entirely clear, it was decided to completely
rewrite the static stability paragraphs.

The primary purpose of the static stability paragraphs of MIL-F-878s
is to prevent divergences in airspeed and angle of attack which might remain
undetected by a busy pilot so that, at the worst, the airplane would end up in
"an unsafe flight condition or run out of control available for recovery. A
statement banning such divergences was therefore made the primary requirement
of 3.2.1.1.
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Airplanes having certain types of SAS, such as maneuver-command
systems, have zero gradients of control and position with speed yet can be
quite stable with respect to external disturbances. If such systems meet
the primary intent of 3.2.1.1, i.e., positive stability with respect ta speed,
paragraph 3.2.1.1 should not be interpreted as disallowing these systems.

FAR Part 25 (Reference A6) has no controls-fixed stability
requirement, relying on stable force gradients and certification flight tests
to assure adequate flight safety. In a procurement specification, however,
it is reasonable to require more than in a regulatory specification. Reference
Al is more lenient than Reference A6 on force gradients.

Several techniques for measuring static longitudinal stability are
discussed in Appendix IVA. Although the requirement is stated in terms of
constant-altitude flight, one generally acceptable flight test method involves
small altitude changes.

The requirement is applied over a limited range (±15% or *50 kt) about
the trim speed so that the designer will not be forced to provide stability
where a pilot could be expected to retrim, or where the pilot force is excessive.
Note that, in general, the curve of the pilot force versus airspeed is nonlinear.

Control-Surface-Fixed Instability

The Level 3 requirements generally apply in the worst possible Failure
States. Except for approved Special Failure States, then, 3.2.1.1 does not
permit basic-airframe speed instability (elevator surface fixed). Cases will
arise, however, in which the procuring activity is asked to consider allowing
basic-airframe instability as a Special Failure State. Even if the reliability
of stability augmentation should be judged sufficiently high, or if the degree
of instability seems acceptable in itself, a number of aspects of combined
airframe-flight control system behavior in normal operation need to be examined
before accepting appreciable instability in a Special Failure State.

Obviously, extremes of either stability or instability require more
control to balance the airplane throughout an angle-of-attack range. In the
stable .ase, at the control limit the airplane at least has a restoring
tendency. But when an airplane has an unstable variation of elevator-surface
position with airspeed, the surface position required to maintain off-trim
airspeeds is in a direction which reduces the control available to initiate
recovery to the trim speed. If the unstable gradient is large enough, the
pilot could fly far enough off the trim speed that there would be no elevator
control available for recovery. With the elevator against the stops, the
airspeed would continue to diverge and the pilot would be powerless to prevent
it from doing so. Examples of this behavior can be found in Mach tuck for
subsonic airplanes and during wave-offs for some propeller-driven airplanes.
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For Airplane Normal States, then, over the entire permissible range
of speed and altitude, safety comparable to that of a stable basic arrframe
would require pilot-control and control-surface authority to balance the
airplane at positive and negative ultimate load factors, with some margin of

4u• control power remaining, wherever the basic airframe is unstable. (In flight
,•, test, of course, limit load factor would not intentionally be exceeded.) For

a given configuration, the elevator surface and control positions for balance
determine the amount of control authority left for stabilization and control.
The relative authority and interactions of command, augmentation and trim
controls are important considerations. Authority and rate saturation may be
particularly important consideration for dual-purpose controls such as elevons.

In both Normal and Failure States, the augmentation must maintain
appropriate levels of stability in responses to both control and disturbance
inputs. For a basically unstable airframe, the sizes of these inputs should I
be stated specifically, rather than taking the primarily qualitative approach
of Reference Al. Some margin above structural design gusts and turbulence
might be suitable. Hard-over failures should be made impossible in the flight
control system; engine-failure transients conceivably could be critical. Large
control inputs of various forms and phasing should be considered. The response
to disturbances during commanded maneuvers must be considered. The effect
of flight at off-trim conditions on all these factors must be examined.

In addition, the stall requirements under 3.4.2 and, if applicable,
the spin recovery requirements of 3.4.3 must be met. Survivability after
damage to the flight control system may be an additional consideration.

Dynamic Theory

The two most common causes of static instability are the center of
gravity being too far aft (A.positive) andAf. being negative. In both these

- ' cases, a single real root will generally become unstable as the critical
loading or flight condition is approached, as shown in the following sketches I
(the scale of the sketches is exaggerated in the vicinity of the origin).

These sketches were made .by treating Mand M., respectively, in the longitudinal
characteristic equation (written in terms of the literal stability derivatives)
as gains in a root locus analysis. .
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When a single real root does become unstable, the presence of the
unstable root can be detected analytically by the sign of the constant term
of the characteristic equation. With the elevator fixed, for instance, the
airspeed will diverge from trim when the constant term becomes negative:

where the vertical force and pitching moment derivatives include the effects
of engine thrust as well as airframe aerodynamics.
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With two unstable real roots (or any even number of such roots), the

constant term of the characteristic equation can still be positive. In this

case the presence of divergence modes will be indicated by other coefficients

or Routh's discriminant of the charmc..eristic equation being negative and, of

course, by factoring the characteristic equaticn. This is not a comon occur-

rence, however; therefore tho criterion

is usually sufficient to ensure that there are no first-order divergent modes

present.

When determining whether or not there is a divergent mode with the
stick free, the same simple method can be used if the stability derivatives
are modified to account for elevator surface movements caused by hinge moments,
downsprings, bobweights, q-bellows, auto-trim, SAS, etc. (see, for example,
Reference B11). Series stability augmentation is sometimes used to modify
long-term as well as short-period stability. In that case th* equations can
be recast in terms of.uzr, I and S. response to control-stick inputs.

Relation of Dynamic and Static Stability

The foregoing discussion is concerned with the primary static stability
requirement of 3.2.1.1 and is useful for design purposes. It is, however,
extremely difficult to test directly for slightly divergent modes. The result
might be confounded by being slightly out of trim, or by an aerodynamic non-
linearity. Especially at high speed, it is also hard to assure a long enough
patch of smooth, homogeneous air so that additional disturbances will not mask
the effect of stability. Also, evaluation of slow motions is tima-consuming.

A straightforward way to detect slightly divergent modes in flight test
is to measure control force and position variations with speed at constant
throttle. A stable variation of control force with speed is a speed stiffness,

Sindicating the presence of a phugoid mode (stick-free). For example, if a
steady push force is required to hold a speed above the trim speed, release of
the stick will cause the airplane to nose up and slow down, undershoot the trim
speed, speed up again, etc. If zero push force is required to hold an off-trim
speed, reý;ase c.*f the stick will cause the airplane to maintain attitude and
speed, i.e., there is no longer any phugoid oscillation (stick-free). When a
pull force is required to maintain a speed above the trim speed, release of the
stick will cause the airplane to pitch down, and the airspeed will diverge. The
same kind of explanation relates the stick position required to hold off-trim
airspeeds to the airplane's behavior when the stick is returned to its trim
position and held fixed. The requirements on control gradients with speed are
therefore a restatement of the requirement banning airspeed divergences, but in
a formt more directly useful for flight test purposes.
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The expression for the control position gradient with speed, for
example, is:

ddS ddp a.~, - ______ our

A negative value of zw,.d~e-14,wOeA" would result in a negative value of (di/d~j)

That is, aft control motion would increase angle of attack in the normal manner,
but the normal acceleration response would be downward, even in the short-term
steady state. But this behavior would be unacceptable according to 3.2.2.1.1
and 3.2.2.2. For all practical purposes, therefore, ,o-e-Awt¢m will always
be positive; and stable control gradients with speed will always ensure that
there are no divergent aperiodic modes present. Appendix IVA discusses flight
test methods in more detail.

Data Interpretation

A certain amount of static instability might have been allowable for
Level 3, as shown in References B59, D31, D34, ES, and E12. The data of
References B59, D31, and D34 are presented in Figures 1 through 4 in the form
ofwul versus4)e4. These terms are the stiffness and damping terms of a second-
order representation of the airplane's dynamics; and as such, they describe the
location of only two of the airplane's four roots. The second-order represen-
tation has the form: 4.

When zis positive 4nd 3is greater than 1.0, the two roots are real rather
than complex. If the two real roots areP= A, and J-A•, the characteristic
equation has the following form:

The damping(2Ifw,) is now represented by the sum of the two real roots, and the
stiffness (w•) by their product. When stiffness is negative, the two roots
are real, but one is positive and the other is negative. The question now is:
what are the other two roots doing in the meantime?

The statically unstable roots in Figures I through 4 were obtained by
making Af, positive. The two roots are the short-period (oscillatory or
aperiodic) roots for the statically stable cases, and the most positive and
negative real roots for the statically unstable cases (see the preceding
sketches). The(ZZ•w,) axis of Figures 1 through 4 is therefore the sum of the
most stable and most unstable roots, for the statically unstable cases. Since
the other two roots are always close to the origin (see the preceding sketch),
(Zw) is a fairly good measure of the total damping.
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Figures 1 through 4 all indicate that little or no static instability
can be tolerated when the total damping is low, while quite a large amount can
be tolerated when the damping is large. For the statically unstable case, the
magnitude of the unstable root can be expressed in terms of the ordinate and
abscissa of Figures 1 through 4 as follows:

One statically unstable configuration was evaluated in the landing approach
experiment of Reference E12. This configuration had s = +.20 sec- 1 and
Ss = -1.6 sec-I and was rated 8.0. (The total damping is therefore approximatelyS~1.4 sec-1.)

Two statically unstable configurations were evaluated in the landing
approach experiment of Reference E5. These configurations had s =+.19,
s = -. 19 and s = +.26, s = -. 26, and were rated 8.0 and 8.5 respectively. The
total damping of each of these pairs of roots is zero, but the damping of the
91, -z pair is not representative of the airplane's total damping in this

experiment because the unstable root was caused by making Af4 negative rather
than making At,, positive (see the preceding sketches). In this case it is
seen that the total damping is all in the short-period pair of roots, and is
actually quite good.

After studying the available data, it is obvious that many factors
influence the amount of instability which can be handled. Because even a
small instability can be quite dangerous under some circumstances (e.g., low
total damping), it was decided to require the airplane to be statically stable,
even for Level 3. Aside from the data, there is great reluctance to allow
airplanes to be designed with any instabilities, because of design and require-
ment uncertainties, and because of the possibility of experiencing several
Level 3 flying qualities simultaneously (See the discussion of 1.5, Levels of
flying qualities).
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Figure 4 (3.2.1.1)

CATEGORY A FLIGHT PHASES (F-86, REFERENCE B59)
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II
3.2.1.1.1 RELAXATION IN TRANSONIC FLIGHT

REQUIREMENT

3.2.1.1.1 Relaxation in transonic flight. The requirements of 3.2.1.1 may be
relaxed in the transonic speed range provided any divergent airplane motions
or reversals in slope of elevator control force and elevator control position
with speed are gradual and not objectionable to the pilot. In no case, how-
ever, shall the requirements of 3.2.1.1 be relaxed more than the following:

a. Levels 1 and 2 - For center-stick controllers, no local force gradient
shall be more unstable than 3 pounds per 0.01 M nor shall the force change
exceed 10 pounds in the unstable direction. The corresponding limits for
wheel controllers are 5 pounds per 0.01 M and 15 pounds, respectively.
b. Level 3 - For center-stick controllers, no local force gradient shall be

more unstable than 6 pounds per 0.01 M nor shall the force ever exceed 20
pounds in the unstable direction. The corresponding limits for wheel con-
trollers are 10 pounds per 0.01 M and 30 pounds, respectively.

This relaxation does not apply to Level 1 for any Flight Phase which requires
prolonged transonic operation.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.3

DISCUSSION

Since airplanes naturally exhibit local static instabilities in the
transonic region, the requirements of 3.3.3 of MIL-F-8785 were retained and
mapped into the new format. Requiring elevator force and position stability
for prolonged transonic operation is consistent with the description (1.5) of

Level 1 flying qualities. The MIL-F-8785 relaxation seems aimed at short-
time Level I and 2 operation. The Level 3 limits were rather arbitrarily
determined by doubling the limits for Levels I and 2, based on limited flight
test experience.

The extent of the region that may be considered transonic has been
left unspecified because of the difficulty in stating a definition that can
be applied with generality. It is not the intent to define the transonic
region as that where a relaxation is necessary; such a definition would leave
essentially no requirement for stability. For airplanes that do not have
supercritical wings, the lower end of the transonic region might be taken as
the drag-rise Mach number. The upper bound might be the Mach number at which
the lift and drag approach the classical (M2cos 2 .A-lYV)#/ variation with free-
stream Mach number, where A is the sweepback angle.
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"For subsonic airplanes particularly, note that there are also dive
requirements (3.2.3.5, 3.2.3.6) to be met.

Since phugoid oscillations involve speed changes, all speeds at which
, operational missions (3.1.1) might require prolonged flight should be reasonably

far removed from the region of transonic trim changes. Otherwise, normally
encountered disturbances would cause divergence.

Note that, while the requirement might be met through use of stability
augmentation, the Level 1 requirement for cases of prolonged transonic opera-
tion will not be satisfied just by an input to the feel system. Feel can
affect the control-force gradient with speed, but not the control-position
gradient.

A statement should be included in the detail specification for each
procurement delineating if the relaxation is to be applied and for which
Flight Phases.
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D$

3.2.1.1.2 ELEVATOR CONTROL FORCE VARIATIONS DURING RAPID SPEED CHANGES

-*gob REQUIREMENT

" 3.2.1.1.2 Elevator control force variations during rapid speed changes.
When the airplane is accelerated and decelerated rapidly through the opera-
tional speed range and through the transonic speed range by the most critical
combination of changes in power, actuation of deceleration devices, steep
turns and pullups, the magnitude and rate of the associated trim change shall
not be so great as to cause difficulty in maintaining the desired load factor
by normal pilot techniques.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.3.1

DISCUSSION

This paragraph is essentially a rewording of 3.3.3.1 of MIL-F-8785,
in an attempt to make it more general. There are two kinds of problems for
which this requirement is primarily intended. First, airplanes can have stick
force and position gradients with speed which are so stable that considerable
pilot effort is required during rapid speed-change maneuvers. Second, in the
transonic region the local gradients may change so rapidly with Mach number
that it is difficult for the pilot to maintain the desired pitch attitude or
normal acceleration during rapid speed changes.

If the c.g. is allowed to be farther aft at supersonic speeds than at
subsonic speeds, an adequate rate of c.g. shift should be provided for rapid
transonic decelerations.
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3.2.1.2 PHUGOID STABILITY

REQUIREMENT

3.2.1.2 Phugoid stability. The long-period airspeed oscillations which occur
when the airplane seeks a stabilized airspeed following a disturbance shall
meet the following requirements:

a. Level I - - at least 0.04

b. Level 2 ------- r at least 0

c. Level 3 ------ T at least 55 seconds.

These requirements apply with the elevator control free and also with it fixed.
They need not be met transonically in cases where 3.2.1.1.1 permits relaxation
of the static stability requirement.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.6

DISCUSSION

H! Assuming that the airplane meets the static stability requirements of
3.2.1.1, an identifiable second-order phugoid mode will probably exist. Para-
graph 3.3.6 of MIL-F-8785 specifies that phugoid damping must be at least
neutrally stable for phugoid periods of less than 15 seconds, and has no
quantitative requirements for longer periods. These requirements are considered
inadequate. Although pilots can handle airplanes having poor phugoid damping,
they will make such comments as: the airplane "requires constant attention,"4 "is frustrating to fly," and "is difficult to trim." The requirements of
3.2.1.2 were developed to prevent such problems.

For purposes of analysis, it should be understood that altitude changes
during the phugoid motion become large compared to the airspeed changes during
high speed flight; and the air density gradient with altitude will tend to
make the phugoid period shorter than indicated by the equations discussed under
paragraph 3.2.1. These density-gradient effects should be accounted for in
any analytical calculations concerning the phugoid mode during high speed
flight (see Reference Bl1).

The phugoid damping limits of 3.2.1.2 are partially based on the data
and pilot comments. of References D38 and ES. The data of Reference E5 were
taken during IFR and VFR landing approaches, and show the importance of the
"backside" parameter, //t'r , on the acceptability of a given phugoid damping
ratio. The data of Reference D38 were taken during cross-country IFR flights
and IPR landing approaches. Some consideration was given to the idea of havingdifferent limits for different Flight Phases, e.g., Category B and C Flight Phases
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may require more phugoid damping than Category A Flight Phases. There are not
"sufficient data to do this, however.

The data of Reference ES are presented in Figures 1 through 11.
Figures 1 through 4 are for the basic T-33 phugoid frequency of .15 rad/sec.
Figures 5 through 9 are for w .32 rad/sec, and Figures 10 and 11 are for.) =4S rad/sec. By comparing the data for the d'ifferent values of wl,', , it
is quite apparent that more positive values of are necessary as

increases. For this reason, time-to-double-amplitude seems to be the dppropri-
ate parameter for specifying phugoid damping when the damping is negative.
Time-to-double-amplitude can be expressed as:

When the damping is positive, the parameter 4 is specified because a limit
on time-to-half-amplitude would allow '.to decrease as Wnpincreases - a
trend which is opposite to that indicated by the data. Time-to-half-amplitude
can be expressed as:

,,Ti,,

The data of Reference D38 are presented in Figure 12,

Several of the Figures 1 through 11 do not contain enough data to
determine the independent effects of tp and(f/T4 ) . From those figures
where the effects can be separated, however, the lollowing Level 1 values were
obtained, for(t/hr) = 0:

Figure No.

1 0 to +0.10

2 (The basic configuration
is worse than Level 1)

7 0 to +0.10 a

12 +0.07

In summary, the Level 1 limit on YO seems to lie between 0 and +0.10. After
studying typical values of 4, for several existing airplanes, it was decided
to use = 0.04 as the Level I limit.

,elk
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For the Level 2 limit, the following values were obtained from the

data:

Figure No.

1 .1 -. 28 -. 042

2 .15 -. 30 -. 045

7 .32 -. 17 -. 054

8 .32 -. 21 -. 067

11 .45 -. 14 -. 063

12 .126 -. 14 -. 018

It should be noted that for the data of Figures 1, 2, and 12, negative
phugoid damping was obtained by introducing positive values of AfV . As pointed
out in Reference ES, W.• increases the pitching response of the airplane to
horizontal gusts at frequencies considerably above '.' . This effect is
illustrated in Figures 13 and 14. (The high-frequency gust response of the
actual airplane was not quite as bad as indicated in these figures because
low-pass filters were used in u and 4 feedback channels for both experiments.)
The pilot comments of Reference ES indicate that this pitching response was
troublesome to the pilot. Since M4 is a derivative which conventional air-
planes are not likely to possess, the pilot ratings associated with the con-
figurations having 14. can be viewed as being somewhat pessimistic for con-
ventional airplanes. In view of this problem, the data of Figures 7, 8, and 'i
11 should be weighted more heavily than those of Figures 1, 2, and 12. The
data then indicate that the Level 2 limit should be a time-to-double-amplitude
between 10 and 13 seconds. In view of the uncertair'~ies associated with the
rather limited amount of data, it was decided that no instability would be
allowed for Level 2. The Level 2 limit was therefore set at K = 0.

For the Level 3 limit, the following values were obtained from the
data:

Figure No~. WV,?o L

1 .15 -.47 -.070

7 .32 -.22 -.070

8 .32 -. 27 -. 086

11 .45 -. 18 -. 081

12 .126 (The rating scale used
does not extend far
enough to determine a
Level 3 boundary)
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These data indicate a range of time-to-double-amplitude of 8 to 10 seconds.
Again, there is only a small amount of data on which to base the requirement.
It was decided that it would be unwise to allow phugoid modes as unstable as
"the data allow, even for Level 3. A time-to-double amplitude of 55 seconds
was therefore selected as a conservative limit for Level 3.

The data of Figures 5 through 11 and the associated pilot comments
clearly show that there are piloting difficulties due to high values of t40M
In fact, pilot ratings of 6.5 (CAL) are obtained for W, = .45 rad/sec eve4 n
when h , , and W,,, are all good. From this factw, it might seem logical
to estfblish tpper limits on .cm The data were not used in this manner,
however, because of the specifif way in which the variable stability T-33 was
augmented to obtain these high values of Wx The phugoid frequency was
increased by using positive values ofAfu, which causes a strong increase in
the high-frequency pitching response of the airplane to horizontal gusts.
This effect is also illustrated in Figures 13 and 14. It is very evident
from the pilot comments that the configurations having high values of &-
were given poor ratings because of this effect. The high-frequency pitching
response to horizontal gusts will certainly increase with increasing 0 -
regardless of how Wd is altered, but the presence of Alf makes this e;fect
more pronounced. Wh~t is really needed is a criterion for the pitch response
to horizontal gusts, but such a criterion does not presently exist.

It should be noted that excessive amounts of positive Afu cannot only
increase ivj? to undesirable values, but can also cause tp to become quite
unstable. Fbr example, downsprings are often employed to stabilize statically
unstable (stick-free) airplanes at aft center-of-gravity positions. If too

4• large a spring is used, the designer will simply trade a statically unstable
airplane for a dynamically unstable one, as shown in the following s-plane
plot. The X's represent the unstable N. case with zero AM,, of the first
sketch in the discussion of 3.2.1.1. The root locus here shows the effects
of positive 14l on these poles, as a downspring would produce stick-free.

X,.

• • EFFECT OF INCREASING/lu( POSITIVE)

Examples of this behavior are documented in References J51 and B96.
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Figure 11 (3.2.1 2)
LANDING APPROACH (T-3i, REFERENCE E6)
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3.2.1.3 FLIGHT PATH STABILITY

REQUIREMENT

3.2.1.3 Flight-path stability. Flight-path stability is defined in terms of
flight-path-angle change where the airspeed is changed by the use of the
elevator control only (throttle setting not changed by the crew). For the
landing approach Flight Phase, the flight-path-angle versus true-airspeed
curve shall have a local slope at Vom which is negative or less positive
than:

a. Level 1 ------ 0.06 degrees/knot

b. Level 2 ------ 0.15 degrees/knot

c. Level 3 ------ 0.24 degrees/knot.

The thrust setting shall be that required for the normal approach glide path
at V . The slope of the flight-path angle versus airspeed curve at 5 knots
slower than Ve shall not be more than 0.05 degrees per knot more positive
than the slope at , as illustrated by:

+ (V %in ) Vo-in

I I V (TAS), KT

LL.

- -h

REGION OF REGION OF
POSITIVE NEGATIVE

DIFFERENCE IN SLOPES SLOPES
SLOPES NOT TO

EXCEED .05 DEG/T

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None
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DISCUSSION

Background

Operation on the "backside" of the drag curve in the landing approach

leads to problems in airspeed and flight-path control. References E24, E30,
E32, C39 show that airspeed behavior, when elevator is used to cont1oI attitude

and altitude, is characterized by a first-order root which becomes =,stable at

speeds below minimum drag speed. This closed-loop instability, even W'hen the

open-loop (unattended-airplane) phugoid motion is stable, is caused by an

"unstable" zero in the h/4l airplane transfer function. Specifically,
Reference E24 uses closed-loop analyses to show the importance of the factor

f/r4, as an indicator of closed-loop system stability and throttle activity
required. A useful measure of the quantity //T 4- is needed.

Working from the altitude-to-elevator transfer function, Reference I'12

shows that (I//rh ) is closely approximated by the ratio (0/C) , where D and C
are defined implicitly as follows:

The additional assumption that C is approximately equal to [V(ue M,-M)iSe 2, )
is generally valid, so that:

#1 e_4k_ _ _ _

The climb-angle-to-elevator transfer function is as follows:

V~s) f i h(3) _ As#Is +__________ __S___

Fe (s) ) V (s-z2re,,p s # w,. ?5/,z

Applying the limit value theorem, for a step d (de'/,) the slope of the steady-
state 3' versus de curve is equal to the value of this transfer function when
s approaches zero, so that:

dT :_ D

d~ ý (5) AWS V WOc1

In a similar manner, the slope of the steady-state z& versus X'. curve is

obtained:

dua C) "W- -( M e- M& -dr8
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Therefore, the slope of the steady-state 1 versus o zurve for elevator
inputs is

du dsl/d3 - - V (IF, RW - AFe zw,)

Using the expression for //r we finally obtain

The(&r/da) limits of 3.2.1.3, therefore, set limits on(//T,

The limit on(dr/d&.) at 5 knots slower than Vomin was added to
assure that the airplane remains tractable at commonly encountered off-
nominal speeds.

For design purposes, (dv/Wa•) can be estimated from the dimensional
stability ierivatives as follows:

I u - - ' ___ --- T'-

- ~ _ /M14 MW& ii- MM91
-0 1 a - IT W A l , M I W + M

or .

For M. and Xde small, the following approximation is valid except for
very-short-tailed airplanes:

Flight test techniques are discussed in Appendix IVB.

Data for Landing Approach

The (f•r4,) data used to set numerical limits on (de//)for the
approach flight phase are given in References ES, E16, E20, E22, and C14.
The experiment of Reference E5 is discussed under paragraph 3.2.1.2. Only
Figures 1, 2, 7 and 9 of that discussion contained data from which the effects
of 1', could be separated from the effects of phugoid iamping. These four
figures are reproduced as Figures 1 through 4 of this discussion.
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It is apparent from Figures 1-3 that pilot ratings of w/, are

dependent on the value of Il r For Level 1, 3.2.1.2 requiresq J 0.04;
greater damping might result from autothrottle or similar au ntation.
Therefore the positive jp data of Fi1ureI were used to establish the
Level 1 requirement for , or 4 Me " (The data from Figures 2-4 are
obviously too conservative for Level 1. The configurations for Figure 2
had &)'#k marginally close to the lower Level 1 boundary; while those for
Figurel were downrated because of the pitch response to horizontal gusts
caused by M., as discussed under 3.2.1.2). For Levels 2 and 3, the
zero- I data seem appropriate:

Figure Level 2 Level 3
1 '-i, -. 08 '/%, > -. 12+
2 Y.i, ? -. 05 08

From Figure 3, with near-zero

Level 2 Level 3
1,>- -. 05 4 U I -. 12

From Figure 4, with high I but In turbulence:

Level 2 Level 3
)-.05 '/j -.12

Combinations of Level -2 or -3 values of /. with low L. or
both appear worse than capes with high ao and J " With these
considerations in mind, I/Ti, - -. 02 was chosen for the Level 1 boundary,
-. 05 for Level 2, and -. 08 for Level 3. These values of 1/1N, correspond

) to the dV/W values specified in 3.2.1.3: multiply '/VT by -(57.3)(1.689)/
(32.2) - -3. The chosen criteria will be re-examined as more data become
available.

The ground simulator experiment of Reference E20 altered //r4 by
changing X., and X 4 , and also considered the influences of thrust-line
inclination and thrust-line offset on the flying qualities. There are very
limited data for thrust-line offset, and the decision was made to assumie that
designers will take reasonable steps to keep the offset as small as possible.
The data for zero thrust-line offset are presented in Figure 5 for different
values of thrust-line inclination. The data do seem to indicate that some
thrust-line inclination is desirable, but the variations in rating due to
inclination ore well within the scatter of the data considered as a whole.

The data from ground simulator experiments of References C14 and E16
are presented in Figure 6. It should be mentioned that only the datc. ior the

highest static margin in Reference E16 are presented because the lower static
margins result in values of w,, which are too low for Level 1.

The data from the in-flight experiment of Reference E22 are presented
in Figure 7. There are several factors which influence interpretation oi
this data. First, the pilot rating scale used is a modified version of the

- • Cooper scale and is rather difficult to interpret. Second, the "speed
stability" was changed by altering r/8lV as well as d7/Joe , which means tlat
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unstable values of "speed stability" were accompanied by negative values of
phugoid damping. Since the "speed stability" was altered in this experiment
by using engine thrust, the pilot could use the engine noise as an airspeed
cue. The final (and probably most significant) factor is that most of the
approaches were flown VFR, with a ground controller supplying continuous
flight-path information by radio using a theodolite. Reference E22 states
that this type of technique resulted in very tight control of flight path.
A few approaches were made using precision-approach radar, which were much
more difficult for the pilot to successfully accomplish. The relationship
between the "speed stability" parameter 1/7 of Figure 7 and //7i- is as
follows:

Th

A comparison of the requirements derived from Figures 1 through 4
and the data from Figures 5 through 7 are presented below.

for
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Requirement of 3.2.1.3 -. 02 -. 05 -. 08
Figure 5 (Reference E20) -. 035 -. 084 -. 107
Figure 6 (Reference C14) -. 020 to - 035 -. 095 -. 121
Figure 6 (Reference E16) -. 010 - -

Figure 7 (Ref. E22) - no thrust lag +.010 -. 190 -. 360
Figure 7 (Ref. E22) - thrust lag +.017 -. 060 -. 125 410

The primary problem with Figure 7 seems to be that the majority of the data
is for VFR approaches with unusually good flight-path information available
to the pilot (see References E22 and E35).

Some qualitative data are available in Reference C13, although the
basic "longitudinal stability" (probably short-period dynamics) was poor.

~drlw) -l"'sc-
S'knot 1174; _ sec

"Minimum comfortable" range -. 001 to -. 002 -. 019 to -. 038

"Unsatisfactory" range -. 0025 to -. 004 -. 048 to -. 076

The in-flight SST evaluation of Reference Cll shows a rating degradation from
3.5 to 4.0 when I/r4, is changed from e.030 to -. 034.

Other Flight Phases

"Backside" operation is also troublesome for takeoff, cruise, and
high-altitude maneuvering, but it will probably not be as critical as for
the landing approach, and there are virtually no data to define numerical
limits for these flight phases.
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QI.VL 3

LEVEL 2t clo cdcoopt

0 RATI NO

LEVUL I BASIC

AIRCRAFT

CODE
0 iT/lV ONLY

)( a r/,v AND r

0.50 / 0.3 0.2 0.1 0 0. 1
SPED STABILITY, I/SEC

(a) NO THRUST LAG

LEVEL 3

INA
N X LEVEL 2 MEAN00 RATING

-
0

LEVEL I
BASIC

AIRCRAFT

- 2 -

0.3 1/4 0.2 0.1 o 0.r1, 0.

(b) WITH THRUST LAG SPEED STABILITY, I/SEC

Figure 7 (3.2.1.3)

LANDING APPROACH (AVRO 707, REF. E22)
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Tho roquiremento of the subparalraphs under .1.2,j deal with
mnanuvering charac teristics, i.e., the airplane's dynamic response to pilot
inputo at essentially, constant speed, The major topics discussed are short-
poriod response, control oeol during maneuvers, and pilot-Induced
oscillations (PIO),

Short-period damping ratio is a measure of the amount of overshooting
present in the short-period motion of the airplane, and low values of 1,..
cuti contribute to pilot.induced oscillations.

Short-period natural frequency and stick force per g are the primary
parameters which affect the acceptability of the airplane's maneuvering
characteristics (for a given value of rp ). Also important in this regard
is the stick motion gradient during maneuvers*

Tlhe relationship between 41.0 ando,"/4 as a factor in pilot-induced
oscillations is exprossod in the requirement on transient stick forcos in
maneuvers.
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3,2,2,1 SE)RI'-PII 10) RISPONSH

RI3QUIRlMHNT

3,2,2.1 Short-Reriod response, The short-period response of angle of attack
which occurs at approximately coastant speed, and which may be produced by
abrupt elevator control inputs, shall meet the requirements of 3.2.2.1.1 and
,2.2.1,2. Tlese requirements apply, with the cockpit control free and with

it fixed, for responses of any magnitude that might be experienced in service
use, If oscillations are nonlinear with amplitude, the requirements shall
apply to each cycle of the oscillation. It addition to meeting the numerical
requirements of 3,2,2,1,1 and 3.2.2.1.2. the contractor shall show that the
airplane has acceptable response characteristics in atmospheric disturbances.

RELATED MIL-P-878S PARAGRAPHS

3,3.5

DISCUSSION

The proposed short-period requirements are a complete rewrite of
3.3.5 of MIL-P-8785,

In specifying longitudinal dynamics, it is desirable to use criteria
which are precise descriptions of the airplane responses directly important
to the pilot. This would allow the designer the greatest freedom in the use
of various combinations of airframe and control system dynamics to achieve the
desired overall responses. Unfortunately, specification of short-period
dynamics in this form is not possible at the present time, due to lack of
systematic flying qualities data obtained for various control-system and
airframe dynamics in combination with various types of feel system dynamics.
Also, the response of the airplane to pilot inputs is only a partial descrip-
tion of longitudinal dynamics, since short-period response to turbulence and
feel system dynamics are also important by themselves. For these reasons,
it was decided to use conventional short-period modal parameters as criteria
for the present revision of MIL-F-8785, treating control-system dynamics
separately.

Stability augmentation systems (SAS) 3re obviously here to stay,
and many people argue that a second-order description of short-period
dynamics is not possible for some airplanes employing complex SAS. These
airplanes may have SAS natural frequencies very close to the short-period
natural frequency, which make the overall airplane response to pilot inputs
higher than second-order. However, the results of in-flight evaluations of
various types of higher-order control systems indicate that such systems can
introduce lags large enough to cause very serious pilot-induced oscillations
(see Reference J59). On the basis of this experiment, the requirements of
3.5.3 were formulated. In order to meet these requirements, the control
system natural frequencies will normally have to be appreciably higher than
the short-period natural frequency. In this situation, the airplane's
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- response to pilot inputs can be approximated quite well by a second-order
response plus a small time delay. For practical control systems, then, it
will usually be possible to identify the short-period mode.

Airplane responses are sometimes fed back through the feel system
in such a way that the short-period dynamics are altered. In this situation,
the stick-fixed and stick-free short-period dynamics can be different. Since
pilot control inputs are a combination of force and position commands, it
was considered necessary to specify the same limits on short-period dynamics
for both the stick-fixed and stick-free cases. This reasoning is especially
applicable where t$,p is concerned. The sudden pull-up criterion of MIL-F-8785,
discussed under 3.2.2.3, was the only requirement in that document related
to tryp (stick-free), and was much too stringent. The new stick-free short-
period damping requirements provide part of a reasonable replacement for this
criterion.

The amplitudes at which the short-period requirements apply are
indicated only qualitatively here and in 3.5.4.2, Saturation of Augmentation
Systems. While more definitive guidance would be desirable, it is not possible
at this time to be more explicit in a general specification. The intent
is to avoid part-time stability augmentation and other objectionable non-
linearities. With improving technology, the penalties associated with
augmentation redundancy are becoming smaller, so that large authority can be
provided with safety.

The discussions that follow are all in terms of airplane response at
constant speed. The "steady-state" characteristics meant are therefore
related to the two-degree-of-freedom approximate equations of motion,

- (A 2 ~, &') f "(-~ Af d,

plus the effects of the flight control system. These are the equations given
in the discussion of 3.2.1, with the speed degree of freedom suppressed; so,
strictly speaking, they apply only in or near level flight.
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3.2.2.1.1 SHORT-PERIOD FREQUENCY AND ACCELERATION SENSITIVITY

REQU IREMENT

3.2.2.1.1 Short-period frequency and acceleration sensitvity. The short-

period undamped natural frequency, k)If# shaTT-eiWthinthe limits shown
in figures 1, 2 and 3. If suitable means of directly controlling normal
force are provided, the lower bounds on 40,,,.. and ?7/a of Figure 3 may
be rel axed if approved by the procuring activity.

'NOTE: THE BOUNDARIES FOR VALUES OF /
OUTSIDE THE RANGE SHOWn ARE DEFINED

.... B STRAIGHT-LINE EXTENSIONS. W I

10.... 1 .

0.25

RA 01me

1.FIGUREoo

SHORT- PERIOD FREQUENCY REQUIREMENTS -CATEGORY A FLIGHT PHASES
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"..NOTE, THE BOUNDARIES FOR VALUES OF 'lt GREATER
THAN lOD ARE DEFINED BY STRAIGHT-LINE EXTENSIONS
THE LEVEL 3 BOUNDARY FOR n/ft LESS THAN 1.0 1S
ALSO DEFINED BY A STRAIGUT-LINE EXTENSION. I

t' .. . .

3.6

* . ,.. 0.096

~~w

1.04

NOTE: FOR CLASS I, 13-C, AND 17 AIRPLANES,
Lv SHALL ALWAYS BE GREATER THAN 0.6

SP RADIANS PER SECOND FOR LEVEL 3

I .0 10 100

FIGURE 3

SHORT -PERIOD FREQUENCY REQUIREMENTS- CATEGORY C FLIGHT PHASES
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RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.1, 3.3.1.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.4

DISCUSSION

Related Factors

It is generally agreed that short-period freqaency and damping alone
are not sufficient to describe the acceptability of airplane longitudinal
dynamics. In Reference D19, the effects on flying qualities of the parameters

V and vr/4 were explored. Reference D2! expresses the idea that /7-
is of primary importance because it appears in the numerator of the pitch- 2
attitude-to-elevator transfer function. References E13, D10 and Dl are based
on the premise that pitch rate response is of primary importance at low speed
and normal acceleration response is of primary importance at high speed. From
this premise, References E13 and D10 conclude that the short-period frequency
should be a function of //'TeL for low values of n/i and that it should be a
function of "A when 77/a is large. Reference Dll recommends envelopes on the
weighted sum of the pitch rate and normal acceleration responses to a step
stick-force command. In References D7 and D3 the relationship between initial
pitch acceleration and steady-state normal acceleration is discussed and
related to the short-period frequency and n/l. The theories discussed in
References D7 and D3 best explain pilot objections to excessively high and
low short-period frequencies, and have therefore been used as a framework to'
mold the available pilot rating data into short-period frequency requirements.

A detailed analysis of the pilot comments from the flight programs
of References D3 and E12 yields a very good interpretation of the pilot's
objections when w is either too high or too low. In these flight
programs, the pilots were required to vary the control gearing and select
an optimum or best compromise value for use in the evaluation of each short-
period configuration. By increasing the control gain, it was always possible,
regardless of the flight condition or short-period configuration, to make the
sensitivity too high with the result that the response was abrupt and gross
for small control inputs. Conversely, it was always possible to make the
gain so low that large stick motions and forces were necessary in turns and
pullups. The pilot would vary the control gain between these extreme
situations and search for the optimum value or, as was often the case, the
least objectionable compromise value. From these experiments, it was observed
that for each flight condition there was a range of short-period frequencies
for which the pilots could select rather well-defined optimum control gains,
but at lower and at higher short-period frequencies they would encounter
conflicting requirements which imposed unsatisfactory compromises in the
selection of the control gain. To better understand this problem, it is
useful to derive an algebraic relationship between sensitivity and steady
forces. In the steady state, the constant-speed equations from the discussion
of 3.2.2.1 yield
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/Z.A1 Rzlr ' Y-Afz

so that
e 10 ,,

With

Act~2 Af V--' ~~~~~" 1=% e = v(,.,.• "d V
(, Al ~V z~Afl ~ PIS

(Normally 10eI II6 %VI even for short-tailed airplanes.)

Therefore, for elevator inputs,
iA

ex Ac j7Vd,'

(When IAf6e Z,' Ode Mwl1, this expression reduces to 7/-, /e for lg flight.)Substituting the expression for n/z into the expression for _'- ,/ the following
very good approximation results:

:4d
!i :z 

.2

7Afd

where AfA4. is the initial pitch acceleration per pound of stick force orsensitivity, assuming negligible control-system dynamics and transport lag.Finally, the relationship between •/,/ nd sensitivity can be expressed as

Thus it can be seen that when (a),7/ ) is small, either the stick forceper g must be reduced to maintain tigh enough sensitivity or the sensitivitymust be reduced to maintain satisfactorily high stick force per g in maneuvers.
if(W SA /÷ -)is too small, the pilot will not be able to achieve a satis-

factory compromise between sensitivity apd steady forces and, depending on theindividual, may select one or the other extreme. For example, one pilot inReference D3 selected a low control gain in this situation so that the controlforces were high, thus tending to guard against overcont',,:J while the other
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pilot in Reference D3 selected the control gain on the basis of sensitivity
and accepted the light steady forces that resulted. Both pilots, however,
considered these configurations unacceptable and gave them pilot ratings of
7-10.

"7 "From the same equation, when -( "S er

force per g must be increased to maintain satisfactorily low sensitivity or
the sensitivity must be increased to maintain comfortable stick forces in

maneuvers. If(w,,/ •) is too large, the pilot again will not be able to
achieve an acceptable compromise and will downrate the configuration. When
presented this situation, both pilots in Reference 03 and the pilot in Refer-
ence E12 selected the control gain to keep the sensitivity fiun being too
high, thus reducing the abruptness and tendency to bobble for small inputs.
This, of course, caused heavy steady forces during sustained maneuvers and
turns and resulted in poorer pilot ratings. Because of this, paragraph 3.2.2.1
contains a recommendation thatw near the upper limits be accompanied by
high A/, .

A somewhat different theory, which also indicates the importance of

the parameter 2p/, is presented in Reference D7. In this analysis,

it is assumed that the initial pitch acceleration is the response that is of
concern to the pilot when he initiates a maneuver, and that the steady-state
response of concern is the normal acceleration experienced in a pull-up.
By assuming constant-speed equations of motion and by applying the initial
value theorem to the W transfer function and the final value theorem to
the n/t4 transfer function, the following expression can be written for the
ratio of initial pitch acceleration to steady-state normal acceleration
following a step input.

where (117-,4is the numerator lead factor in the constant -speed 001,r transfer
function. %is lead factor can be expressed as follows:

•lZd A; V f

IfI
£e

It is usually valid to assume I Af4 Ie (comparable to the previous
assumption that 114 '. ), and therefore (//r reduces to

. Finally, then., we have:

"-,•.
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On the basis of the above considerations and the trends indicated by
jl data from variable stability airplane experiments, the upper and lower limits

I on short-period frequency have been defined as functions of w/o (the ratio of
the change in n to the change in o , in the steady-state response to a
control input), so as to bound the parameter (w,1z /V Specification of
short-period frequency requirements in this form has implications for the
design of augmentation systems in that it should be more permissive for fixed-
gain systems than single wN. vs. Yp bull's-eye requirements, and it takes the
emphasis off invariant models for self-adaptive systems.

Flight-test and data-reduction techniques for getting 4,, and l/c

are discussed in Appendices III and IVC, D and E.

Intuition leads most people to suspect that limits on
alone are not sufficient, and that there are likely to be absolute lower
limits on both w and ,,/x (or I//,, ). Using closed-loop analyses of the
pilot-vehicle combinatio-, Reference Bl concludes there are lower limits on
W! • for tasks requiring precise control of pitch attitude, and lower limits

on a and 1/r* for tasks requiring precise control of both pitch attitude
and flight path. [n these studies, major assumptions were made concerning
the form of the pilot model, pilot loop closures, and desired closed-loop
characteristics. In addition, the analyses were performed on very specific
tasks, with the assumption of continuous closed-loop control. In spite of
their oversimplified nature, the analyses do provide some insight into
problems that might occur if w2•p or X were to become very low.

For Category A and C Flight Phases, the pilot must introduce phase
lead into his control inputs in order to maintain precise control of pitch
attitude as • decreases. It therefore seems likely that the required
phase lead will become excessive as 4x,,is reduced below some lower limit,
regardless of the magnitude of l/lw.

For normal values of •v/, and 1//7., flight path control is achieved
by controlling pitch attitude, since flight path angle will quickly follow
attitude changes. As 1/7go decreases, however, the response of flight path
angle to pitch attitude changes becomes slower. Decreases in v/x , which
normally accompany decreases in 1/rgo, increase the angle-of-attack change
"required to control the flight path. The pilot comments from Reference 019
indicatc that when J/1rz and P/x become small, the pilot must overdrive the
attitude of the airplane in order to maintain rapid control of flight path.
In other words, he must make an initial attitude change which is quite large,
and then ease off on the attitude as the flight path angle approaches the
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desired value. For Category C Flight Phases, therefore, the attitude changes
required for precise control of flight path will probably become unacceptably
large when P/oe or 1/7- fall below some lower limit.

On the basis of the above arguments, absolute limits on Wpand n/et
were established, in addition to the (w~ 1/ A) limits.

Direct Normal.-Force Control

The requirements of 3.2.2.1.1 state that the limits on Wn,,pand /
may be relaxed, with the approval of the procuring activity, if a suitable type
of direct-lift control (DLC) is provided. In other words, the absolute limits
on wns,,0 and vr/'z indicate when it is necessary to change the mode of control of
flight path from rotation of the whole airplane through use of the elevator
to direct control of lift through thrust vectoring or circulation control by
flap actuation, etc.

* It should not be assumed, however, that direct-lift control can be
used to cure all the problems associated with low ww.,,.and low N1/0. The
limited experience with DLC to date indicates that DLC can improve control
of flight path in certain situations. This experience has also demonstrated,
however, that the way in which the DLC is mechanized can either improve or
degrade flying qualities. Some important considerations in the design of a
direct-lift control system are:

1) Should a separate controller be provided to the pilot,
or should the DLC be hooked to the throttle or elevator?

2) If a separate controller is used, should it command
attitude, rate of climb, or normal acceleration?

3) Are the drag changes associated with the DLC acceptable?

4) Are the pitching moments caused by the DLC acceptable?

Also note that some control of pitch attitude must be provided, even if DLC
is used. In the approach Flight Phase, for instance, there are constraints
on the attitude during the actual touchdown; and these attitudes must be
achieved in the presence of turbulence, as well as in smooth air. In addition,
certain flight phases such as air-to-air gunnery require precise attitude
tracking. For these flight phases, the use of DLC will probably not solve
the problems associated with low es', 1

Data Interpretation

The pilot rating data used to set the Level I and 2 limiti on Wh.
as a function of w/x were taken only from in-flight programs. This was done

* • to insure that the motion cues and tasks were realistic. There is a surpris-
ing]y large amount of such data available (References B59, 8102, C18, C57,
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103, lD2 . 1D29. 134 . 104 1 , 1143, 1.J,. 114, IIl 2, annd .IJ iS , lit onIly Ito foroeilvo 1a0
1WS2, and J60 contain data to define the upper limit% oat &% , The data tit'
Reference D29 were not used at all becalime It was not hf,, within the I,oW'v I
limits and because the report did not tontatn enough information to properly
identify the short-period mode. The data are shown in Figures I through 11
for programs involving Category A Flight I1hasas and in Figures .12 through J'S
for programs involving Category C Flight I'ha,4e. Figure 2G 1howsl the X1-70
data used to define the boundaries for Catngory B Flight Ihasue. All these
figures show the Wn., boundaries specified in .. 2.1.1 to facilitate compari-
son with the data. Th' maximum and minimum bowidarlu specified in 3.2.2.1.2
are also shown on Figures 1 through 25. The data points have been divided
into three groups by pilot rating, each group having a different symbol,
The groups are: Level I ratings, Loval 2 ratings, and ratings worse than
Level 2. The specific rating for each data point it omittod for clarity of
presentation, except where needed in areas having little data. Unilott other-
wise stated, the rating data use the numerical CAI. rating scale.

The "'w-., boundaries used in the specification do not fit the data
from all the programs perf'ectly; this is the nature of flying qualities data.
if the data are viewed as a whole, howeier, it can be soon that the trend of
changing op'.. limits with w/t is clearly indicated. Many details of each
program were taken into account in fairing the boundaries and are too numerous
to fully discuss here, but a few of the most important considerations can be
mentioned. Two Jata points in the middle of the Level 1 region of Figure 6
are rated 7.0; these ratings are in complete disagreement with the pilot
coments. The data of Figures 8 and 9 were taken at a flight condition where
the maneuvering of the airplane was limited to a total load factor of 2.0
because of buffet; this bothered the CAL pilot especially. The data of
Figures 12 and 13 were taken at heavy fuel loads which lowered the wing
structural natural frequencies enough to couple with the short-period mode
when wV,.,was high; again, this especially bothered the CAL pilot. The data
of Figure 14 do not fit the criteria very well, but the data of Figures 11
through 13 were obtained for essentially the same value of w/o and they do fit
the criteria. The pilot wh9se data are shown in Figure 16 had his own defini-
tion of the rating scale and the task, and his rating data exhibit an unusual
amount of scatter. Figures 14 through 17 all indicate a possible upper limit
on ".,, which is considerably lower than the boundaries used in the specifica-
tion; Towever, these pilot ratings were not confirmed by the experiment of
Reference 03 which evaluated configurations with considerably higher values
of ,,,m . Notice that many points on Figures 6, 7, 9, 12, 13, 18, 19 and 20
are laSeled " 1/1 high"; this means that the pilot rating was influenced by
the fact that ./,, was near or outside the A1,/ limits of paragraph 3.2.2.2.1

The data of Figures 1 through 26 define lower limits on , for
Category A, B, and C Flight Phases and upper limits for Category A Flight
Phases (although the Level 2 upper limit is not well defined). The upper
limits for Categories B and C were arbitrarily made the same as for Category
A, due to the complete absence of definitive data from in-flight evaluations.
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Iimorv,. I tIhrteph ,Ih 'ontia in only 4 data pjoltit x ratld U9.0 (CAL,) eti
worop. In addi t ion, dtnta prosont tod tit the dli stitsI iot of .1. .1. 1 4h•w that
uistabl short peria d modes (I . , a, riodlc ltIeally divergent anglW Wof- at ta'k
ruslion gN, ovon at I onst in tit pe•d) tro v'ont ro I IhIP under some 'ondi t ions
Tlh dint" would sleem to Indlvato tOlM the loevel .1 reuilttiomlntis uf 1.12.9.2 anId

3, ,.2 . J.I iidirv't ly provide surft''iont Levwl 3 I l Ait .till , O live' 111tt iv,,
valuac of 4/v and 44,/ are indicativo of ohort-pertlo stiftN*ss. Hlowowvr,
pilot c•omonts indieato thait the safety aspoI'tl of the sittuation detoriorato
rapidly a tmor) short-poriod stiffness is opproaochod. 'tis is .,%pocially
true when the pilot is busy with other cockpit duties, and the problem is
compounded during flight in turbulence. BIecause of the uncortaliltios
associatoed with u•ow short-penriod st i'ffetaest, the lowor .t• boundary for IoeveIl 3
was madte coincident with the Lovel 2 boundary (there aro intufficient dtata to
etstahlish aI Level 3 uppor limit onJ•), As a result, In the absence of
aupproved Spocial Fal lure States, thi* Level 2 requirement must generally ho
mot even in the event of total stability augutwntation tailluros,

After #17( :,,/ ) limits wore established, concern was expressed

that no absolute lower bounds on either k o /r had been established, duo
to lack of data. In September of 1968, preliminary data for the carrier
approach Flight Phase wore mato available, 'llese data wore generated during
a Navy., sponsored moving-baso simulator experiment conducted by Grumn air-
craft. 'Tho results of this experiment wore used to establish Category C
Level 1 and 2 lower limits on .iee,o,,and w/de for Class I, 1I-C, and IV airplanes
(see Figures 27 and 28). liven though the data wore obtained for the carrier
approach. It seems logical that Class I and IV airplanes should meet the same
requirements. Carrier airplanes need more precise control of flight path and
attitude, but Class I and IV land-based airplanes do more maneuvering in the
landing pattern and execute a flare to land.

The lower CategorV C limit% on w/a for Class Il-1 nnd III airplaneq
are some&ý,,:i ,.hitrary. although NASA ugperxenco with th t. ,!,g 4•6'-80
indicates that pilot ratings of 3.0 to 4.5 can be expected for values of N/e
In the vicinity of 1.4 (see References C58 and G12). Tlhe absolute lower Wv
limits for Category C Flight Phases (Classes 11-t. and III) and Category A
(all classos) wore established rather arbitrarily, since all the available
data on low values of ,4 for these Flight Phases are adequately handled

"by the" (d0 1, criteria.
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3.2.2.1.2 SHORT-PERIOD DAMPING

REQUIREMENT

3.2.2.1.2 Short-period damping. The short-period damping ratio, SP, shall
,e within the limits of table IV.

TABLE IV. Short-period Damping Ratio Limits

Category A and C Flight Phases Category B Flight Phases

Level Minimum Maximum 'linimum Maximum

1 0.35 1.30 0.30 2.00

2 0.25 .2.00 0.20 2.00

3 0.15* -- 0.15* -

*May be reduced at altitudes above 20,000 feet if approved by the

procuring activity.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.5

DISCUSSION

The discussion of 3.2.2.1.1 pertains to what is important to the pilot
when the short-period frequency is satisfactory. However, everyone agrees that
damping is also important. When the damping is too low, the airplane short-
period response overshoots and oscillates. When the damping is too high, the
response is sluggish. Therefore, upper ard lower limits have been placed on
short-period damping ratio. Fr;om the constant-speed equations of motion, the
expression for short-period damping ratio is

Z

The data used to define the Level 1 and 2 damping ratio limits for
Category A and C Flight Phases are shown in Figures 1 through 24 of the short-
period frequency section, and details of the data are discussed in that section.
It is often argued that the damping ratio boundaries should be curved to cut
off the corners of the short-period boxes. In particular, the lower left-hand
corner could be cut off by a lower limit on , the upper left-hand
corner might be cut off to avoid combining low damping with sensitivity, and
the lower right-hand corner might be restricted to avoid making an already
sluggish airplane even more sluggish. However, no such limits were used
because the additional complication seemed unjustified in view of the fact
that constant damping ratio lines bound the available data quite adequately.
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The same damping ratio lines seem to bound the Category A and Category C data
equally well; and therefore, no attempt was made to separate the requirements
for those two Flight Phase Categories.

The XB-70 data presented in Figure 1 might be used to establish the
Level 1 and 2 lower limits for Category B Flight Phases. The upper limits
were set equal to 2.00, based on engineering judgement.

There are very little data available to establish Level 3 limits cn

but the trends indicate that the lower limit is probably below 0.05.

Summarizing, the data indicate these limits on

Category A and C Flight Phases Category B Flight Phases

Level Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum

1 0.35 1.30 0.18 2.00

2 0.20 2.00 0.07 2.00

3 <0.05 - <0.03 -

Although the data used to establish the •sp limits included the effects of
turbulence to some degree, the~te was some concern that the lower limits
indicated by the data are not adequate for flight in turbulence. Therefore,
the lower limits were increased to the values specified in 3.2.2.1.2.

Measurement and data reduction techniques are discussed in Appendices
III and IVC and D.
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3.2.2.1.3 RESIDUAL OSCILLATIONS

REQUIREMENT

3.2.2.1.3 Residual oscillations. Any sustained residual oscillations shall
not interfere with the pilot's ability to perform the tasks required in service
use of the airplane. For Levels 1 and 2, oscillations in normal acceleration
at the pilot's station greater than +0.05g will be considered excessive for
any Flight Phase, as will pitch attitude oscillations greater than ±3 mils for
Category A Flight Phases requiring precision control of attitude. These
requirements shall apply with the elevator control fixed and with it free.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.5

DISCUSSION

This paragraph is essentially a rewrite of part of 3.3.5 of MIL-F-8785.
The primary purpose of the requirement is to prevent limit cycles in the control
system or structural oscillations which might compromise tactical effectiveness,
cause pilot discomfort, etc. The limit of ±5 mils for pitch attitude oscilla-
tions was reduced to ,3 mils, on the recommendation of several USAF pilots.
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3.2.2.2 CONTROL FEEL AND STABILITY IN MANEUVERING FLIGHT

REQUIREMENT

3.2.2.2 Control feel and stability in maneuvering flight. In steady turning
flight and in pullups at constant speed, increasing pull forces and aft motion
of the elevator control and airplane-nose-up deflection of the elevator sur-
face are required to maintain increases in normal acceleration throughout the
range of service load factors defined in 3.1.8.4. Increases in push force,
forward control motion, and airplane-nose-down deflection of the elevator
surface are required to maintain reductions of normal acceleration in pushovers.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.4, 3.3.9

DISCUSSION

This paragraph is essentially a restatement of part of 3.3.9 of
MIL-F-8785. Stable control force and position variations with normal accelera-
tion at constant speed ensure that the airplane has a stick-free and stick-fixed
short-period mode; that is, there is a restoring tendency which tries to
rapidly return the airplane to 1 g flight following a disturbance. This re-
lationship is analogous to that between the control force and position varin-
ations with speed and the phugoid mode. 7

The requirement for a stable variation of elevator surface position
with normal acceleration is simply a restatement of 3.3.4 of MIL-F-8785. This
requirement was retained to ensure that the basic airframe has a restoring
tendency, at least in the short term. This is an absolute limit on the aft
c.g. location.

Here is another plaice where some data show that slight instability
(negative Wd,,, ) might be tolerable for Level 3 in some instances. But
concern for requirement and design uncertainties and the possibility of having
several Level 3 flying qualities at the same time, has resulted in keeping
a conservative requirement.

Flight test methods are discussed in Appendix IVE.

i11
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3.2.2.2.1 CONTROL FORCES IN MANEUVERING FLIGHT

REQUIREMENT

3.2.2.2.1 Control forces in maneuvering flight. At constant speed in steady
turning flight, pullups, and pushovers, the variations in elevator-control
force with steady-state normal acceleration shall be approximately linear.
In general, a departure from linearity resulting in a local gradient which
differs from the average gradient for the maneuver by more than 50 percent
is considered excessive. All local force gradients shall be within the limits
of table V. In addition, whenever the short-period frequency is near the
upper boundaries of figure 1, Fs/n should be near the Level 1 upper boundaries
of table V. This may be necessary to avoid abrupt response, sensitivity, or
tendencies toward pilot-induced oscillations. The term gradient does not
include that portion of the force versus n curve within the preloaded break-
out force or friction band.

TABLE V. Elevator Maneuvering Force Gradient Limits

Center Stick Controllers

Level Maximum Gradient, Minimum Gradient,
(F /n)a, pounds per g (F /n)min, pounds per g
s max' s min

240 The higher of

I but not more than 28.0 nL-i

nor less than and 3.0

360 The higher of
n/om 18

2 but not more than 42.5 n,-l

rnor less than and 3.0

3 56.0 3.0

*For nL 3, (F /n) is 28.0 for Level 1, 42.5 for Level 2.
L s max
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Table V (Cont.)

Wheel Controllers

Maximum Gradient, Minimum Gradient,
Level (F s/n) max, pounds per g (F s/n) min, pounds per g

S~500
Soo The higher ofn / c e 4 5

1 but not more than 120.0 n

nor less than 120
nL-1 and 6.0

775 The higher of
f/o 38

2 but not more than 182.0 nL-

nor less than 182 and 6.0
n L_-

3 240.0 6.0

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.9, 3.3.9.1, 3.3.9.3, 3.3.9.5, 3.7.4

DISCUSSION

This paragraph is a complete rework of the ('C/,) requirements of
MIL-F-8785.

It was decided that the major differences in the desired maneuvering
forces between fighter airplanes and transports are due to the type of con-
troller, in addition to airplane class. The effects of airplane class (a
grouping of types of missions really) seem to be adequately described by limit
load factor, through the (.A(// wi- ) formulae of MIL-F-8785. In addition, how-
ever, there are several arguments for having different maneuvering forces for
center-stick and wheel controllers. For example, the lower limits on
maneuvering forces must be higher with a wheel control because the pilot's
arm is usually unsupported; whereas the pilot has very good vernier corstrol
with a center stick even with light forces because his forearm is partially
supported on his thigh. In any case, pilots seem to agree that they cannot
maintain the precision of control with a wheel that they can with a stick, and
that the maneuvering control forces should be higher.

There is evidence from many sources that X/,/ at very low ,,I' can or
should be higher than at high m/%. This idea is given impetus, for instance,
by the results of the ground simulator program of Reference D19 and the
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in-flight evaluation of Reference C2. These results indicate that the pilot
tends to select a constant value of rjl,/ at high n/,e , but a constant value
of Fs/ao at low n/t . This trend is possibly due to a gradual change from
concern with -n and structural protection at high n/es to concern with control
of pitch attitude alone at low n/ce . Specification of forces in the form of
limits on A•/'o at low n/a can be accomplished by making the Fs/•7 limits vary
inversely with P/rx , as c i be seen from the following constant-speed relation:

On the basis of these considerations, the limits on F5/n were expressed
in the form (-- )at low "A/ and (%L-•=7-) at high / , with separate require-
ments for stick and wheel controllers.

Center-Stick Controllers

To provide data in this format for center-stick controllers, results
of the in-flight T-33 programs of References D3 and E12 were studied, since
these were the only in-flight short-period experiments found in which the
pilots were allowed to select the "optimum" value of longitudinal control
gain for each configuration tested. The data from these two programs are
presented in Figures 1 through 7 as plots of sensitivity,Afp , versus /v .
The slanted boundaries are simply the constant(w-, 9 /,-) limits of paragraph
3.2.2.1.1, as can be seen from the following constant-speed approximation:

- s Al

(See the discussion of paragraph 3.2.2.1.1, which also justifies the recom-
mended high S/7 at high ,,.) The pilots were reasonably consistent in
* selecting the "optimum" gain. But, because of limited time available for
gain selection, the pilots sometimes made mistakes in selecting the control
gain, with the result that the configuration was given a poor pilot rating
upon completion of the overall evaluation. The pilot ratings associated with
configurations having misselected values of ,'/Sw were very useful in deter-
mining where the Fs/n boundaries should be drawn. In areas where there are
no rating data available, a detailed analysis of pilot comment data for each
program was made, since the pilot did conduct partial evaluations at several
values of /r1/n in order to select the "optimum" value for each configuration.

For high values of / , the fighter values of and (
from MIL-F-8785 fit the pilot rating data of Figures 1 through 4 and the asso-
ciated pilot comments quite well for Level 1 (assuming 71 = 7). Using the
same rating data and comments, values of(/I/l-/)and(IFi/(7-J-))were chosen
for the Level 2 I/r boundaries.

For low values of ?/ , the pilot rating data of Figures 5 through 7
and the associated pilot comments indicate that the lines i/,= 9o/(w/c)and

'/ /=2,1(7?/o) would serve well as Level 1 boundaries.
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A summary of the Level 1 and 2 center-stick boundaries which are
"reasonably well supported by experiment is presented in Figure 8. The low M/aw
portion of the lower Level 1 boundary is dashed to indicate that it is not
very strongly supported by data. The following reasoning was used to estab-
lish the boundaries where rating data are lacking and pilot comments are sparse.
It seemed logical to expect the Level 2 upper boundary to follow the same
trend as the Level I upper boundary. The lower boundaries at low i/v are very
difficult to set because the data in this area are very sparse. In fact,
airplanes for which stick forces are due entirely to aerodynamic hinge
moments from the elevator tend to have values of / which are the same at
low values of v/ as they are at high values. Many successful airplanes have
been built with thi!. characteristic, which does not follow the trend indicated
in Figure 8. Of course, it is possible that the "A/p gradients of these
airplanes were objectionable at low "/4 . It is more likely, however, that
these characteristics were not seriously objectionable because they were
accompanied by an increasing stick motion per pound of stick force as V/oz
decreased. The experiments of References D3 and E12, on the other hand,
maintained a fixed value of stick motion per pound of stick force. It appears
that pilots will accept somewhat lower force gradients if they can regain
some feel from stick position. Because of the general scarcity of'P./w data
at low 7io/z and the apparently significant but poorly understood effects of
stick motion gradients in this flight regime, the lower limits on r/'v were
made constant for all values of 7/w

It is not likely that the upper limits of Figure 8 continue to
increase indefinitely as "/k is decreased. Since the upper boundaries of
Figure 8 are fairly well supported by data for values of n/: down to 8.5,
any cutoffs that might exist must occur below "/Ic w 8.5. The rationale used
to establish cutoffs was that the maximum stick force allowed to obtain an
incremental 2.0 g at low n/cr should be the same as the maximum force allowed
to obtain 77 at high /??I.e

The lower limit for Level 3 was set at 3.0 pounds per g, which is
the absolute minimum specified in MIL-F-8785. The upper boundary for Level 3
was set by the criterion that an incremental 1.0 g could be obtained with
the same stick force required to obtain nZ for the upper Level 1 limit at
high n/a . The final boundaries for ;4z = 7.0 with a center-stick controller
are presented graphically in Figure 9. A similar plot can be constructed for
any other combination of limit load factor and controller.

Wheel Controllers

Since there are few rt/7 data available for wheel controllers, the
Level 1 limits for high n/a were initially set equal to the transport values
of MIL-F-8785, which are (¥'/('-cJ)and(/2O/(•-/)) . Most of the remaining
limits for wheel controllers were established by multiplying the boundaries
for stick controllers by the ratio of the Level 1 limits at high(./p)for

wheel and center-stick controllers. This ratio is /2 - or /(4'nL-/)

and is equal to 2.15. The upper Level 1 and 2 cutoffs at low n/& were estab-
h ~lished by the criterion that the maximum wheel force allowed to obtain an
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incremental 1.0 g at low "/& should be the same as the maximum force allowed
to obtain 'v.ý at high n/fr. The upper Level 3 limit was set using the
rationale that an incremental 0.5 g could be obtained with the same wheel
force required to obtain wj for the upper Level 1 limit at high 7/c . The
final boundaries for w'• 3.0 with a wheel controller are presented graphically
in Figure 10.

To confirm whether or not the wheel-controller boundaries obtained
in this manner are of the right magnitude, they were compared against the
limited data available. The primary source of such data is Reference D44.
There is considerable disagreement among the pilots used in this program
as to which values of f*/, are desirable, which indicates that the evaluation
tasks were not explained to the pilots carefully enough in preflight briefings,
that is, each pilot was probably conducting his evaluation somewhat differently.
The major differences between pilots, however, can be accounted for by
dividing the 12 pilots into two groups - one group consisting of those pilots
having primarily fighter backgrounds, and the other consisting of pilots
having primarily multi-engine experience. Each pilot determined an "optimum"
and an "acceptable" range of / in the evaluation. Since it is difficult
to determine what "optimum" means in terms of pilot rating, only the "acceptable"
range of data was utilized here. Figure 11 shows the ranges of FOj/,? values
which were "acceptable" to 50% of the fighter pilots and the ranges "acceptable"
to 50% of the multi-engine pilots. (The lower limit of the range for
nl& = 6.9 and the upper limit for "/z = 19 have not been shown because the
text of Reference D44 states that these limits were arrived at somewhat hastily.)
Shown in the same figure are the proposed requirements for wheel controllers
for ??k = 2.7, which is the limit load factor for typical B-26 combat loadings,
obtained from a B-26 pilot handbook. The rather large difference between the
fighter and multi-engine pilots is largely due to a learning process which
continued through much of the program for many of the pilots. That is,
several of the pilots with multi-engine experience were used to flying large
transports and bombers having extremely large values of F,/-N . These pilots
showed a definite preference for very heavy gradients early in the program.
They came to prefer lighter gradients as the program progressed, but the
"acceptable" range of 15r/-7 in6ludes configurations evaluated early in the
program. The opposite sort of trend is true of the fighter pilots. They
started the program with a preference for lighter gradients until they learned
that heavier gradients were required to prevent inadvertent overstressing of
the airplane. The multi-engine pilots gave up their preference for heavy
gradients more slowly than the fighter pilots gave up the lighter gradients,
however, so that the ranges of /yl values shown in Figure 11 for the fighter
pilots-are probably more valid than the ranges shown for multi-engine pilots.
It is difficult to say whether the "acceptable" range should correspond to
the Level 1 or Level 2 boundaries. With the above background comments in
mind, however, Figure 11 shows that the requirements are the correct order
of magnitude.

Also shown in Figure 11 are two values of 0j/n used in the Boeing
367-80 landing approach study of Reference C18. A value of 40 pounds per g
is the value used throughout the short-period evaluations, but several pilots
expressed a preference for 60 pounds per g.
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Another source of data is experience gained from CAL's variable
stability B-26 detionstration programs for the Air Force and Navy 'rest Pilot
Schools. The demonstrations are conducted at an v/c of 12.3, and the pilot
is told that he is evaluating a moderateiy maneuverable airplane with a
limit load factor of 3.S. However, he is also told that the variable
stability system has a load factor limit of 2.5 g. Assuming that the pilot
is effectively evaluating a 3.0 g airplane, the requirements are 23 pounds
per g and 60 pounds per g for Level 1, and 19 pounds per g and 91 pounds per g
for Level 2. The CAL pilots running these programs have discovered that
40 pounds per g is a value that "makes most pilots happy," while 85 pounds
per g is "too high" and 20 pounds per g is "too low." These values are in
agreement with the proposed requirements; and while they were determined in
a very qualitative manner, they are based on the evaluations of hundreds of
pilots.

The pilot comments and ratings for the few data points of Reference
D52 having 'j/l about 60 pounds per g indicate that this force is an appro-
priate upper value for Level 1 when 71, = 3.0.

Reference J53 describes a flight evaluation of a booster added to
the control system of a B-29 airplane. The FI/77 from this experiment is
shown in Figure 12, along with the pilot's evaluation comments. Also shown
are the proposed F0,/;Y requirements for NA = 2.7, which is the appropriate
value for the B-29 at normal operating weights. Unfortunately, the pilots'
assessments were overall assessments of the acceptability of a given boost
ratio throughout the speed range. Since Fr /1 changed with speed for a given
boost ratio, the pilots' comments apply to a range of &/•, , rather than a
specific value. The ranges are small enough, however, that the data shown
in Figure 12 clearly indicate the validity of the requirements. The boost
ratio cal•i best by the pilots results in values of 1w all well within the
Level 1 boundaries. The boost ratio of 8.2 which is undesirably light has
values of Aj/,, which all lie below the Level 2 limits. The pilot comments
for no boost and for a boost ratio of 4.6 are not very specific, but seem to
generally fit the proposed boundaries.

Other Considerations

There was no attempt made to break down the requirements further
according to Flight Phase Category because of the lack of definitive data
indicating that such a breakdown is required. It was also reasoned that a
number of Category A Flight Phases to be performed by an airplane are at
least crudely represented by the value of n,4 designed into the structure.

The control-force gradient requirements are written in terms of a
linear system. Actual systems, however, exhibit friction, backlash, and pre-
load, scattered throughout the flight control system, that contribute to
control feel and breakout force. In assessing both local and average gradients,
then, such honlinearities should be removed from consideration as best possible.

S The requirement on control-force nonlinearity is directed at spring, gearingand aerodynamic nonlinearities.
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Because quantitative limits on the amount of nonlinearity allowable
are difficult to determinc, the qualitative guidance provided by 3.3.9 of
MIL-F-878S was retained. Also, it was decided that limits established by
Figures 2a and 2b shoreid apply to all local gradients, in addition to the
average gradient. (Physically the average gradient is within the range of
local gradients.) This was done because the pilot opinion data used to
establish these limits were based on considerations of small-amplitude
precision maneuvers, as well as gross maneuvers. For precision maneuvers,
the local gradient, not the average gradient over a large range of load
factors, is the important gradient.

Lack of standardization prevents specification of gradients for
side-stick controllers. Data can be found in the literature for some specific
controller configurations.
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3.2.2.2.2 CONTROL MOTIONS IN MANEUVERING FLIGHT

REQUIREMENT

3.2.2.2.2 Control motions in maneuvering flight. The elevator-control
motions in maneuvering flight shall not ;e so large or so small as to be
objectionable. For Category A Flight Phases, the average gradient of elevator-
control force per inch of elevator-control deflection at constant speed shall
be not less than 5 pounds per inch for Levels 1 and 2.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None

DISCUSSION

The flying qualities investigations of References D34, D41, D37, D52,
C12, and C2 all included variations of control position per g as well as
control force per g. References C2 and C12 deal with the landing approach
Flight Phase, while all the others are for Category A Flight Phases.

Both References C2 and C12 indicate unfavorable pilot comments when
the control motions required to maneuver the airplane become too large. Since
these investigations were specific simulations of some C-SA configurations,
the short-period natural frequency was below the minimum Level 1 limit for
Category C Flight Phases. When the short-period frequency is low, the pilots
tend to overdrive the airplane with large pulse-like inputs to speed up the
response. Therefore the pilots might not have disliked the control motion
gradients as much if the short-period response had been faster. Because of
the uncertainties caused by the low short-period frequencies, and because of
the limited amount of data, no attempt was made to place quantitativc limits
on control motion gradients for Category C Flight Phases.

For Category A Flight Phases, however, large control motions appear
to be more critical because these flight phases involve rapid maneuvering in
which large control motions cause delays in making rapid inputs. For these
Flight Phases, References D34, D52, and D37 provide a fair amount of data.
Although the data exhibit inconsistencies, the following general conclusions
can be made:

1) Since Reference D41 contains data showing that zero
control motion is completely acceptable for good values
of f9/w , it does not appear that serious problems
result from too little control motion by itself.

2) Since pilot comments from all programs indicate serious
"problems when the motions become too large, upper limits
on the motions appear necessary.
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3) The general trend of the data indicates that lines of
constant control force per control motion provide the
most consistent upper limits on control motions (see
Figure 1).

Working under the assumption that there are lower limits on •/S•
(upper limits on Ss/Ig), the Level 1 and Level 2 boundaries were initially
drawn as a best fit to the data of Figure 1. There are not sufficient data
to define a Level 3 limit. Although the only data plotted were those having
Level 1 values of A 4/-, , there are poorly rated configurations from Refer-
ences D34 and D41 which lie inside the Level 1 111/S boundary. A likely
explanation for this is that the CAL evaluation pilot had a preference for
higher values of than do most fighter pilots.

Because of the limited data available and because of strong objec-
tions from the manufacturers, the Level 1 and 2 limits shown in Figure 1 were
reduced to 5 pounds per inch. Examples of "good" operational airplanes were
produced that indicate gradients lower than the original lower limit can be
acceptable, even desirable.

PILOT RATING (CAL SCALES)
1000 .D , , 0 AGAAOAO'*+A OtI- .3.5

.NOTE: ONLY THOSE DATA MEETING 0 A.APAP CO 3.6 - 6.5

LEVEL I FE/n i")ns P . )( AP*U OR 6.6 - 10

REQUIREMENTS WERE PLOTTED

100 . .... ...

0 . . - . .........U *........SN..G 8 -
HIGH-SPEED 0((WHEEL)

BOrM ER SINULAT # *| . ) . ... • - . .

-REFERENCE 037 USING F-9.

(PILOT A) (CENTE'4-STICK) ".

WHEEL PROG.

(R.EF. D52)

0 F-94 PROGRAMS-

REFERENCES D41 & D34
0(Wj

1  FOR REF. DilI
S -,DATA WAS SLIGHTLY

BELOW MON. FOR
LEVEL 1)

.01 0.1 1.0 10
ý/n to. IH/g

Figure 1 (3.2.2.2.2)
CONTROL FORCE PER CONTROL DISPLACEMENT-CATEGORY A FLIGHT PHASES
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~ 3.2.2.3 LONGITUDINAL PILOT-INDUCED OSCILLATIONS

"REQUIREMENT

3.2.2.3 Long4itudinal pilot-induced oscillations. There shall be no tendency
for pilot-induced oscillations, that is, sustained or uncontrollable oscilla-
tions resulting from the efforts of the pilot to control the airplane.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.5.2

DISCUSSION

Introduction

This requirement is an expansion of 3.3.5.2 of MIL-F-8785. It was
decided to retain this qualitative requirement because there are many factors
determining the susceptibility of a given airplane to longitudinal pilot-
induced oscillations (PIO). Some of the known factors are short-period dynamics,
control system dynamics, feel system phasing, control force and motion gradients,
and control system friction and lost motion. Although it is hoped that most
PIO's can be prevented by the requirements in these areas, the problem is not
well enough understood at the present time to make that hope a certainty.
Therefore, 3.2.2.3 serves as a check list item and establishes the responsi-
bility for correction of PIO problems with the contractor.

Summary of MIL-F-8785B PIO-Related Requirements

Prior to the 1940's, the flight and loading envelopes of most airplanes
were limited enough that Fs/n could easily be kept within reasonable limits;
and the relatively long tail lengths resulted in good short-period damping
throughout most of the flight envelope. In addition, the control systems were
low-inertia mechanical systems, deriving restoring and damping forces from
aerodynamic hinge moments. The dynamics of the control system were therefore
quite fast, and there was little dynamic coupling of the airframe and cont-:'l
system modes. Friction and free play could cause appreciable control system
lag for small control inputs, however, resulting in control difficulties during
precision maneuvers. Considerable early research effort by the NACA and others
was therefore directed at mechanical characteristics such as these. Such factors
can still cause difficulties and are therefore limited in Paragraphs
3.5.2.1, 3.5.2.2, and the parts of 3.5.3 and 3.5.3.1 dealing with very small
force amplitudes.

As airplane performance increased, it became increasingly difficult to
keep maneuvering control forces (F./n ) within reasonable limits as Mach numbers,
altitude and loading changed. In order to minimize these variations in F.1n,
normal acceleration bobweights were often employed - a practice which is still
common today. The introduction of bobweights led to some serious controllability
problems, primarily attributable to two factors. The first is the tendency of
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many bobweight designs to cause the stick motion during rapid maneuvers to
lead the buildup of stick force. This problem is addressed in Paragraph 3.5.3.1.
The second factor is the reduction in stick-free short-period damping ratio
which usually accompanies the introduction of bobweights. Lower limits on ;4 P

(stick-free) are contained in Paragraph 3.2.2.1.2. These limits are not
sufficient, however, when / is also low. In order to limit problems due

.to the combined effects of low 3'. (stick-free) and low F/; , the require-
ments of 3.2.2.3.1 wcre devised. These two considerations will be discussed in
more detail later.

It is important to note that controllability problems due to low 9,p
(stick-free) and low FS/n are not limited to airplanes employing bobweights.
The current trend in airplane design is toward highly augmented airplanes
with rather poor short-period damping in the basic airframe, especially at
high altitudes. It is therefore possible that future airplanes will have
difficulty in meeting the requirements of 3.2.2.1.2 and 3.2.2.3.1 in the event
of total SAS failure, even if bobweights are not used.

Another important possible source of PIO problems is a value of W...
which is too high. This effect is limited by the upper boundaries of Para-
graph 3.2.2.1.1. The designer should be aware, however, that an airplane
which has values of "n 5 near (but within) the upper limits of 3.2.2.1.1 can
still' exhibit PIO tendencies if -/.F' is low. He should therefore attempt to
keep Fa/, well above the lower limits of 3.2.2.2.1 whenever w., is high.

Again referring to the trend toward highly augmented airplanes, another
source of controllability problems is likely in the future. Complex SAS systems
have a tendency to increase the number of dynamic modes involved in the maneuver-
ing response of the airplane, and the in-flight experiments of Reference J59
show that the higher-order dynamics of such systems can cause serious PIO's.
The requirements of 3.5.3 are designed to prevent such problems (see the
discussion for Paragraph 3.5.3).

The above discussion is by no means a complete list of all the factors
which can contribute to PIO's. For additional details, the reader is referred
to Sections H and J of the bibliography.

A study of the history of PIO problems shows that, of the possible causes
listed above, the use of bobweights has been a major contributor to PIO's. Since
bobweights are also likely to be used in the future, it is important that their
effects on the dynamics of the airframe and control system be well understood.
To this end, the following discussion applies simplified linear descriptions of
these dynamics to specific airplanes having bobweight-related PIO problems,
from the early 1940's to the present. This discussion is intended to illustrate
the major problems which are amenable to analysis at the design stage, and is
not intended to be a complete description of any particular PlO problem.
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, Following these analyses of specific ?10 cases, an attempt is made to
generalize the results and provide guidance in the design of control systems
employing bobweights.

Historical Development of Bobweight-Related PIO Problems

By the late 1930's, airplane performance had increased to the point that
it became increasingly difficult to keep control forces within reasonable
limits. In particular, f'/7/ began to exhibit large changes with altitude and
loading. The obvious way to deal with this problem was to replace control-
force gradients due to qf, , which are sensitive to altitude and loading, with
gradients which are insensitive to these factors. This was often accomplished
by adding a bobweight and reducing the elevator aerodynamic balance to near
zero. This type of control system has caused some rather serious controllability
problems. In the early 1940's, the NACA performed analytical and experimental
studies aimed at this problem (References J54, J55, J56, J73, J74). In partic-
ular, References J54 and J55 studied specific airplanes with control problems.
The pilots described their difficulties as resulting from unduly light control
forces during rapid control movements and the uncertainty of control in rough
air. Obviously, the control characteristics in rough air can be somewhat
peculiar when forces proportional to the airplane responses are fed back directly
to the stick. However, the control problem seemed to be related primarily to
the light forces in rapid maneuvers.

As a result of its studies, the NACA proposed a criterion to deal with
the control problem, which eventually became Paragraph 3.3.10 of MIL-F-8785.
The criterion required measurement of the ratio of peak stick force to peak
normal acceleration during rapid pull-and-return stick movements of various time
durations. The requirement was that these ratios never be less than the steady-
state value of A•/' . If these ratios are plotted versus the reciprocal of the
input duration time, the upside-down version of a crude Bode plot is
obtained:

F5 (Fs/ )ss

Since the control system natural frequency of these airplanes was significantly
greater than • (stick-free), the dip in the curve corresponds to the resonance
at the stick-free short-period natural frequency; and the ratio of the minimum
value to the steady-state value is a measure of the stick-free short-period
damping ratio. From all this, it is apparent that the NACA sudden-pullup
criterion required t,,P (stick-free) to be on the order of 0.7, which is
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unnecessarily high. The data used in the requirements of 3.2.2.1.2, forexample, show that it is possible to obtain a very good airplane with ,'= 0.35(stick fixed and free). Thus, it is quite normal and satisfactory to haveat the resonant dip only 65% of steady-state F/7i . It is obvious,therefore, that the sudden pullup criterion is unduly restrictive and thatthe effects of',sp (stick-free) are more properly treated by the stick-freerequirements of Paragraph 3.2.2.1.2. Since most of the undesirable
configurations evaluated by the NACA had tsp (stick-free) on the order of0.30-0.35, it would appear that there was much more to the problem than

, (stick-free) alone.

The parameter 4/,7 is known to have a strong influence on whether agiven value of Asp (stick-free) will cause PIO's. A new PIO criterion, whichtakes into account the influence of E 5 /, 7 , is discussed under Paragraph3.2.2.3.1. This criterion requires that(F/•),,r, (which isI/,1/,j at theresonant dip) be greater than a specified value (see the sketch above). Sinceseveral of the undesirable configurations evaluated by the NACA were marginallyclose to this limit, this criterion reflects part, though not all, of theproblem. In order to understand the entire problem, it is first necessary toJdescribe mathematically the dynamics of the airframe and control system.
The dynamic characteristics of airplanes having unpowered control

systems can be described by starting with a block diagram representation ofthe linearized constant-speed dynamics:

OPEN-LOOP CONTROL SYSTEM AIRFRAME

S( ,Zdl v) (5 +

1 8 '0
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The open-loop control system characteristics are determined by the mechanicalgearing, the control system inertia, and the hinge moment parameters NFe andA'j~. The airframe characteristics are represented by standard constant-speedtransfer functions, referenced to the airplane's center of gravity. The V,"and ed• feedback gains represent the feedbacks caused by bobweights or massunbalance in the control system. The e"oe feedback gain is caused by theelevator hinge moment parameter H&,. The parameters (oe/cx), (oe/CV), and(cxe/& ) are included to account for the changes in the local flow angle atthe horizontal tail contributed by the pitching motions, the downwash angle,and the downwash lag. Combining the feedback loops, we have:

__e__________________ (AIRFRAME NUMERATOR) AIRFRAME

eC c c, , .,2r "MA$ SWes Vso RESPONSE

where: _ S

,cf (.... + '~ _/= ~ ,r e/' ( )

Closing the feedback loop of this block diagram will result in a fourth-order

characteristic equation, which normally factors into two complex pairs. Theclosed-loop dynamics can then be expressed as follows:

CLOSED-LOOP CONTROL SYSTEM AIRFRAME

" " llr 
X I5) (AIRFRAME NUMERATOR) AIRFRAME

(S ÷ 2 1 .Z W )[,,s ÷-pr,, ,, RESPONSE

The overall dynamics of the airframe/control system combination can thereforebe represented as follows:
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Note that the primed modal parameters denote stick-free characteristics and
unprimed parameters denote stick-fixed values. Since the responses of both
the control system and the airplane to stick force inputs are composed of two
second-order modes, it is rather arbitrary which closed-loop mode is called
the stick-free short-period mode. Since none of the airframe zeros are likely
to be near either mode, however, the mode having the lower natural frequency
will probably dominate the airplane's response to stick force inputs.

By applying these mathematical descriptions to a specific airplane
which the NACA studied, such as the P-63A-l described in Reference 154,
further insight into the control-system problems of the 1940's can be gained.

The basic control system of the P-63A-l described in Reference J54
consisted of a 3.7 lb/g bobweight in conjunction with closely balanced experi-
mental elevators. The airplane showed relatively small variations in steady-
state FcI" with altitude and loading, but pilots complained about the light
forces associated with rapid control movements. There are not sufficient data
in Reference J54 to determine accurately the numerical values of the dynamic
parameters discussed above. However, by carefully studying what data are
available and making some approximations, a rough picture of the dynamics can
be obtained. The following root-locus plot shows the relative locations of the
various poles and zeros of the SeGS)/F(6) transfer function as the root-locus)

g ,• 7s) is varied. (Note that the inverse of C•e/Fcs(UnCs) is
equivalent to the control system inertia; so that for a fixed inertia, the
root-locus gain is a constant times ; , which is primarily composed of
contributions from K._ and% :)

Co(nsp

Io

0
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Thus it is seen that the location of the feedback zeros causesb)7,,., to increase
and 9; to decrease, as the root-locus gain is increased. (In practice, changes
in K., and k6 which alter the root-locus gain will also change the control system
inertia, so that44,, cS will vary somewhat with the root-locus gain. For purposes
of the following discussions, however, it is acceptable to assume )pc8 remains
fixed as the loop gain is varied.) The influence of reduced,");p has already
been discussed. However, some interesting consequences result from the fact
thatt•l4p and4);,7s are both appreciably greater than 4)7,P Referring to the
transfer function of the closed-loop control system, Sea5o , the following
Bode plot is obtained: F45s)

2

0F. () = (e ICs (j. 02 W~)4 ~~'i'~~'
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The fact that is higher at high frequencies than at low frequencies is
believed to be a major source of the pilots' comments concerning light stick
forces during rapid stick movements. Some of this increased amplitude is due
to the resonance caused by low $'jp , but this aspect is limited by 3.2.2.3.1.
However, the effects of low (. are further aggravated by, the fact that the
asymptotic Bode plot shows increased sj whenever • and w ae
appreciably greater than 4 .d . If this last effect is signifiant, __

will exhibit phase lead at intermediate frequencies, as shown above. BYif limiting this phase lead in Paragraph 3.5.3.1, it is thought that problems due
to light forces during rapid control movements can be minimiLed.

In summary then, the controllability problem of the P-63A-1 was
partially due to the low (F-, )/ caused by low ('s and low F5 /r , but
appeared' to be mostly due to peculiar feel-system characteristics. When the
pilot attempted a rapid maneuver, the initial stick movement was accompanied
by very light forces. As the airplane response developed, the pilot had to
increase his applied force in order to hold the initial elevator input. With
normal feel-system phasing (i.e., position in phase with, or lagging the force),
the pilot is probably not too concerned with stick position, at least in up-
and-away flight. But the peculiar phasing of the P-63A-I feel system (i.e.,
position leading force) apparently made it difficult for the pilot to determine
the proper elevator inputs needed to control the airplane.

It is interesting to note that the controllability of the P-63A-l was
*j -nificantly improved by introducing a mechanical feel device into the control
s Atem. The effect of this device was to increase wz,. and introduce a new
low-fr.quency firt-order mode. The block diagram of this system is as follows:

Open-loop Control System Airframe

' s (6 e/'Fc) (•" r"-(airframe numerator) airframe+T JO'•c n, ¢÷°•e)'4/fa 2 •., "p s"• response

S

and the closed-loop form is:
(1eF)wzc$(' SZP 7,sp"•÷ de (airframe numerator) airframe
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From the data available in Reference J54, it is possible to deternhine that the
root locus of S6es)/Fs (5) has the following form:

*10

• sA •sp!

The Bode plot of the closed-loop transfer function is as follows:, Th Bod lo of he cosedloopF8 (S) ,

ISM

i - i
'I

Introduction of the feel device did not significantly improve I,., yet the
pilots reported that the controllability of the airplane was greatly improved.
The major difference between the original control system and the modified
system is that the modified system exhibits no amplitude magnification or phase
lead in at frequencies above7 ,,5 1

By the early 1950's, fully powered (irreversible) control systems were
coming into use on production airplanes. Typically, these systems employ
bobweights to keep Aj/), within reasonable limits with changing loading and
flight condition. For the unpowered control systems of the 1940's, P4/,' was
"fairly constant with speed. For powered systems, however, r/,, tends to
decrease rapidly with increasing equivalent airspeed because of the contri-
bution of the feel springs. Thus, the low 1 due to the bobweight, combined
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with low •/n , makes the high dynamic-pressure flight regimes particularly
PIO-prone. For most high-performance aircraft, the highest dynamic pressures
are encountered at high speeds and low altitudes. Several high-performance
aircraft of the 1950's have experienced catastrophic PIO's in this flight
regime.

The dynamic characteristics of an airplane with a fully powered control
system, bobweight, and feel spring, are quite similar to those of an unpowered
system, except for the lack of any aee feedback and the addition of the
elevator servo dynamics (introduction of the servo means that the stick and
elevator no longer have the same dynamics).

OPEN-LOOP FEEL SYSTEM ELEVATOR SERVO A!RFRAME

ri fc (4s,-s W~(/y() d (AIRFRAME NUMERATOR) AIRFRAME

______~ ~~ ~RESPONSE

With the bobweight loop closed, the dynamics are as follows:
CLOSED-LOOP FEEL SYSTEM ELEVATOR SERVO AIRFRAME

~~" c r(,( .6 (AIRFRAME NUMERATOR) AIRFRAME

One rather well-documented example of a control system of this type
which caused PTO's was the A4D-2 airplane (Reference 11ll). In the high-speed,
low-altitude regime, the dynamic characteristics were of the following form:

AQ4-2 A~4D-2
ORIGINAL MODIFIED
CONTROL CONTROL
SYSTEM SYSTEM

es

Cd

0 0
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The original configuration has very low 15p and low (F/,),,, Because W-1.
is less than '0 e there is also appreciable phase lead in .#S)/pjs)

Note that because the total damping of all the roots must remain constant,
the presence of the elevator servo causes the damping of the control system
and short-period roots to decrease much faster than was possible with the
unpowered system. The PIO problem was virtually eliminated by modifying the
control system to increase 4'h and decrease .4 . This resulted in a smaller
decrease in gaP and in • being less than ' , so that there was no
phase lead in d

In the early 1960's, the T-38A airplane was introduced into service.
This airplane also had PlO problems in the low-altitude, high-speed regime
with pitch damper inoperative and a concentrated campaign was conducted to
modify the control system (References H5 and H7). The dynamic characteristics
of the airplane (damper off) in the critical flight regime are as shown below:

T-38A T-38A .i
ORIGINAL MODIFIED
CONTROL CONTROL
SYSTEM [SYSTEM e

4)4

5,, r'-

0 0

As with the A4D-2, the original T-38A control system had very low Jr#. and
(XS/)?) ,,as well as considerable phase lead in esP•)/•(fK . In the case
of the T-38A, however, the size of the bobweight was simply reduced ( l-was
reduced in proportion to o.. Thus the poles and zeros of the modified system
are the same as those of the original system, except that W,,,, is increased
due to the reduced control system inertia and increased feel spring size.
Thus, no fundamental changes in the nature of the control system dynamics were
made, but the severity of the problem was considerably reduced by reducing the
loop gain.

In the late 1950's, the F-4 airplane was introduced into service. Like
the A4D-2 and T-38A this airplane had serious PIO problems at high speeds and
low altitudes, with the pitch damper off. Until recently, the problem has
been avoided by warning pilots to avoid the high-speed low-altitude regime with
dampers off. Recently the Air Force evaluated a proposal modification to the
control system (Reference P2), which reduced the PIO tendencies. The dynamics
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of the airplane with the original control system are estimated to be .si.mLl ar to
those of the A4L)-2 with its original system, except that go,406 is higher for
the 1-4. Unlike the A41)-2, however, the system of the F .-4 was modified by
simply reducing the size of the bobweight, without moving the bobweight zeros,

Design Options (Fully Powered Control System:__)

From the abuve histori cal development, it would appear that the use of
bobweights is bound to create problems. The most obvious way to avoid these
problems is to avoid using bobweights entirely, and mirimize variations in
r/, by using such devices as dynamic-pressure-sensitive feel springs or gain
scheduling. Of course, there are practical problems associated with the use
of these devices also, so that bobweights will probably continue to be employed
in many cases. While it is true that there are potential problems associated
with the use of any device which causes the stick-free dynamics to differ
appreciably from the stick-fixed dynamics, careful design can minimize the
problems. The following paragraphs give some guidance in the design of control
systems employing bobweights.

The above examples of airplanes having PiL problems due to bobweight
have made it obvious that the locations of the feedback -cros are of paramount
importanlce. Therefore, it will be useful to examine tlhe previously desired
expression for these zeros. Assuming a fully powered control system (k~ 0),
the expression for (1' A! 9'e W' reduces to:

(Note that this expression is similar to, but more general than, the expression
developed in Appendix I of Reference .160.) The effects of ,YW can be accounted
for by defining a length 1-,6 (4• . Physically, this is equivalent to
replacing the entire control sys.tem with a simple point-mass bobweight located
a distance e16 ahead of the airplane center of gravity.

40/

6.
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"In addition, a distance 4.I can be defined as the distance of the center of
percussion ahead of the c.g. The center of percussion is the location in the
airplane where the initial normal-acceleration response to a stop control
input is zero, The initial normal-accleration response a distance: ahead
of the c.g. can be expressed as follows for a stop input:

Now, from the above definition of center of percussion,N initial is zero when

7 e'

1C - (positive for aft-tailed airplanes)

In addition to the above expressions for 1A and .cp , it Is known that

"r. r rej , so that the following assumption can be made:d'p. ,(
+ Z a

Also it can be shown readily that

de I v

Finally, the expression to be solved for the feedback zeros reduces to:

7- '0LoP T '(• .
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The previously derived block-diagram representation of a fully powered control
system can now be simplified to the following form:

e.+, s~o CIS.< , 7•S / <_, 77 / -
_ _,,, V

oft t 4,0 --, ----

Thus for a given airframe, flight condition, set of control system dynamics,
and 16 , the closed-loop (i.e., stick-free) roots describe a locus on the
complex plane which is determined by the open-loop poles and zeros shown in
the above diagram. The locations of the roots along the locus are determined
by the root-locus gain, which is:

S C

The steady-state stick force per g can be expressed as the sum of feel-spring
( P ) and bobweight (b) components: *,

F . FA_ )/-Z*

Since

•rr
the expression for the feel system component of F-/ln can be written

(*

from which
' )(<• ),,< : _V

Finally the root-locus gain can be expressed as
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Thus the locations of the stick-free roots along the locus are determined by
the ratio of the contributions of the bobweight and the feel spring to F/

In order to minimize the variations of 'l/ with flight condition and
loading, it is desirable to make(&y/v)h/(F 6 /,,)b fairly high. Therefore, it
is desirable to arrange the open-loop control-system poles and zeros to obtain
desirable closed-loop root locations over as much of the locus as possible.
To this end, it is interesting to sketch the locations of the feedback zeros
for various values of .1:

1, > .1,l (Equivalent point-mass bobweight ahead of center of percussion)

'6INCREASING
FROM IS

"sP

•6 INCREASING

FROM .1= w X

It can be seen that the zeros are normally complex for./ -- . From the
previously derived expressions for the feedback numerator quadratic,

+2

there results v

The shape of the path which the zeros follow as A' varies is a function of
V and X . If the airplane has a very large tail length(i. Z0), the path

of the zeros is almost a vertical line ( Coins'ta# = • If V is low
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and the tail length is short (vC large), the path curves more rapidly to the
left. Unless Acp is very large, however, the path of the zeros will nearly
always pass to the right of the short-period poles.

'146 '4 i ,p (Equivalent bobweight aft of center of percussion)

S• 'b DECREASING 1,6 DECREASING

FROM -b = .-P FROM 14b e

The zeros are seen here to become real when 06 6 p , and can be described as:

where 1/r is positive and ý/7- is negative.

With the above background in mind, it is now possible to examine some
of the options available to the designer in controlling the relative positions
of the poles and zeros. Obviously, the short-period and elevator servo poles
are the least practical poles to alter. The control system poles can be altered
fairly readily by changing the size of the feel spring(we )and by introducing
a viscous damper( 5r e") . The feedback zeros can also be altered easily,
but since V , " and f/r• are normally set by other aspects of the airplane
design, the control system designer can affect the location of the zeros only
through changes in ., . Thus, the designer can alter the control system poles
and the feedback zeros quite easily, but the feedback zeros are constrained to
move along fixed paths defined by V , 1_P , and

At this point, it is usoful to sketch the loci of the stick-free roots
for various locations of the control system poles and feedback zeros:

CI
LOW CONTROL HIGH CONTROL
SYSTEM DAMPING SYSTEM DAMPING

CIS Z

i "'/T0 Vr' -'50

0 0
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Configuration (a) is similar to the A4D-2 with the modified control system,
and is generally fairly good. As i•/"),/(F/"). is increased, wdn,is
reduced; but this should be no problem if 'Je is greater than the minimum
limits of 3.2.2.1.1. Also, Aip is reduced; but this effect can be minimized
by keeping 6esignificantly lower than a,• * In addition, • decreases; but
this problem can be minimized by keeping (Xu)we)high. High values of('C.stdi,,)
also have the effect of slowing the reduction of X Because w'jl is less
than 6o0.m., there will be no phase lead in the feel system. This is a
desirable feature, as explained in the historical development.

(b) , < <

LOW CONTROL HIGH CONTROL
SYSTEM DAMPING SYSTEM DAMPING

*Tres Cs

Configuration (b) is similar to the A4D-2 with the original control system,
and the effects of normal-acceleration feedback are generally degrading. Both
-re and Xaso decrease rapidly with increasing (•-s/1rh /('6 / /)-. Increasing the
control system damping will improve .." , but will cause K,,to decrease more
rapidly. Because w"'will be greater than W "5, there will also be phase
lead in the feel system.

(C) 4 6 c N' '

SYSTEM DAMPING SYSTEM DAMPING

0nC5S

es re !

S0 0

i '" 151I
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Configuration (c) is similar to the T-38A, and is oven less desirablo thian
configuration (b). 'Te short-period damping decreases very rapidly with
increasing and there is phase lead in the feel system
because .w-" is greater than . Increasing the control system damping will
reduce the feel system'phase lead slightly, but will have little effect on

(d) 6 ' LOW CONTROL
SYSTEM DAMPING

(A)n"$

'/es I/Tf, eo5 I~/Tf

0 O0

S,,HIGH CONTROL
SYSTEM DAMPING

"nCs

1/Tes I/TTi ______

0

Notice that the root locus presented for configuration (d) is a reverse locus,
i.e., the root-locus gain is negative. In fact, the root-locus gain is negative
wheneverl < -, if the bobweight is to make a positive contribution to F5 /r
as can be seen from the following previously derived expression:

loop gain = ( ( 7e -' td" CS w -i/

The configurations shown above have problems very sintilar to those of configuration
(c).

From the above examples, it is fairly obvious that the best way to
ensure maximum design flexibility in the choice of(F5/n)//(F 5 /-n)f, is to make
.46quite large and positive, so thatu~f is less thanulp. At the same time,
,pshould not be so low that2'. becomes too close to the lower limits of
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3.2.2.1.1. Since '1 ,will never reach Wop for usable values
"it is probably reasonable to design &)o equal to the appropriate minimum value
0 of '4 from 3.2.2.1.1. Thus, a useful design criterion for selection of 1 is:

%lox

Except for flight conditions having low dynamic pressure (low"/•) the uow,,
limits of 3.2.2.1.1 are actually lines of constant ,, so that
the above criterion can be expressed as:

* Mi

so that the design criterion finally reduces to:
a _!,, ~+_

7 F

where '

With .4 determined by this criterion and with good control system damping,
(X .can be increased to reasonably large values, the maximum

value being limited primarily by Xp . (3.2.2.3.1), and Yl
(3.5.3.2). Those configurations which have low enough I so that z
should also be checked for feel system phase lead (3.5.3.1). Note that by
blending forward- and aft-mounted bobweights,,4 can be made as large as
desired, regardless of the airplane length.

Design Options (Unpowered Control Systems)

In the general case, the dynamics of airplanes having unpowered
control systems are more difficult to analyze than those of airplanes having
fully powered control systems. The dynamics are somewhat similar in nature,
but the feedback zeros for the unpowered case are more complicated because
of the influence of the elevator hinge moment parameter N .. Normally, how-
ever, it is reasonable to divide such control systems into two types: those
having a bobweight with V&:tO , and those having negligible mass unbalance.
The former type will be considered first because it is the type most likely
to cause problems.
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For those cases where #cc 0, the feedback zeros can be described in
the same form as for the powered control system. The block diagram represen-
tation for the unpowered system is therefore:

2 V)
Ir

Root-locus plots for various values of Y4 and control system damping are
similar to those given previously for powered contr,. systems. Some root-
locus plots for 1, > for example, are as follows:

UNPOWERED CONTROL SYSTEMS

Wf'. W>.SnP

£•hcs Wnc

W"Sfdflsp
,f

0 0
By comparison of these loci with those of the powered control system, it is
apparent that there is less tendency for the loci of the unpowered system to
cross the imaginary axis. This improvement in the combined damping of the
control system and short-period modes is due to the absence of the elevator
servo root. In fact, the roots are now constrained to move in such a manner
that(Yes 40nCs÷ 1Vsp'J,)is held constant. Thus, it is likely that the design
of a suitable bobweight for an unpowered control system will be somewhat less
critical than for a powered system.
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In view of the above examples, the comments made in the previous
section concerning the root loci for various values of 46 apply also to the
unpowered control system, with the exception that Y".p and , decrease less
rapidly for the unpowered system as (rs /7)b/(r5/w) is increased. Thus,
the unpowered system can also have serious problems, and should therefore
be designed with the same care as a powered system.

In the case of an unpowered control system which is mass balanced but
has Hot , the feedback zeros are quite different from those for a bobweight
system. Referring back to the general expression for the feedback numerator
quadratic given in the historical development, the expression reduces to the
following form with ki - eo, ::

Ce T49 J5++

V v--

Using the approximate relationship ('/r) (v ) , valid when

v 114 "Iz Al * the zeros can be expressed as the roots of:

Ir C- I

Since this polynomial normally factors into two widely-separated zeros on the
negative real axis, the expression factors as follows:

where

L , " (. le' Ole j/4 (extremely large)

The resulting root-loci are as follows:
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Normal Elevator Float Elevator Float Against

Tendency (Hcxe negative) Relative Wind (14.xe positive)

WnnCS

I ons

7t. E ... I VISP

If the elevator is aerodynamically balanced(h/&) , the stick-free roots are
identical to the stick-fixed roots. A3 A'cebecomes negative (approaching a
simple elevator with the hinge-line near its leading edge), w. is reduced
Sand • is increased. As _ abecomes more negative, the stick-free short-period 4
becomes overdamped. Finally, a real root reaches the origin(F/, =O) , and then
goes unstable (of course, the picture is actually somewhat more complicated than
this because of the interaction of the low-frequency real root with the phugoid
mode). This is the classic situation associated with the design of unpowered
control systems, and the main problem is to keep Wn,,above the minimum limits
of 3.2.2.1.1. It is not likely, however, that negative HOwill cause PIO
problems.

As A#'ebecomes positive, the above sketch shows that J, decreases and is
likely to become unstable. If Xes is increased, the stick-free control system
roots will move toward 1- , but the stick-free short-period roots will move
in the unstable directiog! In either case, there will be phase lead in the
feel system because 4o .np. The configuration is somewhat sinilar to a
bobweight configuration with 4*s 2 cp , and is rather poor. Therefore, a
properly designed bobweight is definitely preferable to use of positive %~,
as a means for reducing variability in#'/,,
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3.2.2.3.1 TRANSIENT CONTROL FORCES

REQUIREMENT

3.2.2.3.1 Transient control forces. The peak elevator-control forces developed
during abrupt maneuvers shall not be objectionably light, and the buildup of
control force during the maneuver entry shall lead the buildup of normal
acceleration. Specifically, the following requirement shall be met when the
elevator control is pumped sinusoidally. For all input frequencies, the ratio
of the peak force amplitude to the peak normal load factor amplitude at the
c.g., measured from the steady oscillation, shall be greater than:

Center-Stick Controllers ----------- 3.0 pounds per g

Wheel Controllers--------------- 6.0 pounds per g

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.10

DISCUSSION

The requirements of MIL-F-8785B concerning • p,., and 5•/7,will

normally be sufficient to ensure adequate maneuvering characteristics. In
certain situations, however, these requirements alone will not ensure against
pilot-induced oscillations. Consider, for example, an airplane which meets
the Level 2 requirements on Y ., andoci/m for Category A Flight Phases.
If 95, and /C5,, are near the lower limits, the airplane can have PIO
tendencies serious enough to make the airplane unacceptable. Paragraph 3.2.2.3.1
is designed to prevent this situation, by setting an upper limit on the fre-
quency-response amplitude of--, (expressed as a lower limit on -
Flight-test techniques are discussed briefly in Appendix IVF.

I

Jo

This has the effect of increasing the minimum "'/" requirements of 3.2.2.2.1 for
low values of ý, (stick-free), as can be seen by examination of the above sketch.
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The dip in amplitude corresponds to the short-period resonance; and the size
of the dip, expressed as the ratio (Fiv) / (FsIn)m;, . is a unique function
of op (stick-free) (assuming that the control-system natural frequency is
appreciably ^.hgý,er than c,,). This functional relationship is shown in
Figure 1. From this figure, it can be seen that Pq'y must increase rapidly
with decreasing values of stick-free • , in order to maintain a given value
of ( ,F,),7 .

It should be understood that if the control system natural frequency

is not appreciably higher than zdrA(stick-free), the frequency response

-;) will not be entirely second-order in the region of . If the

control system damping is not very high, as is usually the case, the resonant
dip can be accentuated by the control system mode, as can be seen from the
following sketch:

SHORT-PERIOD /

PLUS CONTROL SYSTM I

In this situation, an equivalent • (stick-free) can be obtained from Figure 1
by measurement of '"

Very little systematic data exist to support the criterion of 3.2.2.3.1,
and the available data are all for center-stick controllers. The bulk of the
systematic data was obtained from the flight program of Reference D3, and is
"presented in Figure 2. Note that J'ap (stick-fixed) and A-rs (stick-free) were
identical for this program. Each configuration was rated by the pilot using
a special PIO rating scale, shown in Table 1, as well as by a conventional
pilot rating scale. Figure 2 presents only those data having Level 1 values
of &).,,.,(Category A Flight Phases). Only part of the data is shown for .,--0.6
because of the tremendous amount available in this region. Because the pilot's
opinion of the PIO tendencies of a given configuration is so highly dependent
on how tightly he flies the airplane, there is considerable scatter in the data.
In sp-te of the scatter, however, cert.Ain concluslons can be drawn. First,
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Ip

iiInev tiht pi lot• wore allowed to aelect th. control system gearing In thls
program, It ii apparent from FIl ure I that the ptlots generally saloctod
Iipprci•Lahty higher valuos of ,,Iu at low if." than at high A',% , Also,
I Ine, of' eonstant M/t",t,. , obtained from Figure 1, soom to iorve fairly
woll as iso-Ilc) rating linos. Prom the rating scale of' Table I. it was
decided that configurations having P10 rating* worse than 1.5 - 3.0 shoold
not be atllowed. Prom Figure 1, this dividing point is a lint of (•t/!)
aquol to 3.U lbig. Notice that this valuo corresponds to the lowest
value of 41w over permittod by 'Table V of MI.-1-478511, for each L.evl
of flyi'lg qualities.

i I light test data are presented ti Reference 115 for rho T-.IA. 'Mha
pilots rated the airplane for one flight condition, using a PIO rating scale
,similar to that of l'abie 1. Those data are also presented in Figure 2, The

original control system was rated 4, and the modified system was rated 2.
Notioe that these data fit In with the T-33 data very nicely.

Mie results of a limited in-flight investigation of bobweight effects
(at constant !s/w ) are contained in Reference J60. Data from this program
are presented in Figure 3. Although "v,,p was a bit high in this experiment,
the rating trends are similar to those of Figure 2. Using average PlO ratings,
Figure 2 indicates that (F/l)ii is 2.4 lb/g for a PNO rating of 2.S, and
1.4 lb/g for a PIO rating of 3,5, These numbers compare reasonably well with
the boundaries of Figure 2 for the same P10 ratings.

Data from three specific airplanes were analyzed, and the results are
presented in Figu're 4. In each case, the airplane with the original control
system exhiibited strong PiO tendencies in the high-speed, low-altitude flight
regime. A modified control system was tried in each airplane, which signifi-
cantly improved the situation. The majority of the points in Figure 4 are
computed for the A4Q-2 (Reference fill). The T-38A -'nd F-4C data a-e from
flight test (References HS and P2, respectively). ,, th the exception of the
'I'-38A, there are no pilot ratings or detailed pilot comments available. It is
only known that the shaded points of Figure 4 are associated with strong PIO
tendencies. A line of (r¶/,)m,, * 1.4 Ib/g divides the data very nicely.
Comparing this value of w with Figure 2, it would appear to correspond
to a P10 rating of 3.5-4.0. Table I indicates that a P10 rating of 4 is indi-
cative of fairly strong rio tendencies, which is compatible with the very
qualitative descriptions of the problems described in References HiI, H5, and
P2.

Some additional data on P10 tendencies are presented in Reference H2.
Some data for the A4D-2 and T-38A are also included in this report but a more
complete treatment of these airplanes has already been presented in Figure 4.
The remaining data of Reference H2 are presented in Figure 5. The points are
again rather crudely divided into those cases which exhibited PIe tendencies,
and those which did not. Since little is known about the severity of the PIe
problems associated with these airplanes, Figure 5 is used only to establish
trends. As can be seen from the figure, a line of constant (rF/,),, fits
the data very well.
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'1110 rtV14lt,4 dtilCu4ud nhOV.V di-o t'or Airp't ieso havin ceonter-stick
conltrIor I ,4 For wrqiol vIonlt ro i o rs t ho ('A.%/ ) *ff Imlillt wIas doubled to

'omloct tho dofIe(,2i.e in ti / roquiromonts for the two type, of
controllor,, m 2, , ,)

'l'llblr 1 (3.2'2,3.1)

P1l1 TNOIiNCY HATINGN SCALE 01' RIl;IRILNC:` D3

NUMERICAL
l)ESCR I I'lI ON RAT I NG

NO IEiNDENCY FOR PILOT TO INDUCE IUNDESIRABIIE I
MOT I ONS.

UNDIISIRABILE MOTIONS 'TEND TO OCCUR WIIEN PILOT 2
INIM'IATES ABRUPT MANEUVERS OR ATTEMPTS TIGIIT
CONTROL. THESE MOTIONS CAN BL PREVENTED OR
ELIMINATED BY PILOT TECHNIQUEI.

UNDESIRABLE MOTIONS EASILY INDULED WIIEiN PILOT 3
INITIATES ABRIIPT MANE UVEIRS OR A'T'TEMPTS TIrGIGT
CONTROL, Tu-SE MOTIONS CAN BE. PREVENTED OR
ELIMINATED BUT ONLY AT SACRIFICE TO TASK PERFORMANCE
OR THROUGH CONSIDERABLE PILOT ATTENTION AND
r, 'FORT.

OSCILLATIONS TEND TO DEVELOP WHEN PILOT INITIATES
ABRUPT MANEUVERS OR ATTEMPTS TIGHT CONTROL. PILOT
MUST REDUCE GAIN OR ABANDON TASK TO RECOVER.

DIVERGENT OSCILLATIONS TEND TO DEVELOP WHEN PILOT 5
INITIATES ABRUPT MANEUVERS OR ATTEMPTS TIGHT
CONTROL. PILOT MUST OPEN LOOP BY RELEASING OR
FREEZING THE STICK.

DISTURBANCE OR NORMAL PILOT CONTROL MAY CAUSE 6
DIVERGENT OSCILLATION. PILOT MUST OPEN CONTROL
LOOP BY RELEASING OR FREEZING THE STICK.
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3.2.3 LON(UUWrINAI CONT•OL

GENERAL I)ISCUJSSION

The requirements of the subparagraphs under 3.2.3 deal primarily
with two aspects of longitudinal control. The first is to ensure that the
airplane has adequate control effectiveness, and the second is to ensure that
the elevator control forces required to perform certain specific maneuvers
are within the pilot's capability to generate such forces.

As a minimum, the control offectiveness must be adequate to attain
any speed and a titude within the permissible envelope, and to attain certain
load factors. Iihe control effectiveness must also he adequate to perform
certain specific maneuvers associated with takeoffs, landings, dives, and
sideslips.

For these same four types of specific maneuvers, the maximum forces
required must be within certain limits.

Both the control-capability requirements and the control-force
limitations of MIL-F-8785 were examined. In most case,, these requiremuents
and limitations were considered necessary and reasonable, and have been
incorporated into Reference Al with little change.
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3.2.3.1 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL IN UNACCELERATED FLIGHT

REiQUIREBIFNT

3.2.3.1 Longitudinal control in unaccelerated flikt. In erect unaccelerated
flight at all service altitudes, the attainment of all speeds between V and
V shall not be limited by the effectiveness of the longitudinal control,
otatontrols.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.7

DISCUSSION

This requirement is essentially a rewording of 3.3.7 of MIL-F-8785
in the language of the new format. The need for such a requirement seemed
obvious, and the paragraph was therefore retained.

I1
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3.2.3.2 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL IN MANEUVERING FLIGHT (
REQUIREMENT

3.2.3.2 Longitudinal control in maneuvering flight. Within the Operational
Flight Envelope, it shall 1,e possible to develop, by use of the elevator
control alone, the following range of load factors:

Levels 1 and 2 --- 70(-)to 7o,÷)

Level 3 ----------- = 0.5 g to the lower of:

a) w (C)

02. for -n. 0-) :E 3g
b)- 0s [,7o(0 0 for -> 3g.

This maneuvering capability is required at the lg trim speed and, with trim
and throttle settings not changed by the crew, over a range about the trim..
speed the lesser of 115 percent or ±50 knots equivalent airspeed (except
where limited by the boundaries of the Operational Flight Envelope). Within
the Service and Permissible Flight Envelopes, the dive-recovery requirements
of 3.2.3.5 and 3.2.3.6, respectively, shall be met.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.8, 3.7.4

DISCUSSION

Thls paragraph is a rewrite of 3.3.8 of MIL-F-8785 in an attempt to
make the requirement more reasonable, or at least more understandable.

Paragraph 3.3.8 of MIL-F-8785 applies to all permissible speeds, and
requires that the airplane have enough elevator effectiveness to develop
either '- or the maximum operational load factor (a function of speed and
altitude), except where limited by stall. This requirement has now been
restricted in application to the Operational Flight Envelopes of Reference Al,
with relaxed requirements for infrequent-Failure States. Outside the Opera-
tional Flight Envelope, whatever falls out of the design is now acceptable,
as long as the other control requirements are met.

The requirements for control effectiveness over a t15 percent range
about the trim speed were added to assure that excessive amounts of elevator-
surface-fixed static stability (3.2.1.1) or instability will not limit maneuver
capability unduly, for any possible mechanization of the trim system. Where
elevator control autho-ity limits normal-acceleration capability, the require-
ment at off-trim speeds often will be the designing consideration for elevator
control effectiveness.
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3.2.3.3 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL IN TAKEOFF

REQUIREMENT

3.2.3.3 Longitudinal control in takeoff. The effectiveness of the elevator
control shal not restrict the takeoff performance of the airplane and shall
be sufficient to prevent over-rotation to undesirable attitudes during take-
offs. Satisfactory takeoffs shall not be dependent upon use of the trimmer
control during takeoff or on complicated control manipulation by the pilot.
For nose-wheel airplanes it shall be possible to obtain, at 0.9 Vmin, the
pitch attitude which will result in takeoff at Vmin. For tail-wheel airplanes,
it shall be possible to maintain any pitch attitude up to that for a level
thrust-line at 0.5 VS for Class I airplanes and at VS for Class II, III, and
IV airplanes. These requirements shall be met on hard-surfaced runways. In
the event that an airplane has a mission requirement for operation from
LYýprepared fields, these requirements shall be met on such fields.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.11

DISCUSSION

The control effectiveness requirements of 3.3.11 of MIL-F-8785 have
been retained, with a few changes.

As a first step, all references to takeoff guarantees were deleted
since there were several comments from industry and the military which in-
dicated that meeting the takeoff guarantees does not necessarily guarantee
enough elevator effectiveness for safe takeoffs.

For nose-wheel airplanes, it seemed more logical to specify the speeds
in terms of Vmin rather than VS, and the term "takeoff attitude" was clarified
by specifying the "attitude which will result in takeoff at Vmin."

The requirement for takeoff from unprepared fields was changed on the
basis of a rational analysis. All airplanes will have to operate from hard-
surface runways, and therefore hard surfaces were used as the basic require-
ment. Ar increased coefficient of friction however, such as occurs with un-
prepared fields, increases the elevator effectiveness required for nose-wheel
airplanes but decreases the effectiveness required of tail-wheel airplanes,
as can be seen from the following sketches.
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Assume first that the tails of both airplanes are adequately sized to achieve

the takeoff attitude on a hard-surfaced runway (low/u). Then on a soft runway
(higher/ss), the increased rolling friction force gives a nose-down'pitching

moment about the airplane c.g. which helps lift a tail wheel but hinders lift-

ing a nose wheel. Nose-wheel lift-off speed will increase monotonically with
S~increasing• approaching the speed for takeoff in the ground attitude. But

i ~tail-wheel 'ift-off speed will decrease with increasing/o until just the appli-
' ~cation of takeoff thrust will rotate the airplane at zero speed. Then a

different control technique would be required.
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3.2.3.3.1 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL IN CATAPULT TAKEOFF

REQUIREMENT

3.2.3.3.1 Longitudinal control in catapult takeoff. On airplanes designed
for catapult takeoff, the effectiveness of the elevator control shall be
sufficient to prevent the airplane from pitching up or down to undersirable
attitudes in catapult takeoffs at speeds ranging from the minimum safe launch-
ing speed to a Iat..ching speed 30 knots higher than the minim-.m. Satisfactory
catapult takeoffs shall not depend upon complicated control manipulation by
the pilot.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.12

DISCUSSION

This requirement is essentially the same as 3.3.12 of MIL-F-8785, with
an updated maximum launching speed.
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3,, ,., LW)NI;ItIIII NAI, C'ONI'•0l, FORHCE ANID ITAVII, IN IAKHIWFI

HIQU i NI KEWNT

~ 3.2 •.3.=• longittidll 1 oont rol ftorv'o and ti'#vol in taikeoff. W i th tlws, I: iI
sot t Inig O •t 'oTitit fol t ''o loVato'-L li i'd du1rIo nT
typos of" takroffs for which the airplano is desi gnel, ii1elud lug short foild
taikeoffs tind asslisted takooft's such as catapult or rockot.,augmontod, shall
tic within the following limits:

Nose-wheel and bicycle-gear airplaes

Classes I, IV-C 20 pounda pull to 10 pounds push

Classes II-C, IV-L 30 pounds pull to 10 pounds push

Classes II-L, III -------. 50 pounds pull to 20 pounds push

Tail-wheel airplanes

Classes I, II-C, IV ------ 20 pound:, push to 10 pounds pull

Classes II-L, III -------- 35 pounds push to 15 pounds pull

The elevator-control travel during these takeoffs shall not exceed 75 percent
of the total travel, stop-to-stop. For purposes of this requirement, the term
takeoff includes the ground run, rotation and lift-off, the ensuing accelorii-
tion to V (TO), and the transient caused by assist cessation. Takeoff power
shall be ma ntained until Vmax (TO) is reached, with the landing gear and high-
lift devices retracted in the normal manner at speeds from vomin (TO) to
V (TO).

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.13

DISCUSSION

The essential elements of 3.3.13 of MIL-F-8785 have been retained, but
the tests have been reworded to cover the forces obtained in normal operation,
rather than in some artificial situation.

The test described in 3.3.13 of MIL-F-8785 requires rotation at VSTO,
with the ensuing takeoff occurring at a very low speed. Since there is no
guarantee that such takeoffs are even critical in terms of forces, the forces
during normal takeoffs are not effectively limited in MIL-F-8785. For this
reason, the requirement was restated to inc-lude all types of takeoffs used in
normal operation. This way of stating things is not as specific as MIL-F-8785,
but is certainly more realistic. It is not intended to penalize an airplane
in the event that a possible technique requires high pilot force or large
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control travel, but another easily learned and repeatable technique can be
found that involves satisfactory control force and travel at no sacrifice in
performance. Any technique having all these latter qualities is acceptable.

Another change to make the test more realistic was the requirement foracceleration to Vmax (TO) rather than 1.3 VSTo while allowing gear and flaps
to be retracted normally. As explained in 6.2, Vmax (TO) is related
specifically to the configuration in the takeoff Flight Phase, though the
airplane may no longer be in that configuration when Vmax (TO) is reached.
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A.I. A.4 I~t•iI ItlIl NAI, iCNTR'I'oI. IN I.ANI)ING

S,2.$.4 Lungtudintil c•ntrol it% Isuidijl. '1110 elevator Control t 81 411 bu suffi-
ciontly o -haso in cloao prtximity to the grolund,
that

a) tieo Moometry--limitod touchdown attltudo can ho aintaiited
in lover flight, or

b) thie Iowtr of VS (1L) or Lho guaranteod Itulidig pootd can be
obtainied.

Tai* roquirement *hall he mot with tite airplane trimmed for the approach Flight
Phabe at the rocommon|lud approach speed. The roquiromonts of 3.2.3.4 and
3.2.3.4.1 dofine Levels I and 2. FoPr Level 3, it shall be possihle to execute
safe approaches and landings in the prosenco of attmosphoric d1sturbanceal

RELA• bl MIL.-F-8785 PARAGRAPIIH

3.3.14

DIS•USS tON

Paragraph 3.3.14 of MIL-l-8785 has been reworded slightly. One change
is to trim at the recommended approach speed rather than 1.2 VSL, (Vs in

MIL-F-8785 is equivalent to VS(L) In MIL-F-87858.) lven though this Is not
as well-defined a speed as 1.2 VSL, the change was considered necessary

because 1.2 VSL may be quite unrealistic as an approach speed for many air-

planes, especially STOL's.

Some manufacturers consider the requirement to fly near the ground at
VSL unnecessarily strict. However, the requirement is necessary because of
tee imprecise nature of the landing flare maneuver. It is quite probable for
a pilot, intentionally or unintentionally, to hold the airplLno off the ground
during the landing flare until the speed is well below the normal landing
speed. In this event, it is essential that the pilot have enough elevator
control to prevent the nose wheel from hitting the runway before the main gear.
This same argument was used to change the references to guaranteed landing speed.
Vs(L) is defined in b.2 as being determined out of ground effect.

An additional requirement seems to be needed to assure that airplanes
wita large pitching inertia will have adequate landing flare capability. A
neutrally stable airplane, or one with thrust below the c.g. or with pitch-up,
could meet 3.2.3.4 and still not have enough control. Some minimum pitching
acceleration capability is needed in approaches at speeds down to Vmin.
However, there was not enough information to allow a definitive general
requirement to be written.
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3.2.3.4.1 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL FORCES IN LANDING

RmiQu IRimENT

3.2.3.4.1 Longitudinal control forces in landing, The elevator-control forces
required to meet the requirement of 3.2.3.4 shall be pull forces and shall not
exceed:

Classes I, II-C, IV .----- 35 pounds

Classes II-L, III -------- 50 pounds

RIELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.15, 3.7.4.2

UISCUSSION

This requirement is essentially the same as 3.3.15 of MIL-F-8785,
with the appropriate changes for the new Class definitions, The force
levels still appear to be appropriate for landing.

I
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3.2.3.5 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL FORCES IN DIVES - SERVICE FLIGHT ENVELOPE

REQU IREMENT

3.2.3.5 Longitudinal control forces in dives - Service Flight Envelope. With
the airplane trimmed for level flight at speeds throughout the Service Flight
Envelope, the eievator control forces in dives to all attainable speeds within
the Service Flight Envelope shall not exceed 50 pounds push or 10 pounds pull
for airplanes with center-stick controllers, nor 75 pounds push or 15 pounds
pull for airplanes with wheel controllers. In similar dives, but with trim
optional following the dive entry, it shall be possible with normal piloting
techniques to maintain the forces within the limits of 10 pounds push or pull
for airplanes with center-stick controllers, and 20 pounds push or pull for
airplanes with wheel controllers. The forces required for recovery from these
dives shall be in accordance with the gradients specified in 3.2.2.2.1
although speed may vary during the pullout.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.16, 3.7.4.1

DISCUSSION

This requirement is essentially the same as 3.3.16 of MIL-F-8785; the
Service Flight Envelope of Reference Al corresponds roughly to the operational
envelope of MIL-F-8785. Also, the requirement is broken down more rationally,
it is felt, according to type of controller, rather than class. The force
levels were reviewed and found still appropriate.

Note that there are also lateral-directional requirements in these
dives (3.3.8).
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3.2.3.6 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL FORCES IN DIVES - PERMISSIBLE FLIGHT ENVELOPE

REQUIREMENT

3.2.3.6 Longitudinal control forces in dives - Permissible Flight Envelope.
With the airplane trimmed for level flight at VMAT but wit trim optional in
the dive, it shall be possible to maintain the elevator control force within
the limits of 50 pounds push or 35 pounds pull in dives to all attainable
speeds within the Permissible Flight Envelope. The force required for recovery
from these Jives shall not exceed 120 pounds. Trim and deceleration devices,
etc., may be used to assist in recovery if no unusual pilot technique is
required.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.16.1, 3.7.4.1

DISCUSSION

This requirement is essentially the same as 3.3.16.1 of MIL-F-8785.
Higher, but reasonable, forces are allowed outside the Service Flight
Envelope, and other means are allowed to assist recovery in these extreme
conditions.

Note that there are also lateral-directional requirements in these
dives (3.3.8).
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3.2.3.7 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL IN SIDESLIPS

REQUIREMENT

3.2.3.7 Longitudinal control in sideslips. With the airplane trimmed for
straight, level flight with zero siaeislip, the elevator-control force required
to maintain constant speed in steady sideslips-with up to 50 pounds of rudder
pedal force in either direction shall not exceed the elevator-control force
that would result in a lg change in normal acceleration. In no case, however,
shall the elevator-control-force exceed:

Center-stick controllers 10 pounds pull to 3 pounds push

Wheel controllers --------------- 15 pounds pull to 10 pounds push

If a variation of elevator-control force with sideslip does exist, it is
preferred that increasing pull force accompany increasing sideslip, and that
the magnitude and direction of the force change be similar for right and
left sideslips. These requirements define Levels 1 and 2. For Level 3, there
shall be no uncontrollable pitching motions associated with the sideslips
discussed above.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.20

DISCUSSION

There are two primary reasons for having requirements for maximum
longitudinal forces in sideslips. The first is to ensure that small amounts
of sideslip inadvertently developed during normal operations do not result
in large or possibly dangerous angle-of-attack changes. This is the purpose
of the requirement relating the maximum allowable forces in 3.3.20 of
MIL-F-8785 to maneuvering control forces. The second reason is simply to
limit the longitudinal corrections required when the pilot intentionally
changes the sideslip angle, as in a crosswind landing for instance. The
other force limits of 3.3.20 are designed for this purpose.

The requirements of 3.2.3.7 are therefore a straightforward rewording
of 3.3.20 of MIL-F-8785 in the new format. The allowable elevator control
force is limited to the lower of the stated value or the force (including
breakout) required to pull up at 2g's at the same flight condition.
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3.3 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL FLYING QUALITIES

DISCUSSION

General

This section was difficult to organize since, primarily because of
coupling between lateral and directional motions, each requirement has impli-
cations in many areas of flying qualities. Conversely, each flying qualities
area is generally a function of many different parameters. For example, the
rolling moment acting on an aircraft following an aileron input is a function
of the directional stability, the yaw due-to-aileron, and the dihedrit charac-
teristics of the aircraft in addition to the aileron roll effectiveness charac-
teristics. Directional stability, however, also influences the Dutch roll
characteristics and the flying qualities in steady sideslips, with asymmetric
thrust, and during takeoff and landing. Thus, to entitle a requirement dealing
with only one of tha above flying qualities areas as "Directional stability,"
as is done in MIL-F-8785, is misleading since all these areas pertain to
directional stability. To compound the problem, the paragraphs in MIL-F-8785
that are entitled directional stability are based on control inputs required
in steady sideslips. Thus, since control inputs introduce control derivatives
and coupling derivatives, the paragraphs also have implications to areas other
than directional stability.

To best avoid this problem, headings such as directional stability
and dihedral effect have not generally been used; instead, headings that
relate directly to the requirement or test in question are used. For example,
the MIL-F-8785 paragraphs entitled "Static directional stability" are now
entitled "Yawing moments in steady sideslips." Similarly, the MIL-F-8785
paragraphs entitled "Dihedral effect" are now entitled "Rolling moments in
steady sideslips." Since these headings are a more accurate indication of
the contents of the paragraphs, it is believed that use of the specification
will be facilitated.

In MIL-F-8785, there are several aspects of dynamic lateral-
directional characteristics that are not very well covered. These deficiencies
have been clearly recognized and are discussed in some detail in References
A4, AS and AlS. For example, at present, there is no requirement on roll
damping or the coupled roll-spiral, even though many experimental programs
and studies, for example, References F8 and F12, have confirmed their
importance to flying qualities. There is also practically nothing concerning
the very complex coupling between yawing motions and rolling motions and the
response to control inputs and turbulence, although here also, there is a
great deal of literature that shows the importance of these factors on flying
qualities. To help overcome these deficiencies, requirements have been
formulated for roll damping, for the coupled roll-spiral and for the amount
of coupling that can exist between roll and yaw during turns and turn entries.

The requirements on the roll and the coupled roll-spiral modes were
integrated with existing requirements on the Dutch roll and spiral modes into
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a section entitled "Lateral-directional mode characteristics." Roll-sideslip
coupling involves more than modal characteristics, so the requirements on
response to turbulence and roll-sideslip coupling during turns and turn
entries have been placed in a separate section. This underlines the
importance to flying qualities of coupling phenomena.

The equations of motion which form the basis for the discussions
of theory, along with some of the more involved theoretical developments,
are given in Appendices VA and VC.

Requirements Pertaining to Sideslips

One of the more difficult problems in the lateral-directional section
was how best to specify the flying quality characteristics involving sideslips.
Sideslips can be either steady or dynamic and can develop in many ways. They
can be caused by control inputs and coupling effects, by thrust or aerodynamic
asymmetries such as engines out, asymmetric store loadings, and uneven gear
retraction or extension, or by atmospheric disturbances. Since the implication
of sideslip to flying qualities depends upon the nature of the forcing function
and the type of maneuvers to be performed, it was necessary to specify several
different requirements to cover the most significant combinations of forcing
functions and required maneuvers. This subject is discussed in a general way
in the following paragraphs to familiarize the reader with some of the many
considerations involved.

Rudder pedals are used for many different purposes. Although no
list of rudder pedal usage would be complete, some of the more important uses
are listed below.

a. To perform a crosswind landing - either employ a
steady rudder-pedal-induced sideslip or else a decrab
maneuver.

b. To augment roll rate anywhere within the flight envelope.

c. To raise a wing when the pilot is busy with his hands,
such as when taking a clearance.

d. For tracking, for example, in air-to-ground gunnery in
a crosswind or when acquiring targets.

e. For wing-overs or other tactical maneuvers to obtain
a rapid change in heading or bank angle.

f. For close formation flying.

g. To lose altitude as in a "forward" sideslip or to improve
visibility, for example, a pilot landing from the rear
seat of a tandem-seat airplane.
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h. To counter yawing moments from propeller torque, speed

or Mach number change, asymmetric thrust or stores, etc.

i. To coordinate turn entries or steady turns.

j. To taxi

The requirements of 3.3.4.5, 3.3.6 and 3.3.7 are directed at those maneuvers,
described above, that employ rudder-pedal-induced sideslips and attempt to
insure that the airplane responds to specific control inputs in such a manner
that the maneuvers can be readily performed.

The dynamic effects of coupling between sideslip and roll following
an aileron input can be manifested in different ways. Thus, requirements
were directed both at aircraft with sufficient roll-sideslip coupling that
excitation of the Dutch roll results in roll control or bank angle tracking
problems (paragraphs 3.3.2.2, 3.3.2.2.1, 3.3.2.3), and at aircraft with low
enough roll-sideslip coupling that excitation of the Dutch roll results
primarily in sideslip or heading control problems (paragraphs 3.3.2.4 and
3.3.2.4.1).

The requirements on rudder-pedal-induced sideslips are directed
primarily at the static characteristics of the aircraft, whereas the roll
sideslip coupling requirements are directed primarily at the dynamic
controllability problem. As might be expected, different combinations of
stability derivatives are important for the two cases. For example, for the
rudder-pedal-induced steady sideslips, , 9 1-- , 41d. '

are important, whereas for dynamic controllability the primed rate derivatives
•,, A4• , L1, 4" and the bank angle side force term, *-i, must

also'beconsidered (the prifed derivatives account for %z effects).

Sideslips resulting from asymmetric thrust are covered in the
paragraphs under 3.3.9. Paragraphs 3.3.9.1, 3.3.9.2 and 3.3.9.3 are directed
at ensuring that a pilot, making full use of cockpit controls, can safely
control an airplane when thrust is suddenly lost during takeoff. These
requirements not only ensure that the pilot can maintain straight flight
without reducing thrust on the remaining engines, so that the takeoff may be
continued, but that he can handle the transient followi-, thrust loss as well.
Paragraph 3.3.9.4 is directed at ensuring a balance between upsetting moments
due to asymmetric thrust and the restoring moment due to directional stability
and rudder control. Paragraph 3.3.9.5 considers two or more engines out.

Organization of Section 3.3 "Lateral-directional flying qualities"

In order to incorporate the new requirements into the specification
and to overcome some of the deficiencies in MIL-F-8785 previously discussed,
a major reorganization of the lateral-directional section was required. In
this reorganization the paragraphs were arranged as much as possible so that
like things are grouped together, and headings were chosen to reflect this
grouping.
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The first three three-digit paragraphs (3.3.1 "Lateral-directional
mode characteristics," 3.3.2 "Lateral-directional dynamic response charac-
teristics," and 3.3.3."Pilot-induced oscillations") deal with complex coupled
lateral-directional motions in which the various motions cannot be treated
independently. The next two three-digit paragraphs (3.3.4 "Roll control

effectiveness," and 3.3.5 "Directional control characteristics") deal with,

hopefully, relatively uncoupled motions or control considerations that can be
identified ai •primarily doling with either roll or directional control charac-
teristics. The four three-digit paragraphs (3.3.6 eLateral-directional
characteristics in steady sideslips," 3.3.7 "Lateral-directional control in

cross winds," 3.3.8 "Lateral-directional control in dives," and 3.3.9 "Lateral-

directional cont,-ol with asymmetric thrust") all deal with control under

specific operating conditions that have implications to both roll and direc-

tional control charactcristics.

The term "roll coatr.rol" is used in lieu of "lateral control" since

lateral motions are Jiterall" motions along the y axis. Also, often "lateral

control" is used to describe both rolling and yawing commands, On the other

hand, the meaning of directional control is not ambiguous, is accepted practice,
and so is used throughout. "Roll control" means simply control of roil,

"Aileron control" refers to the cockpit aileron cuntrol and aileron surface

of course refers to whatever flight control surfaces provide the roll control.
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3.3.1 LATHIRL-ilIRICI'IONAL MOI)lD (:IIARAC'TEIRISTICS

D' ISCUSS ION

This section combines new requlrements on the roll mode and tho
coupled roll-spiral mode with modified existing requirements on the Dutch
roll and spiral modes. The requirements are basically specified in terms
of such conventional modal parameters as roll mode time constant, Dutch roll
natural frequency, Dutch roll damping ratio, and time to double amplitude for
the spiral, In order to most clearly and completely take into account the
many complex phenomena that are associated with the dynamic situations.
The form of the requirements is dictated by the extent of our knowledge of
aircraft motions,

Although airplanes may exhibit nonlinear and higher-order motions
that make requirements based on first- and second-order parameters not strictly
applicable, airplane motions can normally be closely approximated by equivalent
conventional motions in order to determine compliance with the requirements.
Also, where possible, provisions have been made within the requirements to
account for nonlinear and higher-order responses.

Requirements on minimum Dutch roll damping are specified to limit
the oscillations of the Dutch roll after it has been excited. Requirements
on minimum Dutch roll frequency are specified to limit the amount of sideslip
generated by a given yawing disturbance and to ensure that the aircraft will
naturally tend to point the way it is going.

Requirements on maximum roll mode time constant and the coupled roll-
spiral are directed at precision of roll control.

Requirements on the spiral are directed at limiting the amount of
attention required by the pilot to fly the aircraft and at restricting the
amount of aileron that must be held during a turn.
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3.3.1.1 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL OSCILLATIONS (DUTCH ROLL)

REQUIREMENT

3.3.1.1 Lateral-directional oscillations (Dutch roll). The frequency, ".,d,
and damping ratio, _d , of the lateral-directional oscillations following a
rudder disturbance input shall exceed the minimums in table VI. The require-
ments shall be met with cockpit controls fixed and with them free, in oscil-
lations of any magnitude that might be experienced in operational use. If
the oscillation is nonlinear with amplitude, the requirement shall apply to
each cycle of the oscillation. Residual oscillations may be tolerated only
if the amplitude is sufficiently small that the motions are not objectionable
and do not impair mission performance. For Category A Flight Phases, angular
deviations shall be less than t3 mils. With %he control surfaces fixed, 4)7

shall always be greater than zero.

TABLE VI. Minimum Dutch Roll Frequency and Damping

Flight Phase Min 9d ,, Minw..Level Category Class Min rad/sec. rad/sec.

A I, IV 0.19 0.35 i,0
II, IIl 0.19 0.35 0.4**

1 B All 0.08 0.15 0.4**

C I, II-C,
IV 0.08 0.15 1.0

II-L, III 0.08 0.15 0.4**

2 All All 0.02 0.05 0.4*

3 All All 0.02 -0.4**

The governing damping requirement is that yielding the larger value of Sd.
Class III airplanes may be excepted from the minimum wd,,requirement,
subject to approval by the procuring activity, if the requirements of
3.3.2 through 3.3.2.4.1, 3.3.5 and 3.3.9.4 are met.

When 1,/AId is greater than 20 (rad/sec) the minimum $d 4,',
shall be increased above the ewn, minimums listed above by:
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with in rad/sec.

RIIIATMII) MY!..F-8785 PARAGRAPiS

3.4.1, 3.4.1.1, 3.4.1.2

D) ISCUSS ION

Genera l

The MIL-F-8785 requirements on "Damping of the lateral-directional
oscillations" have been altered and expanded significantly in MIL-F-8785B.
Whereas the requirements in MIL-F-8785 were in terms of //C,/, and]IO/vt-I,
the requirements in MIL-F-87858 are in terms of Xd , , and - /
Frequency, as indicated in References A4 and AlS and as will be shown in the
following paragraphs, is a significant lateral-directional flying qualities
parameter. The re uirement which specifies Dutch roll damping as a function
of the parameter , was deleted since, at best, it offered an inadequate
solution to a complex situation.

As with longitudinal short-period characteristics, the amplitudes at
which these requirements apply are indicated only qualitatively here and in
3.5.4.2. See the discussion of 3.2.2.1.

The numerical requirements given in Table VI can be considered as
basic requirements. Additional direct requirements on Jf4 wndas a function
of the coupling par'ameter "4,j . are also specified in 3.3.1.1, and
additional indirect requirements on Dutch roll frequency and damping ratio
as functions of various disturbance parameters are contained elsewhere through-
out the lateral-directional section. For example, requirements that are
directed at coupling and interaction effects, such as roll-sideslip coupling
(paragraphs 3.3.2.2 through 3.3.2.6), have strong implications to lateral-
directional oscillatory characteristics.

The two primary references used in evaluating the merits of[l
were References F9 and F51. Reference F9 discusses the parameter in detail
and points to many cases where misplaced faith has been placed in
Reference F51 was examined since it was a pioneering effort in this area and
made entative recommendations for Dutch roll damping in the form of//1,12
and jzl parameters (Figures 1 through 4). The data show that, although the
trends can be explained in terms of i//CI, and i•P[ , there are other effects
S besides the model parameterIl-J- that would be expected to significantly affect
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the pilot ratings. Even with extremel-A.1 , the response to roll comnlands
would not be oscillatory unless something like adverse yaw or a side gust
is present to excite the Dutch roll. In particular, the configurations with
large 171, exhibited roll rate reversals. It is reasonable to assume that the
pilot ratings were significantly affected, thus making the resultant require-
ments strictly applicable only to airplanes with excessive adverse yaw.

In order to determine baic lateral-directional oscillatory require-
ments and to investigate j-Ti orlI-type effects, applicable data for which
roll control coupling effects were small were plotted as a function of fre-
quency and damping ratio. The data are presented in Figures 5 through 11
with curves of Y , , and &,from the requirements of 3.3.1.1 superimposed.

Reference G7 and F21 Figure 5
Reference F55 Figure 6
Reference B44 Figure 7
References F5, F7 and F22 Figure 8
Reference F76 Figure 9
Reference F75 Figure 10
Reference A4 Figure 11
(Data on existing airplanes)

Requirements onid

From examina ion of the data, it was apparent that over a wide range
of frequencies and IlId response ratios, lines of constant damping ratio fit
the data quite well. Moreover, the values of //C '/2 in MIL-F-8785 for normal
operation (equivalent Yz .078) and operation with an artificial stabilization
device inoperative (equivalent gd-.022) tie in well with pilot rating
boundaries of satisfactory (Level 1) and acceptable (Level 2) for B and C
Category Flight Phases. Although correlation is far from perfect, there are
insufficient data upon which to substantiate a change from existing require-
ments for frequencies above 2 radians/second.

For Flight Phase Category A, Level 1, the I/C,/. value in MIL-F-8785
for armed aircraft (equivalent Jed -. 19) has been applied. This value was
retained, even though data from Reference F1 (discussed in paragraph 3.3.2.2)
show that a damping ratio of-rd = 0.1 can provide satisfactory handling
qualities for Flight Phase Category A, Level 1. The reasoning behind this is
that Reference F44 (Figures 12 through 15) shows that tracking errors in
turbulence decrease as damping ratio increases, and at this time there is no
direct quantitative requirement on the response to turbuience. It is antici-
pated that when such a requirement can be specified, the required = 0.19
could be relaxed to Yd = 0.1, if both the roll-sideslip coupling requirements
and the turbulence requirements are met.
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Requirements on 9 W

From the literature survey and from discussion with aircraft manufac-
4 turers, it became apparent that even for "basic" lateral-directional oscil-

latory requirements, there were differing views on the relative merits of the
"parameters Kd and X W The former is equivalent to cycles to damp, whiled Wd'0
td Wn is equivalent to time to damp. As was mentioned previously, examination
of the raw data from several reports indicates that the existing requirements
in MIL-F-8785, which are a direct functi. on of 24 , fit the data well over
quite a wide range of frequencies and J5]d response ratios. On the other
hand, there is considerable opinion in the literature that under certain
conditions, the pilot ratings correlate better with rdw~4 than with
Some examples are given in the following paragraphs.

Reference G7 reports on an in-flight landing approach study using
a variable stability F-86E. The data are presented on a S'4,dplot in
Figure 5 and in terms of various other parameters in Figures le through 21.
No firm conclusions can be drawn, however, since detailed pilot comments are
not given which would permit identification of problems.

Reference F75 considered data of Reference FS5. From these data
(Figure 22) it was found that best correlation of the pilot ratings was
obtained with the parameter '//,z for Dutch roll natural frequencies
greater than 2.4 rad/sec, and with the parameter f//rt/ for Dutch roll fre-
quencies less than 2.4 rad/sec. It should be noted, however, that at low
frequencies the aircraft used in the Reference FS5 program did not meet the
military requirements on roll rate reversals and sideslip generated during
uncoordinated roll!. This coupling influenced the low-frequency ratings
sufficiently that the data cannot be used to determine basic lateral-
directional oscillatory requirements.

Reference F9, using the data of References G7, F21, F22, F77 and F7,
concluded that the "basic damping requirement appears to be best specified
in terms of total damping Ad -Sn2 rather than damping ratio, 4g ." Although
the data do correlate reasonably well with the parameter (d's w;7 , examination
of the raw data from the referenced reports (presented in Figures 5, 8 and 9)
indicates no clear superiority over the parameter 9d, particularly for
moderate and high frequencies. Moreover, since there are practically no data
in the low-frequency region (ai 4ds 1 rad/sec), the question of whether Xd or
t4 ldn is the better is difficult to answer on the basis of available data.

Since, however, twf is generally accepted in the literature, minimum _a0d

requirements were specified. This is consistent with the approach taken by
Reference A14 (Figure 23) in specification of criteria for low frequencies.

Requirements on ki"d

In determining the minimum frequency boundaries, it was found that
the more closely the low-frequency data were examined, the more difficult it

Sbecame to assess the importance of low Dutch-roll frequency per se. For
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example, the data from Reference Gll (Figure 24) were examined, but were
considered inconclusive because of the degree of coupling present. The low-
frequency point at 4a = -16 had considerable roll rate oscillation following
a step aileron input, and the low-frequency point at -A - 0 had considerable
sideslip excitation following a step aileron input. This coupling would be
expected to cause a significant degradation in pilot rating. Degradation of
pilot rating could also have been caused by the zero dihedral in the latter
case.

The low-frequency data of Reference F22 were also examined, but again
poor pilot ratings were explainable through Dutch-roll excitation. For the

= 1 cases, when Dutch-roll excitation following step aileron inputs was
small and damping was high, the pilot ratings were good. For the Wvd~l cases,
the ratings were all poor but are explainable by the amount of sideslip
generated by aileron inputs.

In spite of these findings, since flying qualities can degrade in so
many ways when directional stiffness becomes low, there was a strong convic-

* tion that a minimum frequency should be specified. For example, the amount
of sideslip caused by, yawing moments (say yaw due-to-aileron), is directly
proportional to From Figure 25 it can be seen that for W 1,

increases very rapidly.d

Since little experimental data could be found to determine minimum
values of 4a , these requirements were selected on the basis of character-
istics of existing airplanes. From Figure 11 it can be seen that all current
large aircraft for which data are presented have a minimum ev,1about or above
0.4 rad/sec, while all current small aircraft for which data are presented
have a minimum &jabove or about 1.0 rad/sec.

On this basis, a minimum basic requirement ofo - 0.4 rad/sec has
been specified. A more stringent requirement of W, = f rad/sec has been
placed on Class I and IV airplanes in Flight Phase Categories A and C since,
when performing tasks such as weapons delivery or landing, it is clearly
important that the aircraft be pointed the way it is going unless the pilot
intentionally sideslips. Sinqe the "Jn = 0.4 rad/sec requirement could be
unduly restrictive for large airplanes, Class III airplanes have been excepted
from this requirement, subject to specific approval, if they meet several
other requirements which would tend to become critical at low directional
stiffness,

Since the data of Reference F44 (Figures 12 through 15) and Reference
GlI (Figure 24) indicate a degradation in performance and pilot rating at
high frequencies in the presence of turbulence, an indirect requirement on
maximum wwehas been specified through the parameter j#/,eI. In addition,
a qualitative requirement, which addresses the problem more comprehensively,
has been specified in 3.3.2.1, Lateral-directional response to atmospheric
disturbances.

The requirement that w.N,,r0 with control surfaces fixed prescribes a
short-term restoring tendency in yaw for the basic, unaugmented airframe,
analogous to the control-surface-fixed maneuvering stability requirement
of 3.2.2.2.
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Effect of w

The criterion proposed by Reference F9, in which the value of Yd Wd

required to maintain a given pilot rating is made a function of wf1d _

(Figure 26), has also been incorporated into the lateral-directional oscil-
latory requirements of Reference Al. It can be seen that ""'d I#/-,h is

analogous toj#/,I . The data upon which the curve of Figure 26 is based
are from Reference F76 and are presented in Figure 9. The primary limita-
tions of these data are that few frequencies below 2 rad/sec and few damping
ratios greater than 0.2 were examined, and that the pilot ratings were
obtained from observation of the control-free response of the airplane
following a rudder kick. In spite of these limitations, the curve of Figure
26 does fit the high W., 10/8 data of References G7, F22 and F7 which are
included in Figures 5 and 8. The parameterl/ is explained in detail in
Appendix 

VC.

The specific requirement of 3.3.1.1 that deals with eod is of

the form 4!r, 4c(t, I Z') . The values of C are taken directly from

Figure 26 and correspond to the e *S.-d that are required to maintain the
various levels of acceptability. For the pilot rating used, Level 1 corre-
sponds to a PR = 3.5, Level 2 corresponds to a PR -5, and Level 3 corresponds
to a PR w 7. The number 20 comes from analysis of the data, which reveals
that adverse effects associated with large values of 2 % - such as high

roll acceleration to side gusts - are not generally significant for values

of e0

For airplanes with large values of the parameters jeor.i,1  L
response to atmospheric disturbances or to sideslip from any source becomes
of major significance, and is influenced by many paramet6rs other than Dutch
roll damping. However, since Dutch roll damping is one of the significant
parameters affecting controllability in atmospheric disturbances, and since
heavy Dutch roll damping can often mask the effect of certain undesirable
characteristics, it is believed that a ;d(-C/ve) type requirement is needed.
Moreover, until the significance of, and interaction between, all significant
variables is more fully understood and quantified, reliance will probably
continue to be placed on heavy Dutch roll damping to improve flying qualities
in the presence of turbulence.

Significance of 4 p/l

Although the relative phasing of the Dutch roll in the e and/A
responses, 4 P/1 , has been used in the roll-sideslip coupling requirements
as a measure of type of dihedral effect, no requirements have been placed on
4 )f/4. In reviewing the literature it was found that, although several

researchers noted that the phasing of the Dutch roll may in some way have
affected their results, no systematic study of the parameter was found.
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Reference H8 discussed the parameter, but in connection with determinirfg
which "combinations of roll angle, sideslip angle, and sideslip resultant
from an aileron deflection were prone to P1O's and ... which were not."
This material is discussed in connection with the roll rate oscillation
requirements, 3.3.2.2 and its subparagraphs.

Reference F76 also discussed the parameter in connection with an
investigation of Dutch roll dynamics and found that:

k ~ "About the only conclusion that could be drawn from these
calculations, and of supplementary calculations in which
various components of the actual oscillations were arbitrarily
varied, was that phase angle has a strong influence on
lateral acceleration/yaw angle, increasing it as much as four
or five times as phasing of the Dutch roll goes from 0° to
1800. It may be that in addition to unnatural-feeling motions
at 900 and 1800, the acceleration increase plays a part, but
there are too few data to draw any conclusion."

This aspect of the data of Reference F76 (the significance of lateral accel-
eration) is discussed in the write-up on the sideslip limitation requirement.

A number of people recommend, as a design requirement, e4 4 0. It was
felt that this is desirable, but not sufficiently substantiated to incorporate
in Reference Al. Also it is not in the form of a performance requirement.

Concluding Comments

It is obvious that a great deal more data are needed to rigorously
define the areas discussed. Until such data become available, it is believed
that the lateral-directional oscillatory requirements, and other requirements
of Reference Al that have implications on lateral-directional oscillatory
characteristics, will adequately address the problems associated with low
directional stiffness.

Comparison of these requirements with the requirements proposed by
Reference A14 in Figure 23 indicates that, although the available data were
treated in a somewhat different manner in the two studies, the resulting
proposed requirements are very similar in many respects.

The Level 3 boundaries are more stringent than indicated by the
presented data, but since in Level 3 operation the airplane may have several
serious flying qualities deficiencies, the airplane should be dynamically
stable and have some minimum directional stiffness.
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3.3.1.2 ROLL MODE

REQUIREMENT

3.3.1.2 Roll mode. The roll-mode time constant, 2,ý shall be no greater
than the appropriate value in table VII.

TABLE VII. Maximum Roll-Mode Time Constant

Flight Phase Level

Category Class 1 2 3

A I, IV 1.0 1.4

II, III 1.4 3.0

B All 1.4 3.0 10

I, II-C, IV 1.0 1.4

C II-L, III 1.4 3.0_

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.4.16.2

DISCUSS ION

General

This requirement, which is directed at precision of control, fills a
void in MIL-F-8785 since at present there is no direct reference to roll
damping or the "shape" of the initial roll rate response. In the lateral
control section of MIL-F-8785, paragraph 3.4.16.2, a requirement on roll
acceleration is stated in terms of time to reach peak rate of roll; however,
even this indirect requirement is only applied to Class II-L airplanes of
MIL-F-8785.

There are considerable data to show that pilot rating is a function
of roll damping, for example Figure 1 (from Reference F8). Roll damping is
generally expressed in terms of the first-order roll mode time constant, 2',
of the roll rate response following a step rolling moment input. Therefore,
a direct requirement on ?f has been specified. This is consistent with the
approach taken by Reference A14, which also proposed direct requirements on

The roll damping interacts with many other parameters, such as roll

performance, roll sensitivity, Dutch roll characteristics and control system
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dynamics; so to determine the shape of the roll rate response and hence the
flying qualities, interaction effects must also be considered. For example,
although curves of constant level of flying qualities are often presented on
plots of some measure of roll performance, such as Ld-, vs. z 2, itis
usually possible, by careful selection of the roll perfcrmance parameter, to
isolate the effects of roll performance and roll damping on flying qualities.
In this way, the individual effects can be identified and treated independently.
Where interaction cannot be so isolated, as for example the coupling of the
Dutch roll through aileron yaw, requirements covering known interaction effects
are explicitly stated.

The Reference Al criteria go a long way toward ensuring proper
rolling response. But still they are based on a first-order roll-rate
response, and so do not adequately cover all the many coupling and interaction
effects. A great deal more work is required in this area.

For a step aileron input, ideally a roll damper will not affect initial
rolling acceleration; but it will cause the steady roll rate to be reached
sooner. As a result, the roll damper may reduce roll performance in the
specified terms (3.3.4) of bank angle in a given time. One solution that
avoids increasing roll control power is to wash out the roll damper as a
function of roll control position. This has proven satisfactory on at least
one current fighter airplane, but we cannot attest to its general suitability.

The numerical criteria, given in Table VII of Reference Al for the
three levels of flying qualities, came from consideration of data from
References A14, F8, GIO, Fl, B96, F30, B48, F22, B39, FS, F12 and from dis-
cussions with aircraft manufacturers. Some measurement techniques for
obtaining ?R are given in Appendix VB.

Level 1 Requirements

The starting point for specification of the criteria was the recom-
mendation pertaining to roll mode time constant given in References A14 and
F8. Both references report on extensive surveys of roll flying qualitiesI!
and so were directly applicable to this effort. Reference A14 proposes a
maximum ?R= 1.3 seconds for Class IV airplanes and ?,q = 1.5 seconds for all
other classes (Figure 2). From theoretical considerations and from data
analysis, Reference F8 concluded that, "The maximum value of -rq considered
satisfactory is about 1.3 to 1.5; and there is no strong evidence in existing
data or theory for allowing this value to increase with airplane size or
mission." While there is still no strong evidence to indicate that the
requirements can be relaxed, several recent reports on in-flight evaluations
(Refereitces G1O, Fl, and B96) and discussions with aircraft manufacturers
indicate that for Class I and IV airplanes performing precision tasks, even

Ii lower values of are required to obtain satisfactory flying qualities.

Reference G1O (Figures 3, 4 and 5) shows that maximum satisfactory ?
' ) for fighter aircraft for a carrier approach is approximately 1 second.
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Reference Fl (Figure 6) shows that with a q= 1.3 seconds, the best pilot
rating obtained was 5 and in conclusion stated, "Because of the roll-control
difficulties the pilot experienced with the long roll mode time constant
configuration, it was concluded that a roll mode time constant of 1.3 seconds
or greater is unsatisfactory for a fighter mission." Reference B96 indicates,
from consideration of time required to reach maximum roll rate, that Class I
and small Class II aircraft require reasonably short roll mode time constants
as well.

The data of Reference F30 (Figures 7 through 11) have been widely
referenced and interpreted, as for example in References A14 and F8. It
should be noted, however, that the in-flight evaluations in Reference F30
were all for 2, less than 0.8 seconds (Figure 10) and any conclusions about
roll mode time constants longer than 0.8 seconds would be based on the ground
simulation data only. In general, the in-flight ratings of Reference F30 were
worse than for the single-degree-of-freedom ground simulation ratings (Figure
11). This indicates that the presented one-degree-of-freedom data (Figure 9)
may be a little optimistic. Finally, one prominent manufacturer of fighter
aircraft stated that fighter aircraft should have a = 0.6 to 0.8 seconds.

Since, in general, a knee occurs in most of the data at approximately
= 1 second (Figure 1), and since t• = 1 second is at least consistent

with all pertinent data, this value of Zt has been selected for Class I,
II-C, and IV airplanes for Flight Phase Category C, and for Class I and IV
airplanes for Flight Phase Category A.

For Class I and IV airplanes performing Flight Phase Category B tasks,
and for Class II-L and III airplanes performing all tasks, available data
support a maximunt value of 2R = 1.3 to 1.5 seconds; an average value of

1.4 seconds was selected. Ground simulator data in Reference B48 tend
to support this value for large aircraft (cross-hatched curves in Figure 1),
and in-flight data in Reference F22 support this value for small Class II
airplanes, Flight Phase Category B (Figure 12).

No data were found to support two different values of r, as a function
of Flight Phase Category for Class II and III airplanes, as was found for
Class I and IV Pirplanes. Reference B39 (Figures 13 and 14) suggests a
maxinmum satisfactory value of ?t 2.3 seconds for large aircraft in the
landing approach. However, careful examination of the rating terminology
definitions indicates that this value of ?'R is probably more applicable to
the Level 2 than the Level 1 requirements. Reference F5 shows (Figure 15)
that for the reentry task, certain configurations received satisfactory
ratings with a roll mode time constant as long as 5 seconds. Although the re-
entry task has many elements of Flight Phase Category B tasks, the duration
differs, making the Reference FS results not directly applicable. These data
do show, however, that under some circumstances a satisfactory rating can be
achieved with a long roll mode time constant.

An additional consideration that is demonstrated by much of the data,
for example References F12 and GIO, is that the required Z is, to a degree,
determi nod by the value of 4, or The in-flight data of Reference GIO
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(Figures 4 and 5) show this dependence directly. In the opinion of the
author of Reference F12, the main reason for the differences between the
Reference F12 and the data to which it is compared (see Figure 16), is that
the Reference F12 ground simulator data were based on a much larger value
of 101/4d response ratio. The pilot ratings of both the Reference F12 and
GIO data are degraded because of the response to atmospheric disturbances.
This phenomenon is discussed in the substantiation for the paragrapi covering
the response to atmospheric disturbances.

Level 2 Requirements

References A14 and F8 do not make recommendations that pertain to
Level 2 criteria as they did for Level 1. However, using available pilot
rating data, it is possible to select values of 2 which are consistent
with available data.

Examination of Figure 1 (from Reference F8), which summarizes data
from References F30 and B48, shows that for a change in pilot rating from
3 1/2 to 5 - 5 1/2, ?j goes from approximately 1.3 to 3 seconds. Thus, even
though the Reference F30 data are based on a fighter mission, the data do
indicate the gradient of pilot rating with Zy over the above noted ranges.
Reference Fl indicates, from in-flight evaluations, that for fighter aircraft
performing precision and maneuvering tasks, the pilot ratings degraded to
marginally acceptable for ?2 values of 1.3 - 1.6 seconds. For large air-
planes, Reference B39 (Figure 14) suggests 2. values of 2.3 seconds for the
satisfactory level, and 6 seconds for the acceptable levels; however, as noted
earlier, these levels are probably associated with somewhat poorer flying
qualities than are Levels 1 and 2 of Reference Al. From these considerations,
the Level 2 requirements of Table VII of Reference Al were selected.

Level 3 Requirement

The Level 3 value of 1 = 10 seconds is relatively arbitrary but is
based on data of Reference FS (Figure 15) pertaining to lifting bodies and
of Reference F12 (Figure 16) for fighter aircraft. While the selected value
of '4 cannot be vigorously defended, it does legislate against unstable roll
modes while permitting effective acceleration-like responses to control inputs
such as can be obtained on wingless vehicles.

2
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3.3.1.3 SPIRAL STABILITY

REQUIREMENT

3.3.1.3 Spiral stabilitZ. The combined effects of spiral stability, flight-
control-system characteristics, and trim change with speed shall be such that
following a disturbance in bank of up to 20 degrees, the time for the bank
angle to double will be greater than the values in table VIII. This require-
ment shall be met with the airplane trimmed for wings-level, zero-yaw-rate
flight with the cockpit controls free.

TABLE VIII. Spiral Stability - Minimum Time to Double Amplitude

Flight Phase
Class Category Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

I & IV k 12 sec 12 sec 4 sec

B & C 20 sec 12 sec 4 sec

II & III All 20 sec 12 sec 4 sec

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.4.2

DISCUSSION

The requirements on spiral divergence are aimed primarily at ensuring
that the airplane will not diverge too rapidly from a wings-level condition
during periods of pilot inattention.

This requirement of Reference Al replaces paragraph 3.4.2 of MIL-F-8785.
The data considered were almost identical to those considered by Reference A14,
and the resulting conclusions are reasonably consistent with tho~se of Refer-
ence A14.

From consideration of data in References F35, F49, and F29, Reference
A14 recommended retention of the existing 7 .z 20 seconds requirement in
MIL-F-8785 and also proposed a requirement, T"/2 z 10 seconds, on thc: degree of
positive spiral stability permitted. The Reference Al allowable instability
is similar, in that for Flight Phase Categories B and C (analogous to the cruise
and power approach configurations) the time to double amplitude is z
20 seconds. But for Flight Phase Category A, where the pilot is generally
closing a tight attitude loop, a less stringent value of T2 , 12 seconds was
selected.
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For Level 2, 7z 2 12 seconds was selected. This corresponds to the
minimum tolerable boundary determined by Reference F49 (Figure 1).

For Level 3, a value of 7 t 4 seconds was selected as a compromise
between what is flyable and what is controllable if the pilot cannot devote
full attention to flying the aircraft. This subject was discussed, as follows,
in Reference F49:

"The minimum tolerable time to double amplitude of the
spiral divergence was very much longer than the minimum
allowed by the existing handling qualities specifications
(Reference A18). It is believed that the concept of the
spiral divergence being unimportant to the pilot, because
it is slow enough to be controlled, had led to considerable
confusion on the subject. It is true that the pilot can
control an airplane with a very rapid divergence (say,
time to double amplitude of 2 or 4 seconds) when he has
nothing to do but fly the airplane. Therefore, tests made
with a rapid divergence where the pilot devoted full atten-
tion to flying, or made under conditions such as a landing
approach, where the pilot necessarily devotes nearly all
of his time to flying the airplane, will show that the V
minimum tolerable time to double amplitude is very low.
However, there are many circumstances where the pilot does
not, and indeed, cannot devote all of his attention to
flying the airplane. He must read maps, work navigation
problems, consult radio facilities handbooks, or route
manuals, tune radios, and carry on various other activities.
It is impossible for him to handle the i tasks effectively
if, every time he diverts his attentio& , the airplane
starts spiralling off. It is perfectly reasonable, then,
for pilots to find an airplane with a rapid spiral divergence
perfectly flyable yet absolutely intolerable."

In Reierence A14, a limit of T/,,>l0 seconds on the degree of spiral
stability was recommended primarily from consideration of References F35
and F29. Reference F35 stated that "the maximum desired spiral stability
appears to be a time to half amplitude of 10 seconds" and, based on closed-
loop analysis, Reference F29 suggested that ',/z less than approximately
7 to 14 seconds would generally cause a degradation of pilot opinion. If the
experimental in-flight data of Reference F49 (Figure 1) and Reference F35
(Figure 2) are examined, however, it can be seen that good pilot ratings
are obtained for T,1,zlO seconds and that the flying qualities do not begin
to degrade appreciably until z 5 seconds.

on theAlthough there are some data that indicate there should be some limit
on the degree of positive spiral stability, other data show that strong
positive spiral stability can be beneficial. For example, in the program
described in Reference F77, a wings-leveling device was installed in an aircraft
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which resulted in an effective highly convergent spiral. Although some pilots
commented on the high forces required to hold the airplane in a turn, the
flying qualities were considered to be quite acceptable and, in some respects,
definitely preferable to neutral spiral stability.

For these reasons, it was decided not to place a requirement on q or
* but rather to specify more direct requirements on other factors asso-

ciated with convergent spirals, that is, aileron forces in turns and roll
maneuverability. In 3.3.2.6, limits are placed on the amount of force required
to hold an aircraft in a turn. In 3.3.4.1.1 and 3.3.4.1.3 requirements are
placed on fighter aircraft performing large-bank-angle-change maneuvers.

It should be noted that the spiral requirements include the effect of
lateral trim change with speed as well as the constant-speed spiral stability
characteristics, since this is more representative of what the pilot sees
than are constant-speed stability effects alone.
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DATA FOR ALL TYPES OF FLYING - PILOT OPINION VS.
SPIRAL DAMPING (FROM REFERENCE F35)
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3.3.1.4 COUPLED ROLL-SPIRAL

REQUIREMENT

3.3.1.4 Coupled roll-spiral oscillation. A coupled roll-spiral mode will
not be permitted.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None

DISCUSSION

The coupled roll-spiral requirement is new and is based primarily on
the data of Reference F12 (Figure 1), FS (Figures 2, 3 and 4), and the
analysis of Reference B1. These data show that the configurations investigated
represented "poor to very bad" tactical airplanes. Since experience with
lifting bodies, for example Reference FS, and the data of Reference F12 show
that certain roll-spiral configurations are controllable (and even acceptable
under certain conditions), consideration was given to permitting a coupled
roll-spiral for Level 3 providing(Kw,,),$ was greater than 0.1. However,
this was considered to be poor design practice since the coupled roll-spiral
mode has not been investigated over the Level 1 or 2 ranges of all other
related parameters. Also, under Level 3 conditions several flying qualities
characteristics could be seriously degraded, so no coupled roll-spiral has
been permitted.
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IA,. LAhI'ltA ).- 1I1Itl'.I'IAONAIL DYNAMIC MUSItPI)NSi6 'IIA!ACIT'I H I'I'IS

3,2Lotoral I -direo't onoI dy namitc "AF. o n c itaroeto riit tit, Lo,uI oral Ai rot,
t ioltl I m ii ro NT m I v %n roitponoo to
a I ixlphorie. diIttirbanct . anJ In te rms of allowabe I ro I i.ate IAnd hanhk oiie I,
)sit ions. tdesolli ixcursions. *t alol'on sti ck or wheel for'os , aind rtitdilto podal
forvoA' thot o~t-ur during sypelfiod rolling And turning maneuivers. 11ti roqeui a'
monIti 01' , I,2 3,2A .,,.3, and t.,3.2.4 apply for both right andt left aitlertoin
vopatldi4 of aill mlgnitutdes up to tho magnitude roquirod to meot the roll
i•t'Ormanco rtluiromentit of 3•,1,4 And 3,3.4,1,

RIULATIA Nt I- "F-PN8755 PARAGRAIPHS

3., 4 b. S o.' 3. 4., 9

1) ISCUSS ION

'llits, section places both qualitative and quantitative requirements on
the response of airplanes to control inputs and atmospheric disturbances, In
contrast to most othor requirements which specify desired response to control
inputs, the requirements of this section place limlts on wianted responses
resulting from control inputs and atmospheric disturbanco--77 'es unwanted
responses detract from precision of Vontrol and can contribute to P1O tendencies,
The requirements on the coupling that can exist between roll and sideslip are
directed at precision of control for relatively small amplitude rolling
maneuvers, whereas Paragraph 3.4,3 of Reference Al, "Pitch-roll-yaw coupling,"
considers much larger bank-angle changes and includes coupling between longitu-
dinal and lateral-directional motions.

From a flying qualities viewpoint,. roll-sideslip coup ing is manifested
in at least three ways depending on the I P I. response ratio. The next three
paragraphs list the possible difficulties and may serve to guide evaluation
pilots' ratings of flying qualities.

For low17I, response ratios, sideslip per se is important to the
pilot. For these cases, if roll rate or aileron control excite sideslip, the
flying qualities can be degraded by such motions as an oscillation of the nose
on the hori-on during a turn or a lag or initial reversal in yaw rate during
a turn entry, or by pilot difficulty in quickly and precisely taking up a
given heading. In addition, the pilot cannot damp Dutch roll oscillations
through the use of aileron control only.

For larger 111,4 response ratios, the coupling of, with p and #
becomes important, causing oscillations in roll rate and ratcheting of bank
angle. In this case, the pilot may have difficulty in precisely controlling
roll rate or in acquiring a given bank angle.
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Ikr very lorge vluolk it l r#eponse ratios, sen,,tivitY tit ro,',
to rudder pedals or zt sponse to atmoaikluric distur1iancva may be so preot that
the airplane is never conikidered to he very good, 4b

Hequiremelnt on the amount of aideoli p permitted during obrupt rudder-
lie lal-free turn entries, whi11i may ie most crit ical in airplanes with low

Ijj rospa1ns ratios, are specified ill 3. .Z.4 and 3.3. 2,4.. ,t is to tit
t"t'd that side accelerationi or struaural loads may well impose addittonAl
limitations which are more severe than the requirements of Paragraph 3-3 ..4,
particularly at high speeds!. Requirements oin the amount of roll rate oseit11-
tion durin, abrupt turn entries, which may be moat critical for airplanes with
moderitte )I resiponse uatios, are specified in 3,.)J.J And A Asoei1
ated requirowert. on bank Pale oscillationi1 are given In .,.2, 1, Qu1litot v!
requirements on the responst and control in atmolpheric disturbanves, which
may be moat critical for airplanes with largoe Jt response ratioa, atir

Another factor that has been considered in addressing the problem of
roll-sidealip coupling is how well the pilot can control or prevent unwanted
motions, that is, how woll he can coordinate with rudder podals, If the
airplane is easy to coordinate during turn entries, then the pilot may toleratr
relatively large unwanted motions during rudder-pedals-free turn entries since
hie caln control these unwanted motion* if desired, On the other hand, when
coordination is difficult, the pilot will tolerate only small unwanted motions
since he must either live with those motions or may even aggravate them if he
trieos to coordinate, The parameter " )" was introduced as the most precise
measure of this very nebulous, but important, factor - difficulty of coordina-
t ioui.

it should be noted that measurement of ;, -t O and A^4Ix
requires some minimum length of time history, Although this should not pose
a problem in design, in flight test when large stop aileron inputs are used,
large bank angles may be reached before the required length of time history
can be obtained. When small inputs are used, however, sufficient time Is
normally obtainable. And these par'ameters are critical for clnsed-loop
controllability aspects of flying qualities, which involve small inputs.
Provision has been made to flight test for maximum sideslip and roll rate
excitation following largo aileron inputs, however, since these are also of
concern. Such a sideslip requirement was contained in MIL-F-8785. "lle
#OSc/#,4v impulse-response requirement also lends itself to flight testing

with larger control inputs.

The roll oscillation and sideslip requirements were derived empirically
from experimental in-flight and flight test data generated from aircraft
possessing conventional modal characteristics. The theoretical discussion
contain•ed in the following few sections of this report, which is based on
linear conventional responses, is included to give some insight on correlation
of the empirical data with the selected parameters.
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lvrinition o•f, and techniquoe flor measuriln, the parameters ilied In
the roll sideslip coupling requirements are presented In PIarklraph 6. '.5 of

epforo•ev Al and in Appendices VA and V(C. lie tlme histories presented in
Figures t0 and 10 of eoference Al are presented here in Finires I through 9
for greater clarity, 11to figures present e , # and A time hislories
following an abrupt aileron itick input for four dif tront p/ 1 4jrp transfer
function tio locations. 'T••e figures present examples of measurement of
t, , 9and 4A V.r for both right and left rolls. Figure I shows thefOur �sero 'lations, Filures 2 through S show the time histories for right

roll*, And Figures 6 through l} show the time histories for left rolls,

Although it was oiecssary to tie those requirements very closely to
a #pvit-ic input and spoclfit; motion variables in order to specify them
precisely, it is rocogntvd that there may well be other techniques whereby
the required data can ho obtained,

Sideslip sensors are subject to sidewash and installation errors.
Since generally they cannot be located near the airplane c.g,, they also
pick up :omponents of yawing and rolling motion, For flight test, then, it
may be more convenient to use a lateral accelerometer mounted near the c.g,
than to calibrate and correct aA -sensor output. For some configurations
Y•V. Y, ' . And other possible side-force derivatives have negligible effect

compar6d to )j . In that case, from Reference B73 it can be shown that the
sideslip and aecelorometer-reading responses at the c.g. are related by a
constant. In transfer-function form,

In many cases both 0, and A,, 4 rcan be found accurately and easily this way.
An example of a configuration for which ey is not equivalent to A is a
highly-swept wing with spoilers, which tends to have significant ,)

'The data base for the quantitative Level 1 and Level 2 boundaries is
somewhat sparse. In view of the demonstrated inadequacy of the MIL-F-8785
requirements, however, we feel that Reference Al is a tremendous improvement.
Its requirements have a solid basis in theory and are substantiated by the
data available.
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3.3.2.1 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL RESPONSE TO ATMOSPHERJIC DISTURBANCES

RE QU IREMENT

3.3.2.1 Lateral-directional response to atmospheric disturbances. Although
no numerical requirements are specified, the combined effect of , ,

49/1,, 1Is/A1d , gust sensitivity, and flIight- control -system nonlinearities
shall be such that the airplane will have acceptable response and control-
lability characteristics in atmospheric disturbances. In particular, the roll
acceleration, rate, and displacement responses to side gusts shall be investi-
gated for airplanes with large rolling moment due to sideslip.

RELATED NIL-F-.8785 PARAGRAPHS

None

m0

DISCUSSION

To understand the complexity of the gust and turbulence response
problem, and to see why it was necessary to specify a direct requirement,
albeit qualitative, it is beneficial to examine the analysis given in Refer-
ence FS. Although this was a study of causes underlying the severe response
to gusts of certain re-entry configurations, the results are of general appli-
cability. From this study (presented in a slightly modified form in Appen-
dix VA) it can be seen that parameters such as Dutch roll natural frequency,
roll damping, and the stability derivative L-A , as well as Dutch roll damping
ratio, all contribute significantly to the roll response due to side gusts.
Pilots tend to downrate otherwise-acceptable configurations with high J -[
because of sensitivity to turbulence. (1I1, is discussed in detail in
Appendix VC.) A

This, however, does not tell the whole story. The ability of a pilot
to control an aircraft in the presence of atmospheric disturbances depends
not only on the response of the aircraft to atmospheric disturbances, but also
on the closed-loop controllability characteristics of the pilot/aircraft
combination. Since the latter is influenced by factors such as roll-sideslip
coupling characteristics, the overall problem of controllability in the presence
of atmospheric disturbances is extremely OMplex. In 3.3.1.1, an increment
in Dutch roll damping, .9d"n is specified when ~ ~~exceeds 20/sec2.
This requirement is specifically directed at airplanes which have large roll
acceleration response to side gusts, rudder control inputs, etc. Because the
problem of controllability in turbulence is complex, simply increasing the
Dutch roll damping may not be an adequate solution. For this reason, the
qualitative requirement of 3.3.2.1 must be given serious attention.
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3.3.2.2 ROLL RATE OSCILLATIONS

3.3.2.2.1 ADDITIONAL ROLL RATE REQUIREMENTS FOR SMALL INPUTS

REQUIREMENTS

3.3.2.2 Roll rate oscillations. Following a rudder-pedals-free step aileron
control command, the roll rate at the first minimum following the first peak
shall be of the same sign and not less than the following percentage of the
roll rate at the first peak:

Level Flight Phase Category Percent

1 A & C 60

B 25

2 A&C 25

B 0

For all Levels, the change in bank angle shall always be in the direction of
the aileron control command. The aileron command shall be held fixed until
the bank angle has changed at least 90 degrees.

3.3.2.2.1 Additional roll rate requirement for small inputs. The value of
the parameter f0o 0 /,Ov following a rudder-pedals-free step aileron command
shall be within the limits shown on figure 4 for Levels 1 and 2. This re-
quirement applies for step aileron control commands up to the magnitude which
causes a 60 degree bank angle change in 1.7 Td seconds.

.l L ~FLINYI 1!5.48

SLEVEL 2

: %, .5 CAT9021t 18 AIK;

1.1

I.0

.2
.80 .611 1 o- -5--8* - , -

us Wo jP LED A IV 4 01 0,~ 226. * i

-0 -220' -260* -00 -10 -*o W .00 ..10 -iwo . -I G.

O (010) VNIll 110 LAD A IV 226- 766mWN M- TO IAS

Figure '4. ROLL RATE OSCILLATION LIMITATIONS
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RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.4.6.3

DISCUSS ION

Background

These requirements are new and are directed at precision of control of
airplanes with moderate to high I[I-I-j response ratios.

Until recently, most investigations of roll-sideslip coupling for
moderate bank-angle-change maneuvers have been concerned with the effects of
aileron yaw, ANd*,, which has been examined in relation to its effect in
rolling or bank angle tracking maneuvers. The parameter which has been most
widely used to describe the effects and specify handling qualities has been
±Y where

6; { 6 s 2

when V/, •, Y= , Y'd.= and A(r".' . Discussion of w,/w, effects will
serve as a lead-in to the more inclusive requirements of Reference Al.

Consider now the effects of "adverse yaw" ( 4 negative) with posi-
tive effective dihedral (L �negative) following a step aileron input. From
Sketch 1 it can be seen that the resulting effect on sideslip is thatA is
initially small and then goes positive. (This and other time responses and
transfer functions used in this discussion are derived in Appendix VC.)

+1

+

Sketch I
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For a cosine representation, the D)utch roll component of the sideslip rt-iliOnse
has a phase angle, I • , of apiroximately 'iao. 'fli• is the phase angle th tt
appears in the time-hi story equation

J'A,, ,to

Sketch 2 is a plot of the roll-rate response-function poles and zvro
on the complex plane for a step control input. For negative A nd * and 1, •
is less than one; that is, the zero lies below the I)utch roll pole. SinceI/T5 must be very close to zero, the relative departure of the zero from the
pole is a measure of the departure of the roll response from pure one-doRree-
of-freedom form. As more Dutch roll appears in the 4/•4s response, pilotsobject to its oscillator), nature and may experience difficulty In tracking
(see e.g., References F29 and F9).

p4s)1  .(s) •41

i M ISTEP (ASIs)
Sketch 2

It can be shown similarly that for "proverse yaw", A is initially
small and then goes negative, and has a phase angle of approximately -360
degrees. The corresponding condition on the complex plane for the transfer
function is with the zero above the pole( % > 1). 41

For small $'d and , it can be shown that the time response to a
step input is approximately

Because so much data have been presented in the form of c, as in
Sketch 3, we have become accustomed to thinking in terms of either "adverse
yaw" or "proverse yaw" and the ratio of the radial distances from the origin
to the zero and to the Dutch roll pole. In other words, we have been thinking
in terms of one dimension only.

2-

P ILOT

RATINGS 6
S~7

, LSketch 3
10
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I.i•,i tor' t hit Hq, Rr, teui'nql

WhoIn thto rf'fe%'!t of' oar conoldored, howOvOr, Ithl •nro lio "Ioger
only movoi pri marl I y ii the vrdd al di roct t on: it. movov wIt ihI n an aroa Arotund
tho ltuteh roll poll . lK,.kwiq, thl phei&nII of the •ildaolij t1aco lfolIuwi1g A
r up ai Ii'•l1 oll Iplit. ig o ilkIo a'r only "adver~ol (04 v - 180') or "provoirlial

M 1..O") , but can 1all lid Ay pJa*0 Alel a0 tw)Onl 0 And (I and

Recent ly, expor1imntala work has hu ollConductod (Reotorallvos FI, F11, I.1,
IF%1, F73, F74 And 610) to oxtond our undortanding of thi offect of pdrametor%
other than Vf,,f . Aroas of accoptablr •ero loc.ations have beon maplod a•l shown
in Skotch 4. 'ltlbii w"rT has shown that the amount or roll Irato oci'llIlation
that a pilot will tolrate in stop aileron roll% is highly depondeolt upou thhe
position of the zero with ro-ilepet to the Ihctch roll poln of the -2- tranatui,
funct ion. 'h'le data allow that thu optimum angular location of the ioro its In
the lower left ttuadrant with respect to the pole, with gonerally decreasing
levels of desirability as the zero is moved around the polo or Away from the
optimum point.

STEP

Sketch 14

Since the parameter Op. only indicates the relative distance of the zero and
the pole from the origin, dL. does not adequately describe the physical
situation. Therefore, the possihility of specifying a roll-sideslip coupling
requirement by constructing an acceptable area of zero locations on the complex
plane for the Y-- transfer function was investigated.

One of the main shortcomings of this approach (and of using the
parameter z,_ ) is that it tequires knowledge of the location of the zero of
the A traAnfer function. Industry was quite emphatic about their dislike
of any requirement that was based on a preconceived transfer function format
which involved very-difficult-to-measure parameters. Another shortcoming is
that one would expect the acceptable trea to be larger for high Kd than for
low rd , and larger for large t', than for small r,, (assuming no degradation
in flying qualities due to 2'y alone). Also, since the amount of Outch roll
excitation in roll is in some respects proportional to the ratio of:

Distance from pole to zero
Distance of pole from origin
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thu, avcot all lo' arev would Ohrink in ,*t -.o st doorons d '11111' bovar-O of'
thltt dilopidonco' of sit iind %hapv of Accoptabl• airei,4 with the Inttral-
di rpi ti1l n% modal charsivtrtrittIco it iitldlcted in Sketch th, he roqul ro"rent
would It AwkwlArd to ?peci fy.

SMALL Tit

Sketch 5
"*' ,'"V "-0o

Alternate Methods of Specification

Analysis of time histories of experimental data shows that, for constant
angular displaccmen~t of the "%' and 11w .1 roots, the degradation of flying

qualities due to excitation of the Dutch roll in roll is roughly proportional
to the ratio of:

Dutch roll corpnont of roll rate
S 'eFra-ystate component of roll 'rate

that the pilot sees, In other words, the degradation in flying qualities is
proportional to the amount of roll rate oscill tion, ^vc , about some mean
value of roll rate, Thu. shu the parame tor t =, is a dirert measure of the
response which is degrading the flying qualities; and, because it is relatively
easy to measure from flight test data and is relatively insensitive to sensor
orientation, it is used as a parameter in specifying the requirement.

As was previously mentioned, in the transfer function, the angular
location of the zero with respect to the pole as well as the distance of the
zero from the pole is of significance in determiniog or specifying aircraft
flying qualities. In other words, the allowable for a given level of
flying qualities is a function of the angular location of the associated zero
with respect to the Dutch roll pole. Since the idea of specifying areas of
acceptable zero locations was found to have shortcomings, another method of
specifying the angular location of the zero with respect to the pole was
investigated. ,This method consisted of using the phase angle, •*, , of the
Dutch roll oscillation in roll rate follow4ng a step aileron input.
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To see how the phase angle, •, relates to the other modal -parameters,consider the roll rate response, ' c(t , to a step aileron input as showngraphically in Sketch 6.

4b
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The poles and zeros are shown in Sketch 7.

.lag

1-

Sketch 7

From the equatijn for j ,it can be seen that for given Dutch roll, spiral
and roll code characteristics, and '-r the zero located relatively close to
the pole ( 4 .f), the phase angle Ok. is directly related to f', , the angular
location of the zero with respect to the pole. Thus, it is possible to specify
the angular zero location through the phase angle of the Dutch roll component
of roll rate. A shortcoming of this method is that there is not a unique
for a given zero location, • , since I is directly related to i/r, and/ .
Thus a requirement employing the parameter P" would be awkward to specify and
would require knowledge of the roll mode andspiral mode roots.

Another, and more straightforward, way in which the angular location
of the zero can be specified is through measurement of the phase angle of the
Dutch roll component of sideslip following a step aileron input, where

Sketch 8 portrays the Dutch roll component of sideslip response follow-
ing a step aileron input-for several values of & . Although the amplitude
of the Dutch roll oscillation is the same for each of the responses shown, the
phasing of the responses is different. This phasing of the Dutch roll oscilla-
tion in sideslip following a step aileron input is defined by PA
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SKETCH 8

As will be shown, the angular position of the zero relative to the
Dutch roll pole of the p/d',4 transfer function is directly related to the
phase angle of the Dutch roll oscillation in sideslip, • , relatively
independent of roll mode and spiral mode characteristics for a wide range of
stability derivatives. In other words, for each angular location of the zero
with respect to the Dutch roll pole, there is a relatively unique value of eA.
That this is so is perhaps indicative of the fundamental importance of side-
slip, not only as an important flying qualities parameter per se, but as a
parameter that is basic to the coupling that exists in the lateral-directional
motions during rolling maneuvers.

The substantiation of the relatively unique relationship between the
Stransfer function zero location and the phase angle of the Dutch roll in

sideslip is given in Appendix VC. In simple terms, phasing in roll rate is
related to phasing in sideslip through the 1Jdresponse ratio. It develops
that in 1 ,angular contributions from the [•[a response ratio almost exactly
cancel out the angular contributions of the Ifl and spiral mode roots to Pa
without introducing any other appreciable angular contributions. This cancel-
lation occurs for a wide range of lateral-directional stability derivatives.
The relationship between the phase angle of the Dutch roll in sideslip and the
Plf., transfer function zero locations, developed in Appendix VC, is shown in
Sketch 9.
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Sketch 9

The parameters Pot,'1/PAV and e have been used to specify criteria
as a function of Flight Phase Category and Level as shown in Sketch 10
(Reference Al, Paragraph 3.3.2.2.1, Figure 4).

i.0
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Sketch 10

It should be noted that this figure has two • scales, one for
positive dihedral ()o leadsA by 450 to 2250) and the other -o"-ne-at---ditfn ....
(p leads ,d by 2250 through 3600 to 45°). In Reference Al, dihedral is defined
by the parameter /)o/A6, since dihedral as currently used in flying qualities
work seems to be an ambiguous and ill-defined parameter. The rationale behind
the use of two scales and a discussion of the relationship between dihedral
effect and 4 )0/. is presented in Appendix VC.
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In this context, "positive dihedral" means negative ÷Y -4j
Note that

4 ,

It should also be noted that the value, or even the sign, of 4,' cannot
always be determined from steady rudder-pedal-induced sideslips. Not only
are product of inertia effects absent in steady sideslips, but also the
control deflections are affected by control cross-coupling derivatives.
On the other hand, *,o/4 generally is a good discriminator of the sign of
dihedral.

Effect of t on Flying Qualities

Since fe (the phase angle in a cosine representation of the Dutch
roll component of sidesliA negative for a lag) is a rather abstract parameter,
it is well to consider its physical implications and significance to the
piloting of an airplane. Very simply, )0' can be considered as an indica-
tor of those closed-loop stability characteristics of an airplane that are
related to the lateral-directional coupling derivatives; and of the difficulty
a pilot will experience in coordinating a turn entry. Further clarification
can be obtained by discussing the variation of the specified values of o,/f0 4 v
with 78 for positive dihedral as shown in Sketch 10. (Additional discussions
are presented in Appendix VC.)

-90 -180 -270 -360

S(DEG.) WHEN LEADS BY 450 TO 2250

Sketch 11
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From Sketch 11 it can be seen that the ratio of roll rate oscillation
to steady state roll rate can be much greater for some values of • than
for others. Specifically, the specified values of foasc /PAv for 00Ž -_90o

are far more stringent than for -180'A i -270*. There are at least three
reasons why this is so:

(a) differences in closed-loop stability

(b) differences in difficulty of rudder coordina-Lion

(c) differences in average roll rate.

From a root locus analysis, it can be shown that when the zero of the
pl/fS. transfer function lies in the lower left quadrant with respect to the
Dutch roll pole, (-180° 1 ý -2700), the closed-loop damping increases when
the pilot closes a bank angle error to aileron loop. The reason for this in
physical terms is that when the zero lies in the lower left quadrant, aileron
inputs proportional to bank angle errors generate yawing accelerations that
tend to damp the Dutch roll oscillations. Thus the Dutch roll damps out more
quickly closed-loop than open-loop, so a pilot will tend to tolerate somewhat
more ýoascl . Conversely, it can be shown that when the zero lies in the
upper right quadrant with respect to the Dutch roll pole (0 0 •..-900 ), the
closed-loop damping decreases when the pilot applies aileron inputs proportional
to bank angle error. The physical explanation for this is that aileron inputs
generate yawing accelerations that tend to excite or sustain the Dutch roll
oscillations. Thus the Dutch roll damps out less quickly closed loop than
open loop, and can even go unstable closed loop; that is, pilot-induced oscil-
lations can result. In this case a pilot's tolerance of tends to
reduce.

Significant differences in the P%,c/fiV requirements also occur because
of differences in difficulty of rudder coordination while performing coordinated
turn entries or exits. For -180 0°1Z-270°, normal coordination may be
effected, that is, right rudder pedal for right rolls. Thus, even if large
roll rate oscillations occur in rudder-pedal-free rolls (the conditions under
which the fosc/•al tests are conducted), sideslip oscillations can be readily
minimized by use of rudder pedals so the roll rate oscillations do not occur.
On the other hand, for 0 _--900 it is necessary to cross control to effect
coordination, that is, lefr rudder pedal with right aileron. Since pilots do
not normally cross control (and if they must, have great difficulty in doing
so) for 0oŽzŽ-90, oscillations in sideslip, and hence oscillations in roll
rate, either go unchecked or are amplified by the pilot's efforts to coordinate.

The third reason why the fo .4/5v requirements vary so significantly
with ýýs that the average roll rate, 13.vA , for a given aileron input, varies

significantly with e. For positive dihedral, adverse yaw-due-to aileron
S( • -180°) tends to decrease average roll rate whereas proverse yaw-due-
to aileron (• 00) tends to increase average roll rate. As a matter of fact,
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proverse yaw-due-to aileron is sometimes referred to as "complementary yaw"
because of this augmentation of roll effectiveness. Thus, for a given ampli-
tude of •a , foC/?v will be greater at /V, = -1800 than it will be at d = 00.

In summary, the parameters that have been chosen in Paragraphs 3.3.2.2
and 3.3.2.2.1 to describe and specify the coupling that exists between side-
slip and roll for moderate to high I#/'Id response ratios are Pse/Pcfv and
0. These parameters were chosen as being measurable parameters wKich most

simply, directly, and accurately reflect the important flying qualities con-
siderations. The measurements are taken from the -p and 0 traces which are
relatively insensitive to sensor orientation and type of input.

Requirements for Large-Amplitude Rolls

The preceding discussion presents the rationale which supports the
requirement of 3.3.2.2.1. The data were obtained for small aileron steps, and
practical problems arise when large inputs are used, so 3.3.2.2.1 applies to
small inputs only. However, a certain degree of precision is needed for large,
possibly open-loop as well as small, closed-loop inputs; so an additional
requirement (3.3.2.2) pertaining to large control inputs has been specified.
The numerical values of the roll rates specified in 3.3.2.2 were transformed
from the values of %osc/PAV for "adverse yaw" in 3.3.2.2.1. Thus, the
requirements of 3.3.2.2 and 3.3.2.2.1 are essentially identical for airplanes
with "adverse yaw". However, the requirement of 3.3.2.2 is far more lenient
than the requirement of 3.3.2.2.1 for airplanes with "proverse yaw."

The 90* roll amplitude limit of 3.3.2.2 arbitrarily matches the
45*-to-45°-bank maneuver cf MIL-F-8785 for a similar requirement. Obviously
fighters roll through larger angles. In that respect it would have been
rational to make the amplitude limit a function of Class or Flight Phase.
However, the design implications could be rather drastic. For that reason,
application is restricted to maneuvers of roll amplitude less than 90°.

Data Upon Which Requirements are Based

The data upon which these curves are based are presented in Figures 1
through 6 as follows:

Figure 1 - Flight Phase Category A (Reference Fl)

Figure 2 - Flight Phase Category B (Reference FS)

Figure 3 - Flight Phase Category B (Reference F22)

Figure 4 - Flight Phase Category C (Reference G10)

Figure 5 - Data on some Class IV airplanes

Figure 6 - Data on some Class III airplanes
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A sample of the raw data from Reference Fl from which the reduzed data
of Figure 1 were obtained is presented in Figures 7 through 15. These data are
typical in that, although smooth curves can generally be drawn through most
of the points, some ratings were off the expected value. Thus, no matter how

,most data are presented, there will always be some points that cannot be
correlated. It should be noted from Figures 1 through 4 that, although the

Poisc/P qV criteria cannot be expected to fully account for all interaction
effects, the correlation of the data, which encompass a wide range of lateral-
directional modal characteristics and coupling effects, is in general quite good.

From Sketch 9 it can be seen that the Level 1 and 2 boundaries are
the same for Category A Flight Phases as for Category C Flight Phases; yet
comparison of Figure 1 (Category A Flight Phase data) with Figure 4 (Category C

Flight Phase data) reveals that the Level 1 and Level 2 boundaries correspond
to different pilot ratings on the two figures. The reason for this is that
different pilot rating scales were used in the two programs and the degree of

goodness of the base configurations was different. In Reference Fl, the CAL

rating scale was used and the base configurations were good; whereas in
Reference G10, the Cooper rating scale was used and the base configurations
were marginally satisfactory.

Although there are somewhat less data upon which to base the Category
B Flight Phase boundaries, what data there are indicate that the Level 1 and 2
boundaries should be the same shape as for Category A and C Flight Phases and
should be roughly twice as lenient. Since -Z-b¶•-•l approaches roll rate
reversal, the Level 2 requirement for "adverteyýaw due-to-aileron' has been
made to correspond with the MIL-F-8785 requirement which prohibits roll rate
reversals during rudder-free rolls.

Examination of Figure 3 reveals that several configurations have a
poorer rating than is indicated by their location with respect to the Level 1

and Level 2 boundaries. This results from a limitation imposed by.the defini-
tion of 'ooj , which is a measure of the observed oscillation in roll rate.
When there is a strong spiral, the roll rate time history may not contain
even two peaks even though the Dutch roll has been excited. Also, for heavily
damped, high-frequency Dutch rolls, the Dutch roll excitation can be essentially
damped out by the time the roll mode has expired, so no )ose will be measured.
This problem is partially overcome by requiring that pose be measured over
only the first two peaks when Ke> 0.2. Reference F75 got around this problem
by using as the measure of roll rate oscillation, the component of roll rate
due to Dutch roll at the first peak of the Dutch roll, P7. This parameter
was not used in Reference Al in an effort to simplify analysis and testing
for the requirement, but has resulted in a requirement which can be too lenient
for some configurations. Thus, although the requirement does not completely
cover all aspects of roll-sideslip coupling, it is believed that it takes a
significant step toward adequate specification of this area.
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Since almost no data exist on strong roll-sideslip coupling with
negative dihedral, it was necessary to specify the negative-dihedral require-
ment through analogy with the positive-dihedral requirements previously
described. Reference H8 did provide some data, however, which are presented
in Figure 16 for comparison with the-roll rate oscillation requirement. The
program of Reference H8 investigated lateral-directional instabilities relating
to the X-lS. In the course of this investigation, configurations were simd-
lated either in flight or in a fixed-base simulator, or in both, that had:

(a) Positive dihedral, proverse yaw due-to-aileron
(b) Positive dihedral, adverse yaw due-to-aileron
(c) Negative dihedral, proverse yaw due-to-aileron
(d) Negative dihedral, adverse yaw due-to-aileron

These configurations, which all had very light Dutch roll damping and
large .•-kd response ratios, are plotted in Figure 16. The parameters - ,

and ÷p/•were obtained from time histories of the responses to step gleron
inputs. Configuration (a), which falls well outside the Level 2 boundary of
Figure 16, was uncontrollable: "attempts by the pilot to control the oscillation
resulted in excursions of increasing magnitude for both sideslip angle and the
'o1l1 rate."

Configuration (b), which also falls well outside the Level 2 boundary of
"Figure 16, was unacceptable because of the oscillatory response. "However,

it is significant that the pilot was able to control the. aircraft, and, in
fact, damp the oscillations when they occurred using only normal aileron
control movements."

* Configuration (c), which falls in the "good" area of Figure 16, was controllable
and "it was found that attempts to control the roll angle in a normal manner
also helped to reduce the excursions of the sideslip angle."

Configuration (d), which falls in an area of marginal acceptability on Figure 16,
was uncontrollable because of pilot-induced oscillations.

Thus, with the possible exception of Configuration (d), the pilot
comments pertaining to the configurations were compatible with those expected
from their roll-sideslip coupling characteristics as indicated by Figure 16.
Although Configuration (d) was rated worse than would be expecttA irom the
measured roll-sideslip coupling characteristics, the fact that the point fell
in the region of Figure 16 where the amount of allowable roll rate oscillation
changes rapidly with 1 would indicate that the flying qualities of the confi-

* guration are sensitive to small changes in . For example, if $j were only
30 degrees greater (or if the peaks on the time histories presented differed
by only 0.2 seconds from those of the configuration flown), the roli-sideslip
coupling characteristics as.indicated by Figure 16 could be completely compati- J
ble with the pilot comments.
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There is no quantitative requirement for Level 3 except a prohibition
of roll reversal, for lack of sufficient data. While an extremely oscillatory
roll response can become unmanageable, an airplane may still bn flyable in tile
small, gentle maneuvers that might be involved in emergency termination of a
Category A Flight Phase, return, and landing (1.5). The qualitative requirements
of 3.3.3 and 3.3.2.1 do hold at Level 3, with appropriate interpretation of
"acceptable."

Comparison with Other Data and Criteria

Although the Reference Al criteria were generated directly from the,
correlation of roll rate and sideslip time history characteristics with pilot
ratings, it is possible to transform the criteria for specific conditions into
other more familiar - but less direct - formats. Thus, in order to look at the
criteria in more familiar ways and in order to compare them with existing data,
an example of how the lower two curves of Sketch 10 (Reference Al, Figure 4)
transform into areas of satisfactory or acceptable zero locations on the complex
plane for the p/tXs transfer function is given in Figures 17 through 20. From
Figures 17 and 18 it can be seen that as re increases, the areas of satis-
factory and acceptable p/I,4 transfer function zero locations increase. From
Figures 17, 19 and 20 it can also be seen that as £jd increases, so do the
areas of satisfactory and acceptable p/ d,4 transfer function zero locations.
It should further be noted that the rate of increase of area with M€ is such
that . at the Level 1 and Level 2 boundaries remains relatively constant
over the frequency range investigated.

The Reference Al requirements may be compared with criteria in the form
of by considering the intercept of the Level l and Level 2 boundaries with
a line drawn radially through the Dutch roll pole. For the cases with • = 0.1,
the Reference Al requirements indicate that for Flight Phase Categories A and C,
Level 1, 0.8 7 - 1.1. For Level 2, 0.6 V - 1.2. By comparing Figures 17
and 18, it can bl seen that the satisfactory and acceptable ranges of-?.!4would
be larger for larger damping ratios. These trends of with w and[ and also with f-4,, •re consistent with the results of Reference F22 for
moderate and large '-fL response ratios, as presented in terms of these param-
eters in Figures 21 through 26.

To illustrate the criteria in more physical terms, time histories from
th Level 1 boundary of Figure 27 are presented in Figure 28. The traces -
tlo) of Figure 28 correspond to -•- transfer-function zero locations as shown

in Figure 27. From Figure 28 can 5e seen how the shape of the roll rate
response changes, through different phasing and excitation of the Dutch roll
mode, as the i transfer-function zero moves clockwise around the Dutch roll
pole. Although the responses vary greatly in character, according to av.lable
data they are all approximately equally acceptable tothe pilot.
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Tho criteria were also compared with criteria proposed in Reference F75.
This report recommended that Ip4l/ At * 0.045 for satisfactory flying qualitios,
jpjj/pOxx' 0,085 for acceptable flying qualities, and IppI/IPq A 0.18 for
controllability, wherelp,I /px is the ratio of the amplitude of the roll
oscillation at the first overshoot, designated as jpt' , divided by the steady-
state roll rate, p , 'his parameter is vety similar to the proposed param-
eter pmc/1p.v for ligit Dutch roll damping, so a direct comparison can ho
maide. The parameter pI/ooq was not used however, since data reduction problems
wore considered to be too severe.

Sketch 12 (Figure 8 of Reference r7s) is reproduced to indicate the
parameters p, and

160 °

Z 120 
2

Ui

'10.

40

0

00.5 1.0 1.6 2.0 2.5 3.0 5
TIME -SECONDS

TYPICAL RESPONSE TO STEP INPUT OF LATERAL CONTROL

Sketch 12

From Sketch 12, a typical response inf andA is shown from which it
can be determined thatp&C • 00. Comparing the Reference F75 criteria with the
Reference Al criteria at rA = 00 for precise and maneuvering tasks - the type
of tasks performed in Reference F75 - for the Level 1 boundary (satisfactory
boundary), pose/p,4V = 0.05, whereas [I /PAt = 0.045. For the Level 2
boundary (acceptable boundary), Pojc/ pAv = 0.10, whereas If-,/Ps = 0.085.
There is no Level 3 boundary (controllability limit); however, what little
data there are for lk 0 are consistent with a I/ps oF 0.18. It can thus
be seen that the correlation is excellent and, moreover, that the Reference Al
criteria go much farther than do the Reference F75 criteria.

The data of Reference F21, which are applicable to Flight Phase
Category A, were also examined and are presented in Figure 29. The data for
the d= 0.22 and 0.1 configurations were analyzed and replotted in Figure 30
in the vs -ooV format. From Figure 30 it can be seen that the data
correlate well with the Reference Al criteria. Although as indicated in
Figure 31, the data of Reference F21 do not correlate very well with the data
of Reference F75 on the basis of the 1p, / I Pl parameter, when the phase angle
of the Dutch roll is accounted for as in the Reference Al criteria, the two
sets of data correlate quite well.
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AREAS OF p/6 ;'*S TRANSFER FUNCTION ZERO LOCATIONS FOR LEVEL it
FLIGHT PHASE CATEGORIES A AND C, SHOWING CONDITIONS FOR

TIME HISTORIES OF FIGURE 28
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p pp

Figure 28 (3.3.2.2)

ROLL RATE TIME HISTORIES FOR ZERO LOCATIONS OF ISO-PILOT RATINGS IN FIGURE 27
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PILOT OPINION DATA OBTAINED IN THE FLIGHT TEST (CENTER STICK
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DATA FROM REFERENCE F21
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Figure 31 (3.3.2.2)
COMPARISON OF DATA OF THE REF. F21 STUDY WITH RESULTS OF REF. F75
(CENTER STICK CONTROL). (FROM REFERENCE F21)
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-• 3.3.2.3 BANK ANGLE OSCILLATIONS

REQUIREMENT

3.3.2.3 Bank angle oscillations. The value of the parameter OSC / I AV
following a rudder-pedals-free impulse aileron control command shall be within
the limits in figure 5 for Levels 1 and 2. The impulse shall be as abrupt as
practical within the strength limits of the pilot and the rate limits of the
aileron control system.

~~~E E I.I . . ..

LEEL21

IOI.3

.-I0 -220" -2*O -300, - 0* -.3"* - -l0eo -ItO. -1S0
S(oen) wone LEADS A IN M, TaeS no, TS 46'

l Figure 5 BANK ANGLE OSCILLATION LIMITATIONS

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None

DISCUSSION

The requirements of 3.3.2.3 are essentially the same as those of
3.3.2.2.1 since, for linear motions, the bank angle time history following a
pulse is the same as the roll rate time history following a step. The
advantage of using a pulse, rather than a step, is that much larger airborne
inputs may be used since large bank angles do not result, and also !ý, may be
easier to measure since the/A trace will not tend to ramp.

Sinc .o usei 9 -lSincesin ') degrees more positive than

#,a for a step, the curves of Figure 2 (3.3.2.2.1) have been shifted to the
left 90 degrees plus an angle corresponding to Yz 0.1. The resulting curves
of Figure 5 (3.3.2.3) should be within S degrees of the exact location for all
damping ratios for which this requirement might be critical.

te This paragraph, then, like 3.3.2.2 and 3.3.2.4, is an attempt to extend
the roll-sideslip coupling requirements to larger control deflections. It may
also help account for some flight control system nonlinearities such as stick-
position-dependent roll damping augmentation.
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3.3.2.4 SIDESLIP EXCURSIONS

3.3.2.4.1 ADDITIONAL SIDESLIP REQUIREMENT FOR SMALL INPUTS

REQUIREMENT

3.3.2.4 Sideslip excursions. Following a rudder-pedals-free step aileron
control comand, the ratio of the sideslip increment, •Ato the parameter k
(6.2.6) shall be less than the values specified herein. The aileron command
shall be held fixed until the bank angle has changed at least 90 degrees.

Adverse Sideslip Proverse Sideslip
Flight Phase (Right roll command (Right roll command

Level Catagory causes right sideslip) causes left sideslip)

1 A 6 degrees 2 degrees

B & C 10 degrees 3 degrees

2 All 15 degrees 4 degrees

3.3.2.4.1 A3ditional sideslip requirement for small inputs. The,amount of
sideslip following a rudder-pedals-free step aileron control command shall be
within the limits shown on figure 6 for Levels I and 2. This requirement
shall apply for step aileron control commands up to the magnitude which
causes a 60-degree bank angle change within Td or 2 seconds, whichever is
longer.

I~ l.... i ..... .... ... • " i . ... " ALL FLIGHT PHASEW• '

10

S..... ..... .... ....... C O .• 7/ /X7 x---LEVEL I •.

0 -,, -80 .,20 -160 -2W -2',o .0 .2 : -32 -340

Figure 6 SIDESLIP EXCURSION LIMITATIONS
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RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.4.9

DISCUSSION

Basis for Sideslip Requirements

This requirement, which is directed at precision of control, replaces
Paragraph 3.4.9 in MIL-F-8785. The requirement in MIL-F-8785 states that it
must be possible to roll from 45* of bank in one direction through 450 in the
other direction - a bank angle change of 900 - without the sideslip exceeding
IS degrees. Rudder pedals are fixed and aileron control inputs are sufficient
to meet the roll performance requirements.. It also states "in similar rolls
with partial aileron deflections, the angle of sideslip shall be proportional
to the aileron cockpit control deflection." This test is to be performed in
the cruise configuration at 1.4 Vk and in the power-approach configuration
at 1.4 VS *

P.4
From the meetings with aircraft industry representatives, it became

apparent that there was widespread dissatisfaction with this requirement.For example, one representative stated that 'Wagnitude of adverse yaw is not t

adequate to ensure good handling qualities. Task again is an important con-
sideration. Phasing of sideslip angle during coordinated maneuvers should be
investigated further." Another representative stated that "the requirement
is not right - ... either 150 of sideslip is too much or else 0 is the wrong
parameter." On the other hand, one manufacturer said that "100 of sideslip
does not mean anything for large aircraft."

The primary source of data from which the sideslip requirement evolved A
is the low coment (l.5) configurations of Reference Fl (Figures 1 through 4).
The pilot comments associated with these configurations indicated that the
pilots' difficulties were almost exclusively associated with sideslip, rather
than with bank angle tracking as was the case for larger 6) con-
figurations.

Analysis of the data revealed that the amount of sideslip that a pilot
will accept or tolerate is a strong function of the phase angle of the Dutch
roll component of sideslip. When the phase angle is such that/A is primarily

I adverse, the pilot can tolerate quite a bit of sideslip. On the other hand,
when the phasing is such that A is primarily proverse, the pilot can only
tolerate a small amount of sideslip because of difficulty of coordination.

There is more to coordination, however, than whether the sideslip is
adverse or proverse; the source and phasing of the disturbing yawing moment
also significantiy affect the coordination problem. If the yawing moment is
caused by aileron and is in the adverse sense, then in order to coordinate
the pilot must phase either right rudder with right aileron or left rudder
with left aileron. Since pilots find this technique natural they can
generally coordinate well even if the yawing moment is large. If on the
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other hand, the yawing moment is in the proverse sense or is caused -by roll
rate, coordination is far more difficult. For proverse yaw-due-to-aileron the
pilot must cross control; and for either adverse or proverse yaw-due-to roll
rate, required rudder .inputs must be proportional to roll rate. Pilots find
these techniques unnatural and difficult to perform. Since yawing moments
may also be introduced by yaw rate, it can be seen that depending on the
magnitude and sense of the various yawing moments, coordination may either be
easy or extremely difficult. If coordination is sufficiently difficult that
pilots rannot be expected to coordinate routinely, the flying qualities require-
ments must restrict rudder-pedals free unwanted motions to a size acceptable
to pilots.

Analysis further revealed that it was not so much the absolute magni-
tude of the sideslip that bothered the pilot, but rather the maximum change
occurring in sideslip. The latter was a better measure of the amount of
coordination required. Thus, the data from this program were plotted in
Figure 5 as the maximum change in sideslip occurring during a rudder-pedals-
fixed rolling maneuver, A/Y,, versus the phase angle of the Dutch roll
component of sideslip, *.

The phase angle, * , is a measure of the sense of the initial side-
slip response, whether adverse or proverse, while 4AOwxis a measure of the
amplitude of the sideslip generated. Both the sense and the amplitude affect
the coordination problem.

It was observed from examination of the low I#/0AId data plotted on
Figure 5 that the break points in curves of iso-pilot rating occurred at
almost exactly the same values of *A as for the moderate #/dAld configurations
(see the discussion of Paragraph 3.3.2.2), even though the degradation of
flying qualities was due to sideslip problems with the low Id/Aui configu-
rations and to bank angle problems with the moderate &l/Aid configurations.
Since the break points were so close, and since the figures describe different
manifestations of the same phenomena, the break points were made identical
for both the low 1,/10d configurations (AAwdvs. d ) and moderate Il/Al
configurations (p /0 vs.

The sideslip excursion criteria were thus presented in the form shown
in Sketch 1.

0 -90 -180 -270 -360

Sketch 1 f
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* As with the fosc/o 4v requirement, it can be seen from Sketch I that
the specified value of 4_1,,yaries significantly with •a . Thi: difference
is almost totally due to the differences in ability to coordinate during turn
entries and exits. Since 1j is a direct indicator of the difficulty a pilot
will experience in coordinating a turn entry, variation of 4,A,,,,wwith tý is
to be expected. For -18004 e A -270%, normal coordination may be effected,
that is, right rudder pedal for right rolls. Thus, even if large sideslip
excursions occur in rudder-pedal-free rolls (the condicions under which the

A/ia,"4rtests are conducted), when coordinating in the normal manner sideslip
oscillations can be readily minimized. As 0 varies from -270° to -360°
coordination becomes increasingly difficult, and in the range -360O , -• 900
cross controlling is required to effect coordination. Since pilots do not
normally cross control and, if they must, have great difficulty in doing so,
for -3600*,fo-900, oscillations in sideslip either go unchecked or are
amplified by the pilot's efforts to coordinate with rudder pedals.

Although the Reference F1 data were orginal]y worked up in the form of
a form similar to 'hat used by References F72, F73, and F74, it was

decided to retain the concept used in Paragraph 3.4.9 of MIL-F-8785 of relating
the amount of allowable sideslips to the roll performance requirements. Through
this tie to roll performance requirements, the effect of Class and some of the
effects of Flight Phase and Level are taken into consideration. In the
Reference Al requirements, this concept is retained through the parameter "4 " .

In MIL-F-8785, the amount of allowable sideslip is scaled down by the
ratio of the aileron deflection used in a given test to the aileron deflection
needed to meet the roll performance requirements. This is a good parameter to
use if the roll performance requirements can be met and if roll performance
varies linearly with aileron deflection. To circumvent the problems that arise
if either or both of these conditions do not hold, the parameter "k " has been
related to the ratio of roll performance rather than to the ratio of control
deflection. Further, to avoid interdependence of requirements, commanded roll
performance in a test is ratioed to the roll performance requirements of Table
IX so that the sideslip requirement can be applied even if the aircraft does
not meet the roll performance requirements.

In certain cases, Reference Al allows use of rudder pedals to meet the
roll performance requirement. It is rational to determine "commanded roll
performance" and A with the same rudder pedal use. But note that the rudder
pedals cannot be used in testing for sideslip excursions. For example, take
Class II, Category A, Level 1. From Table IX, (4) = 450 in 1.4 sec.
With 1/4 aileron and just enough rudder pedal to counteract adverse yaw,

( 150 in 1.4 sec (from flight-test results), so = 15/45 0.333.
That value of 4 is used in determining compliance with 3.3.2.4.1 during rudder-
pedals-free rolls. Other examples are given in 6.2.6.

To transform the Reference F1 data into terms of A.A.Wr as presented
Y in Figure 5 rather than 4/4,/ the data were multiplied by the Of/ required

for the aircraft type (Class IV)Iand Flight Phase Category (A), which is
60 degrees in 1 second.
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Comparing these curves with the MIL-F-8785 adverse yaw requirement of
S•I s5o, it can be seen that for Level 2 operation, the adverse yaw require-
ment is identical. However, the figure shows that for Level 1 operation or
for airplanes exhibiting proverse yaw, the allowable sideslip is considerably
less.

In determining the Flight Category C requirements, data were examined
from References F72, F73, B96 and B91, and from current aircraft. From these
data, it was concluded that for airplanes exhibiting adverse yaw characteristics,
satisfactory ratings could be obtained with up to 100 of sideslip, and accept-
able ratings could be obtained with up to 150 of sideslip. Based on this, the
Level 1 boundary for Flight Phase Category C was scaled up from the Level 1
boundary for Flight Phase Category A as shown in Figure 6 of Reference Al.

To check the validity of the requirements for Flight Phase Category
C, as they relate to fA , the Level 1 and 2 boundaries were compared with the
low bd/AId data of References G10 and Gll (Figure 6). The boundaries were
transformed into the form 4A,8ax from, 4!8,/!, by use of the p4 appropriate
to Flight Phase Category C, that is,, = 30 degrees in 1 second. It can be
seen from Figure 6 that the criteria are consistent with the available data.
It should be noted that whereas the data of Figure 5 (and 7) are based on the
CAL pilot rating scale, the data of Figure 6 are based on the Cooper scale.
Thus Level 2 for Figure 5 (and 7) is at PR 6.5, whereas Level 2 for Figure 6
is at PR r-5.

To determine the requirements for Flight Phase Category B, the data
of Reference F22 were examined. The data (Figure 7) were transformed from
the form4,m/p to Ad#by use of the od believed to be appropriate to the
entry mission. A value of 4 z 30 degrees in 1 second was selected. From
Figure 7 it can be seen that the data are consistent with the curves selected
for Category C Flight Phases.

The preceding discussion presents the rationale and the data which
support the requirement of 3..3.2.4.1. As with the roll rate requirements of
3.3.2.2.1, the sideslip requirements of 3.3.2.4.1 are applicable for small
inputs only. In order to be able to test for large control inputs, an
additional but more lenient requirement (3.3.2.4) similar to that stated in
MIL-F-8785 has been specified. In this way the more comprehensive requirement
of 3.3.2.4.1 on sideslip limitations can be incorporated without losing the
ability to flight test for compliance with large control inputs. Also, as
in 3.3.2.2, it might have been desirable to include larger-amplitude rolls.
This was not done for the reason discussed under 3.3.2.2.

There is no quantitative Level 3 requirement. Here also the rationale
presented in the discussion of 3.3.2.2 applies.
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Effect of Lateral Acceleration

Although the sideslip requirements are not a function of speed, they
will only be limiting at low speed. At high speed, parameters such as side
force and side acceleration will more probably limit the amount of sideslip
that can be generated. To gain some insight on this area, the sideslip and
side acceleration characteristics of eight current aircraft were examined
and are presented in Figure 8. From this figure it can be seen that the
amount of sideslip generated, following a step aileron input of sufficient
size to meet the roll performance requirements, is such that the maximum
lateral acceleration at the center of gravity is generally less than 0.2 g's.

No experimental data were found that pertained directly to this area;
however, References F53, F37, M49 and F76 investigated the effect of side
accelerations in connection with investigation of Dutch roll dynamics on
flying qualities.

Reference F53 reports an investigation of lateral acceleration at the
pilot's head (due to lateral, rolling and yawing accelerations of the aircraft)
for Dutch roll periods between 1 and 4 seconds. An amplitude of acceleration
of ± 0.02g was sometimes perceptible to the pilot. An amplitude of ±O.025g
was always perceptible but was considered unsatisfactory for a long flight,
while an amplitude of ±0.08g was considered very unsatisfactory for any
mission this (fighter) aircraft might perform.

Reference F37 reports the ability of pilots to tolerate oscillatory
lateral acceleration to which they were exposed during automatically controlled
fighter intercepts. Since these runs were of fairly short duration and the
pilot acted primarily as an observer, the results presented in Figure 9 differ
somewhat from those of Reference F53.

For Reference M49, the safety pilot induced constant-amplitude rolling
oscillations at various frequencies while a subject pilot rated the accept-
ability of the resulting motions, taking "into account the degree of which the
conditioq would interfere with their normal (fighter) aircrew duties." The
results of this program are presented in Figure 10 in terms of lateral accel-
eraticn at the pilot's head versus frequency.

Reference F76 is unable to correlate lateral acceleration with pilot
rating in a program investigating the effects of various Dutch roll dynamic
characteristics on flying qualities, in which e(, bd , IA/,eldand 4#/A,
were varied over wide ranges. Reference F76 concludes:

"The difficulty with the acceleration calculations is
L believed to be that the acceleration calculated above

"- "iis not what the pilot feels. He is not a rigid body,
and he is not rigidly attached to the airframe. The
nature of his anatomy and of his attachment to the
airplane are such that he receives some feel through
"his feet, hands, and back, but primarily through his
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ischial tuberosities (his two seat bones), which are
in effect attached to the airframe through relatively
heavy vertical springs, and through relatively light
transverse springs. He thus gets most of his feel
through vertical forces, and couples, on his ischia.
If the restraints were idealized to zero lateral re-
straint, he still would feel the moment about his own
body axis, as the reacting couple of his ischia,
independent of height. The problem is further compli-
cated inasmuch as the pilot's reaction to the Dutch
roll oscillation must be by sight as well as by feel."

Reference F76 also points out that phasing of the Dutch roll (phase
angle between pO and/, ) greatly affects the magnitude of lateral acceleration
felt by the pilot, changing it by a factor of 4 or 5 in addition to affecting
how "natural" or "unnatural" the motion feels.

The data of Reference E80 (Figures 11-14) were also examined for the
F-86 and F-84 airplanes performing typical fighter maneuvers. By comparing
Figures 11 and 12 with Figures 13 and 14, it can be seen that although the
amount of sideslip generated fell off rapidly as speed increased, the amount
of side acceleration generated was relatively constant, with peak values of
approximately 0.3 g's.

From these observations, it can be seen that even if lateral accel-
eration is an important independent flying qualities parameter, not enough
research has been performed to formulate a requirement on lateral acceleration A
at this time. Further research is being performed, however, to try and
assess the influence of lateral acceleration on allowable roll-sidesl p
coupling and acceptable Dutch roll characteristics.
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3.3.2.5 CONTROL OF SIDESLIP IN ROLLS

REQUIREMENT

3.3.2.5 Control of sideslip in rolls. In the rolling maneuvers described in
3.3.4, but with the rudder pedals used for coordination for all Classes,
directional-control effectiveness shall be adequate to maintain zero sideslip
with a rudder pedal force not greater than 50 pounds for Class IV airplanes
in Flight Phase Category A, Level 1, and 100 pounds for all other combinations
of Class, Flight Phase Category, and Level.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.4.14

DISCUSSION

This paragraph, like Paragraph 3.4.14 in MIL-F-8785, is aimed at en-
suring that full coordination can be achieved during rapid turn entries with
reasonable rudder-pedal forces. The allowable rudder-pedal forces have been
reduced from 180 pounds to the specified values since 180 pounds was considered
to be excessive, particularly for Class IV airplanes. Since the rudder-pedal
deflections can be rather intricate, the requirement is stated in terms of
control effectiveness rather than a demonstration in which the pilot keeps
zero sideslip.

2i8

i
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3.3.2.6 TURN COORDINATION

REQUIREMENT

3.3.2.6 Turn coordination. It shall be possible to maintain steady coordinated
turns in ither direction, using 60 degrees of bank for Class IV airplanes, 45
degrees of bank for Class I and II airplanes, and 30 degrees of bank for
Class III airplanes, with a rudder pedal force not exceeding 40 pounds. It
shall be possible to perform steady turns at the same bank angles with rudder
pedals free, with an aileron stick force not exceeding 5 pounds or an aileron
wheel force not exceeding 10 pounds. These requirements constitute Levels I
and 2 with the airplane trimmed for wings-level straight flight.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None.

DISCUSSION

This requirement is new a id was introduced as a result of recommen-
dations received during meetings with industry.

The objective of the requirement is to ensure that only modest rudder
pedal forces are required when performing coordinated turns and only modest
aileron control forces are required when rudder pedals ,-a not used. The
steepness of the turn is a function of airplane Class c; correspond with
normal operational use.

As mentioned in the discussion of 3.3.1.3, there is a close tie
between turn coordination and spiral stability.
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"3.3.3 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL PILOT-INDUCED OSCILLATIONS

HREQUIREMENT

"3.3.3 Pilot-induced oscillations. There shall be no tendency for sustained
or uncontrollable lateral-directional oscillations resulting from efforts of
the pilot to control the airplane.

RIILATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None.

DISCUSSION

This paragraph has been added on the recommendation of Reference A2.
It is very similar to the requirement of Paragraph 3.3.5.2 in the Longitudinal
section of MIL-F-8785. The requirement applies to all levels since zero or
negative closed-loop damping are to be avoided under any flight condition or
failure state.
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3.3.4 ROLL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS

3.3.4.1 ROLL PERFORMANCE FOR CLASS IV AIRPLANES

REQUIREMENT

5.3.4 Roll control effectiveness. Roll performance in terms of bank angle
change in a given time, • , is specified in table IX and in 3.3.4.1. Aileron
control commands shall be initiated from zero roll rate in the form of abrupt
inputs, with time measured from the initiation of control-force application.
Rudder pedals shall remain free for Class IV airplanes for Level 1, and for
all carrier-based airplanes in Category C Flight Phases for Levels 1 and 2;
but otherwise, rudder pedals may be used to reduce sideslip that retards
roll rate (not to produce sideslip that augments roll rate) if rudder pedal
inputs are simple, easily coordinated with aileron-control inputs, and
consistent with piloting techniques for the airplane Class and mission. Roll
control shall be sufficiently effective to balance the airplane in roll
throughout the Seivice Flight Envelope ýn the atmospheric disturbances of
3.7.3 and 3.7.4.

3.3.4.1 Roll performance for Class IV airplanes. Additional or alternate
roll performance requirements are specified for Class IV airplanes in 3.3.4.1.1
through 3.3.4.1.4. These requirements take precedence over table IX.

3.3.4.1.1 Air-to-air combat. For Class IV airplanes in Flight Phase CO, the

roll performance requirements are:

Time to roll through

90 degrees 360 degrees

a. Level 1 ---------------- 1.0 second 2.8 seconds

b. Level 2 -------------- ---1.3 seconds 3.3 seconds

c. Level 3 ---------------- 1.7 seconds 4.4 seconds

3.3.4.1.2 Ground attack with external stores. The roll performance require-
ments for Class IV airplanes in Flight Phase GA with large complements of
external stores may be relaxed from those specified in table IX, subject to
approval by the procuring activity. For any external loading specified in the
contract, however, the roll performance shall not be less than:

a. Level 1 ---------------- 90 degrees in 1.7 seconds

b. Level 2 ............- 90 degrees in 2.6 seconds

c. Level 3 ---------------- 90 degrees in 3.4 seconds.
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For any asymmetric loading specified in the contract, aileron control power
sha.l be sufficient to hold the wings level at the maximum load factors
specified in 3.2.3.2 in the atmospheric disturbances of 3.7.3.

3.3.4.1.3 Roll rate characteristics for ground attack. Class IV airplanes
in Flight Phase GA shall be able to roll through 180 degrees in not more
than twice the time to roll through 90 degrees. This requirement specifies
Level 1 with the rudder pedals remaining free throughout the maneuver and
Levels 2 and 3 with the rudder pedals employed to reduce sideslip in the
manner described in 3.3.4.

3.3.4.1.4 Roll response. Stick-controlled Class IV airplanes in Category
A Flight Phases shall have a roll response to aileron control force not
greater than 15 degrees in 1 second per pound for Level 1, and not greater
than 25 degrees in 1 second per pound for Level 2. For Category C Flight
Phases, the roll sensitivity shall be not greater than 7.5 degrees in 1 second
per pound for Level 1, and not greater than 12.5 degrees in 1 second per
pound for Level 2. In case of conflict between the requirements of 3.3.4.1.4
and 3.3.4.2, the requirements of 3.3.4.1.4 shall govern.

MIL-F-8785B

TABLE IX. Roll Performance Requirements

ri ight

Class :ategory Level I Level 2 Level 3

A • * . o0 in 1.3 soc * - 60' in 1.7 set 0, " 60" in 2.6 sac

8 - 60" In 1.7 sac 0 " 60" in 2.5 sac 4 " 60" in 3.4 sac

C 0 - 30" in 1.3 sac 04 " 30' in 1.8 $ec 0 " 30" in 2.6 sec

II A Ot - 45"in 1.4 sec 4. 45" in 1.9 sac -. 45" in 2.8 sac

I! 8 O - 45" in 1.9 sac -. 45* in 2.8 sec 4- 45" in 3.8 sac

11-L C' 0r , 30" ir 1.8 sac a. 30" in 2.5 sec 4- 30" in 3.6 sac

II-C c( 0 - 25" in 1.0 svc 4. 25" in 1.5 sac 4. 2S• in 2,0 sac

A 4t - 30" in 1.5 sac 4. 3U" in 2.0 sac 30 1 in 3.U sac

Ill Of * 30' in 2.0 sc O - 30• in 3.0 sec ' 30 in 4.0 %sc

t -' 4- 30" in 2.5, sec , - * in 3.2 sac 0, - 3•' in 4.0 sec

A 0 " 90" in 1.3 wec 4 - 90" in 1.7 sac *- aU" in 2,6 sec

IV B 04 90" in 1,7 sec O" 90" in 2.5 sec 0, . 90" in 3,4 occ

C t  #4. 311r in 1.0 sec 0, 30" in 1.3 sec 0' 30' in 2.1. .
Lxcept as the requirements are modified in 3.3.4.1

I For takeoff, the required bank angle can be reduced proportional to the
ratio of the maximum rolling moment of inertia for the maximum authorized
landing weight to the rolling moment of inertia at takeoff, but the
Level I requirement shall not be reduced below the listed value for
Level 3.

**At altitudes below 20,000 feet at the high-speed boundary of the
Service Flight Dnvelope, the Level 3 requirements may be substitu.ed
for the Level 2 requirements with all Systems functioning normally.
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RELATED NIIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.4.16, 3.4.16.1, 3.4.16.7, 3.7.5

DISCUSSION

General

Roll control effectiveness determines the maneuverability of an air-
plane in roll, analogous to the way in which limit load factor or elevator
effectiveness determines the maneuverability of an airplane in pitch. It
is thus a parameter of fundamental importance.

The roll performance requirements of MIL-F-8785 are stated in terms

of average po/zv, peak ohu/zV, R6/z , bank angle in one second and steady-
state roll rate. Aircraft industry representatives voiced a great deal of
dissatisfaction with the existing lateral control requirements, particularly
with the parameterp 6 /zv , and suggested that a complete revision was in
order. They also expressed dissatisfaction with the large number of parameters
that is currently used, in addition to those listed above, to specify roll
performance. According to Reference GS,

"A new criterion for lateral control power should be determined
which would ideally be applicable to both large and small
airplanes, to both slow and fast airplanes, and to both
conventional and unconventional airplane configu.ations."

A difficulty in attempting to specify rational, realistic roll per-
formance requirements in this general specification is that roll performance
is probably more closely related to airplane type and mission than is any
other characteristic. A detailed analysis revealed that there should -'

logically be far more sets of roll performance requirements than there are
adequate data to support. A great deal of weight has therefore been placed
on relationships between roll performance required to maneuver and to counter
the response to atmospheric disturbances, and on those aspects of the MIL-F-8785
roll performance requirements that did stand the test cf time.

The characteristics of a large number of current aircraft were examined
(References Pl to P52). Where sufficient data were found, the roll performance
characteristics of an airplane were related to its acceptability in performing
its operational missions. The roll characteristics were also compared to the
applicable MIL-F-8785 requirement and to the applicable requirement of
Reference Al. The results of this study are presented in Appendix VD. The
study showed that although the p,6/zV requirements are adequate for conventional
propeller.driven aircraft, they are too stringent for high-speed or small-wing-
span airplanes, and are too lenient for low-speed or large-wing-span airplanes.
The study also strongly supports the roll performance requirements of Reference
Al even though current aircraft have, in general, slightly poorer roll perform-
ance capabilities than will be required by Reference Al.
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Bank Angle in a Specified Time,,'o,.

In Reference F8, it wai concluded from an extensive survey of roll
flying qualities that, "For combat and cruise conditions, the pilot opinion
aspects of roll performance are most accurately and conveniently measured in
terms of the bank angle achievable in a given time in response to an abrupt
full aileron (stick) input." In keeping with this concept, for fighter air-
craft in combat, Reference F8 uses the parameter #, (bank angle in 1 sec),
and for heavy bombers or transports in cruise uses the parameter #¢ (bank
angle in 2 sec). For all airplanes in approach and landing, Reference F8
uses steady roll rate to cover maneuvering requirements, and the parameter t,
(time to roll through 300) as the most practical parameter to cover the gust
recovery aspects. Reference A14 (see Figure 1) has incorporated similar ideas
into a proposed requirement for fighter aircraft in which steady roll rate
is plotted against f for power and combat configurations.

In revising the roll performance section of the specification, the
main objectives were to select parameters that were direct and meaningful
to the pilot, and that most precisely defined the physical situation appro-
priate to the aircraft type and Flight Phase Category. Although no single
parameter was found to be adequate to specify requirements for the large
combination of aircraft types and flight phases, the number of parameters
which have to be considered has been minimized. Roll performance requiremen•ts
have been specified in terms of time to bank to characteristic bank angles,
as a function of airplane Class and Flight Phase Category. In this way the
same type of parameter can be used throughout, yet each parameter can be
tailored to the basic maneuverability characteristics. The selected bank
angles for up-and-away flight (Flight Phase Categories A and B) and landing
approach (Flight Phase Category C) are indicated below.

Class
Flight Phase
Category I II III IV

A and B 60* 450 300 90g

C 300 _3 0 _ 1_300 300

Although the parameter `'# is used throughout. this discussion, for
practical considerations the parameter #t is used in Reference Al for spec-
ifying roll performance requirements. Not only is the numerical value of Or
proportional to roll performance (whereas #e is inversely proportional to
roll performance), but when roll-sideslip coupling affects the bank angle
time history, the bank angle achieved in a specified time is a more meaningful
measure of roll performance than is the time to reach a specified bank angle.

In Reference B80 (Figures 2-5), a study was made of the actual rates
and amounts of control motion used by service pilots while performing squadron
operational training missions with fighter aircraft. From the data it can
be seen that of the three performance parameters f4/1v , pay and r the
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values of the parameter ta that were available and that were achieved re-

mained far more constant over most of the speed range than did those of pb/zv (
or Pwmx. Since in general the available performance as measured by. tF., was

greater than the achieved performance, this would indicate that for those

aircraft performing that role, the pilots desired a given value of ere*,
Since the achieved values of tre, were in general between 1 and 2 seconds,
the parameter j#l would also be descriptive of the physical situation and would

also be a valid parameter to use. On the other hand, for large aircraft

which have longer maneuver times, performance during the first second is not

as critical, so their roll performance requirements should more properly be

based on a longer period of time. Thus, by basing individual airplane Class

requirements on a realistic physical situation, the chance of specifying a

poor requirement is reduced.

Further indication of the merits of tp or #t parameters can be obtained

from examination of the data and iso-rating curves of Reference F30 for

fighter airplanes (Figures 6-8). The curves of constant pilot rating of

Figure 8 were more closely approximated by curves of tgo, or ý, than by curves

of P.j . On the other hand, curves of very poor pilot rating, where the pilot

was in danger of losing control of the aircraft and where maneuvering wonld be

expected to be restricted, are more closely approximated by curves of corstant

time to 30 degrees.

An approach sometimes taken is to specify roll performance as a function

of such parameters as 'z 4 , or o versus r,. However, for non one-
degree-of-freedom rolling motions where the Dutch roll and roll mode are
coupled, the roll performance can vary widely from that indicated by a point
or curve on the Z e . or o0 versus tR plot. This can be seen, for
example, in the roll rate time histories presented in Figure 27 of the dis-
cussion of Paragraph 3.3.2.2; all time histories have the same values of
,4ýrz and Z. . Thus a direct requirement on desired performance is not only
simpler, but more precise.

The range of load factors over which all requirements apply (3.1.7,
3.1.8) is from no(-) to no(+) or from n(-) to n(+); but commonly demonstration
is at 1g. AFFTC pilots recommend that the roll requirements apply up to 2/3

or 3/4 nL, at least for Class IV airplanes (in rolling pullouts, the MIL-A-8861
structural limit is 0.8 nL). But a few apparently satisfactory operational
airplanes do employ elevons, with reduced roll-control authority at aft stick
positions. However, no systematic study seems to have been made. For lack
of sufficient data, we have left the matter open in this paragraph of the
general specificati.on. Of course, when bank-to-bank maneuvers are used for
flight demonstration, moderate load factors up to 1.4 (for 900 total change
in bank angle) will'be involved. Certain tactics require high roll control
capability at n#l: for example, rolling onto a ground target from a pop-up
maneuver or avoiding an obstacle during a pull-up from a ground-attack run.

Discussion of the quantitative criteria specified in Table IX and
3.4.4.1 of Reference Al is given in the following sections by airplane Class.
To aid in correlating data, plots of initial roll acceleration versus e
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were prepared, which shows lines of constant steady roll rate following a
step aileron input based on a one-degree-of-freedom rolling motion, that is,
f o• = 'j,, . Curves of constant t%7  , to •x, t' L .. , and t, o. were

calculate-i from the equation t 2=fR [t. -R( e-/'V*J and were superimposed
on these plots based on a 0.2-second aileron ramp input for Class I and IV
airplanes, a 0.4-second aileron ramp input .for Class II airplanes, and
a 0.6-second aileron ramp input for-Class III airplanes. The effect of the
ramps was calculated by inserting step inputs at one half the ramp time.
These ramps were selected t6 at least partially take into account flight
control system effects when comparing data which use different parameters.
The roll performance and roll damping requirements are presented in graphical
form in Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12 for Class I, II, III and IV airplanes,
respectively. The Flight Phase Categories and Levels are denoted by the
symbols Al, A2 , B1 , B2 , C1 and C2 .

Requirements for Class IV Airplanes

Flight Phases Categories A and B

Comments from industry pertaining to roll performance requirements
indicated that, in their opinion, the present requirement of 4f = 900 is too
high. Two manufacturers specifically recommended a value of .4, = 60%, and
several manufacturers stated that even Af = 600 was higher than was needed
for ground attack or than could be obtained with many present day fighters
when carrying a large load of external stores. Reference F8 concluded that,
"For fighter airplanes in combat condition, ... 4 greater than about 500
appears to be a reasonably well supported requirement from both the standpoint
of pilot rating and usable maneuvering capability." The Reference F30 data
(Figure 13) indicate that ý, z 100* is considered optimum, but that ý, - 400
to 500 is still rated as satisfactory. From consideration of the Reference F30
data and from the requirements in MIL-F-8785, Reference A14 (Figure 14) pro-
posed a lower limit equivalent to od/ = 400 and an upper limit equivalent to
ý/ = 90%. Finally, Reference B80 (Figure 5) shows that fighter pilots utilize
6's as great as 900 over at least portions of the flight envelope, and

Reference F31 (Figure 15) shows that, at least for the F-100, pilots require
far greater roll acceleration and roll rate capability in performing aerial
combat maneuvers than in carrying out air-to-ground gunnery and bombing.

Consideration of these factors and of the fact that fighter aircraft
normally operate over a wide speed range, carry a great variety of external
stores, and perform many different tasks, dictates that the roll performance
requirements for Class IV airplanes must be flexible. This flexibility- is
achieved through the application of Flight Phase Categories and Levels, and
through special requirements directed at ground attack with external stores
and at air-to-air combat.

A bank angle of 60 degrees in one second (#/ = 600) was selected as
the basic Flight Phase Category A, Level 1 requirement. Since, as explained
previously, requirements for Class IV airplanes in up-and-away flight are to
be expressed in terms of rolling maneuvers through 90 degrees, the roll per-
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formance requirement as obtained from Figure 12 is #, = 90 degrees in 1.3
seconds. : It should be noted that, since this requirement must be met through-
out the Operational Flight Envelope, in general greater roll performance than

iU -90 degreesin I- second may be achieved when not operating near the limits
"of the Operational Flight Envelope (Figure S).

Maneuverability is extremely important in fighter airplanes and, aswe
have-seen, most critical for air-to-air combat. The fighter pilots who were
queried were strongly in favor of keeping the 01 = 900 requirement for that
case. Therefore, to ensure that fighters in air-to-air combat have the roll

-•performance capability that experience shows is required, requirements
directed specifically at the CO Flight Phase have been specified in 3.3.4.1.1.
These require that during a 360 degree roll the airplane be able to roll
through the first 90 degrees in:

`(a) for Level 1: 1 second (d, = 90*) and average 150 degrees per

second through the remaining 270 degrees,

(b) for Level 2: 1.3 seconds (0 * 600) and average 135 degrees
per second through the remaining 270 degrees, and

(c) for Level 3: 1.7 seconds (jJ 2 400) and average 100 degrees
per second through the remaining 270 degrees.

The requirements at #> 90° are to prevent undue interference of roll limiters
or roll-sideslip coupling with rolling performance. It appears that 3600 rolls
are actually used in air-to-air combat.

Many iactors were considered in determining the Level 2 requirements.
In MIL-F-8785 the roll performance requirements for operation on the alternate
control system are, in general, half the requirements for normal operation.
In Reference F30, (Figure 13) the Cooper rating 5 curve corresponds to about C
50% of the roll performance of the Cooper rating 3.5 curve. Since, as ex-
plained previously, these Cooper ratings roughly correspond to the Level 2 and
Level 1 boundaries respectively, the factor of two is again evident. Using
this as a criterion, the Level 2 requirement for Flight Phase Category A
would be half the Level 1 requirement, or •! = 30 degrees. Other factors,
though, must be considered.

Under the concept used in Reference Al, there are conditions under
which the requirement of4t = 90 degrees in 1.3 seconds would not have to be
met, even if all systems were functioning normally and the aircraft were in
up-and-away flight: (1) in a B Category Flight Phase, or (2) outside the
Operational Flight Envelope but within the Service Flight Envelope. To ensure
that, regardless of planned missions or usage a fighter aircraft will always
be able to perform fighter missions throughout its Service Envelope, the
Flight Phase Category A, Level 2 requirements have been made the same as the
Flight Phase Category B, Level 1 requirements, and both are somewhat more
stringent than would be required if the sole criterion were that the flying
qualities be acceptable in the event of a probable, but infrequent, emergency.
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Thus the problem reduces to determination of the minimum flying
qualities required to perform any fighter mission adequately. Several reports,
References F27, F32 and F38, which were directed specifically at this area,
were examined. These reports, which are discussed on pp. 27-29 of Reference F8,
indicate that surprisingly low roil performance is required for most fighter
missions. From consideration cf all these factors, the value proposed by
Reference A14 of = 400 was selected as the basis for the Flight Phase
Category B, Level i requirement and the Flight Phase Category A, Level 2
requirement. From Figure 12, the equivalent value in terms of rolling maneuvers
through 90 degrees is 0 = 900 in 1.7 seconds.

4e = 90 degrees in 1.7 seconds was also used as the basic roll perform-
ance requirement for the ground attack flight phase with large complements of
external stores (3.3.4.1.2). This relaxation is proposed in deference to the
severe design problem with large rolling moments of inertia, since available
data and discussions with pilots tend to support some relaxation from the

4e= 90 degrees in 1.3 second requirement. Further, since asymmetric store
loadings both intentional and as a result of failures, are a fact of life, the
requirement that the pilot be able to hold the wings level while pulling
"g" is a reasonable and necessary requirement. In 3.3.4.1.3 roll rate require-
ments for ground attack have been specified to ensure that the airplane can
roll effectively through the large (180 degrees) bank angles involved in that
Flight Phase.

The reduction in flying qualities in going from Level 1 to Level 2 for
Flight Phase Category B was rade about the same as going from Level I to
Level 2 for Flight Phase Category A. This resulted in a requirement of #= 900
in 2.5 seconds for Flight Phase Category B, Level 2.

From Reference F30, (Figure 13), a Cooper rating of 6.5 corresponds
roughly with a steady roll rate of 15 deg/sec. The curve almost exactly
corresponds to a t?,* = 2.6 seconds curve. Since, as discussed previously,
a Cooper rating of 7 was selected as the Level 3 criterion, a requirement
of Of = 30 degrees in 3 seccnds, which corresponds roughly to a steady-state
roll rate of 12 deg/sec, is indicated as the Level 3 requirement from these
data. Operational personnel considered this limited roll capability to be
far too low to actually retain control in many present-day missions. The
Level 3 requirements are therefore more stringent than is indicated by the
Reference F30 data. They were selected instead to require approximately
half the rolling moment required for Level 2.

No maximum roll performance limit has been specified. Although the
data of Reference F30 (Figures 6-8) indicate that an upper limit exists, it
is believed that the degradation in flying qualities is caused by over-
sensitivity rather than too much control power. Requirements on sensitivity
to cover this condition have been specified in Paragraphs 3.3.4.1.4 and 3.3.4.2
of Reference Al (see the discussion of 3.3.4.2).
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Flight Phase Category C

The requirement of MIL-F-8785 specifies average pb/zV= 0.05 for the
first 30 degrees of bank. FGr an airplane with b = 35 ft and V = 200 fps,
-# 335/sec for the first 30. Thus • 30 degrees in 1 second.

in Reference G10 (Figure 16), which reports on lateral-directional
flying qualities for the power approach, off = 30 degrees was required to
achieve a Cooper rating of 3.5 - 4.0 and pf! = 20 degrees was required to
achieve a Cooper ratir.g of 5.0 - 5.5. These ratings correspond to Level 1 and
Level 2, respectively.

In Reference G5 (Figure 17), ainother in-flight program using fighter
aircraft in the landing approach, it was found that for all carrier-based
aircraft, #y - 20° was required to obtain performance between marginal and
unsatisfactory. 'Marginal" was defined as "barely enough response to pick
up a wing with no control to spare," and unsatisfactory was defined as "in-
sufficient response to pick up a wing consistently to assure a safe landing."
This ties in well with what is required for Level 3 flying qualities.
Reference GS recommends this minimum requirement for land-based fighter
airplanes as well, but lacks supporting data.

The values of A - 300 and A/ = 200 have thus been selected ais the basis
for the Flight Phase Category C requirements. As previously discussed,
rolling maneuvers through 30 degrees were selected to express Flight Phase
Category C requirements, so the requirements as obtained from Figure 12 are:
6 - 30 degrees in 1 second and a 30 degrees in 1.3 seconds fer Level 1
and Level 2, respectively.

As for the A and B Category Flight Phases, the Level 3 requirements
were selected to provide approximately half the rolling acceleration provided
by the Level 2 requirements.

Requirements for Class III airplanes

Flight Phase Categories A and-B

In discussing required characteristics of large airplanes, Reference F8
concludes: "For heavy bombers or transports in cruise, bank angle in two
seconds, #2 , greater than about 250 - 300 for normal loadings seem to be
indicated by the little available data (Table II)" - see Figure 18. Since the
condition described pertains to Flight Phase Category B, and since no conflict-
ing data have been uncovered, 6# = 30 degrees in 2.0 seconds was selected as
the Flight Phase Category B, Level 1 requirement.

Little data were found that pertained to requirements for Category A
Flight Phases, such as high-speed, low-level flight. However, one manufacturer
of large aircraft suggested a value of ý! = 300 for this situation. In
Reference F27 (Figures 19-21), the problem of terrain and collision avoidance
is examined, and from Figures 19, 20 and 21 it can be seen that the point of
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Uiminishing return on roll performance is at lower values of average roll rate
for lower normal-acceleration capability. While this study indicates that
average roll rates up to 60 deg/sec would still provide significant improvement
in avoidance capability for maneuvers initiated at short range, the resulting
requirement could possibly be unrealistic. If pAV = 30 deg/sec is selected
as a value that provides reasonable payoff for a 2g avoidance maneuver, the
corresponding roll performance in terms of time to 300, assuming A a 600 and

1 second, is approximately ee,= 1.5 seconds. For lack of more definite
data, and since tje = 1.5 second would make the A and B Flight Phase Category
requirements for Class III airplanes in the same ratio as was found necessary
for Class IV airplanes, Je a 30 degrees in 1.S seconds was selected as the
Flight Phase Category A, Level 1 requirement.

As with Class IV airplanes, it was felt advisable to make the Flight
Phase Category A, Level 2 requirements the same as the Flight Phase Category
B, Level I requirements; so far Flight Phase Category A, Level 2, • a 30
degrees in 2.0 seconds was selected.

For Flight Phase Category B, Level 2, the MIL-F-8785 approach of
halving requirements was used, giving a = 30 degrees in 3.0 seconds for
this condition. Level 3 requirements are approximately half the corresponding
Level 2 requirements.

Flight Phase Category C

In the last few years, considerable data pertaining to roll performance
requirements for large aircraft in the landing approach have been generated.
References C2 and C7 report on in-flight and fixed-base evaluation studies and
Reference B39 presents pertinent data for 21 large aircraft..

Reference C2 (Figures 22-24) concluded that #f from 4 to 5 degrees in
1 second is satisfactory. Although there is considerable scatter, the data
indicate that # = 2 to 3 degrees in 1 second is required for acceptable
flying qualities.

Reference C7 (Figure 25) shows that with a maximum wheel throw of ±60
degrees (the value specified in Reference Al), a Cooper rating of 3.5
corresponds to 4, = 4.5 degrees in 1 second, while a Cooper rating of S
corresponds to o 4 2.0 degrees in 1 second. These Cooper ratings correspond
to Level 1 and Level 2 flying qualities respectively. When the data of
Figure 26 (also from Reference C7) are examined, however, it can be seen that
more control power is required to achieve a given level of flying qualities
in the presence of atmospheric disturbances. The data indicate that, for the
level of atmospheric disturbance simulated in this program, #, z 6 degrees in
1 second is required for Level 1 and a 0,1e4 degrees in 1 second is required
for Level 2. The results from the programs of Reference C2 and C7 are
presented in Figure 29 at their respective values oft.

The boundaries proposed by Reference B39 (Figures 27 and 28) are also
presented in this figure. The presentation is valid since the input aileron
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ramp time assumed on the figure (0.6 seconds) is almost the same as'the ramp
time assumed by Reference B39 (0.5 seconds). The upper boundary is drawn
betoeen ratings of marginal and unacceptable. The definitions of the terms
as used in the Reference B39 study (see p. 17 of Reference B39) suggest
that the upper boundary corresponds more closely with Level 2 than Level 1
flying qualities, while the lower boundary closely corresponds to Level 3
flying qualities.

Interpreting the data presented in Figure 29 in terms of tho philosophy
discussed in "Interpretation of Pilot Rating Data, 0 v30 degrees in 2.5
seconds was selected as the Level 1 criterion, A a 30 degrees in 3.2 seconds
was selected as the Level 2 criterion, and ), 36 degrees in 4 seconds was
selected as the Level 3 criterion.

This criterion is consistent with the conclusions reached in Reference
F8 that: "For large airplanes on approach, the most accurate and convenient
metric, generally descriptive of pilot desires, is the time required to roll
through 30,t' , following an abrupt maximum aileron (wheel or stick) input.
The data available indicated that values of ejo greater than about 3 to 3.5
sec are unacceptable," and that "Large-airplane approach maneuvering requirg-
ments seem to demand minimum steady roll rates, p,, greater than about 12N
ISO/sec." Comparison of the selected criterion with that of Reference F8
(shown as a crosshatched area in Figure 29) shows that the selected Level 2
criteria generally lie within the acceptable/unacceptable band of Reference F8.

Although available data indicate that different requirements should
apply to large than to small aircraft for the landing approach, it may be
questioned why this should be so. Should not the requirements be the same
when the aircraft are doing the same thing?

There are at least two reasons why they should not be expected to be
the same: one is the differing response to atmospheric disturbances and the
other is tactics. The type of approach and landing pattern that the specifi-
cation must allow for is far different for fighters than for transports. It
must be anticipated that fighters will employ flat breaks or battle breaks,
whereas transports will normally make straight-in approaches or employ
rectangular patterns. Also, since fighters often take off and land in
formation, provision must be made for hitting severe jet wash. This, coupled
with the fact that the response to a given level of atmospheric disturbances
will normally be more severe for fighters than for transports, dictates that
fighters have greater available roll power in the landing approach than do
transports.

Resuirements for Class I and II airplanes

Since there are very little research data pertaining directly to these
classes of airplanes, the approach taken in defining requirements is based on
general basic differences in size, maneuverability and response to atmospheric
disturbances of the four classes of airplanes.
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Ilistorically and rationally, maneuverability in roll has been related
"to maneuverability in pitch: six-g airplanes have far greater roll performance
than two-g airplanes. From examination of structural specifications (listed
in Section 6.8 of Reference Al), it was observed that in general, limit load
factors required for basic missions associated with Class IV airplares were
high and that limit load factors required for basic missions assoc.ated with
Class III airplanes were relatively low. Further, limit load factors for basic
missions associated with Class I and II airplanes were generally intermediate
to those of Class III and IV airplanes, with basic missions associated with
Class I airplanes generally requiring higher load factors than basic missions
associated with Class 11 airplanes. Thus, on the basis of maneuverability,
roll performance capability (from greatest to least) should be in the order of
Class IV, I, II and Ill. This order is'consistent with MIL-F-8785 and is
further justified when response to atmospheric disturbances is considered,
since response to atmospheric disturbances is generally greatest for Class I
and IV airplanes and is progressively less for larger, higher moment of
inertia airplanes, that is, Class II and III airplanes.

Thus, on the basis of maneuverability requirement and response to
atmospheric disturbances, it was decided that Class I and II roll response
requirements should be between those of Class III and Class IV airplanes.
This approach is supported by Reference F8 in analyzing roll performance
requirements for airplanes intermediate in size between fighters and heavy
bombers or transports. Reference F8 states that for intermediate airplane
types:

"a. In cruise conditions 'satisfactory' values of p.
steadily diminish in going from light trainers
(T-37A through T-39) to small utility transports
(MAC-119A) to medium bombers (B-66B) or
fighter-bombers (F-105B).

b. In appro zh conditions the data are too sparse
to show trends but it appears that values of z,
intermediate to those for fighters and heavy

bombers are permissible. For example, the
B-66B with fop and #, almost identical to the
F-lO1A, but with a to'of 1.7, is rated excellent,
whereas the F-101A with a tv of 1.3 is rated
satisfactory."

Since so little data on Class I and II airplanes are available,
quantitative requirements were obtained by selecting Class I and II roll
performance requirements such that roll performance increases in equal multiples
in going from Class III, to Class II, to Class I, to Class IV airplanes. These
values were then checked against what data are available to obtain at least
partial verification.
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Some data on Class I and small Class II airplanes were obtained from
Reference B96. In data presented in Figure 30, it could be determined that
the airplane the report describes as being sluggish had a #, of approximately
17 degrees in the landing approach. The report states that "for satisfactory
handling qualities, airplanes of this class should produce helix angles on
the order of 0.07 radian, ... " Assuming representative wing spans, approach
speeds and roll mode time constants, this transforms top, 20 degrees. At
of 20 degrees checks almost exactly with the selected value ofot = 30 degrees
in 1.3 seconds for Flight Phase Category C, Level 1 for Class I airplanes.
The Class I, Flight Phase Category A and B requirements also look consistent
with a pb/*v a 0.07 requirement, even if minimum operational speeds are con-
sidered to be quite low.

In Appendix VD, the roll performance characteristics of thirteen
Class II airplanes are discussed. These data generally strongly support the
specified roll performance requirements for Class II airplanes.

Takeoff

The roll performance requirements for takeoff are relaxed from the
Flight Phase Category C requirements as a function of the rolling moment of
inertia. A relaxation is possible since normally there is less lateral-
directional maneuvering at takeoff than during an approach. Moreover, a
relaxation is desirable since a given ,et requirement may be difficult to meet
at high takeoff gross weights and rolling moments of inertia. On the other
hand, since at high inertias gust response is less than at low inertias, it
is possible to reduce the specified Flight Phase Category C 4' requirements
proportional to the ratio of rolling moments of inertia, while retaining
roughly the same gust recovery capability.

Roll Response

The roll response requirements for Class IV airplanes are discussed
in Section 3.3.4.2, Aileron control forces.

Balancing Rolling Moments

The statement in 3.3.4 on balancing rolling moments iý necessary
catch-all requirement. By incorporating specific atmospheric :.sturbances
it gives increased assurance of controllability in severe tui.bu.ence and
discrete gusts.
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3, .,, . 2 A IIIiR(N CONTROl. FORCES

HliQIII RFI:iqNT

3.. 31,2 Aileron control forces. The stick or wheel force required to obtain
the rolling performance speciT-ed in 3.3.4 and 3.3.4.1 shall be neither
greater than the maximum in table X nor less than the breakout force plus:

a. Level I -- one-Fourth the values in table X

1). Level 2 ..- one-eighth the values in table X

c. L.evel 3-- zero

TABLE X. Maximun: Aileron Control Force

Level Class Flight Phase Maximum Maximum
Category Stick Force Wheel Force

(lb) (lb)

I, II-C, IV A, B 20 40

C 20 20
IT-l, III A, B 25 50

C 25 25
I, II-C, IV A, B 30 60

C 20 20

JI-L, III A, B 30 60

C 30 30

3 All All 35 70

RlIA'I'1Ii MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.4.16.3, 3.7.5

DISC[JSSION

Maximum Forces

The maximum stick and wheel forces specified in 3.4.16.3 of
MIL-F-8785, in terms of the airplane Classes defined in Reference Al, are as
fol lows:
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Class I: 25-lb stick force or 50-lb wheel force

Classes II and III: 25-lb stick force or 50-lb wheel force

Class IV: 20-lb stick force or 40-lb wheel force

Classes II-C and IV-C in landing configuration: 20-lb stick force
or 20-lb wheel force.

The maximum stick and wheel forces specified in 3.7.5 of MIL-F-8785
for control on the alternate system are as follows:

All classes: 30-lb stick force or 60-lb wheel force, with the
exception that in the landing configuration the maximum for Class II-C and
IV is 20-lb stick force or 20-lb wheel force.

The maximum stick and wheel forces for Levels I and 2 of Reference Al
have been mapped directly from MIL-F-8785 into Table X with the following
three exceptions:

(1) In MIL-F-8785, land-based Class IV ai.-planes with wheel
controllers in the landing configuration were allowed 20-lb
force when operating on the alternate system and 40-lb force
when operating normally; in Reference Al they are restricted
to 20-lb force for both Level 1 and Level 2 operation.

(2) Since it is anticipated that, in general, Class I airplanes
will be utilized in missions where they will be required to
maneuver considerably in roll, the maximum forces have been
made the same as those specified for Class II-C and IV
airplanes, rather than the same for Class II-L and III as
is done in MIL-F-8785.

(3) To permit one-hankded operation in the landing approach,
maximum forces for all classes for Flight Phase Category C
are 30 lb or less.

The recommended maximum stick force for Level 3 is the same as that
required for spin recovery, and is consistent with physiological data presented
in Reference B20. The maximum wheel force retains the ratio of 2:1 between
wheels and sticks that is used throughout MIL-F-8785.
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"Minimum Forces (Roll response sensitivity)*

The minimum stick and wheel force requirements and the roll response
requirements of 3.3.4.1.4, which are really roll response sensitivity require-
ments, replace the requirement in paragraph 3.4.16.3 of MIL-F-8785 which states:
"At 0.8 V14 , the peak lateral control force required to obtain the rolling
performance specified in Table VI shall not be less than half the above
values." The Reference Al minimum force requirements are far more lenient
(and it is believed far more realistic) than the MIL-F-8785 requirements.

In specifying sensitivity requirements, a decision had to be made
whether to specify it in terms of aileron control force or displacement.
Reference F8 studied this question but found no data that clearly resolved the
problem. Although undoubtedly both force and displacement cues are important
to the pilot, recent experimental data indicate that sensitivity in terms of
force (at least for stick controllers) is of more significance than sensitivity
in terms of displacement.

To determine minimum stick forces, the results of five experimental
programs employing stick controlled aircraft or simulators were examined:
Reference Fl, Reference F30, Reference GIO, Reference FS, and Reference F22.

Program of Reference F1 (Flight Phase Category A)

In this in-flight lateral-directional flying qualities program for a
typical fighter mission, the pilots were allowed to select the sensitivity of
the aileron control. The resulting "optimum" sensitivities are presented in
Figure 1. The data have been replotted in terms of rolling acceleration per
inch of stick deflection, L'd , in Figure 2; and in terms of rolling
acceleration per pound of stick force , in Figure 3. The spring rate,

s / •s;, = 3.81 lb/in.

Program of Reference F30 (Flight Phase Category A)

SIn this program which utilized a rolling simulator and several fighter
aircraft, a parametric variation of zLdad,,Mand 2, was made to determine
lateral control requirements for fighter aircraft performing fighter missions.
As such, the results of this program should be directly comparable to the
results of the program of Reference Fl.

[*

NOTE: In this text "roll sensitivity" refers to dý whereas "roll response
sens'itivity" refers to 1 /
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Although the results of this program are presented in Figure 4 in
terms of Zd6,d'&~,,*xvs tR , it is believed that in the region of high 4djtd,%,MX,
the pilot rating boundaries are determined more from sensitivity considerations
than from maximum control power considerations. To quote from Reference F30:
"His control difficulties in the overall region of high zz e,4,rxvalues were
further compounded because of the extreme stick sensitivity in this region
wherein small stick deflections commanded large roll rates and roll accel-
erations."

That the pilot was concerned with control sensitivity rather than
control power is fucthe±" cunf1rmed by the study (supported by simulation) of
Reference F27. By noting whether or not the pilot either: (a) never hit the
control stops, (b) sometimes hit the control stops, or (c) always hit the
control stops during bank angle change maneuvers, it was possible to determine
the region on the d/a,,,avs 2, plane where the aircraft was control-power
limited. From Figures S through 7, where the results of this program are
superimposed on the results of Reference F30, it can be seen that the
configurations were control-power limited for low values of zj d'., and 2 ,
whereas for large 4 j.<1 S and 2 , other factors degraded the flying
qualities. .

Plotting the data of Reference F30 for optimum configurations in terms
of sensitivity parameters rather than in terms of maximum control power, the
data of Reference F30 can be compared directly with the data of Reference Fl.
The Reference F30 data are plotted in terms of roll acceleration per inch in
Figure 2 (dt,= ±5 in.) and in terms of roll acceleration per pound in
Figure 3. Optimum values and the values corresponding to Level 1 and Level 2
flying qualities are also shown. The spring rate, '¶r /', is 2 lb/in.

Since the stick force gradient in the program of Reference F1
('• /SA = 3.81 lb/in.) was approximately twice that in Reference F30, and
since the type of aircraft and type of control tasks were very similar (Flight
Phase Category A), a direct comparison between the data of the two programs
can be made to determine the relative merits of force and displacement
sensitivity. In comparing the optimum-sensitivity data of Reference F1 for

= 0.4 seconds with that of Reference F30, greater weight should be given to
the high-optimum-sensitivity points of the Reference F1 data than to the low-
sensitivity points, since the low-sensitivity points are associated with
configurations of poor pilot rating. For the configurations with poor flying
qualities, the gain was reduced to minimize the effect of the undesirable
characteristics (for example, aileron yaw).

From consideration of the optimum-sensitivity data of References Fl
and F30, as presented in Figures 2 and 3, it can be seen that the correlation
between the data in terms of roll acceleration per force is better than in terms
of roll acceleration per displacement. Furthermore, it can be seen that the
data points of constant pilot rating lie approximately along lines of constant
#, (bank angle in one second). This suggests that, at least for Class IV

aircraft performing fighter missions, roll response sensitivity can be best
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expressed in terms of #~/~(bank angle in 1 second per pound). It '
further be seen that the data points from Reference F30 for maximum satisfactory
roll response sensitivity lie along a curve of #1 / 15 degrees/lb; for
acceptable flying qualities, ý1/'<q & 25 degrees/lb. Both sets of data
indicate that for optimum roll response sensitivity t /f• should be about
10 degrees/lb. A possible exception is indicated by the low- rf data of
Reference Fl, where somewhat lower optimum roll response sensitivities were
selected by the pilots.

These data were used directly to specify the roll response
requirements of 3.3.4.1.4 that apply to stick-controlled Class IV airplanes
performing Category A Flight Phases.

Program of ReA'tLtii tWO (Flight Phase Category C)

In order now to compare the fighter-airplane data for up-and-away
flight with data for the landing approach, consider the in-flight data of
Reference GIO shown in Figures 8 through 13. The values of optimum, Level 1
and Level 2 control sensitivities for several values of 27R were replotted onto
Figure 14 from Figure 8. Using a force gradient of 4.4 lb/in., the data were
then plotted on Figure 15 in terms of force.

From comparison of Figures 3 and 15 it can be seen that the optimum
roll response sensitivity, maximum satisfactory roll response sensitivity, and
maximum acceptable roll response sensitivity, in terms of rolling acceleration
per force for the landing approach, are about half that for respective levels
of flying qualities for Flight Phase Category A. These data were used directly
to specify the roll response requirements of 3.3.4.1.4 that apply to stick-
controlled Class IV airplanes performing Category C Flight Phases.

Program of Reference FS (Flight Phase Category B)

Reference FS reports on an in-flight investigation of the flying
qualities of re-entry vehicles performing maneuvers characteristic of Flight
Phase Category B. Although aileron yaw was the primary variable, aileron
sensitivity was also varied and pilot comments pertaining directly to control
sensitivity were obtained. From examination of the pilot comment data for

Configurations B-2, B-2A, B-3A, and B-4A on Figure 16, it can be seen that
for:

Configuration B-2 - the sensitivity is too high

Configuration B-2A - no ,-omments are made regarding sensitivity,
so presumably it is satisfactory

Configuration B-3A - specific comments on the desirable sensitivity

Configuration B-4A - requests greater control sensitivity
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From the characteristics of the configuration given on pages 3-61,
3-62, and 3-63 of Reference FS, the sensitivity characteristics for these four
configurations are plotted on Figure 18 in terms of roll acceleration per inch
and on Figure 19 in terms of roll acceleration per pound.

Program of Reference F22 (Flight Phase Category B)

Reference F22 reports on another in-flight investigation of the flying
qualities of re-entry vehicles, so is also applicable to Flight Phase Category
B. From the data presented in Figure 17, it can be seen that the flying
qualities are satisfactory over a wide range of sensitivities. By plotting
the data c.i Figures 18 and 19 and comparing with the data from Reference F5,
it can be seen that optimum roll response sensitivity occurs around b /F• = 5
degrees/lb, which is similar to that for Flight Phase Category C but somewhat
lower than for Flight Phase Category A. On the other hand, it can be seen
that the maximum satisfactory value of roll response sensitivity more nearly
corresponds to that for Flight Phase Category A at approximately 'I'S :z 18
degrees/lb. The spring rate for this program was i/• = 2 lb/in.

Minimum Stick Forces

In order now to convert the roll response sensitivity requirements
from the parameter A/,A6 to the parameter used in MIL-F-8785 (minimum control
force required to meet the roll performance requirements), it is necessary to
examine the roll performance requirements in paragraph 3.3.4 of Reference Al.
From Table IX, for fighter aircraft in Flight Phase Category A, #t = 90 degrees
in 1.3 seconds for Level 1. From the discussion of paragraph 3.3.4, #e = 90
degrees in 1.3 seconds is very similar to•/ = 60 degrees. From the previous
discussion, it was determined that maximum satisfactory roll response sensitivity
for fighter aircraft in Flight Phase Category A wasA 4/FPz 15 degrees/lb.
Thus, the minimum stick force to meet the roll performance requirements is

60 degrees in 1 sec =4 lb.
I degrees in 1 sec/lb

Considering now the landing approach requirements from Table IX of
Reference Al, for fighter aircraft in Flight Phase Category C, 4l = 30 degrees
in 1 sec for Level 1. From the previous discussion it was determined that
maximum satisfactory roll response sensitivity for fighter aircraft in Flight
Phase Category C was about half that for Flight Phase Category A, that is,

#/r, v 7.5 degrees/lb. Thus, the minimum stick force to meet the roll
performance requirements is

30 degrees in 1 sec 4 lb.
7.5 degrees in 1 sec/lb
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These data therefore indiP.ate that, at least under some conditions,
the minimum forces can be much less than those specified in MJL-F-8785. But
these maximum sensitivities would result in somewhat higher minimum forces
over much of the Operational Flight Envelope if, as would be expected, roll
performance over much of the envelope is better than required. Thus, since
4 pounds represents the lowest satisfactory minimum stick force, a minimum force
value of one quarter the maximum values specified in Table X of Reference Al
have been specified for Flight Phase Categories A and C, which results in
minimum forces between 5 and 6 pounds. In addition to the requirements of
3.3.4.2, direct roll response sensitivity requirements in terms of the
parameter F /F. have been specified in 3.3.4.1.3 for stick-controlled Class
IV airplanes.

Examination of the Flight Phase Category B sensitivity data and roll
performance requirements indicates that the roll response sensitivity require-
ments for Flight Phase Category B could be somewhat more lenient (that is,
lower minimum /~) than those for the other Flight Phase Categories. However,
because of the interaction effects of breakout force with sensitivity, and in
order to minimize complexity, the Flight Phase Category B roll response
sensitivity requirement has been made the same as that for the other Flight
Phase Categories.

Available data show that maximum acceptable roll response sensitivity
is almost twice as great as maximum satisfactory roll response sensitivity.
Since maximum acceptable stick forces specified in Table X are slightly greater
than maximum satisfactory stick forces, minimum stick forces for Level 2 have
been made one-eighth the maximum specified Level 2 stick forces.

Actual minimum satisfactory or acceptable stick forces will depend
stronigly upon the breakout force and other control system characteristics.
For example, Reference B39 states, "With regard to breakout force, it is known
that an aircraft with a breakout force of roughly 50% of the force to apply
full control can.be flown, but is generally unpleasant to handle and lacks
precision of control." Thus, maximum satisfactory and acceptable sensitivity
will be different for each airplane and must be determined on an individual
basis.

It should be noted that by relating sensitivity requirements to roll
performance requirements, the conflict of whether to relate sensitivity to
roll rate or roll acceleration is avoided (see discussion in Section II of
Reference F8). At low rq, where ailerons essentially command roll rate, the
curves approximate curves of constant roll rate; whereas for large r, , where
ailerons are more accelerating-ordering, the t curves more closely approximate
lines of constant initial roll acceleration. Thus the Reference Al roll
response sensitivity requirements take into account the changing nature of the

roll response as a function of .

Minimum Wheel Forces

The proposed minimum wheel force requirements are based on discussions
and data in References B39 and C7.
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From a review of the literature and from pilot comments pertaining to
large aircraft in the landing approach, Reference B39 suggests a sensitivity
limit for satisfactory flying qualities of 1.5 degrees per sec/lb. Since the
Reference Al roll performance requirement for Class III aircraft in the landing
approach is approximately 20 deg/sec in terms of steady roll rate, the force
required to meet this roll performance at a sensitivity of 1.S degree per
sec/lb is

20 x 13 pounds

1.5

Reference C7 found, from ground-based simulation results, that
maximum satisfactory roll response sensitivity occurred at #,/ dqw = 0.37
deg/deg of wheel (Figure 20). The spring gradient was 0.28 ib/deg. Thus, for
an aircraft with these characteristics, the roll response sensitivity would
convert to 1.24

- 44(deg/sec)/lb.
" W .28

At this sensitivity, the force required to attain a steady roll rate of
20 deg/sec is

204 = 5 pounds..• ~~4.4 ...

One aircraft manufacturer has found minimum wheel forces as low as
8 pounds to be satisfactory.

These data thus indicate quite a spread in minimum wheel forces.
This suggests that for wheel-controllers, roll response per wheel deflection
may be a better parameter than roll response per wheel force. Since there
were insufficient data to resolve the question, however, the minimum wheel
force requirements were specified in the same manner as for center sticks.
Further, since the ratio of minimum to maximum forces for sticks was relatively
"consistent with the data on wheels, the same ratios were applied to wheels as
were applied to sticks.
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Figure 16 (3.3.4.2)

SUMMARY OF PILOT COMMENTS FOR IN-FLIGHT CONFIGURATIONS
(FROM REFERENCE F5)
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3.3.4.3 LINEARITY OF ROLL RESPONSE

REQUIREMENT

3.3.4.3 Linearity of roll response. There shall be no objectionable non-
linearities in the variation of rolling response with aileron control deflec-
tion or force. Sensitivity or sluggishness in response to small aileron
control deflections or forces shall be avoided.

J RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPH

3.14.16.8

DISCUSSION

This requirement is similar to MIL-F-8785 paragraph 3.4.16.8, but has
been generalized to prohibit objectional nonlinearities for any size aileron
control input. The requirement is directed at precision of control. Objec-
tionable nonlinearities have been detents, nonlinear force gradients, nonlinear

,,(X#5) or C( d'A4), spoiler lag, etc. It has not been possible to specify
values for tolerable levels of such nonlinearities, so reliance must be placed
on avoidance or on pilots' evaluations.

Tests using 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 and full aileron are commonly used to
demonstrate compliance. Such tests can also be used to help determine /< for
use in 3.3.2.4 and 3.3.2.4.1.
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3.3.4.4 WHEEL CONTROL THROW

REQUIREMENT

3.3.4.4 Wheel control throw. For airplanes with wheel controllers, the
-•. wheel throw necessary to meet the roll perf rmance requirements specified in

3.3.4 shall not exceed 60 degrees in either direction. For completely
mechanical systems, the requirement may be relaxed to 80 degrees.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPH

3.4.16.4

DISCUSSION

This paragraph replaces paragraph 3.4.16.4 of MIL-F-8785. The wheel
control throw has been reduced from the MIL-F-8785 value of ±90 degrees to
±60 degrees in keeping with the trend toward lower wheel throw angles. A
smaller wheel throw facilitates flying, particularly for one-handed operation.
Also, as the Reference C7 data indicate (Figure 1), to maintain a desirable
roll response sensitivity in terms of roll performance per degree of wheel
deflecticn, the smaller the wheel throw, the lower the required roll perform-
ance. (This is valid providing roll effectiveness is equal to or greater
than the specified roll effectiveness requirements.)

Reference A8 makes recommendations concerning the amount of wheel
throw for one-handed operation, and, although the comments pertain to VTOL
vehicles, the recommendation may well be of general applicability. The
Reference A8 recommendation is that for one-handed operation, the wheel throw
should not exceed 60 degrees in each direction.

A wheel throw of *80 degrees for completely mechanical systems has
been specified in deference to the airplane designer.
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3.3.4.5 RUDDER-PEDAL-INDUCED ROLLS

REQUIREMENT

3.3.4.5 Rudder-pedal-induced rolls. For Levels 1 and 2, it shall be possible
to raise a wing by use of rudder pedal alone, with right rudder pedal force
required for right rolls and left rudder pedal force required for left rolls.
For Level 1, with the aileron control free, it shall be possible to produce
a roll rate of 3 degrees per second with an incremental rudder pedal force of
SO pounds or less. The specified roll rate shall be attainable from coordi-
nated turns at up to 130 degrees bank angle with the airplane trimmed for
wings-level, zero-yaw-rate flight.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

* None.

DISCUSSION

This requirement is new and is specified for the reasons given in
the discussion of requirements pertaining to sideslips under paragraph 3.3.
It does not absolutely require stable Og, because it can be met with a rudder-
aileron interconnect. For the same reason, this requirement does not
necessarily have implications on survivability or vulnerability.

A number of pilots who once preferred a "completely uncoupled airplane"
now, after further experience and reflection, support this requirement.
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3.3.5 DIRECTIONAL CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS

REQU I REMENT

3.3.5 Directional control characteristics. Directional stability and control
characteristics shall enable the pilot to balance yawing moments and control
yaw and sideslip. Sensitivity to rudder pedal forces shall be sufficiently
high that directional control and force requirements can be met and satisfactory
coordination can be achieved without unduly high rudder pedal forces, yet
sufficiently low that occasional improperly coordinated control inputs will not
seriously degrade the flying qualities.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.4.11, 3.4.14, 3.4.15

DISCUSSION

This is a general catch-all requirement on balancing yawing moments.
Requirements on rudder pedal forces for specific conditions are given in the
paragraphs referenced below:

3.3.5.1 (speed change)
3.3.5.2 (wave-off/go-around)
3.3.6 (steady sideslips)
3.3.7, 3.3.7.1, 3.3.7.2 (cross winds)
3.3.8 (dives)
3.3.9.1, 3.3.9.2, 3.3.9.5 (asymmetric thrust)
3.4.3 (spins)

The related MIL-F-8785 requirements were examined for validity and
changed as necessary. A qualitative requirement on another important flying
qualities parameter, rudder-pedal sensitivity, has been included. A quanti-
tative requirement could not be specified because of insufficient data.
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3.3.5.1 DIRECTIONAL CONTROL WITH SPEED CHANGE

REQUIREMENT

3.3.5.1 Directional control with speed change. When initially trimmed

directionally with symmetric power, the trim change of propeller-driven air-
planes with speed shall be such that straight flight can be maintained over
a speed range of *30 percent of the trim speed or *100 knots equivalent air-
speed, whichever is less (except where limited by boundaries of the Service
Flight Envelope) with rudder pedal forces not greater than 100 pounds for
Levels 1 and 2 and not greater than 180 pounds for Level 3, without retrimming.
For other airplanes, rudder pedal forces shall not exceed 40 pounds at the
specified conditions for Levels 1 and 2 nor 180 pounds for Level 3.

3.3.5.1.1 Directional control with asymmetric loading. When initially trimmed

directionally with each asymmetric loading specified in the contract at any
speed in the Operational Flight Envelope, it shall be possible to maintain a
straight flight path throughout the Operational Flight Envelope with rudder
pedal forces not greater than 100 pounds for Levels 1 and 2 and not greater

than 180 pounds for Level 3, without retrimming.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.4.11

DISCUSS ION

This requirement is based on the requirement stated in the first
sentence of paragraph 3.4.11 of MIL-F-8785. In response to comments from
industry and governmental agencies, the allowable rudder pedal forces have
been reduced and have been made a function of type of propulsion, that is,
either turbojet or propeller-driven. In the absence of propeller slipstream
effects a more stringent requirement, which is closer to pilots' desires, is
feasible to meet.

An additional requirement directed specifically at airplanes with
asymmetric loading has been specified in 3.3.5.1.1. Its aim is to help keep
pilot workload within bounds during the Flight Phases of an operational mission.
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3.3.5.2 DIRECTIONAL CONTROL IN WAVE-OFF (GO-AROUND)

REQUIREMENT

3.3.5.2 Directional control in wave-off (go-around). For propeller-driven
Class IV, and all propeller-driven carrier-based airplanes, the response to
thrust, configuration, and airspeed change shall be such thait the pilot can
maintain straight flight during wave-off (go-around) initiated at speeds down
to Vs(PA) with rudder pedal forces not exceeding 100 pc nds when trimmed at
Vomin(PA). For other airplanes, rudder pedal forces shall not exceed 40

pounds for the specified conditions. The preceding requirements apply for
Levels 1 and 2. For all airplanes the Level 3 requirement is to maintain
straight flight in these conditions with rudder pedal forces not exceeding
180 pounds. For all levels, bank angles up to 5 degrees are permitted.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.4.11

DISCUSSION

This requirement is based on the requirement stated in the last
sentence of paragraph 3.4.11 of MIL-F-8785. Allowable rudder pedal forces
have been made a function of type of propulsion as in paragraph 3.3.5.1 of
Reference Al. Changes have been made to conform more closely to the actual
flight situation during a wave-off (Navy) or go-around (AF), and the require-
ment now applies to all airplanes. The need is obvious.

Asymmetries of configuration or thrust may be normal conditions (such
as some asymmetric store loadings) or the result of Failure States (such as
propulsion failure). The bank angle permitted is the same as for the specific
requirements on control for asymmetric thrust (3.3.9.2).
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3.3.6 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS IN STEADY SIDESLIPS

REQUIREMENT

3.3.6 Lateral-directional characteristics in steady sideslips. The require-
ments of 3.3.6.1 through 3.3.6.3.1 and 3.3.7.1 are expressed in terms of
characteristics in rudder-pedal-induced steady, zero-yaw-rate sideslips with
the airplane trimmed for wings-level straight flight. Paragraphs 3.3.6.1
through 3.3.6.3 apply at sideslip angles up to those produced or limited by:

a. Full rudder pedal deflection, or

b. 250 pounds of rudder pedal force, or

c. Maximum aileron control or surface deflection,

except that for single-propeller-driven airplanes during wave-off (go-around),
rudder pedal deflection in the direction opposite to that required for wings-
level straight flight need not be considered beyond the deflection for a
10-degree change in sideslip from the wings-level straight flight condition.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPH

3.4.3

DISCUSSION

The p;.ragraphs within this section of Reference kl were obtained
pr.marily from a reorganization of paragraphs 3.4.3, 3.4.4, 3.4.5, 3.4.6,
3.4.6.1, 3.4.6.2, 3.4.7, 3.4.7.1 and 3.4.9 of MIL-F-8785. These were pulled
together into one section since they all relate to airplane characteristics
in steady rudder-pedal-induced sideslips. Furthermore, it is believed that
the paragraphs have been most logically and precisely divided according to
content by considering them as relating either to rolling moments, yawing
moments or side forces in steady sideslips. The requirements have been
altered very little, since this type of requirement is needed and in general
has stood the test of time in the form of required airplane response and
aileron-control inputs during steady rudder-pedal induced sideslips. Some
operational uses of sideslips are listed in the discussion of 3.3. It should
be noted that, although paragraphs 3.4.10 and 3.4.11.1 of MIL-F-8785 also
refer to steady sideslip conditions, they are not covered in this section
because of special implications to other areas of flying qualities. Paragraph
3.4.10 was omitted since it does not relate to rudder-pedal-induced sideslips
(see Reference Al, 3.3.9.4), and 3.4.11.1 was omitted since it has special
implications to cross-wind landings (see Reference Al, 3.3.7.1).

Paragraph 3.3.6 was obtained from a reorganization of paragraph 3.4.3
of MIL-F-8785 and, to avoid any ambiguity, pertains to rudder-pedal induced
sideslips only. The type of airplane to which the wave-off (go-around)
exception applies has been clarified.
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Structural limitation is not given as one of the limitations on the
"size of sideslip that it is necessary to consider since the 250 pound rudder
pedal force is well within the 300 pound force required to meet the structural
specification requirements (MIL-A-8861).

Note that it must be possible to reach one of these limits to meet
these requirements. For example, an airplane that diverges uncontrollably at
a sideslip angle within all these limits is clearly unsatisfactory.
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3.3.6.1 YAWING MOMENTS IN STEADY SIDESLIPS

REQUIREMENT

3.3.6.1 Yawing moments in steady sideslips. For the sideslips specified in
3.3.6, right rudder pedal deflection and force shall produce left sideslips
and left rudder pedal deflection and force shall produce right sideslips.
For Levels I and 2 the following requirements shall apply. The variation of
sideslip angle with rudder pedal deflection shall be essentially linear for
sideslip angles between +15 degrees and -is degrees. For larger sideslip
angles, an increase in rudder pedal deflection shall always be required for
an increase in sideslip. The variation of sideslip angle with rudder pedal
force shall be essentially linear for sideslip angles between +10 degrees and
-10 degrees. Although a lightening of rudder pedal force is acceptable for
sideslip angles outside this range, the rudder pedal force shall never reduce
to zero.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.4.4, 3.4.5

DISCUSSION

The requirement combines paragraphs 3,4.4 and 3.4.5 of MIL-F-8785.
At the request of industry, the range of linearity of rudder pedal force was
reduced from *IS degrees of sideslip to *10 degrees of sideslip. This change
does not seem objectionable to pilots, as long as rudder pedal deflections
for larger sideslip angles remain stable. It is consistent with the rudder
pedal force requirement. Rudder overbalance is still prohibited.

If one of the factors listed in 3.3.6 limits attainable sideslip to
less than *IS degrees, the requirements of 3.3.6.1 of course do not apply
beyond that smaller sideslip angle.

Because of possible control cross-coupling, meeting this requirement
will not necessarily assure static directional stability. However, the
control-surface-fixed requirement of 3.3.1.1 should assure a stable
"dynamic C,"
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3.3.6.2 SIDE FORCES IN STEADY SIDESLIPS

REQUI REMENT

3.3.6.2 Side forces in steady sideslips. For the sideslips of 3.3.6, an

increase in right bank angle shall accompany an increase in right sideslip,
and an increase in left bank angle shall accompany an increase in left
sideslip.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPH

3.4.8

DISCUSS ION

This requirement replaces paragraph 3.4.8 of MIL-F-878S and is worded
almost identically. It is possible, though unlikely, to d? ign an airplane
that will not meet this requirement (Reference Bll shows in terms of
stability and control derivatives). While there is some elidence that pilots
do not object to zero bank in straight sideslips, opposite bank seems to be
disconcerting. This was particularly apparent, according to an Air Force
witness, in B-15 landing approaches.
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3.3.6.3 ROLLING MOMENTS IN STEADY SIDESLIPS

REQUIREMENT

3.3.6.3 Rolling moments in steady sideslips. For the sideslips of 3.3.6, left

aileron-control deflection and force shall accompany left sideslips, and right
aileron-control deflection and force shall accompany right sideslips. For
Levels 1 and 2, the variation of aileron-control deflection and force with
sideslip angle shall be essentially linear.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.4.6, 3.4.7

DISCUSSION

This requirement combines paragraph 3.4.6 and most of paragraph 3.4.7
of MIL-F-8785 and specifies the sense of required aileron-control inputs in
essentially the same way as MIL-F-8785. It does not necessarily require
positive effective dihedral, because of possible control cross-coupling effects.

In reviewing this requirement, consideration was given to putting some
lower limit on dihedral effect since data such as those presented in
Reference GIO (Figure 1) indicate that zero or low '4A is undesirable.
Reference G1O indicates that the zero /_ configurations were down-rated
because the pilots were forced to use rudder pedals to damp the Dutch roll
oscillations. Fighter pilots, in particular, desired some dihedral to enable
them to damp the Dutch roll using ailerons alone. This has implications
extending far beyond the scope of paragraph 3.3.6.3. The implications are
that:

(a) the I#/Ald response ratio is sufficiently large that
Dutch roll oscillations will show up in roll, and

(b) the combination of ,s (yaw due-to-aileron, etc.) andp/#
(phasing of the free Dutch roll oscillation) is such
that aileron control inputs to damp the roll
oscillations will generate yawing moments that damp

A oscillations.

It is hoped that the requirements under 3.3.2 will cope with these
implications. More work and data are necessary, however.
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3.3.0.3.1 EXCEPTION FOR WAVE-OFF (GO-AROUND)

REQUI REMIENT

3.3.6.3.1 Exception for wave-off (go-around). The requirement of 3.3.6.3
may, if necessary, be excepted for wave-off (go-around) if task performance
is not impaired and no more than 50 percent of roll control power available
to the pilot, and no more than 10 pounds of aileron-control force, are
required in a direction opposite to that specified in 3.3.6.3.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.4.6.1, 3.4.7.1

DISCUSSION

This requirement combines paragraphs 3.4.6.1 and 3.4.7.1 of MIL-F-8785.
Such relaxation has been found both necessary on occasion and tolerable. In
this paragraph, allowable aileron-control force is not made a function of the
type of controller, since one-handed operation must be assumed for the wave-ofi
or go-around maneuver. The phrase "available to the pilot" is used to take
into account the fact that control surface position can be determined by both
the pilot and the stability augmentation system. The pilot must be able to
cope with disturbances during this low-altitude maneuver, so a control margin
is provided. See the discussion of control power under 3.3.6.3.2.
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3.3.6.3.2 POSITIVE EFFECTIVE DIHEDRAL LIMIT

REQUIREMENT

3.3.6.3.2 Positive effective dihedral limit. For Levels 1 and 2, positive
effective dihedral (right aileron control for right sideslip and left aileron
control for left sideslip) shall never be so great that more than 75 percent
of roll control power available to the pilot, and no more than 10 pounds of
aileron-stick force or 20 pounds of aileron-wheel force, are required for
sideslip angles which might be experienced in service employment.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.4.6.2, 3.4.7

DISCUSSION

"The requirement specifies allowable control power necessary for the
sideslips and allowable aileron-control forces as a function of type controller.
Since this requirement relates directly to aircraft usage, that is, the size of
sideslip which "might be experienced in service employment," and since this is
a very strong function of aircraft type, the requirement is tied to normal
operational usage as was the corresponding requirement in MIL-F-8785. A margin
of control power must be left for the pilot to cope with disturbances.

As defined in 6.2.4, control power is expressed in terms of moment-
producing capability. There generally is a known or measurable relationship
between surface deflection and control moment. The margin stated must be
available to the pilot for effective control, over and above any surface
deflection used for stability augmentation. As noted in the discussion of
3.5.4.2, saturation of augmentation will not be allowed to prohibit safe use
of this control margin for maneuvering and compensating for disturbances.
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3.3.7 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CONTROL IN CROSS WINDS

GENERAL DISCUSSION t
Paragraphs 3.3.7, 3.3.7.1, 3.3.7.2.1 and 3.3.5.2.2 of Reference Al

replace paragraphs 3.4.13, 3.4.13.1, 3.4.13.2, 3.4.11.1, 3.7.6 and parts of
paragraphs 3.4.6.2, 3.4.7 and 3.4.16.5 of MIL-F-8785. Reference Al thus
incorporates into one section all requirements relating maximum allowable
aileron control and rudder pedal forces for takeoffs and landings in cross
wind conditions, thus greatly reducing the amount of cross referencing. The
main paragraphs within this section have been identified according to phase
of operation, that is: final approach (3.3.7.1), takeoff run (3.3.7.2),
landing rollout (3.3.7.2) and taxi (3.3.7.3).

The requirements are based on the philosophy that for Level I and 2
it must be possible to perform the severe task, although for Level 2 a
degradation in flying qualities is accepted. Thus the cross winds under which
a landing must be accomplished are the same for Levels I and 2, although
cockpit forces may increase for Level 2. For Level 3, both the severity of
the cross wind and the maximum allowable cockpit forces have been relaxed
from those specified for Level 1. ,

REQUIREMENT

3.3.7 Lateral-directional control in cross winds. It shall be possible to

take off and land with normal pilot skill and technique in 90-degree cross
winds, from either side, of velocities up to those specified in table XI.
Aileron-control forces shall be within the limits specified in 3.3.4.2, and
rudder pedal forces shall not exceed 100 pounds for Level I nor 180 pounds
for Levels 2 and 3. This requirement can normally be met through compliance
with 3.3.7.1 and 3.3.7.2.

TABLE XI. Cross-Wind Velocity

Level Class Cross Wind

I I 20 knots

and

2 II, III, & IV 30 knots

Water-based 20 knots
airplanes

3 All one-half the values
for Levels 1 and 2
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. RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.4.13, 3.4.13.1, 3.4.13.2, 3.4.11.1, 3.7.6, 3.4.6.2, 3.4.7, 3.4.16.5

DISCUSSION

The most significant change in this requirement is the reduction in
maximum specified cross wind for Class II, III and IV airplanes, from 40 knots
to 30 knots. A relaxation of this requirement was recommended by several air-
craft manufacturers and 30 knots was officially proposed by the Aerospace
Industries Association (AIA), in its proposed revision of MIL-F-8785
(Reference A2).

That some relaxation of the requirement is warranted has been
substantiated by a study performed by the USAF Environmental Technical
Applications Center (ETAC) in direct support of the MIL-F-8785 revision effort.
In the resulting ETAC report (Reference G2, Appendix 11), the following
recommendation is made: "The requirement that aircraft be able to land in
cross-winds up to 40 knots is too-severe for existing military airfields.
This requirement could be relaxed to 25 knots and still achieve at least 99.5%
operational effectiveness." This recommendation was made on the basis of
examination of wind velocity data (based, in general, on averages for one-
minute intervals taken hourly over a 5 to 10 year period) of 266 locations in
the contiguous United States and 36 overseas locations. The Azores, which
were considered critical in developing the MIL-F-8785 requirement, were not
among the locations studied.

Reference Al has specified a reduction to 30 knots rather than the
suggested 25 knots since:

a) 30 knots represents a significant decrease in the maximum
specified cross wind (decrease of 25%).

b) Although overall operational effectiveness may be 99.5%, the
operational effectIveness at individual locations such as
Shemyo and Thule, based on actual conditions, is somewhat
below that figure. In addition, operational effectiveness
depends upon forecast as well as actual conditions, and there
may well be a sizable difference between the percentage of
the time the wind at a given base is forecast to be above a
certain speed and the percentage of the time that it is
actually above that speed.

c) AIA recommended a 30-knot cross wind.

The requirement generally has been interpreted to specify ability to
land in the stated cross wind with essentially zero crab. The side-load
capacity of conventional landing gear is normally designed (MIL-A-8862) only
to allow a margin for decrabbing inaccuracies in service use, in attempted
zero-crab touchdowns.
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3.3.7.1 FINAL APPROACH IN CROSS WINDS

REQUI REMENT

3.3.7.1 Final approach in cross winds. For all airplanes except land-based
airplanes equipped with cross-wind landing gear, or otherwise constructed to
land in a large crabbed attitude, rudder and aileron-control power shall be
adequate to develop at least 10 degrees of sideslip (3.3.6) in the power
approach with rudder pedal forces not exceeding the values specified in 3.3.7.
For Level 1, aileron control shall not exceed either 10 pounds of force or
75 percent of control power available to the pilot. For Levels 2 and 3,
aileron-control force shall not exceed 20 pounds.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.4.11.1, 3.4.6.2, 3.4.7

DISCUSSION

This paragraph combines the requirements of paragraph 3.4.11.1 and
parts of 3. t.6.2 and 3.4.7 of MIL-F-8785, and incorporates them into the
cross-wind section. The requirements are relatively unchanged but have been
expanded to cover various levels. The concession to airplanes with cross-wind
gear was retained intact as a practical matter, although its deletion was
suggested so that there would be some requirement for such airplanes. In
operational experience, 10 degrees of sideslip has often been needed as a bare
minimum capability. See the discussion of control power under 3.3.6.3.2.
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3.3.7.2 TAKEOFF RUN AND LANDING ROLLOUT IN CROSS WINDS

REQUIREMENT

3.3.7.2 Takeoff run and landing rollout in cross winds. Rudder and aileron-
control power, in conjunction with other normal means of control, shall be
adequate to maintain a straight path on the ground or other landing surface.
This requirement applies in calm air and in cross winds up to the values
specified in table XI, with cockpit control forces not exceeding the values

Si: specified in 3.3.7.

RELATED MIL-F-8785

3.4,13

DISCUSSION

This requirement is taken relatively unchanged from paragraph 3.4.. 3

of MIL-F-8785. Although propeller torque and slipstream prevented some
World War II fighters from meeting such a requirement, that lack was always
undesirable.
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3.3.7.2.1 COLD- AND WET-WEATHER OPERATION

REQUIREMENT

3.3.7.2.1 Cold- and wet-weather operation. The requirements of 3.3.7.2 apply

on wet runways for all airplanes, and on snow-packed and icy runways for air-
planes intended to operate under such conditions. If compliance is not
demonstrated under these adverse runway conditions, directional control shall
be maintained by use of aerodynamic controls alone at all airspeeds above
SO knots for Class IV airplanes and above 30 knots for all others. For very
slippery runways, the requirement need not apply for cross-wind components
at which the force tending to blow the airplane off the runway exceeds the
opposing tire-runway frictional force with the tires supporting all of the
airplane's weight.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.4.13.2

DISCUSSION

This requirement is similar to, but expands upon, paragraph 3.4.13.2
of MIL-F-8785 to take into account operation f£'om wet or very slippery runways.
The need for the requirements is obvious. The low-speed limits for aerodynamic
control are based upon operational experience.

Some airplanes having large side area tend to be blown sideways when
there are high cross-wind components combined with very slippery runways. Under
these circumstances it would be unreasonable to require the airplane to take
off, so the cross-wind component for which the requirement applies is reduced
from that contained in Table XI to that value above which the airplane would be
blown off the runway with the tires supporting all of the airplane's weight.
When analyzing an airplane design for compliance with this requirement, however,
the expected variations in lift, side force, and cornering force (tire-runway
side force) with speed and load should be used.
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3.3.7.2.2 CARRIER-BASED AIRPLANES

REQUIREMENT

3.3.7.2.2 Carrier-based airplanes. All carrier-based airplanes shall be
capable of maintaining a straight path on the ground without the use of wheel
brakes, at airspeeds of 30 knots and above, during takeoffs and landings in
a 90-degree cross wind of at least 10 percent Vs(L). Cockpit control forces
shall be as specified in 3.3.7.

RELATED MIL-F-8785

3.4.13.1

DISCUSSION

This requirement is taken relatively unchanged from paragraph
3.4.13.1 of MIL-F-8785.
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3.3.7.3 TAXIING WIND SPEED LIMITS

REQUI REMENT

3.3.7.3 Taxiing wind speed limits. It shall be possible to taxi at any
angle to a 35-knot wind for Class I airplanes and to a 45-knot wind for
Class II, III, and IV airplanes.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.5.2

DISCUSSION

This paragraph replaces and expands upon paragraph 3.5.3 of
MIL-F-8785. The conditions under which it must be possible to taxi have been
specified since there is generally no point in being able to take off or land
in a given cross wind if the aircraft cannot be taxied. The wind speeds
specified are a compromise between what is desired and what is reasonable to
require.
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3.3.8 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CONTROL IN DIVES

REQUIREMENT

3.3.8 Lateral-directional control in dives. Rudder and aileron control power

shall be adequate to maintain wings level and sideslip zero, without retrim-
ming, throughout the dives and pullouts of 3.2.3.5 and 3.2.3.6. In the Service
Flight Envelope, aileron control forces shall not exceed 20 pounds for
propeller-driven airplanes nor 10 pounds for other airplanes. Rudder pedal
forces shall not exceed 180 pounds for propeller-driven airplanes nor 50 pounds
for other airplanes.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.4.15, 3.4.16.6

DISCUSSION

This paragraph replaces paragraphs 3.4.15 and 3.4.16.6 of MiL-F-8785
and has combined them into one paragraph. The major change is that allowable
rudder pedal forces have been made a function of type of propulsion as was
done in paragraphs 3.3.5.1 and 3.3.5.2 of Reference Al. Otherwise, the
required levels of controllability have stood the test of time.
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3.3.9 LATERAL- DIRUCT'IONAL CONTROL WIT7l 4SYMM,.TRIC TrlRLJST

REQUIREMENT

3.3.9 Lateral-directional control with asymmotric thrust, Asymmetric loss of
thrust may be caused by many factors including engine failure, inlet unstart,
propeller failure, or propeller-drive failure. Following sudden asymmetric
loss of thrust from any factor, the airplane shall be safely controllable.
The requirements of 3.3.9 1 through 3.3.9.4 apply for the appropriate Flight
Phases when any single fr, 're or malperformance of the propulsive system,
including inlet or exhaust, causes loss of thrust on one or more engines or
propellers, considering also the effect of the failure or malperformance on
all subsystems powered or driven by the failed propulsive system.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.4.10, 3.4.12

DISCUSSION

The requirements in this section replace and expand upon paragraphs
3.4.10 dnd 3.4.12 of MIL-F-8785. Circumstances are recognized in which failure
or malperformance of one item caui have multiple consequences. Several of the
new requirements are based upon existing, or proposed, civil aviation require-
ments and have been incorporated into the specification upon the recommendation
of governmental agencies.

Generally, all the possible consequences of propulsion-system failures
must be considered. For example, inlet unstart may cause a pitch disturbance.
In that case the qualitative requirement of 3.4.9 must be met. Another kind
of failure is represented by damage to other parts of the airplane caused by
thrown turbine blades: for example, hydraulic lines should be routed (or
enough armor used) so that thrown engine, fan or propeller parts cannot sever
all hydraulic systems needed for flight control.
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9 3..3. 1 THRST I)SS IURING TAKIOF RUN

3. • •3, 9. 1 'lh vus t Ilo, s duri qL taukeo ff run. It shall be possible for the pilot
to m.tintain control of on airplane un the takeoff surface following sudden loss

of thrust from tho muost crit irl factor. Thoroafter, it shall be possible to
achieve and maintain a straight path on the takeoff surface without a deviation
of more than 30 foot from the path originally intended, with rudder pedal forces

* not excoeding 180 pounds. For the continued takeoff, the requirement shall
he mot when thrust is lost at speeds from the refusal speed (based on the
shortest runway from which the airplane is designed to operate) to the maximum
takeoff' speed, with takeoff '*hrust maintained on the operative engine(s), using
only elevator, aileron, and rudder controls. For the aborted takeoff, the
requiromont shall be met at all speeds bilow the maximum takeoff speed; how-
,vor, additional controls such as nosewheel steering and differential braking

may he used in either case.

ITllAT'ED') MI I,-!- 8785 PARAGRAPIHS

3.4. 10

DISCUSSION

]'his requirement expands on the first sentence of paragraph 3.4.10 of
"" MlLh-F-8785 by incorporating some ideas from paragraph 3.4.2.3 of ICAO Circular

75-AN/65 (Reference A7), paragraph 25.149 of FAR 25 (Reference A6), and
aircraft manufacturers' comments. While the requirement of Reference Al is
more specific than the corresponding requirement in M1IL-F-878S, it is still
basically a qualitative rather than a quantitative requirement. This is
considered to be the best approach at this time in light of the many variables
that would have to be considered in specifying a strictly quantitative
requirement. The objective of the requirement is to ensure that, following
loss of thrust during the takeoff run, the pilot can either safely abort or
safely continue the takeoff.
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S. .1 9. THRIT LOSS AF;T!ER TAKI0OFF

3,3.,.),2 Thrust loss after takeoff. During takeoff, It shall he possible with-
Out it change In selected configuration to achiove straight flight following
sudden iasymmetric loss of thrust from the most critical factor at speeds from
Vmin (TO) to V Max (TO) , and thereafter to maintain straight flight throughout

the climb-out. The rudder pedal force required to maintain straight flight
with asymmetric thrust shall not exceed 180 pounds. Aileron control shall not
exceed either the force limits specified in 3.3.4.2 or 75 percent of available
control power, with takeoff thrust maintained on the operative engine(s) and
trim at normal settings for takeoff with symmetric thrust. Automatic devices
which normally operate in the event of a thrust failure may be used, and the
airplane may tie banked up to S degrees away from the inoperative engine.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.4.12

DISCUSSION

This requirement is based primarily on paragraph 3.4.12 of MIL-F-8785
but borrows ideas from paragraph 25.139 of FAR Part 25 (Reference A6) and
paragraph 3.4.2 of ICAO Circular 7S-AN/65 (Reference A7). The object of the
requirement is to ensure that following thrust loss after takeoff, the pilot
can safely continue climb-out. The intent is that Vmin(TO) normally should be
set by other considerations and adequate control provided down to that speed.
This replaces the 1.2 Vs(TO) minimum control speed of MIL-F-8785. The
straight flight path is not required to be parallel to the runway. Because
the pilot must have at least 25% excess roll control power, Reference Al, like
MIL-F-878S, is more stringent than the FAR (see the discussion of control
power under 3.3.6.3.2).

The effect of thrust loss on rate of climb is a subject for performance
specifications, rather than flying qualities specifications. The concern of
Reference Al and its predecessors has been to assure control of the flight
path, whatever its inclination.
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3.3.9.3 TRANSIENT EFFECTS

RE'QLUI RUiMINT'

3.3.9.3 Transient effects. The airplane motions following sudden anymmetric
loss of thrust shall be such that dangerous conditions can be avoided by
pilot corrective action. A realistic time delay (3.4.9) of at least 1 second
shall be considered.

RE[LATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.4.10

Il S(:LSS IONJ

This requirement expands on the first sentence of paragraph 3.4.10
of MIL-F-8785 by incorporating some ideas from paragraph 3.4.2.3 of
Reference A7, paragraph 25.149 of Reference A6, and from aircraft manufacturers'
comments. While the requirement of Reference Al is more specific than the
corresponding requirement in MIL-F-8785, it is still basically a qualitative
rather than a quantitative requirement. This is considered to be the best
approach at this time in light of the many variables that would have to be
considered in specifying a strictly quantitative requirement. From 3.4.9,

"This time delay should include an interval between the
occurrence of the failure and the occurrence of a cue such
as acceleration, rate displacement, or sound that will
definitely indicate to the pilot that a failure has occurred,
plus an additional interval which represents the time required
for the pilot to diagnose the situation and initiate corrective
action."

Depending upon expected initial pilot alertness and tightness of control, the
magnitude, timing and unambiguity of pilot cues, and the type and variety of
pilot action required, one second might be quite unrealistically short.
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3.3.9.4 ASYMMETRIC THRUST - RUDDER PEDALS FREE 1
REQUI REMENT

3.3.9.4 Asymmetric thrust - rudder pedals free. The static directional
stability shall be such that at all speeds above 1.4 Vmin' with asymmetric

loss of thrust from the most critical factor while the other engine(s) develop
normal rated thrust, the airplane with rudder pedals free may be balanced
directionally in steady straight flight. The trim settings shall be those
required for wings-level straight flight prior to the failure. Aileron-
control forces shall not exceed the Level 2 upper limits specified in 3.3.4.2
for Levels 1 and 2 and shall not exceed the Level 3 upper limits for Level 3.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.4.10

DISCUSSION

This requirement replaces most of paragraph 3.4.10 of MIL-F-8785.
Although paragraph 3.4.10 of MIL-F-8785 is a requirement on transient response
following sudden engine failure, the requirement is also directed at static
directional stability and is thus of fundamental importance. The transient
response requirement has been covered directly in paragraph 3.3.9.3 as

* discussed previously. The present wording in paragraph 3.3.9.4 of Reference
Al is almost identical to that in paragraph 5.2.4 of Reference A18, the
predecessor of MIL-F-8785, and ensures a match between upsetting yawing moments
due to asymmetric thrust and restoring moments from static directional stability.
The wording of paragraph 5.2.4 of SR-119B and 1815B is:

"5.2.4 The amount of rudder-free directional stability
on multi-engine airpl-V is in configuration P shall be such
that at all speeds at e, 1.4 V with the more critical

outboard engine inoperative (propeller windmilling, with
propeller pitch control in the "low-pitch" setting) and
the other engine or engines developing normal rated power,
the airplane with rudder free may be balanced directionally
in steady straight flight by sideslipping and banking. The
weight shall be as specified in 5.2.1 and the trim settings
shall bc-,.those required for wings-level straight flight in
the test condition prior to cutting the engine."

Bank angle is a more generally prominent and natural parameter for the pilot
to control in this situation than is yaw or sideslip.
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# 3.3.9.5 TWO ENGINES INOPERATIVE

REQUI REMENT

3.3.9.5 Two engines inoperative. With any engine initially failed, it shall
be possible upon failure of the most critical remaining engine to stop the
transient motion at the one-engine-out speed for maximum range, and thereafter
to maintain straight flight from that speed to the speed for maximum range
with both engines failed. In addition, it shall be possible to effect a safe
recovery at any service speed above V0  (CL) following sudden simultaneous

min
failure of the two critical failing engines.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPH

None

DISCUSS ION

This requirement is new and is based on paragraph 25.69 of Reference
A6 and paragraph 3.5.6 of Reference A7. A requirement in the area has been
included at the request of governmental agencies.
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3.4 MISCI[LLANEOUS FLYING QUALITIES

1) 1 SCUSS ION

Section 3.4 consists of those flying qualities aspects which are
important, but which defy classification as primar.ly-longitudinal, lateral-
directional or control-system characteristics. 'because of the complex nature
of the subject treated, most of the requirementj are qualitative in nature.

The subjects treated in this section were taken from various parts of
MIL-F-878S, primarily Section 3.6. The subjects include stalls, spins, buffet,
inertial coupling, control harmony, release of stores, and armament delivery.
Most of the changes from the requirements of MIL-F-8785 were the direct result
of comments from industry, the Air Force, and the Navy.

6
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3.4.1 APPROACH TO DANGEROUS FLIGHT CONDITIONS

REQUIREMENT

3.4.1 Approach to dangerous flight conditions. Dangerous conditions may
exist where the airplane should not be flown. When approaching these flight
conditions, it shall be possible by clearly discernible means for the pilot to
recognize the impending dangers and take preventive action. Final determination
of the adequacy of all warning of impending dangerous flight conditions will
be made by the procuring activity, considering functional effectiveness and
reliability. Devices may be used to prevent entry to dangerous conditions
only if the criteria for their design, and the specific devices, are approved
by the procuring activity.

3.4.1.1 Warning and indication. Warning or indication of approach to a
dangerous condition shall be clear and unambiguous. For example, a pilot must
be able to distinguish readily among stall warning (which requires pitching
down or increasing speed), Mach buffet (which may indicate a need to decrease
speed), and normal airplane vibration (which indicates no need for pilot
action). If a warning or indication device is required, functional failure of
the device shall be indicated to the pilot.

3.4.1.2 Prevention. As a minimum, dangerous-condition-prevention devices
shall perform their function whenever needed, but shall not limit flight within
the Operational Flight Envelope. Hazardous operation, normal or inadvertent,
shall never be possible. For Levels 1 and 2, neither hazardous nor nuisance
operation shall be possible.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None

DISCUSSION

Paragraphs 3.4.1 and 3.4.1.1 were deemed necessary to ensure that the
pilot is properly warned when approaching dangerous flight conditions,
particularly near the extremes of the flight envelopes. Wide latitude for
approval or disapproval has been given the procuring activity because, first,
the need for warning may not become appa.p"t until late in the development
program (or after it) and, sucond, becaust venerally each such device will
have to be tailored to a specific set of coiditions. The procuring activity
thus has a responsibility to establish specific criteria at the earliest possible
time, to supplement these general requirements.

Paragraph 3.4.1.2 is designed to discourage prevention devices which
create more problems than they solve.

These requirements clearly apply to stall warning and prevention devices,
as well as to other cases.
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3.4.2 STALLS

REQUIREMENT

3.4.2 Stalls. The requirements of 3.4.2 through 3.4.2.4.1 are to assure that
the airf lowseparation induced by high angle of attack, which causes loss of
aerodynamic lift or control about any one axis, does not result in a dangerous
or mission-limiting condition. The stall is further defined in terms of speed
and angle of attack in 6.2.2 and 6.2.5 respectively.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.6.2, 3.6.2.1, 3.6.2.2

DISCUSSION

The requirements under Section 3.4.2 are a rework of the requirements
under Section 3.6 of MIL-F-8785. Many minor changes have been made, including
a more complete definition of the stall warning range. The major changes are
in the definition of stall speed.

Since the definition of stall speed is not a requirement, it was moved
to 6.2 of the notes, where it belongs. There are three major changes in the
definition of V

I. The aspects of the definition of VS discussed in 3.6.2.2
of MIL-F-8785 (limited elevator effectiveness, visibility,
rate of sink, etc.) seemed more appropriate to define
minimum service speed than VS, and were therefore included
in 3.1.8.2.

2. In order to define a single value of V5 for a given
configuration and loading, a thrust setting is specified
for the configurations associated with each flight phase.

3. Because the stall speed of interest is the speed at
which loss of control is achieved with unity load factor
normal to the flight path, a correction factor devised by
the ICAO is to be used in flight test when 1 at the
stall.

A subtle change in the definition of VS is that MIL-F-8785 referred to the
speed at which Cz ,;,occurs and the speed at which loss of control occurs as
if the two speeds were the same. The new definition of V picks the higher
speed, recognizing that these two events do not necessarily occur at the same
speed. A further limit recognized for VS is intolerable buffet, which might
start at an even higher speed. This change in definition is important for
some airplanes because designers tend to define VS only in terms of

m4

Note that 6.2.2 defines VS in essentially constant-speed flight, to
minimize unsteady aerodynAmic effects. Appreciable rates of speed reduction
generally result in demonstrating a "Vst' lower than the required value.

3'13
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3.4.2.1 REQUIRED CONDITIONS

REQUIREMENT

3.4.2.1 Required conditions. The requirements for stall characteristics apply
for all Airplane Normal States in straight unaccelerated flight, and in turns
and pullups with normal acceleration up to nomax. Specifically, the Airplane
Normal States associated with the configurations, throttle settings, and trim
settings of 6.2.2 shall be investigated; also, the requirements apply to
Airplane Failure States that affect stall characteristics.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.6.1

DISCUSSION

Paragraph 3.4.2.1 is a rewrite of 3.6.1 of MIL-F-8785. All references
to configurations, loadings, and stores were deleted because they would be
redundant in view of 3.1.6.

The power settings associated with the configurations mentioned in
3.6.1 of MIL-F-8785 are very specific and rather arbitrary. Since the power
setting can have a strong influence on the stalling characteristics, especially
for propeller-driven airplanes or airplanes with boundary-layer control, it
was deemed necessary to choose settings consistent with the Flight Phase under
consideration.

Another change from MIL-F-8785 is that failures of the airplane systems
must be considered. Sticking of one leading-edge slat in dive-bombing pull-
outs is one recent example of an intolerable failure or malfunction. The
resulting roll is so severe that airplanes have been lost.
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pPROW

3.4.2.2 STALL WARNING REQUIREMENTS

REQUIREMENT

3.4.2.2 Stall warning requirements. The stall approach shall be accompanied
by an easily perceptible warning. Acceptable stall warning for all types of
stalls consists of shaking of the cockpit controls, buffeting or shaking
of the airplane, or a combination of both. The onset of this warning shall
occur within the ranges specified in 3.4.2.2.1 and 3.4.2.2.2 but not within
the Operational Flight Envelope. The increase in buffeting intensity with
further increase in angle of attack shall be sufficiently marked to be noted
by the pilot. This arning may be provided artifically only if it can be
shown that natural stall warning is not feasible. These requiiements apply
whether VS is as defined in 6.2.2 or as allowed in 3.1.9.2.1.

3.4.2.2.1 Warning speed for stalls at Ig normal to the flight path. Warning
onset for stalls at ig normal to the flight path shall occur between the
following limits:

Flight Minimum Stall Warning Maximum Stall Warning
Phase Speed Speed

Approach Higher of 1.05VS or Higher of 1.10VS or
VS + 5 knots VS + 10 knots

All Other Higher of 1.OSVS or Higher of 1.15VS or
VS + 5 knots VS + 1S knots

3.4.2.2.2 Warning range for accelerated stalls. Onset of stall warning shall
occur outside the Operational Flight Envelope associated with the Airplane
Normal State and within the following angle-of-attack ranges:

Flight Minimum Stall Warning Maximum Stall Warning
Phase Angle of Attack Angle of Attack

Approach + 0.82 (Or-av) + 0.90 (r -V)

All Other + 0.75 C e,-%) o + 0.90

where WS is the stall angle of attack and 1o is the angle of attack for zero
lift ( oeis defined in 6.2.5; ao may be estimated from wind-tunnel tests).

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARACRAPHS

3.6.3, 3.6.3,1, 3.6.3.2
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DISCUSSION

Operational experience shows that stall warning continues to be an
important aspect of flying qualities for all airplanes. It is particularly
critical if the stall and recovery characteristics are not entirely satisfactory.

Paragraphs 3.4.2.2 and 3.4.2.2.1 are a rewording of 3.6.3 and 3.6.3.1
of MIL-F-8785. An absolute speed margin has been introduced in 3.4.2.2.1 so
that the margin is more realistic for airplanes with very low stall speeds,
such as STOL's. The 5-knot minimum stall-warning margin, and the 10-knot
maximum margin, are consistent with the minimum approach speeds reported in
Reference C38: the higher of 1.1 VS and Vs + 10 kt.

Paragraph 3.4.2.2.2 has been introduced to ensure that the pilot has
adequate stall warning in maneuvers, as well as in straight flight. Angle
of attack, rather than load factor, was used as the stall-warning reference
here because some airplanes at certain flight conditions exhibit a rather
wide range of angle of attack over which the lift coefficient changes relatively
little. Stall warning loses its impact and interferes with maneuvering if it
occurs at an angle of attack too far below the stall, as has been demonstrated
on current operational airplanes. This requirement is most necessary for
airplanes of Classes I and IV, but is important for Classes II and III as well.

Flight measurement of %o is to be preferred, and often is easy; but
an estimate based on wind-tunnel data is acceptable.
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3.4.2.3 STALL CHARACTERISTICS

REQU I REMENT

3.4.2.3 Stall characteristics. In the unaccelerated stalls of 3.4.2.1, the
airplane shall riot exhibit uncontrollable rolling, yawing, or downward
pitching at the stall in excess of 20 degrees for Classes I, II, and III, or
30 derees for Class IV airplanes. It is desired that no pitch-up tendencies
occur in un,. -celerated or accelerated stalls. In unaccelerated stalls, mild
nose-up pitch may be acceptable if no elevator control force reversal occurs
and if no dangerous, unrecoverable, or objectionable flight conditions results.
A mild nose-up tendency may be acceptable in accelerated stalls if the opera-
tional effectiveness of the airplane is not compromised and:

a. The airplane has adequate stall warning

b. Elevator effectiveness is such that it is possible to stop the pitch-up
promptly and reduce the angle of attack, and

c. At no point during the stall, stall approach, or recovery does any portion
of the airplane exceed structural limit loads.

The requirements apply to all stalls resulting from rates of speed reduction
up to 4 knots per second. The stall characteristics will be considered
unacceptable if a spin is likely to result.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.6.4

DISCUSSION

The requirements of 3.4.1.3 are an expansion of 3.6.4 of MIL-F-8785
to include accelerated stalls and to treat the pitch-up problem in more detail.
Otherwise, the limits on uncontrollable rolling or pitching seem to have with-
stood the passage of time. It seemed rational to add a limit on uncontrollable
yawing, in view of problems that have been experienced with post-stall gyrations
and incipient spins.

Application at rates of speed reduction up to 4 kt/sec is an attempt to
account for any deleterious effects of unsteady aerodynamics on stall charac-
teristics.
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3.4.2.4 STALL RECOVERY AND PREVENTION

REQUIREMENT

3.4.2.4 Stall recovery and prevention. It shall be possible to prevent the
complete stall by moderate use of the controls at the onset of the stall
warning. It shal] be possible to retovwr from a complete stall by use of the
elevator, aileron, and rudder controls with reasonable forces, and to regain
level flight without excessive loss of altitude or buildup of speed. Throttles
shall remain fixed until speed has begun to increase when an angle of attack
below the stall has been regained. In the straight-flight stalls of 3.4.2.1,
with the airplane trimmed at a speed not greater than 1.4VS and with a speed
reduction rate of at least 4.0 knots per second, elevator control power shall
be sufficient to recover from any attainable angle of attack.

3.4.2.4.1 One-engine-out stalls. On multiengine airplanes, it shall be
possible to recover safely from stalls with the critical engine inoperative.
This requirement applies with the .remaining engines at up to thrust for level
flight at 1.4Vs, but these engines may be throttled back during recovery.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.6.4.1

DISCUSSION

Paragraph 3.4.2.4 is essentially the same as 3.6.4.1 of MIL-F-8785.
While the requirement is still qualitative, it is more explicit about allowable
use of controls. As in 3.4.2.3, a range of rates of speed reduction is
specified. It is particularly important that devices such as pitch-up
inhibitors have enough anticipation in rapidly entered stalls.

In the second sentence no attempt is being made to legislate the
primary flight control techniq'ie to be used in recovering from a complete
stall. In fact, in some airplanes an attempt to use rudder and aileron control
before regaining a speed margin from stall (through use of the elevator control)
is an invitation to precipitate a spin. All the flight controls should be of
sufficient effectiveness and power, however, that their use in a safe, orderly
manner will result in prompt recovery from the stall.

From the wording of the last sentence of 3.4.2.4, compliance with that
part of the requirement can be demonstrated by other means if flight test is
judged too dangerous. Note that here high rates of entry (1b-4 kt/sec) are
required, compared to the lower rates (9:54 kt/sec) in 3.4.2.3.

Paragraph 3.4.2.4.1 is a new requirement which was added because some
multi-engine airplanes have exhibited rather violent, unacceptable rolling
tendencies in engine-out stalls. FAR Part 25 (Reference A6) and Part 23
(Reference A19) each have a similar requirement.
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3.4.3 SPIN RECOVERY

REQUI REMENT

3.4.3 Spin recovery. If spin demonstration is required by MIL-S-25015 or
MIL-D-8708,consistent prompt recoveries shall be possible from all modes of
incipient and fully developed erect and inverted spins, using controls as
required by the referenced specifications. If such controls include a special
spin recovery device, that device shall satisfy the following additional
requirements: required pilot action shall be easy, consistent, and simple; the
device shall be immediately reusable for several spins on the same flight.
Recovery control forces shall not exceed 250 pounds rudder, 75 pounds elevator,
or 35 pounds aileron.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.5.1

DISCUSSION

The requirements of 3.5.1 of MIL-F-8785 have been reworded and expanded
somewhat. Since spins are not normal operational maneuvers for most airplanes,
auxiliary recovery devices are sometimes permitted; but on operational airplanes
they must not be one-shot devices such as spin-recovery parachutes. Since spins
are normal maneuvers for trainers, h!wever, auxiliary devices would not normally
be approved for trainers.

It is good, recommended 'practice to require spin analysis, spin-model
tests, or both, even when no flight demonstration is required. Large airplanes
too are susceptible to inadvertent spins, so pilots should know at least the
characteristics in spin entry and the effectivenesF ýf recoicry techniques.
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3.4.4 ROLL-PITCH-YAW COUPLING

REQUI REMENT

3.4.4 Roll-pitch-yaw coupling. For Class I and IV airplanes in rudder-pedal-
free, elevator-control-fixed, maximum-performance rolls through 360 degrees,
entered from straight flight or from turns, pushovers, or pullups ranging
from Og to 0.8 nL, the resulting yaw or pitch motions and sideslip or angle
of attack changes shall neither exceed structural limits nor cause other
dangerous flight conditions such as uncontrollable motions or roll autorotation.
During combat-type maneuvers involving rolls through angles up to 360 degrees,
the yawing and pitching shall not be so severe as to impair the tactical
effectiveness of the maneuver. These requirements define Level 1 and Level 2
operation. For Class II and Class III airplanes, these requirements apply in
rolls through 120 degrees.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.5.7

DISCUSSION

These requirements are similar to those of 3.5.7 of MIL-F-8785. Since
the maneuver is intended to expose any inertial coupling problems, it should
be a reasonaDly violent m;rneuver. For this reason, the maneuver is to be done
with full lateral control, the rudder pedals free, and the elevator stick
fixed. If other control inputs are found to be more critical, these too should
be investigated.

The maximum load factor specified for maximum-performance rolls was
changed from 2/3 nL in MIL-F-8785 to 0.8 nL, in order to make the load factor
compatible with the accelerated roll maneuvers required by the structures
specification (MIL-A-8861). The maneuvers are still not entirely compatible
with the structural requirements, however, because the bank angles required by
the accelerated rolls of MIL-A-8861 are limited to 180 degrees. In Reference
Al, the bank angle change specified for combat-type rolls was increased from
180 degrees to 360 degrees. Thiq -hange was made because AFFTC pilots pointed
out that 360 degree accelerated rolls are currently used as combat maneuvers.

Paragraph 3.5.7 of MIL-F-8785 did not specify which airplane classes
the requirements applied to, but surely the intent was not to call for 180'
rolls in transport-type airplanes. The maneuvers required for Classes II and
III were therefore limited to 120 degree rolls, which are more typical of
extreme maneuvers for low-to-medium-load-factor airplanes.

The dynamics of the pitch and yaw coupling associated with rapid rolls
are complex and nonlinear. In general, the dynamics involve interactions
among the airplane inertia properties, aerodynamic properties, and the kinematics
of the rolling motion. Because of the complexities involved, no attempt has
been made in this discussion to explain the mechanism of the various types of
pitch-roll-yaw coupling. Instead, the reader is referred to the references
in the L section of the Bibliography. Also, References B42 and B71 give brief
qualitative explanations of the subject.
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3. 4. 5 CONTROL HARMONY AND CONTROL FORCIE C(XR)IINAlrION

RIQIJ I RlINIENT

3.4.5 Control harmony. The elevator and aileron force and displacement
sensitilities and Breakout forces shall be compatible so that intentional
inputs to one control axis will not cause inadvertent inputs to the other.

"3.4.5.1 Control force coordination. The cockpit control forces required to
perform maneuvers which are normal for the airplane should have magnitudes
which are related to the pilot's capability to produce such forces in com-
bination. The following control force levels are considered to be limiting
values compatible with the pilot's capability to apply simultaneous forces:

Type Control Elevator Aileron Rudder

Center-stick 50 pounds 25 pounds 175 pounds
Wheel 75 pounds 40 pounds 175 pounds

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

b.5

DISCUSSION

These paragraphs represent a complete rework of 6.5 of MIL-F-8785,
since there are several aspects of 6.5 which seem undesirable. In the first
place it would be preferable that no rudder inputs at all be required for
rolling pullouts. Secondly, the maneuver described is too precisely defined
for the very qualitative tone of the paragraph.

Control harmony has several aspects, which have been stated in the new
requirements. One problem is that the elevator and aileron forces must be in
the proper ratio for gross unsymmetrical maneuvers, to enhance proper
coordination of the maneuver. Another problem is that unless the elevator
and aileron control sensitivities and breakout forces are properly matched,
intentional inputs to one control can result in inadvertent inputs to the
other. For example, many heavy airplanes with unboosted controls have had

.ai-l~on fo-~Zwr7i11-ich were much too high with respect to the elevator forces.
As a result, it was difficult to control pitch attitude accurately when rolling
rapidly into a turn. The intent of 3.4.5 is to prevent this situation.

A third aspect of control harmony is that the pilot cannot apply forces
simultaneously to all three controls which are as large as those forces which
can be applied to one control at a time. Paragraph 3.4.5.1 is concerned with
this aspect of the problem. Since there was no indication that the numlbers
should be changed, the values were taken directly from MIL-F-8785.
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3.4.6 BUFFET

REQIJI REMENT

3.4.6 Buffet. Within the boundaries of the Operational Flight Envelope, there
shall be no objectionable buffet which might detract from the effectiveness of
the airplane in executing its intcnded missions.

RELATED MIL-F-878S PARAGRAPHS

3.1.3

DISCUSSION

This requirement is extracted from 3.1.3 of MIL-F-8785. The need for
such a requirement seems obvious, and it is not possible to be more definitive
it the present time.
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3.4.7 RELEASE OF STORES

3.4.8 EFFECTS OF ARMAMENT DELIVERY AND SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

REQUIREMENT

3.4.7 Release of stores. The intentional release of any stores shall not
result in objectionable flight characteristics for Levels 1 and 2. However,
the intentional release of stores shall never result in dangerous or intolerable
flight characteristics. This requirement applies for all flight conditions
and store loadings at which normal or emergency store release is structurally
permissible.

3.4.8 Effects of armament delivery and special equipment. Operation of
moveable parts such as bomb bay doors, cargo doors, armament pods, refueling
devices, and rescue equipment, or firing of weapons, release of bomb", or
delivery or pickup of cargo shall not cause buffet, trim changes, or other
characteristics which impair the tactical effectiveness of the airplane under
any pertinent flight condition. These requirements shall be met for Levels 1
and 2.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.1.7, 3.1.6

DISCUSSION

Paragraph 3.4.7 is a rewording of 3.1.7 of MIL-F-8785. It is a
necessary catchall requirement. Because of the variety of possibilities it
must be left qualitative.

Paragraph 3.4.8 is an expansion of -. ±. of M4IL-F-8785. The slight
1 ff rence in tone between 3.4.7 and 3.4.8 is the result of design and
operational experience. 7
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3.4.9, 3.4.10 FAILURES

REQUI REMENT

3.4.9 Transients following failures. The airplane motions following sudden
airplane system or component failures shall be such that dangerous conditions
can be avoided by pilot corrective action. A realistic time delay between the
failure and initiation of pilot corrective action shall be incorporated when
determining compliance. This time delay should inclih,!e an interval between
the occurrence of the failure and the occurrence of a cue such as acceleration,
rate, displacement, or sound that will definitely indicate to the pilot that
a failure has occurred, plus an additional interval which represents the time
required for the pilot to diagnose the situation and initiate corrective action.

3.4.10 Failures. No single failure of any component or system shall result
in dangerous or intolerable flying qualities; Special Failure States (3.1.6.2.1)
are excepted. The crew member concerned shall be provided with immediate and
easily interpreted indications whenever failures occur that require or limit
any flight crew action or decision.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.2.5

DISCUSSION

These paragraphs are an expansion of the last sentence of 3.2.5 of
MIL-F-8785. The requirements should be self-explanatory, and the need self-
evident.

A pilot, especially if he is not alert for failures, may not detect a
failure or adapt immediately. In some cases his consequent inability to adapt
can result in a pilot-airframe closed-loop instability, even if the airplane
itself remains stable (Reference J18). Allowance for this phenomenon should
be made in deciding the suitability of any required pilot corrective action.
The required failure indications depend on operational rules. Consistent
maintenance and check out capability and rules should be established. The
flight control system specification should also be consulted, as should flight
safety, maintenance, and reliability requirements.

The kinds of failures that might be excepted from the requirement
of 3.4.10 are indicated in the discussion of 3.1.6.1.
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3.5 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PRIMARY FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

3.5.1 GENERAL

REQUIREMENT

3.5.1 General characteristics. As used in this specification, the term
primary flight control system includes the elevator, aileron and rudder con-
trols, stability augmentation systems, and all mechanisms and devices that
they operate. The requirements of this section are concerned with those
aspects of the primary flight control system which are directly related to
flying qualities. These requirements are in addition to the requirements of
the applicable control system design specification, e.g., MIL-F-9490 or
MIL-C-18244.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None

DISCUSSION

Section 3.5 deals with the primary flight controls, i.e., the elevator,
aileron, and rudder systems in a broad sense. The requirements include the
various control system and stability augmentation system requirements which
were scattered throughout MIL-F-8785, many of which were essentially duplications _
of each other. , --

In addition to changes which were primarily organizational, several new
requirements have been added and control augmentation has been recognized. The
major additions are in the paragraphs dealing with dynamic characteristics.

Note the expanded scope of the primary flight control system as defined
in 3.5.1. Although the MIL-F-9490C(USAF) definition is somewhat different
from this, the next revision to that specification is planned to include
critical augmentation functions as part of the primary flight controls.

Autopilot specifications often contain additional flying qualities
requirements.
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3.S.2 MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS

REQUIREMENT

3.5.2 Mechanical characteristics. Some of the important mechanical charac-
teristics of control systems (including servo valves and actuators) are:
friction and preload, lost motion, flexibility, mass imbalance and inertia,
nonlinear gearing, and rate limiting. Requirements for these characteristics
are contained in 3.5.2.1 through 3.5.2.4. Meeting these separate requirements,
however, will not necessarily ensure that the overall system will be satis-
factory; the mechanical characteristics must be compatible with the non-
mechanical portions of the control system and with the airframe dynamic
characteristics.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

6.11

DISCUSSION

Some of the discussion in 6.11 of MIL-F-8785 has been rewritten and
incorporated into 3.5.2 to form an introduction to the following four paragraphs
dealing with mechanical characteristics.
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3.5.2.1 CONTROL CENTERING AND BREAKOUT FORCES

REQUIREMENT

3.5.2.1 Control centering and breakout forces. Longitudinal, lateral, and
directional controls should exhibit positive centering in flight at any normal
trim setting. Although absolute centering is not required, the combined effects
of centering, breakout force, stability, and force gradient shall not produce
objectionable flight characteristics,' such as poor precision-tracking ability,
or permit large departures from trim conditions with controls free. Breakout
forces, including friction, preload, etc., shall be within the limits of
table XII. The values in table XII refer to the cockpit control force required
to start movement of the control surface in flight for Levels 1 and 2; the
upper limits are doubled for Level 3.

Table XII. Allowable Breakout Forces, Pounds

Classes I, II-C, IV Classes II-L, III
Control min max min max

Elevator Stick 1/2 3 1/2 5
Wheel 1/2 4 1/2 7

Aileron Stick 1/2 2 1/2 4
Wheel 1/2 3 1/2 6

Rudder 7 1 14

Measurement of breakout forces on the ground will ordinarily suffice in lieu of
actual flight measurement, provided that qualitative agreement between ground
measurement and flight observation can be established.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.2.1, 3.2.1.1, 3.2.1.2, 3.4.16.8

DISCUSSION

These requirements are primarily a restatement of 3.2.1, 3.2.1.1,
and 3.2.1.2 of MIL-F-8785, with the class breakdown of 3.2.1 altered somewhat
because of the new format.

With absolute centering, a cockpit control will always return exactly
to its trim position when released. Positive centering is a tendency to
return: upon release, the control will move toward the trim position but
friction may prevent absolute centering.
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Although there are many indications that breakout forces should be a
function of control force sensitivity (angular acceleration per pound of force)
or some other - •rce gradient, this approach was not used. The main reason 4

for this is that there are not enough data (relating breakout forces and
sensitivity) to justify the additional complication, especially when measurement
of breakout forces is usually quite imprecise anyway.

There were several comments from airplane manufacturers stating that
the rudder breakout forces should be increased, at least for Classes II-C
and IV. A rather detailed study of the problem was conducted in Reference A14,
however, which concluded that the present requirements were quite adequate.
In view of this study, the rudder breakout forces i-Ire not increased.
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3.5.2.2 COCKPIT CONTROL FREE PLAY

REQUI REMENT
3.5.2.2 Cockpit control freepiay. The free play in each cockpit control,

that is, any motion of the cockpit control which does not move the control
surface in flight, shall riot result in objectionable flight characteristics,
particularly for small-amplitude control inputs.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.2.4

DISCUSSION

This requirement is a straightforward rewrite of 3.2.4 of MIL-F-8785.
No numerical value has yet been found that appears generally adequate. The
allowable free play would seem to be a function of control-deflection sensitivity
(angular acceleration per inch or degree of movement) and possibly control-force
sevsitivity as well.
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3.5.2.3 RATE OF CONTROL DISPLACEMENT

REQUIREMENT

3.5.2.3 Rate of control displacement. The ability of the airplane to perform
the operational maneuvers required of it shall not be limited in the atmospheric
disturbances specified in 3.7 by control surface deflection rates. For powered
or boosted controls, the effect of engine speed and the duty cycle of both
primary and secondary controls together with the pilot control techniques
shall be included when establishing compliance with this requirement.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.2.3, 3.7.1

DISCUSS ION

Paragraph 3.2.3 and the last sentence of 3.7.1 of MIL-F-8785 have
been included in this paragraph. An additional statement was included (on
the basis of comments from aircraft manufactureLrs) to point out that
auxiliary hydraulic devices may use up significant portions of the available
hydraulic power during critical phases of the mission. For example, actuation
of landing gear, flaps, slats, etc., during the landing approach when the
engines are operating at relatively low power settings could drain enough
hydraulic power to make it difficult for the pilot to make a safe approach,
especially in turbulence. In other flight conditions with less auxiliary
demand or higher engine thrust, however, that same hydraulic system might be
more than adequate.

In precision control tasks such as the landing approach and formation
flying it has been observed that the pilot sometimes resorts to elevator stick
pumping to achieve better precision (see References D7, E5, and D12). This
technique is likely to be used when the short-period frequency is less than
the minimum specified or if the. phugoid is unstable.

While specific disturbances are listed, the evaluation remains
somewhat qualitative.

The "required operational maneuvers" are commensurate with the partic-
ular level of flying qualities under consideration. The maneuvers required
in level 3 operation, for example, will normally be less precise and more
gradual than for Level 1 and 2 operation. In some cases this may result in
lower demands on control authority and rates for Level 3 operation. Note,
however, that when the handling characteristics of the airplane are near the
Level 3 limits, increased control activity may occur, even though the maneuvers
are more gradual.
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3,5.2.4 ADJUSTABLE CONTROLS

REQU I REMENT

3.5.2.4 Adjustable controls. When a cockpit control is adjustable for pilot
physical dimensions or comfort, the control forces defined in 6.2 refer to
the mean adjustment. A force referred to any other adjustment shall not differ
by more than 10 percent from the force referred to the mean adjustment.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.2.2

DISCUSSION

This paragraph is essentially the same as 3.2.2 of MIL-F-8785. Some
such requirement is needed, and this one appears reasonable in all respects.
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3.5.3 DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

REQUIREMENT

3.5.3 Dynamic characteristics. The response of the control surfaces in
flight shall not lag the cockpit control force inputs by more than the angles
shown in table XIII, for frequencies equal to or less than the frequencies
shown in table XIII.

Table XIII. Allowable Control Surface Lags

Allowable Lag - deg Control Upper Frequency -rad/sec

Category A and C Category B
Level Flight Phases Flight Phases

1 and 2 30 45 rudder & ' 4dor '/? (whichever
I aileron is larger)

3 60

The lags referred to are the phase angles obtained from steady-state frequency
responses, for reasonably large-amplitude force inputs. The lags for very
small control-force amplitudes shall be small enough that they do not interfere
with the pilot's ability to perform any precision tasks required in normal
operation.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

6.11, 3.7.1

DISCUSSION

This paragraph is an expansion of the last sentence of 6.11 of
MIL-F-8785, which is essentially a more precise way of expressing the last
sentence of 3.7.1 of MIL-F-8785. In other words, the pilot should get prompt
control response when he applies a force at the stick.

In some cases, compliance with 3.5.3 (and 3.5.3.1) can be demonstrated
by obtaining the required frequency responses on the ground. In most cases,
however, the effects of control-surface aerodynamic loads, SAS feedback, or
control system mass unbalance will make flight testing necessary. If flight
tests are required, they can be combined with the tests of 3.2.2.3.1. The
techniques for obtaining in-flight frequency responses are briefly discussed
in Appendix IVF.

In a simple, approximately linear control system, the lag at reasonably
large input amplitudes might be estimated from the time delay in surface
response to a rapid cockpit-control input, multiplied by the appropriate upper
frequency or inverse time constant, and converted to degree measure.
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There are two basic sources of lags in the control system which can
cause problems. The first is the nonlinear effect of friction and free play.
Normally, friction and free play introduce appreciable phase lag only at low
control input amplitudes, and therefore cause the most trouble during small

Sprecision maneuvers such as tracking. The second source of lags is introduced
by the linear dynamics of the control system.

In the 19401s, control systems were generally quite fast; and the
research efforts of the NACA and others were aimed primarily at the effects of
friction and free play. If these effects were kept under control, the control
system was usually satisfactory. The effects of friction and free play are
hopefully limited by 3.5.2.1, 3.5.2.2, and the parts of 3.5.3 and 3.5.3.1
dealing with very small force inputs.j

With the advent of fully powered, highly augmented control systems,
the lags introduced by the linear dynamics of the control system have become
very important.

There are suggestions from several sources that an overly sensitive c
airplane can be improved by filtering the pilot's input to the control
surfaces. References B59, J32, and J34, for example, indicate that stick-force
command filtering having corner frequencies near or below can significantly
improve the response characteristics of an airframe having low 4ag or high&)

A recent systematic in-flight evaluation of the effects

system dynamics on longitudinal flying qualities is the experiment of
Reference J59. The results of this experiment are rather startling and are in
direct contradiction to the ideas discussed above. That is, even relatively
small lags in the control system can cause control difficulties and moderate
lags can cause very pronounced pilot-induced oscillations. In fact, the trend
indicated is that the allowable lag decreases with increasing an . It is
interesting to note that the pronounced piloting difficulties observed in this
experiment did not occur in a similar experiment with the same airplane
stationary on the ground (see Reference J2).

The pilot rating data of Reference J59 show very good correlation
with either of two somewhat equivalent control system parameters. The first
is an equivalent time delay divided by the period of the short-period mode.
The second is the phase lag athi=sexe from a frequency response of
[ie(co)tFj dw)J The latter parameter seems to be more useful for both design
and test purposes, so the requirement of 3.5.3 is stated in this form.

The results of Reference J59 are presented in Figures 1 through 3.
Some of the data are for the landing approach and the rest are for Category A
Flight Phases. No attempt was made to plot the approach and Category A data
separately because there is no significant difference between the two sets.
Pilot B used the standard CAL rating scale (see the discussion of 1.5).
Pilot H used the standard CAL rating scale; but in addition, he rated the
susceptibility of the airplane to pilot-induced oscillations using the following
rating scale:
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PIO TENDENCY RATING SCALE (Reference D3)

Des cription Numerical Rating

No tendency for pilot to induce undesirable motions. 1

Undesirable motions tend to occur when pilot 2
initiates abrupt maneuvers or attempts tight
control. These motions can be prevented or
eliminated by pilot technique.

Undesirable motions easily induced when pilot 3
initiates abrupt maneuvers or attempts tight
control. These motions can be prevented or
eliminated but only at sacrifice to task perform-
ance or through considerable pilot attention and
effort.

Oscillations tend to develop when pilot initiates 4
abrupt maneuvers or attempts tight control.
Pilot must reduce gain or abandon task to recover.

Divergent oscillations tend to develop when pilot 5
initiates abrupt maneuvers or attempts tight
control. Pilot must open loop by releasing or
freezing the stick.

Disturbance or normal pilot control may cause 6
divergent oscillation. Pilot must open control
loop by releasing or freezing the stick.

The phase angle limit of -30 degrees for Category A and C flight
Phases (Levels 1 and 2) was determined from Figures I and 2 for a pilot rating
of 3.5. It might seem logical to allow a value of -50 to -60 degrees for
Level 2, corresponding to a pilot rating of 6.5. This was not done because the
rating degradation for lags of SO or 60 degrees was largely due to PIO tenden-
cies, as can be seen from the associated PIO ratings of 3 to 4 (from Figure 3).
The decision was made not to allow this type of behavior for Level 1 or 2
operation. The pilot ratings of Figures I and 2 are little help in establish-
ing limits for Category B Flight Phases because the degradations in rating are
primarily due to difficulties in performing Category A Flight Phases. The PIO
ratings of Figure 3 can be used to establish limits for Category B, however.
When a PIO rating of 3 is given to a configuration, it means that the pilot is
beginning to have control problems when "just flying around." A PIO rating of
2, on the other hand, seems adequate when precise control is not needed. The
limit for Category B Flight Phases, Levels 1 and 2, was therefore established
by using a PIO rating of 2.5. From Figure 3, this yields a phase lag of
45 degrees. The limit for Level 3 could be set by using a pilot rating of 9.
Since PIO's are involved, however, a PIO rating of 4 was used as the limit for
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Level 3, since this seemed compatible with the requirement of 3.2.2.3. Using
Figure 3, a PlO rating of 4 yields a phase lag of 60 degrees.

The same phase lags allowable ated•--,,,for elevator control were
applied rather arbitrarily to aileron and rudder control atM.=_/• and--_w
in the absence of definitive data.
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3.5.3.1 CONTROL. FEEL

REQUI REMENT

3.5.3.1 Control feel. In flight, the cockpit-control deflection shall not
lead the cockpit-control force for any frequency or force amplitude. This re-
quirement applies to the elevator, aileron, and rudder controls. In flight,
the cockpit-control deflection shall not lag the cockpit-control force by
more than the angles listed in 3.S.3, for frequencies equal to or less thanA
those listed in 3.5.3, for reasonably large force inputs. The lags for very :A

small control-force amplitudes shall not interfere with the pilot's ability
to perform precision tasks required in normal operation.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

6.11

DISCUSSION

The first requirement of 3.5.3.1 is aimed at normal-acceleration
bobweights and other devices which feed back the airplane's responses into the
feel system. When the feel system response is altered by such devices so that

the control force lags the control motion (the reverse situation occurs with
normal control systems), the effects are undesirable. This factor is discussed
in more detail under 3.2.2.3.

The other requirements of 3.5.3.1 are an application of 3.5.3 to the
feel system alone. This was done because lags in the feel system can cause
control problems (see Reference J59). It is possible for a stability-augmented
airplane to have excessive feel system lags while still meeting the require-
ments of 3.5.3.
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3.5.3.2 DAMPING

REQUIREMENT

3.5.3.2 Damping All control system oscillations shall be well damped, unless
they are o s~uchan amplitude, frequency, and phasing that they do not result
in objectionable oscillations of the cockpit controls or the airframe during
abrupt maneuvers and during flight in the atmospheric disturbances specified
in 3.7.3 and 3.7.4.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.5.1, 3.5.3

DISCUSSION

This paragraph is a combination of the requirements of 3.3.5.1 and
3.5.3 of MIL-F-8785. Many airplanes, -including airplanes using stability
augmentation, have second-order control-system modes which exhibit low damping.
If these modes have natural frequencies considerably above the airframe natural
frequencies, or if there are control-system zeros near the poles, the low damping
is often not even noticeable to the pilot. There are other cases, however,
where the low control-system damping is very objectionable or even dangerous.

Normal-acceleration bobweights have a tendency to cause trouble in
this area, especially if the control system employs an irreversible elevator
actuator. In this situation, the basic control system usually has very low
damping (2r,ý). Without a bobweight, this is normally no problem because the
natural frequency (L4,) of the control system is much higher than &? When
a bobweight is added, however, the natural frequency of the control system is
significantly reduced because of the increased control system inertia. On
several airplanes, the bobweight used was large enough to reduce the control-
system natural frequency to the point that rapid control movements caused
objectionable high-frequency control-system oscillations.

Certain types of adaptive control systems employ modes having very low
damping. If the natural frequency of such a mode is too low, objectionable
control-system oscillations may result.

i
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3.5.4 AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS

"REQUIREMENT

3.5.4 Augmentation systems. Normal operation of stability augmentation and
control augmentation systems and devices shall not introduce any objectionable
flight or ground handling characteristics.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.2.5

DISCUSSION

This paragraph is simply a restatement of 3.2.5 of MIL-F-8785.
Although it appears to say very little at first glance, it is reminder to
the designer to make sure that the introduction of a control-system device to
improve a particular undesirable characteristic of the airplane does not also
introduce undesirable side effects. Unpleasant side effects are often caused
by the use of the more commonplace "simple'" augmentation devices. The follow-
ing is a discussion of some devices which have been used to remedy obvious
problems, without proper investigation of the effects on the dynamic character-
istics of the airframe and control system.

Normal-acceleration bobweights introduced to meet steady-state stick
force per g requirements can contribute to pilot-induced oscillations. Bob-
weights have a tendency to increase the control-system inertia, decrease the
control-free short-period damping ratio, and provide poor control feel charac-
teristics in abrupt maneuvers, turbulence, and taxiing. More detail is given
in the discussions of paragraphs 3.2.2.3.1, 3.5.3.1, and 3.5.3.2.

Devices which apply a steady unbalancing force to the control system
are often employed to correct an unstable variation of elevator control force
with airspeed. As increasing amounts of nose-down unbalancing force are added,
the gradient becomes first zero and then stable. When the slope becomes stable,
a lightly damped phugoid mode will appear (control free). As the force gradient
is made even more stable, the phugoid frequency will increase and the damping
ratio may increase also. However, as more and more unbalancing moment is a
added, the phugoid damping ratio will usually decrease again, often becoming
negative. In addition, the high phugoid frequency may be undesirable by
itself, especially in turbulence (see Reference E5). From the foregoing dis-
cussion, it can be seen that just the right amount of unbalancing force must
be applied to the control system to avoid ending up with a poorer airplane
than the basic one. Since the proper amount of unbalancing force changes
rapidly with airspeed, the use of a fixed mechanical downspring to improve the
force gradients at moderate or high speed will often result in negative phugoid
damping in the landing approach. It should also be pointed out that a bob-
weight which is not statically balanced with an "upspring" will behave like a
fixed downspring.
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Spring interconnects between the rudder and aileron controls intro-
duced to meet steady sideslip requirements or to improve coordination in turn
entries can result in objectionable control forces during takeoffs and landings.
In addition, a fixed spring can accomplish the desired effect only over a very
limited angle-of-attack range.

Yaw-rate-sensing dampers introduced to improve Dutch roll damping can
cause heavy rudder forces in steady turns. Acceptable wash-out may be difficult
to devise if 4)ndis very low. A yaw damper also may also aggravate A,8 while
improving r and even theA8 response to gusts (Reference J4).

A pitch rate damper with low authority will tend to saturate in
steady turns. Up to the point of saturation, it will also increase the stick
force per g. These effects are most prominent at low speed where, kinematically,

is high. To compensate, a high-pass filter is sometimes used to wash out
the steady pitch-rate signal. Such augmentation can be effective; but short-
period motion, maneuvering stability, and actuator dynamics should all be
examined over the entire speed-altitude-load factor spectra of the flight
envelopes to assure that there is no excessive degradation in any parameter.

Improper location of response sensors for augmentation systems can
result in objectionable dynamic characteristics in rapid maneuvers. The
location of accelerometers is especially important, and the location of any
type of sensor can be critical if structural dynamics are involved.

The C criterion of Reference Dll has recently received considerable
attention in the design of SAS systems. The criterion is in the form of
time-history or frequency-response envelopes on a weighted sum of pitch-rate
and n at the pilot's station. This criterion was developed to facilitate
the design of SAS systems employing pitch-rate and normal-acceleration feed-
back. These feedbacks can indeed be effective in improving the short-period
dynamics, since v feedback stiffens wp and 9 feedback improves !'Pp (there is
also a strong influence on the phugoid mode). The C* criterion itself, however,
is not an adequate substitute for the short-period requirements of 3.2.2.1.1
and 3.2.2.1.2 or the control system requirements of 3.5.3 and 3.5.3.1 (see
References D56, F80, and J75).

At high angle of attack, stability augmentation can be destabilizing.
For example a roll damper can induce spinning by actuating the ailerons in a
stall approach, where a pilot would be particularly careful not to command
large or abrupt aileron inputs.

Unless special precautions are taken, series stability-augmentation
signals to a common valve might cause unwanted cockpit-control movement at
times when primary-control rate command "bottoms" the valve.
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As stated in 6.4, "Changes of mechanical gearings and stability
augmentation gains in the primary flight control system are sometimes accom-
plished by scheduling the changes as a function of the settings of sedondary
control devices, such as flaps or wing sweep. This practice is generally
acceptable, but gearings and gains normally should not be scheduled as a
function of trim control settings since pilots do not always keep airplanes
in trim."

Redundant systems may be subject to nuisance warning or disengagement.

These examples are far from being exhaustive, but rather they serve to
illustrate the kind and complexity of consideration that must be given to
design of stability and control augmentation.
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3.5.4.1 PERFORMANCE OF AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS

REQUIREMENT

3.5.4.1 Performance of augmentation systems. Performance degradation of
augmentation systems caused by the atmospheric disturbances of 3.7.3 and 3.7.4
and by structural vibrations shall be considered, when such systems are used.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None

DISCUSSION

This requirement was added partially as a result of flight tests of
recent self-adaptive control systems which depend upon automatic gain changes
to keep the loop gains as high as possible without driving the system unstable.
Some of these systems have a tendency to drive the loop gains down when the
airplane flies in turbulence or when a structural mode is excited, resulting
in poor system performance.
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3.5.4.2 SATURATION OF AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS

REQUIREMENT

3.5.4.2 Saturation of augmentation systems. Limits on the authority of
augmentation systems or saturation of equipment shall not result in objection-
able flying qualities. In particular, this requirement shall be met during
rapid large-amplitude maneuvers, during operation near V , and during flight
in the atmospheric disturbances of 3.7.3 and 3.7.4.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None

DISCUSSION

This requirement has been introduced as a reminder to the designer
that limiting the authority of augmentation devices for safety purposes also
may limit the effectiveness for improving flying qualities. For instance
a limited-authority pitch-rate damper may improve -X, in light turbulence and
for precision tracking tasks, but the nonlinearity of the airplane's response
for a pullup due to saturation of the rate damper might be extremely objection-
able.

Some requirements of Reference Al specify a minimum control power
(for takeoff, landing, maneuvering flight, roll control, etc.) or a minimum
control margin (for sideslip, cross-wind landing, asymmetric thrust, etc.)
available to the pilot. Saturation of augmentation must not prevent the
safe utilization of that control power or margin for maneuvering and compen-
sating for disturbances.

Although these requirements are necessarily, at this time, qualitative,
the airplane must be evaluated in specific turbulence and discrete-gust environ-
ments.
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3.5.5 FAILURES

REQUIREMENT

3.5.5 Failures. If the flying qualities with any or all of the augmentation
devices inoperative are dangerous or intolerable, special provisions shall be
incorporated to preclude a critical single failure. Failure-induced transient
motions and trim changes resulting either immediately after failure or upon
subsequent transfer to alternate control modes shall be small and gradual
enough that dangerous flying qualities never result.

3.5.5.1 Failure transients. With controls free, the airplane motions due to
failures described in 3.5.5 shall not exceed the following limits for at least
2 seconds following the failure, as a function of the Level of flying qualities
after the failure transient has subsided:

Level 1 ±0.05g normal or lateral acceleration at the pilot's station
(after and i1 degree per second in roll
failure)

Level 2 ±0.Sg at the pilot's station,
(after ±5 degrees per second roll, and the lesser of ±5 degrees
failure) sideslip or the structural limits

Level 3 No dangerous attitude or structural limit is reached, and
(after no dangerous alteration of the flight path results from
failure) which recovery is impossible.

3.5.5.2 Trim changes due to failures. The control forces required to maintain
attitude and zero sideslip for the failures described in 3.5.5 shall not exceed
the following limits for at lea.st 5 seconds following the failure:

Elevator ------------------ 20 pounds
Aileron ------------------ 10 pounds
Rudder ------------------- 50 pounds

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.7.3, 3.7.3.1, 3.7.3.2
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DISCUSSION

The requirements of 3.7.3, 3.7.3.1, and 3.7.3.2 of MIL-F-8785 are
a mixture of limitations on transients and trim changes. Since there are
different reasons for having each, requirements on transients have been
included in 3.5.5.1 and trim changes in 3.5.5.2.

Transients are the dynamic responses of the airplane to a control
system failure. The purpose of a requirement in this area is to ensure that 57
the short-term response of the airplane does not get out of hand before the
pilot can react. The requirement of 3.5.5.1 specifies that the responses be
measured with the controls free. This technique seems to best simulate the
situation in which the pilot is most likely to be caught off-guard by the
transient. The actual numerical limits of 3.5.5.1 are modifications to the
requirements of 3.7.3 of MIL-F-8785, in an attempt to make the requirements
more meaningful. The Level 1 requirement is quite stringent, the intent
being that the pilot should hardly notice such a failure. The larger the
transient, the less frequently it should occur; tying the transient magnitude
to the Level after failure accomplishes this. (Small transients upon reversion
to poor flying qualities are quite desirable but hardly seem feasible in
general.) If there should turn out to be no other way to meet the Level 1
requirement than to add considerable complexity to the flight control system,
the procuring activity should consider relaxing the requirement for that
particular design.

In addition to the controls-free response transients caused by a
transfer, it is necessary to have limits on the control forces required to
minimize the airplane response. To this end, the requirements of 3.7.3.1 and
3.7.3.2 of MIL-F-8785 have been generalized to apply for all Flight Phases.
The elevator and aileron forces are unchanged. No distinction has been made
between land- and carrier-based airplanes in the rudder forces because there
seems to be no need. It seems reasonable to state a time limit during which
this requirement applies. Two seconds generally should be time enough for
the pilot to detect a significant transient and react, and it should be possible
to retrim after S seconds.
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3.5.6 TRANSFER TO ALTERNATE CONTROL MODES

REQUIREMENT

3.5.6 Transfer to alternate control modes. The transient motions and trim
changes resulting from the intentional engagement or disengagement of any
portion of the primary flight control system by the pilot shall be small and,
gradual enough that dangerous flying qualities never result.

3.5.6.1 Transients. With controls freei the transients resulting from the
situations described in 3.5.6 shall not exceed the following limits for at
least 2 seconds following the transfer:

Within the Operational tO.05g normal or lateral acceleration at the
Flight Envelope pilot's station and ±1 degree per second roll

Within the Service ±O.Sg at the pilot's station, ±5 degrees
Flight Envelope per second roll, and the lesser of ±5 degrees

sideslip or the structural limit

These requirements apply only for Airplane Normal States.

3.5.6.2 Trim changes. The control forces required to maintain attitude and
zero sideslip for the situations described in 3.5.6 shall not exceed the
following limits for at least 5 seconds following the transfer:

Elevator ----------------- 20 pounds
Aileron ------------------- 10 pounds
Rudder ------------------- 50 pounds

These requirements apply only for Airplane Normal States.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS.

3.7.3, 3.7.3.1, 3.7.3.2

DISCUSSION

Paragraphs 3.7.3, 3.7.3.1, and 3.7.3.2 of MIL-F-8785 deal with
intentional transfers to alternate control modes, as well as failures. The
failure aspects have been handled in 3.5.5, 3.5.5.1, and 3.5.5.2. The
intentional tranfer aspects were developed in a similar manner and included
in 3.5.6, 3.5.6.1, and 3.5.6.2. Application of Levels for intentional actions
might be confusing, so the applicable flight envelopes are specified instead.
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3.6 CHARACTERISTICS OF SECONDARY CONTROL
SYSTEMS
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3.6 CIIARACIT'IRISIICS OF SI!CONDARY 0ONrRO- sYSXI'is

I)ISCIJSS ION

Section 3.6 deals with the effects of operation of secondary control
devices on flying qualities. Secondary control systems include the trim system,
the throttle system, and all control devices which alter the loading or
external geometry of the airplane (with the exception of the primary cuntrol
system). The section includes various requirements on secondary controls
which were scattered throughout MIL-P-8785.

The secondary-control paragraphs of MIL-F-8785 were examined for
current validity. Most of the changes were made to fit the requirements into
the new orgmuizationtil framework. However, the requirements on longitudinal
trim changes have been extensively modified.
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3.6.1 TRIM SYSTEM

REQUIREMENT

3.6.1 Trim system. In straight flight, throughout the Operational Flight
Envelope the trimming devices shall be capable of reducing the eLevator,rudder,
and aileron control forces to zero for Levels 1 and 2. For Level 3, the
untrimmed cockpit control forces shall not exceed 10 pounds elevator, 5 pounds
aileron, and 20 pounds rudder. The failures to be considered in applying the
Level 2 and3 requirements shall include trim sticking and runaway in either
direction. It is permissible to meet the Level 2 and 3 requirements by
providing the pilot with alternate trim mechanisms or override capability.
Additional requirements on trim rate and authority are contained in MIL-F-9490
and MIL-F-18372.

3.6.1.1 Trim for asymmetric thrust. For all multiengine airplanes, it shall
be possible to trim the elevator, rudder, and aileron control forces to zero
in straight flight with up to two engines inoperative following asymmetric
loss of thrust from the most critical factors (3.3.9). This requirement
defines Level 1 in level-flight cruise at speeds from the maximum-range speed
for the engine(s)-out configuration to the speed obtainable with normal rated
thrust on the functioning engine(s). Systems completely dependent on the
failed engines shall also be considered failed.

3.6.1.2 Rate of trim operation., Trim devices shall operate rapidly enough
to enable the pilot to maintain low control forces under changing conditions
normally encountered in service, yet not so rapidly as to cause over-sensitivity
or trim precision difficulties under any conditions. Specifically, it shall
be possible to trim the elevator control forces to less than ±10 pounds for
center-stick airplanes and ±20 pounds for wheel-control airplanes throughout
(a) dives and ground attack maneuvers required in normal service operation and
(b) level-flight accelerations at maximum augmented thrust from 250 knots or

ý/rc, whichever is less to Vn.rat any altitude when the airplane is trimmed
for level flight prior to initiation of the maneuver.

3.6.1.3 Stalling of trim systems. Stalling of a trim system due to aerodyna-
mic loads during maneuvers shall not result in an unsafe condition. Specifically,
the longitudinal trim system shall be capable of operating during the dive
recoveries of 3.2.3.6 at any attainable permissible n, at any possible position
of the trimming device.

3.6.1.4 Trim system irreversibility. All trimming devices shall maintain a
given setting indefinitely, unless changed by the pilot, by a special auto-
matic interconnect such as to the landing flaps, or by the operation of an
augmentation device. If an automatic interconnect or augmentation device is
used in conjunction with a trim device, provision shall be made to ensure the
accurate return of the device to its initial trim position on completion of
each interconnect or augmentation operation.
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I!lATi-l) MI I.-F- 8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.5,4, 3.5.5, 3.S.6, 3.7.7, 6.4

I)1 SCUSS ION

'rhe trim authority requirements of 3.5.4 of MIL-F-8785 were rewritten
in the language of the new format. Also included were the trim system failure
requirements of 3.5.6 and 3.7.7 of MIL-P-8785. For Level 3 conditions the
residual forces which are permitted after trimming are arbitrary, but seem
more reasonable than zero. 'T'hey are small enough to be held for some time on
rare occasions, Since engine failures are a unique type of failure, the
engine-out requirements of 3.5.4 of MIL-F-8785 were included separately in
3. b. 1,1.

The requirements of 3.6.1 come from 6.4 and the last sentence of 3.5.4
of MIt,-F-8785. Since the quantitative dive requirement of 3.5.4 of MIL-F-8785
was aimed at operatiunal dives, and siaco operational dives for many current
airplanes are performed at speeds considerably lower than maximum operational
speed, the new wording seems appropriate. This quantitative requirement was
also expanded to cover level-flight accelerations because some high-performance
airplanes can out-accelerate the trim rate.

Paragraph 3.6.1.3 is a new requirement, added at the suggestion of
several government and industry sources on the basis of flight experience.

Paragraph 3.6.1.4 is essentially the same as 3.5.5 of MIL-F-878S. It
certainly is necessary.
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3.6.2 SPEED AND FLIGHT-PATtt CONTROL DEVICES

REQUI REMENT

3.6.2 Seed and fight-path control devices. The effectiveness and response
times 0• tne fore-and-aft force controls, in combination with the other
longitudinal controls, shall be sufficient to provide adequate control of
flight path and airspeed at any flight condition wi*.hin the Operational Flight
Envelope. This requirement may be met by use of devices such as throttles,
thrust reversers, auxiliary drag devices, and flaps.

RELATED MIL-,-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.1.8, 6.10

DISCUSSION

The requirements of 3.6.2 area combination of paragraphs 3.1.8 and
6.10 of MIL-F-8785. The requirements on speed control devices a qualitative
in nature due to the complex nature of the problem, but the design of these
devices is nevertheless very important.

One consideration in the design of speed control dcvices is to make
sure that the thrust response time is short enough for good go-around (wave-off)
capability. For pure jet airplanes, the thrust response is usually very poor
at low thrust settings and improves at the higher settings. It may be necessary
to provide such airplanes with auxiliary approach drag devices to allow the use
of high thrust settings during the power approach.

Another consideration is to ensure that the airspeed can be stabilized
in dives at the desired angle and airspeed. A stabilized airspeed in the
ground attack maneuver means that the pilot need not worry about control force
changes with speed or making sure that the airspeed does not exceed safe limits.

It had been hoped to include more specific, more quantitative
requirements. But on the basis of industry comments, more definitive
requirements that apply to a wide variety of mechanizations seem not to be
feasible at this time for a general flying qualities specification.
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3.6.3 'IT, ANSIliNTS ANI)M''RI q CIIANGES

REQUI 1REMElNT

3.0.3 Transients and trim changes. The transients and steady-state trim
changes for normal operation of secondary control devices (such as throttle,
flaps, slats, speed brakes, deceleration devices, dive recovery devices, wing
sweep, and landing gear) shall not impose excessive control forces to maintain
the desired heading, altitude, attitude, rate of climb, speed or load factor
without use of the trimmer control. This requirement applies to all in-flight
configuration changes and combinations of changes made under service condi-
tions, including the effects of asymmetric operations such as unequal operation
of landing gear, speed brakes, slats, or flaps. In no case shall there be any
objectionable buffeting or oscillation of such devices. More specific re-
quirements on secondary control devices are contained in 3.6.3.1, 3.6.4, and
3.6.5 and in MIL-F-9490 and MIL-F-18372.

REILATEDI) MI L- F- 8785 PARAGRAPIHS

3.1.10, 3.2.3, 3.3.18, 3.5.3, 6.4

D[ISSCUJSS ION

This paragraph is a restatement of the several qualitative require-
merits contained in 3.1.10, 3.2.3, 3.3.18, 3.5.3, and 6.4 of MIL-F-8785. It was
decided not to specify rates of operation directly, since these rates are
called out in the control systems specifications.
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3.6.3.1 PITCH TRIM CHANGES

REQUI REMENT

3.6.3.1 Pitch trim changes. The pitch trim changes caused by operation of
secondary control devices shall not be so large that a peak elevator control
force in excess of 10 pounds for center-stick controllers or 20 pounds for
wheel controllers is required when such configuration changes are made in
flight under conditions representative of operational procedure. Generally,
the conditions listed in table XIV will suffice for determination of compliance
with this requirement. (For airplanes with variable-sweep wings, additional
requirements will be imposed consistent with operational employment of the
vehicle.) With the airplane trimmed for each specified initial condition, the
peak force required to maintain the specified parameter constant following the
specified configuration change shall not exceed the stated value for a time
interval of at least 5 seconds following the completion of the pilot action
initiating the configuration change. The magnitude and rate of trim change
subsequent to this time period shall be such that the forces are easily trim-
mable by use of the normal trimming devices. These requirements define Level 1.
For Levels 2 and 3, the allowable forces are increased by 50 percent.
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4&,- 14IL-F-87858

TABLE XIV

Pitch Trim Change Conditions

Initial Trim Condition

t Altitu pee Hi-li Thrust Configuration ParameterPhsGa Uevices Change to be hel- •
4 wing constant
Plops 

'

UUp Up TLF Gear down Altitude
t n andU
Dotry Dairspeed

up TLF Gear down Altitude •

Down Up TLF Extend high- Altitude

P devices and
T and airspeedflap,

4on Up TLF Extend high- Altitude *;
lift devices:
and wing :
flaps ,

Down Down TL Idle thrust Airs
6 o Dw own TLF Extend Airspeed

a napproach drag '
device

7)ow own TLF Takeoff Airspeed
thrust

8 Approach Down Down TLF Takeoff Airspeedin thrust plus

normal clean-
up for wave-
off (go-
around)

9 Takeoff Down Take-off Take- Gear up Pitch
off attitude
thrust

10 Minimum Up Take-off Take- Retract high- Airspeed
tflap off lift devices

retract thrust and wing
lapptspeedd flaps

1 Cruise ho Speed Up Up MRT Idle thrust Pitchand min for 
attitudea sir-to- ad level

sir hn flight
cumbat hmxU

12 Up Up MRT Actuate de-

celeration
device

U ei e
13 Up Up MRT Maximum

augmented
thrust

14 1 Speed Up Up TLIF Actuate de-for bestceleration

rangedevice

Throttle setting may be changed during the maneuver

Notes: - Auxiliary drag devices are initially retracted, and all details ofconfiguration not specifically mentioned are normal for the Flight Phase.

- If power reduction is permitted in meeting the deceleration requirementsestablished for the mission, actuation of the deceleration device inE . s12 and 014 shall he accompanied 'y the allowable power reduction.
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RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.19

DISCUSSION

The statement of the requirement is basically the same as that of
3.3.19 of MIL-F-8785, with appropriate wording changes to reflect the new
format. The allowable elevator forces have been broken down according to type
of controller, rather than class. The force values remain appropriate, based
on flight experience. The table describing the individual maneuvers to be
evaluated has been altered to make the maneuvers more representative of actual
practice and to make the table more readable.

In Table IV of MIL-F-8785, maneuvers 1 through 3 are aimed at the
trim changes which normally occur in the traffic pattern. Accord-ngly,
maneuvers 1 through 5 of Table XIV, Reference Al, all start with the airplane
trimmed in level flight at the normal pattern speed. First the gear is ex-
tended, and the pilot holds altitude ot adds thrust to hold his altitude and
airspeed. Then the flaps are extended, and the pilot holds altitude or adds
thrust to hold his altitude and airspeed. Next, the pilot reduces thrust to
begin the descent to final approach.

In Table IV of MIL-F-8785, maneuvers 4 and 10 are at a lower speed,
as on t,'e zpproach; they are usually most critical at the minimum approach
speed. Ar-ordi.gly, maneu'rers 6 through 8 of Table XIV, Reference Al, all
start with the airplane trimmed at Va,,,g. At the beginning of the final
approach, with the airplane trimmed at the approach speed, the approach drag
device might be extended for the final descent. Then with the airplane actually
trimmed in the power approach, a go-around (wave-off) might be necessary.
During the initial stage of this maneuver, the pilot will probably try to hold
airspeed constant.

In Table IV of MIL-F-8785, maneuvers 5 and 6 deal with cleaning up
the airplane on takeoff. These maneuvers are probably most critical during
maximum-performance takeoffs where the pilot is trying to clear an obstacle.
In this type of takeoff, the pilot will probably hold pitch attitude as the
gear starts up, then hold airspeed fairly constant during the climb. The
gear-up and flaps-up maneuvers are so described in 9 and 10 of Table XIV,
Reference Al.

In Table IV of MIL-F-8785, maneuvers 7, 8 and 11 are aimed at rapid
speed changes during high-speed flight. Item 9 in Table IV of MIL-F-8785 is a
similar maneuver for cruise. For these maneuvers, it seems appropriate to
hold pitch attitude constant initially. These four maneuvers are so described
in items 11 through 14 of Table XIV, Reference Al.
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3.6.4 AUXILIARY DIVE RECOVERY DEVICES

REQUI REMENT

3.6.4 Auxiliary dive recovery devices. Operation of any auxiliary device
intended solely for dive recovery shall always produce a positive increment
of normal acceleration, but the total normal load factor shall never exceed
0.8 nL, controls free.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

3.3.17

DISCUSSION

This requirement is essentially the same as 3.3.17 of MIL-F8785.
Special pitching-moment-producing devices are sometimes used for dive recovery
on subsonic airplanes when Mach number effects severely reduce elevator
effectiveness. The requirement seems reasonable for this type of device.
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3.6.5 DIRECT NORMAL-FORCE CONTROL

REQUIREMENT

3.6.5 Direct nomnal-force control. Use of devices for direct normal-force
control shall not produce objectionable changes in attitude for any amount of
control up to the maximum available. This requirement shall be met for
Levels 1 and 2.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None

DISCUSSION

This new paragraph requires the designer to minimize pitching moments
associated with the use of any direct-lift control device, so that the pilot is
provided with an essentially pure lift control. The designer may accomplish
this end by careful design of the control itself, or by an interconnect to the
elevator.
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S 3.7 ATMOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES



,1, 7 ATrlSP1l'llIl DI, TURRANCHS

IWQIQI I XlHIMIIN'

3,,7,1 lia of turbulence modelo, Paragraphs 3,7. , through 3,7,5 !sprci y a
vot;tt I Iuou* rand-- 'W5i-4a =#mS'om T and a discreto turbulence modol that %hall
be used in analyses to determine compliance with those requirements of this
Specif'ication that refer to 3.7 explicitly, to as#eso:

a, The effect of turbuleinco on the flying qualitlis of the
al rp' mno;

b, Trho ability of a pilot to recover from the effects of
discrete gustA.

RIL,ArI'I) MII,- F-78T5 PARAGRAPHS

D!I SCUSS ION

There are several possible uses for turbulence models, as far as flying
qualities requirements are concerned. For example, the models might be used in'

(1) Piloted simulation and closed-loop analysis to assess the
effects of turbulence on ride qualities, flying qualities,
and controllability,

(2) Analysis to determine the open-loop airplane turbulence
response (including the effects of stability augmentation
and structural mode excitation), for comparison with ride
qualities criteria.

(3) Analysis to ensure that the performance of control systems
and SAS equipment does not degrade appreciably during
flight in turbulence.

('1) Design of control surfaces, and of pilot and SAS authority,
to ensure that the airplane has sufficient control effectiveness
to be manageable during flight in turbulence.

It became obvious fairly early in the development of Section 3.7, however, that
piloted simulation, a most important use for turbulence models, was a
difficult subject to write quantitative requirements for. In addition, although

- ,some quantitative criteria do exist for assessment of ride qualities and have been
!applied in specific instances such as AMSA, it seemed premature to introduce
general ride qualities criteria. It was decided, therefore, that turbulence
models would be presented in MIL-F-8785B, to be used in any analysis and

'• simulation of flying qualities and ride qualities that the contractor
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performs. VIther those models or the oneN specified for structural anaiyots
can be used to invest ixate interactions of stnrctures and flying qualities, as
AppIopriate, The contractor is bound to use the atmosplioric dtsturh•anes
of this section in showing com-Ttanoe with paragraphs 3,1,4, .4J,
.31. .3.2 ., and 3.S.4.2.

The state of the art in describing atmo,4phorik, disiturbanves is, liko
that in specifying flying qualities, imperfect. Limitations onl the validity
of the models presented are imposed hy:

0 The otmospheric data used

0 The mathematical description of turbulence and its effects

* The soneral iations made for design purposes

0 The need to avoid excessive complication

o The possible incompatibility with models used in structural anal.si.- -

Also, this work was mostly done before deciding to emphasize the von Kai-man
spectral form, Use of the Dryden form in deriving the requirements should not,
it is felt, contribute significant error,

In the discussions of Section 3.7 there are three main purposes.
Since thir is the first appearance of atmospheric disturbance models in a
flying qualities specification, turbulence, the models, and their application
have been described in some detail. Then many assumptions are inherent,
of varying validity, in deriving quasi-rational requirements; the assumptions
used have been stated. and the requirements derived, Also, substantiation
data have been presented or referenced.
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It~iQI II HUI~ll NT

3,7.J Turbulonce modelit. Where feasible, the von Konrman form shall be used
t'or the *"lur lenc" model. 4e that the flylngu qualities
atnalysvo will be consittent with the comparable structural analyses. When Ito
ctomporahlo structurral analysis Ai performed or when it i% not fea.ible to use
;ho von Katin, form, utse of the IDryden form will he permistible. In general,
hoth the continuous random model and the discrete model *hall be used, If'l

'ýtl4it and intensities used in determining the gust magnitudes for the discrete
mode I •-I I bo the same ast those tined in the lDryden cont inuous random modelI

RIUIiATIU) MN,. FI-8785 PARA(RAPIIS

Nono

I) CI •1JSS ION

NIt .- 1-878SH provides for both continuous and discrete approaches to
atmospheric disturbances (turbulence). Those are both described in a statis-
tical way (i.e., power spectral densities, probability density functions, etc.)
because of the nature of atmospheric turbulence, which is a continuous vector
ratndom process that varies in three space dimensions and also in time. As a
result, a very complicated statistical model would be required to describe
adetquately all that is currently known about atmospheric turbulence. Still,
at prosent, much uncertainty remains about both its mathematical description
and its numerical data. Also, known and suspected variations of atmospheric
disturbances with such factors as location, time of day, wind direction,
lapse rate and latitude can hardly be used directly in an airplane design
specification. So, in the interest of simplicity of development, description
and application of turbulence models for MIL-F-8785B, several commonly used
simplifying assumptions are made and are described in the following paragraphs.

The continuous random turbulence model will be described first and its
underlying assumptions explained. Then the discrete model, which is based
on the continuous model, will be described. Numerical data are given and
explained in the discussion of 3.7.3. Both models specify true gust
velocities, not equivalent velocities.

Atmospheric turbulence should be described mathematically in an axis
(coordinate) system related explicitly to the turbulence field itself; but
instead, for MIL-F-8785B, the turbulence is described relative to the airplane
body-axis system. If the turbulence were completely isotropic, mathematically
it would be described exactly the same way in both axes systems, by the
definition of isotropy: invariance of the statistical properties with axis
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translation, rotation and refloction. Ilowever, cow,,plete isotropy is not
assumed here for all altitudes. Near the ground leve~l the turbulence is
assumed isotropic (and therefore, because of the tranolational independence.,
homogeneous) only in plknes that are nearly horizontal (ie., two-dimensional
isotropy anti homogeniety). At higher altitudes complete isotropy is assumed.
The implication of th.se assumptions is that flight paths must he within a degree o
or so of being horizontal near the ground; otherwise special consideration should,
he given to the anisotropic and nonhomogeneous nature of the turbulence, One
way to sidestep this difficulty is to use average values of the turbulence
model parameters as discussed in 3.7,3. Figure 1 from Reference M3 clearly shows
anisotropy and nonhomogeniety for the last 300 feet of a landing approach.

Complete isotropy is a property of turbulence that, when present,
extends over all turbulence wavelengths. Realistically, however, atmospheric
turbulence is at most only "locally" isotropic; that is, the turbulence is
isotropic only over some finite range of wavelengths, usually those smaller
than some given value which depends on meteorological conditions and nearnesb
of the ground. Energy is fed anisotropically into the turbulence by winds which
have wavelengths greater than those in the range of local isotropy. Near the
ground, the limiting (longest) wavelength of the locally isotropic range is
proportional to the height above the ground. Certain high-altitude clear air
turbulence (CAT) is significantly anisotropic (References M69 and M71); but,
like the atmospheric boundary layer turbulence, it too has a locally isotropic
range. The continuous random turbulence models of MIL-F-87858 are designed
to exhibit some locally isotropic properties at low altitudes. This has been
done because turbulence data do indeed show a locally isotropic range that is
within the range of wavelengths significant in the response of airplanes.

4p

For the purposes of MIL-F-878SB, lack of isotropy at the lower
altitudes implies that the statistical properties of the turbulence differ among
the three turbulent velocity components and that statistical cross correlations
exist among the components. It is assumed for simplicity, however, that the
cross correlations are negligible. In other words, the turbulent velocity
components are assumed statistically independent of one another even
though the turbulence model permits anisotropy for low altitudes. There is
some evidence that the cross correlations are small and insignificant enough to
make this a reasonable assumption in most cases (Reference M81).

Tests for homogeniety and isotropy have been made frequently during
gust measurement programs, and the validity of these assumptions has been
adequately demonstrated for purposes of airplane response analyses except for
flight near the terrain. Hence, the homogeniety and isotropy of gusts have
been dignified by frequent use. Furthermore, homogeniety in horizontal
planes is a reasonable assumption for flight over homogeneous terrain at
low altitudes and for homogeneous meteorological conditions at higher
altitudes. However, as Figure 1 suggests, homogeniety in the vertical direction
is not a valid assumption, except perhaps for very shallow layers, regardless of
the altitude. Nevertheless, for reasoas to be brought out later, it is necessary
to assume at least horizontal homogeniety.
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'Taylor's hypothesis (References M54 and M57), that time variations
arc statistically equivalent to distance variations in traversing the
turbulence field, is also assumed. This almost universally employed
assumption may be visualized as a gust field that is frozen in time and space.
Taylor's hypothesis is implicit, for example, in use of gust data from tower
measurements for airplane design. The implication of this hypothesis is that
tae turbulence-induced responses of the airplane result only from the motion
of the airplane relative to the turbulent field. Experience has shown that
tne frozen field concept is entirely acceptable for those cases in which the
meaot wind velocity and the root-mean-square turbulence velocity are small
relative to tire ground speed of the airplane (Reference M57).

Since the airplane moves through the horizontally homogeneous
turbulent field, the turbulence it senses is stationary; that is, the
statistical properties of the turbulence as sensed by the airplane are indepen-
dent of time in any given "patch" of turbulence. Therefore, stationary
statistical methods may be used in analyses. This is the great simplification
afforded by the assumptions of horizontal homogeniety and the frozen field
concept.

The turbulent velocity field is assumed to be a zero-mean Gaussian
(Normal) random process represented by a joint conditional (conditioned on
the standard deviations of the velocity components) probability density
fwtition. Although Reference M83 presents ample evidence to invalidate the
Gaussian assumption, this assumption is employed for MIL-F-8785B because of
the simplicity it affords. Also, the Gaussian assumption greatly facilitates
botui mathematical analyses for linear systems and also simulations. (The
experiments upon which a number of the flying qualities requirements are based
used either filtered Gaussian noise or a random-appearing sum of sine waves to
simulate turbulence. Neither technique produces enough extreme gusts or many
of the "spikes" which are apparent in some turbulence records; that is one good
reason fo." supplementing the MIL-F-8785B Gaussian continuous random turbulence
model with the discrete gusts of 3.7.2.3.)

There are several good sources of general information on the description
of atmospheric turbulence and its application in airplane response and
analyses: see, for example, References B70, M32, 456, M58, M55, M54, M59, M81
and M83.

Gust spectra

In order to describe how much of the total root-mean-square turbulent
velocity is contributed by a given band of wavelengths or spatial frequencies
((2 =LT/•), the power spectral density of turbulence must be specified.
Experimental and theoretical evidence suggest that the one-dimensional power
specLral density of a turbulent velocity component should approach a constant
value asymptotically at the lowest frequencies (longest wavelengths) and should
decrease asymptotically according to the -5/3 power of frequency for high
spatial frequencies. These "high" frequencies
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occur in a range called the "inertial subrange", in which energy is
neither fed into nor dissipated from the turbulence (References M54 and M57).
In a meteorological sense this range may not occur at all, depending on conditionf^"'
but experimental data nearly always show a range of frequencies where the -5/3
power variation does occur. Often this -5/3 variation occurs when meteorological
conditions do not indicate an inertial subrange.

MIL-F-8785B includes two spectral forms for the random continuous
turbulence model:

(1) The von Karman spectral form (References M55 and M56),
which has the asymptotic characteristics described above.

(2) The Dryden spectral form (References M55 and M56), which
mathematically has the same low-frequency asymptote as the
von Karman form but which has a high-frequency asymptote that
is directly proportional to the -2 power of spatial frequency.

Both of the5e mathematical forms, namned after the scientists who
first proposed them, have been used in the past and are still accepted by'many
workers, although the trend is to adopt the scientifically more pleasing von
Karman form. Other military and civil specifications, particularly proposed
structural specifications, require the use of this spectral form. The Dryden
spectra are rational, which greatly simplifies analysis and computation.
There is every indication that, though the von Karman form seems to fit the
available data somewhat better, for flying qualities work the two forms
yield much the same results. Where feasible, the von Karman spectral form
(3.7.2.1) is to be used in analyses with the continuous random turbulence
model so that the flying qualities analyses will be consistent with the comparable
structural analyses required by other specifications. However, when no comparabl
structural analysis is performed or when it is not feasible to use the von
Karman form, the Dryden form (3.7.2.2) may be used. It should be
mentioned that the rms intensity data in 3.7.3 were developed specifically
for the Dryden model but are used'without modification for the von Karman model
as well. However, the scales are specified differently for the two models in
3.7.3.1 and 3.7.3.2. Some consequences of this imperfect arrangement
are described in the discussion of 3.7.3.1 and 3.7.3.2.

MIL-F-8785B specifies both continuous random models and a discrete
model. However, these models are not entirely separate entities. The discrete
model has been derived from the Dryden random continuous one aal, as such, the
discrete model requires the use of length scales and rns irntensities which are
the same as those used for the Dryden random continuous model.
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3.7.2.1, 3.7.2.2 CONTINUOUS RANDOM TURBULENCE MODEL

REQUIREMENT

3.7.2.1 Continuous random model (von Karman form). The von Karman form
of the spectra for the turbulence velocities is:

, (a) ., 3 0

9+rr 3I(,3 L, , a) 2
fi (,n, ,.l•r 3÷ (1•,c,

9 7rl [I (1 3 3 9+ L, ( n) 2'Y

3.7.2.2 Continuous random model (Dryden form). The Dryden form of the

spe.tra for the turbulence velocities is:

49 IT Ie(LIM C2) 2

(%n) = .,

I."(I. __ __ __ _

(n)=• a •(.,•]

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None

DISCUSS ION

The formulas for the one-dimensional power spectral densities apply to
the longitudinal (x-axis), lateral (y-axis) and vertical (z-axis) gust-
velocity components. Note, as mentioned earlier, that the Dryden iorm exhibits
the Q -2 variation at high frequencies instead of the f)-5/3 variation of
the von Karman form. Figure 1 shows plots of the two spectral forms
(only the vertical gust velocity) for several values of scale L... The formulas
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for the spectra are listed, for example, in References M55 and M56 along with
their corresponding autocovariance functions (sometimes called autocorrelation
functions) and other pertinent formulas. They are defined such that the
mean-square turbulence velocity (or variance, since the mean turbulence
velocity fluctuation is assumed zero) is given by integrating the power
spectrum over all positive spatial frequencies;

,s, =J .(n) an , , u., v, or i.,-

0

The root-mean-square (rms) velocity a (or standard deviation) is simply the
square root of the integral.

The frozen field concept (Taylor's hypothesis) mentioned previously
implies, in the frequency domain, that the temporal frequency eo (rad/sec)
sensed by the airplane is related to the spatial frequency by the true air-
speed V; that is, ci = nv. Therefore the spectral densities are transformed
to functions of w as follows:

It follows from this that

0i 0. (do) 0W 1Z, ar ar

Both the von Karman and Dryden forms satisfy all the mathematical
requirements for isotropic atmospheric turbulence. For isotropi turbulence,
the scales and the mean-square intensities are the same for the three velocity
components; i.e., for isotropic turbulence

2 2 Z

and
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In MI!.-F-8785B these same spectral forms [ j (al) and q (O) ) are used
also for anisotropic turbulence, near the ground, as well as for isotropic
turbulence. For anistropic turbulence, neither the three intensities nor
the three scales need be equal. This is the reason for the u, W, '"
subscripts on a and L.

In certain theoretical analyses it may be desirable to use the two-or
three-dimensional versions of the von Karman and Dryden spectral forms. In
particular, the two-dimensional spectrum of the vertical turbulence component
has proven to be useful in the past. It depends on two spatial frequencies,
fl, and 1L22 corresponding with x and y dimensions respectively (the spatial

frequency fl used in the one-dimensional formulas above is reallyn,, but
the subscript has been dropped for simplicity). Also, it should be noted that

is the only spatial frequency that can be converted to a temporal
frequency so far as this specification is concerned. The reason is that,
to a first-order approximation, the airplane velocity is considered to be
in the x direction. The two-dimensional formulas may be found for both the
Dryden and the von Karman spectral forms in Reference M55, Section 9.4.
To put the formulas of Reference M55 int6 a form consistent with the spectra
in MIL-F-8785B, use the following conversion formulas:

(a) one-dimensional spectra
fa

217 2 rt

(b) two-dimensional spectrum

4 72.
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3.7.2.3 DISLRE'rH MODEL

REQUI REMENT

3.7.2.3 Discrete nodel. The discrete turbulence model may lie used for
any of the three gust-velocity components. The discrete gust has tho
"1-cosine" shape:

V= 0 , <0

. on Cos2d2

VO -

0 dmn DISTANCE, ,X-o FT

Several values of dm shall be used, each chosen so that the gust is tuned to
each of the natural frequencies of the airplane and its flight control system
(higher-frequency structural modes may be excepted). The magnitude vm shall
then be chosen from figure 7. The parameters L and e to be used with
figure 7 are the Dryden scales and intensities from 3.7.3 or 3.7.4 for the
velocity component under consideration.
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RELATEI) MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPiS

None

DISCUSSION

"For analyses of some airplane operations, a discrete gust model
is more appropriate than a continuous random model. The discrete model
provides spike-type inputs that may not be apparent in the 4mulated
Gaussian random turbulence. These exercise the vehicle and ts flight control
syitem in a different way but still in a way that is likely to be encountered.
'rhus the random and discrete-gust analyses are complementary. An example
of design use is the requirement of 3.3.4: roll control power must be
effective enough to balance the airplane when it encounters discrete,
as well as random, gusts. Both might be particularly important in a
landing approach. A discrete model is equally applicable to airplane
structural design as well as airplane handling and control.

Since it is well known that the gust velocity gradient is as
important as the gust magnitude, the discrete gust model should jointly
treat both parameters. Hence, this section describes a form of discrete
model that has a gust velocity v(x) defined spatially in terms of a
magnitude vm which occurs at a distance x = dm. Together, vm and dm

determine the velocity gradient properties of the discrete gust.

A conditional probability density, which describes the evolution of the
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random gust volovity, is developed 6y usting certain resultit of the theory
of linear mean-square estimation, as presented in Hererence MAI, :hapiero
11 and 14, along with the Dryden random contlnuous turbulence model, DoetallI
of the development are provided in References M6l1 and M640; but hecauso these
references are not generally available, particularly Reference M61, a
brief outline of the development Is presented here# To make use of' tho
mean-square estimation theory, it is necessary only that the gust velocity
components be (Gaussian, which is assumed to be the case, The random
continuous turbulence need be neither isotropic nor homogeneous; howeyvr.
it has been assumed homogeneous for the simplicity afforded to the results,

The discrete Rust model of MII,-P-87866B makes use of the rathr
arbitrary but well known "l-cosine" shape which has boen uscd often, and
still is, in both military and civil structural design specificat ions, In th.'
formula given in 3,7,2.3, the gust magnitude v. may be either positive or

negative, but the gust length dm is always taken to he positive. The formula

for the discrete gust shape and other formulas and data in this discussion are
assumed to apply equally well to any of the three gust velocity components
even though, in all of the pertinent formulas of this discussion, the x
coordinate is always used for the distance traversed by the airplane, and
do is always the gust length in the x direction. To distinguish among

the values of v. and d. for the three components of the turhulunt velocity in

Figure 7 of NIL,-F-8785B, the m subscript is dropped and x, y and z
subscripts are used for longitudinal, lateral and vertical discrete gusts
respectively.

Section 14-5 of Reference M82 is followed closely in the material
developed here. (Also, see Example 11-1 starting on page 394 of Reference M82.)
The gust velocity is assumed to be homogeneous, and it has zero mean, i.e.

E [ o

where E is the expectation operator. If the velocity at x a x, is V(Ix 1 )

then the conditional mean of v(x) is

In Reference M82, Equation 7-111 on Page 224, it is shown that this
conditional mean is proportional to v(xl), i.e.,
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rhitt 'ondlti I kuap mt~ i , e111 th' hoit. mPv.oinMrP •metp i ft v(x) lii
toI'm% (If Vtxlj, Now mitnoP tho difforonro vix) a v(xi ) is tatottitieily
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th01 '•ol|low ing I'PuIrt i ohtainiopdI

whetor dw x -x, nd R (d) is the autocovariance function of the
hom"iMgeouou gutst velocity v(x), assuming v(x]), Is

0 a E.1 tV'(*).a I(t,,)] 1! V'(161)) $I R(o) -, 4•

whore the orthogonality condition above has been used. then, with the value
of a also given above,

e - Ti(o

Blecause v(x) is Gaussian, the conditional probability density of v(x) is
ailso Gaussian:

This conditional probability density is the key to the discrete gust model, but
in order to evaluate the density, some further assumptions are necessary.

Although v(xl) way have any value and may be a random \,riable, it is
taken as zero sin'ce the "1 l-cosine" gust shape is generally considered to start
from zero 'velocity. Furthermore, in the development of the conditional density,
it is necessary to assume a mathematical form for the autocovariance of the
turbulent velocity component. For this purpose, the autocovariance
corresponding with the longitudinal (ug) Dryden spectral form is used. It
leads to the simplest mathematical form for the conditional density above.
Although this is- only approximate for the other velocity components, it is
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accurate enough, considertng the very limited data available for substantiation.
1ha skAnd a lipcotie

a ,,,oo

aind

;6 d, *w ! xp 2dI

where 0a and L are the mean-square intensity and scale for the particular
gust velocity component, respectively. Furthermore, if v(x) a v(xl~dm)

is interpreted as the magnitude vi, the conditional probability density

may be written

j _V;IL (L 0ex)

where

e . /ta p(. -)]. ',,h

So far, the conditional density has been treated as if it were conditioned
only on v(xl); however, It is also conditioned on the random variable Ca

which appears in the expression for I (The statistics of the rms intensity
cr are described later in the discussion of 3.7.3.) Then, since explicit

dependence on v (x1) no longer appears, the density function may be written
as -p (irm I o) for brevity. The appropriate subscript u, v or w is used in

Figure 7 of MIL-F-8785B to denote the longitudinal, lateral or vertical
gust respectively,

Since the turbulent velocity fluctuations have a Gaussian probability
density function (as was assumed to begin this development), the conditional
density.p(2,;,I) and its cumulative distribution also have the Gaussian

form. The cumulative probability distribution P(Vn, jar) is plotted in Figure I

in a normalized form. The curve of Figure 7 of MIL-F-8785B has been obtaineJ
simply by cross-plotting the values of vm /d and dm/L from Figure I

that correspond to the probability P(rm. d) = 0.01. Strictly speaking,
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it is not proper to use the value of Vm/or obtained this way and simply

multiply it by a value of d from Figure 8 of MIL-F-8785B. The reason for
this is that P(vm I a ) is a conditional cumulative distribution. The value

of vm should properly be obtained, first, by determining P(vm), with the

condition removed as follows:

ad

0

where p(d') is obtained from the discussion of 3.7.3, and then by determining

vm as a function of altitude for a given value of P(vm). However, it is felt

that the method used in MIL-F-8785B yields reasonable values of vm for the

present purposes even though the values used are not necessarily the same as
those that have traditionally been used in other discrete gust models.

It is now evident that the discrete gust magnitude, Vm, depends on

three parameters: din, L and a . Several values of dm should be used, each

chosen so that the gust is tuned to each of the rigid-body natural frequencies
of the airplane and its flight control system. The lower-frequency structural
bending modes are also to be considered in analyses, but the higher structural-
mode frequencies a:e excepted. Usually it should be sufficient to consider
the primary fuselage vertical and side bending modes, and the primary wing
symmetric and antisymmetric modes. However, specific requirements for
structural bending modes may be stated by the procuring activity. The values of
o and L to be used with the discrete gust model depend on altitude and are

the same as those used with the Dryden random cont•,,uous turbulence model which
are found in 3.7.3 and 3.7.4. The values of dm, L and d obtained according

to these instructions, used together with Figure 7 of MIL-F-8785B, will
provide the required values of vm for analyses.

Thus, although the (1-cos) form of the discrete gust remains arbitrary,
the gust magnitude has been related in a rational manner to the expected
intensity of continuous random turbulence. There is still, of course, no
rational relation to some of the sources of discrete disturbances: buildings
or terrain features, aircraft wakes, shear layers, jet streams, etc., in
eitner form or magnitude.
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3.7.3 SCALES AND INTENSITIES (CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE)

REQUIREMENT

3.7.3 Scales and intensities (clear air turbulence). rhe root-mean-square
intensity dEfor 'clear air turbulence is detinel on figure 8 as a function

of altitude. The intensities a. and crt. may be obtained using the relationships

2 2 2
-Sie (von Karman form)

4 2/3 1 /'?1

25 2

-L (Dryden form)

The scales for clear air turbulence are defined in 3.7.3.1 and 3.7.3.2
as a function of altitude. The altitude shall be defined consistently with
any applicable terrain models specified in the contract. For those
Flight Phases involving climbs and descents, a single set of scales and
intensities based on an average altitude may be used. If an average set of
scales and intensities is used for Catagory C Flight Phases, it shall be based
on an altitude of 500 feet.

A T & E .. ... . .... , -FT_
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RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None

DISCUSSION

Introduction

The turbulence model of MIL-F-8785B has been developed by rather
arbitrarily choosing reasonable values of the scales and then determining
values for the intensity so that the mathematical spectral form (the Dryden
form) fits the measured spectral data (from References M68, M69, M70, M71
and other sources listed in Reference M7). This approach is explained in
a few simple steps.

(1) Measured atmospheric turbulence spectra seldom extend
to low enough spatial frequencies to exhibit the constant
low-frequency asymptote (however, some tower spectra
measured very close to the ground do show the low-
frequency asymptote.)

(2) The measured spectra, therefore, can determine no more
-F than some minimum value of scale and some factor which

combines both the scale and the rms intensity.

(3) This factor, ''Z/L , is obtained from the high-frequency
asymptotic form of the Dryden spectrum. It is the same
factor as in the equations relating the three intensities

4 , cr., and ar-. (See 3.7.3.) (Although it was not
used in the development of the data for MIL-F-8785B,
the corresponding factor for the high-frequency asymptotic
form of the von Karman spectrum is (s/L 1.

(4) Consequently, having chosen a Dryden scale (Section 3.7.3.2)
which is not less than some minimum, and having determined the
value of the factor a /L , one then simply obtains
the value of a z

This is the basic procedure that was followed for evaluating the rms vertical
intensity (CF.,) of the clear air turbulence model, but the aý, data chosen
for the model were also checked as described later. The scales and intensities
of the random turbulence model are interrelated by the equations in 3.7.3.
These equations are used to calculate c, and c. after cra has been
obtained from Figure 8, because MIL-F-8785B provides data explicitly only
for c., . The following discussion is devoted primarily to the development
of Figure 8. It starts by developing the 3tatistical properties of er,.
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Statistical Properties of •-

Now, there is a finite discrete probability, P. , of there being no
turbulence at all, while there is also a discrete probability of encountering
turbulence, P, The total probability density function for a is,
therefore,

where S. (crw) is a Dirac delta function which is zero for any crr ,O
and for which

00

f S8u, de, /
0

The probability density function for the rms vertical turbulence
intensity, oa- , once turbulence has been encountered, is assumed to be of
the Rayleigh form:

2())

0_ AeCar 2 o0,0 > 0

where c2 is one-half the expected value of a2r (i.e., E d

(In some other current turbulence models which employ the Gaussian probability
density defined for or,, - 0, i.e.,

2 zthe parameter b is equal to E {;z therefore, to have the same
expected value of cr , .
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The Rayleigh cumulative probability distribution for ch,. , which

here means the probability of equalling or exceeding a given value of in

a patch of turbulence, is

0

(This is not the usual definition of the cumulative probability distribution
that is give,, in probability theory texts such as Reference M82, but this is
the definitio,- used in most of the atmospheric turbulence literature.)

Figure 1, which is adapted from Reference M62, illustrates that the
Rayleigh probability density function fits reasonably well the relative
frequency distributions of G . The value of c used in the figure is that
usedforMIL-F-8785B, and its evaluation'is described in the following
paragraphs. For purposes of MIL-F-8785B, the Rayleigh density function is
as convenient to use as any other previously employed or previously proposed
functions. It is used in the absence of general agreement on the form of the
distribution of a .

In MIL-F-8785B, it is assumed that a single value of the parameter
c is valid for clear air turbulence at all altitudes. Previous atmospheric

turbulence models based on b' = E {i•,. J ,which is proportional to C,

have indicated that although b1  is not really constant for nonstorm

turbulence it is nearly enough constant so that for simplicity it may be
assumed constant.

The measured spectra for clear air turbulence from many sources,
such as References M31, M68, M69., M70, M71 and other sources as listed
in Reference M7, were used to obtain values of az /L for the Dryden

spectral form. This ratio is related to c as follows:

i- 'e2j

since L is not considered a random variable here. Then, since
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there results

IEW

Thus, from a population of values of oz/L for clear air turbulence it is
possible to estimate the value of the parameter C. . The value of C thus
obtained for MIL-F-8785B is 2.3 ft/sec. The cumulative probability P(o'r)
is plotted in Figure 2 with t•'s value of e.

A quick check of the validity of the value a = 2.3 ft/sec and the
assumption that c is independent of altitude may be obtained from the
data given in Reference M63. Figure 1 from that reference compares the estimates
of b, = fY from several sources. It shows that b, is reasonably

independent of altitude and that the value b, = 3.25 ft/sec (or c = 2.3 ft/

sec) is somewhat on the low end of the indicated range. However, Figure 4 of the
same reference, which was obtained after a re-analysis of the basic data,
shows a value of b that is quite close to 3.25 ft/sec. This provides one
independent check oi the value of c =4/P = 2.3 ft/sec used in

MIL-F-878SB.

The discrete probability (Pl) of encountering turbulence at all,
which is often called the proportion of time spent in turbulence, is a function
of altitude. As used here, P1 has exactly the same meaning as it has had in

previous turbulence models and specifications. Figure 3 gives the P1  used

here as the solid line. The curve is basically that of Reference M7, Figure 21,
but revised to reflect some new data points that have more recently become
available. The circled data points are directly from Reference M7, whereas
the B-52 and B-70 points are the new ones (References M64 and M65 respectively).
Above about 75,000 ft the curve in Figure 3 is an extrapolation. Between
53,000 and 70,000 feet the curve is approximately an average of the U-2
(References M66 and M67) and B-70 points. The large discrepancy between the
U-2 and B-70 data points remains to be explained; in fact, this is the
reason for simply using the "average" of the two for MIL-P-8785B. Between
25,000 and 50,000 feet the preferred B-52 values and the U-2 values were also
roughly averaged.

For altitudes below 2500 ft above ground level (AGL), the abscissa
(altitude) in Figure 3 should be interpreted as AGL because of the influence
of the terrain on the probability of encountering turbulence. For altitudes
above 2500 ft AGL it is permissible to interpret altitude as either pressure
altitude or altitude above mean sea level (MSL). However, the altitude to be
used shall be defined consistently with any applicable terrain models that
may be siccified by the procuring activity.
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It should be clear at this stage that the model described here neglects
any effects on the turbulence due to terrain roughness, atmospheric stability
(lapse rate), wind sheors, mean wind magnitude or any other meteorological
factor except height (altitude). This means that the model describes an
average of all conditions for clear air turbulence. Too few data are currently
available to permit incorporation of these complicating features.

Specification of ow.

So far, the turbulence model has been described strictly in a prob-
abilistic fashion. For NIL-F-8785B, it i-, necessary to provide something
concrete. A value of or, is specificd as a function of altitude for clear

air turbulence that can only be equalled or exceeded with a probability of 0.01.
In other words, 99% of all the time spent in flight at a given altitude will
be spent either in turbulence with less than the specified aYr or in

turbulence-free air ( = 0). Let P(d,,) denote the cumulative probability

that du equals or exceeds a given value; then

A

where P, and P (cxr) are given in Figures 3 and 2 respectively. The

probability P (or,,) = 0.01 has been chosen rather arbitrarily. Although

it seems reasonable, only time and trial will prove its ultimate reasonableness.
The values of dar obtained using the above equation are presented as a function

of altitude in Figure 8 of MIL-F-8785B. Since the value of Pf for altitudes

above 90,000 feet is less than 0.01, the value of ar above 90,000 feet

is exactly zero. This means simply that at h = 90,000 ft, cr= 0

is the only rms intensity that can be equalled or exceeded with exactly the
overall probability 0.01. Above 90,000 ft, the same value 6•,= 0 applies since

e•r is never less than zero.

For those Flight Phases involving climbs and descents,
a single set of scales and intensities based on an average altitude may be
used. In particular, at altitudes where the turbulence is isotropic and
for Category A and B (nonterminal) Flight Phases, the scales L, = L L•

are constant, and an average value of v = 6  = cr- may be used. However,

if the overall range of altitude is large, it may be necessary to break that
range into several smaller ranges over which the rms intensity is relatively
constant. If an average set of scales and intensities is used for Category C
(terminal) Flight Phases, the set should be based on an altitude of 500 ft,
whether Dryden or von Karmanr scales are used.
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The probability data and, in particular, the value of C developed
for 1.7.3 have been based on the curve-fitting of spectral data with the high-
frequency asymptote of the Dryden spectral form. Nevertheless, the value

S= 2.3 ft/sec is to be used without change with both the Dryden and
von Karman spectral forms.

0.41
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3.7.3.1, 3.7.3.2 CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE (SCALES)
'I

REQUIREMENT

3.7.3.1 Clear air turbulence (von Karman scales). The scales for clear air
turbulence using the von Karman form are:

Above h = 2500 feet: La = L . = 2500 feet

Below h = 2500 feet: L., = h feet

L = L = 184 ht13 feet

3.7.3.2 Clear air turbulence (Dryden scales). The scales for clear air

turbulence using the Dryden form are:

Above h = 1750 feet: L. = Lt = LIV= 1750 feet

Below h = 1750 feet; L a = h feet

L = = 145 h feet

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None

DISCUSSION

The three von Karman scales are all equal to 2500 ft for isotropic
clear air turbulence above 2500 ft AGL. There are no compelling reasons for
this choice, except that it is currently being used in other military and
civil specifications. In addition, L = 2500 ft describes well measured
spectra at these altitudes. At altitudes.ýelow 2500 ft AGL, a number of
sources claim that the turbulence is not i/sotropic since the scales of the
horizontal velocity components are not eqnal to the scale of the vertical
component. (However, there are some dat, to the contrary in Reference M81.)
Different scales have been used here. the formulas for the scales at low
altitudes are adjusted to force all three scales to be exactly equal to
2500 ft at an altitude of 2500 ft AGL4/

The low-altitude formulas for the Dryden scales are adjusted to
make all three scales the same at tyie altitude h = 1750 ft AGL. Again
there are no strong reasons for choosing L. = 1750 ft as the scale for isotropic
clear air turbulence above 1750 ft AGL. This value is larger thazi that
commonly used in the past for the Dryden spectral models (i.e., L = 1000 ft),
but it provides a good fit to all existing, measured, clear-air-turbulence
spectral data. Furthermore, spectral measurements (e.g. Reference M56)
made with improved instrumentation indicate rather conclusively that
scales larger than 1000 ft must be used to best fit the spectra. Too
small a scale would greatly underestimate the
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energy of the turbulence at the longer wavelengths that contribute
significantly to the gust response in supersonic flight. (There is further
discussion of this Drydev scale selection later.)

It should be noted that recent data taken during the IIICAT
(Reference M69) and TOPCAT (Reference M71) programs provide conclusive evidence
that high-altitude clear air turbulence is significantly anisotropic at the
longer wavelengths. Unfortunately, no clearly established trends amenable to
simple mathematical modeling are evident. As a result of this situation, and
also to provide the utmost in simplicity, the model of MIL-F-87858 is completely
isotropic at the higher altitudes in both the scales and the rms intensities.

The variation of L. and Le at low altitudes according to the
one-third power of altitude above ground level is simply a mechanism that
forces the scales of the two horizontal components to be larger than the
vertical scale. Although these formulas produce the correct trends,
there are little data available that can be used to substantiate the h1 8
as used in MIL-F-8785B. It is merely a formula that produces reasonable results.
The variation of L.= h appears to be reasonably well established (Reference
M55, Figure 2.12).

Although two sets of scales have been specified, one for the
von Karman spectral form and the other for the Dryden form, there are not two
different specifications for the rms intensity crr. This rather imperfect
situation is the result of the way in which the data of MIL-F-§785B were
developed. In the first place, the rms intensity data for or,. were developed

by curve-fitting the Dryden form to the measured spectral data, both for
clear air turbulence and thunderstorm turbulence (3.7.4), using the assumed
scales given in 3.7.3.2 and 3.7.4.2. Later in the development of Section 3.7,
it was decided that the von Karman spectral form should also be incorporated
with its corresponding scale and rms intensity data. Because of the differences
in the high-frequency asymptotic nature of the Dryden ( 0-' ) and
von Karman ( JX17 ) spectra, it is impossible to obtain exact agreement
of the magnitudes of the two spectral forms over all spatial frequencies or wave-
lengths. However, the two spectral forms can be made to match reasonably
well over the range of spatial frequencies covered by measured spectra, which
admittedly do not extend to small enough frequencies for gust response analyses
of supersonic (up to Mach 3 and higher) airplanes. It was discovered quite
accidentally, however, that a reasonably good fit of the von Karman spectra
to the Dryden spectra could be obtained by using the rms intensity data
developed for the Dryden spectra, L = 1750 ft, along with the currently
popular von Karman scale, L = 2500 ft, given in 3.7.3.1 and 3.7.4.1.
This curve fitting of the two spectral forms is reasonable for isotropic
turbulence over the band of spatial frequencies from zero to about 1 rad/ft.
However, the curve fit is not as good below 2500 ft as it is above that height
because the scales vary differently for the two spectral forms.
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The decision was made, therefore, to use this particular
fitting of the two spectral forms. The result, then, is that the MIL-F-8785B
random, continuous turbulence model has:

(1) two spectral forms, the Dryden and the preferred
von Karman

(2) a single rms vertical gust intensity specification for
clear air turbulence that is valid for both spectral forms,

(3) two sets of equations relating the mean-square
intensities and the scales are provided, namely,

_ _~ (Dryden)

for the Dryden model, and

2 2

- - = __ 1 (von Karman)- L/

for the von Karman model.

These are based on factors occurring in the high-frequency asymptotic forms of
the respective spectra. At the higher altitudes, both spectral models exhibit
complete isotropy. At the lower altitudes (near the ground), both spectral
models have a locally isotropic range (at the high end of the frequency spectrum)
as forced by the sets of equations above.
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3.7.4 SCALES AND INTENSITIES (THUNDERSTORM TURBULENCE)

REQUIREMENT

3.7.4 Scales and intensities (thunderstorm turbulence). The root-mean-square
intensities cu , t , and 6&r are all equal to 21 feet per
second for thunderstorm turbulence. The scales for thunderstorm turbulence
are defined in 3.7.4.1 and 3.7.4.2. These values are to be used when evaluating
the airplane's controllability in severe turbulence, but need not be
considered for altitudes above 40,000 feet.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None

DISCUSSION

The thunderstorm turbulence is to be used to evaluate airplane
controllability in severe turbulence. Thunderstorms,of course, are ,ot the only
source of severe atmospheric disturbances. In the absence of other
requirements, then, this thunderstorm turbulence can also be used to
get some feeling for both the random and discrete effects of penetrating
other severe turbulence such as in mountain waves, etc. Generally, less
precise control is to be expected of an airplane in severe turbulence.
Nevertheless, flying qualities must not degrade to the extent that the
airplane becomes uncontrollable or that any attempt of the pilot to control the
airplane is liable to lead to overstress.

Thunderstorm turbulence is assumed to be completely isotropic;

therefore, the rms intensities are all equal ( - 4. = o,,.), and the

scales are likewise equal (/-, - A, - A,). All measured thunderstorm

spectra indicate that isotropy is a valid assumption (References M72 and M73).
The value of the rms intensities is az= = = 21 ft/sec (true). This

value is approximately the median of the Rayleigh distribution for aý,- with
c = 18 ft/sec. The parameter c was determined by fitting the measured
spectra of References M72 and M73 to obtain erl/1 7as was done for the clear air
turbulence. As with the clear air turbulence, the specified rms intensities
are used with both the Dryden and von Karman spectral fcrms, although they were
developed specifically for the Dryden form.

Since only the most severe thunderstorms pepetrate to altitudes
much higher than about 40,000 ft, and, even when they do, they are often
most intense below 40,000 ft, it has been arbitrarily decided that thunder-
storm turbulence need not be considered above this altitude. Another factor
contributing to this decision is that the storms may be avoided more easily
at the higher altitudes. Of course, if it proves necessary, the thund~rstorm
turbulence model may be employed for the higher altitudes.
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3.7.4.1, 3.7.4.2 THUNDERSTORM TURBULENCE (SCALES)

REQUIREMENT

3.7.4.1 Thunderstorm turbulence (von Karman scales). The scales for
thunderstorm turbulence using the von Karman form are L. W Lzr ac = 2500
feet.

3.7.4.2 Thunderstorm turbulence VDryden scales). The scales for thunderstorm

turbulence using the Dryden form are L, r L4,- = 1750 feet.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None

DISCUSSION

The values of scales given in the requirement are compatible with the
spectral data of References M72 and M73, despite the fact that Reference M73
lists scale values larger than 2500 feet for the von Karman fits of measured
spectra for severe thunderstorms. Since these measured spectra exhibit only
the high-frequency asymptotic slope, the), permit only the definition of
some minimum scale. The scale of 3.7.4.1 is greater than the minimum
indicated by the measured spectra and is used for consistency with the von
Karman clear air turbulence scale.
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3.7.5 APPLICATION OF THE TURBULENCE MODELS IN ANALYSES

REQUIREMENT

3.7.5 Application of the turbulence models in analyses. The gust velocities
shall be applied to the airplane equations of motion th rough the aerodynamic
terms only, and the direct effect of the gust on the aerodynamic sensors
shall be included when such sensors are part of the airplane augmentation
system. When using the discrete model, all signifi'ant aspects of the
penetration of the gust by the airplane shall be incorporated in the analyses.
Application of the continuous random model depends on the range of frequencies of
concern in the analyses of the airframe. When structural modes are significant,
the exact distribution of the gust velocities over the airframe should be
considered. For this purpose, it is acceptable to consider 14 and X as being

one-dimensional functions only of %, but a shall be considered two-dimensional,

a function of both x and y, for the evaluation of aerodynamic forces and
moments. When structural modes are not significant, airframe rigid-body
responses may be evaluated by considering uniform gust immersion along with
linear gradients of the gust velocities. The uniform immersion is accounted
for by a, 1, , and ar defined at the airplane center of gravity. The
angular velocities due to the turbulence are equivalent in effect to the
airplane angular velocities. These angular velocities are defined (precisely
at very low frequencies only) as follows:

q _ _ =_ L

-t 4

~ 2 08 V

= L9ar ÷ where 6 = wing span

4 2 (n)
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The turbulence velocities u,,vg.,w 9 , p0 , q9, and rp are then applied to
the airplane equations of motion througn the aerodynamic terms. For

longitudinal analyses u , w9 , and qq gusts should be employed. For
lateral-directional analyses Vq, p9, and rg should be used. The gust
velocity components u9 , v•, and shall be considered mutually independent
(uncorrelated) in a statistical sense, However, q9 is correlated with w9,
and rq is correlated with vg. The rolling velocity gust p is statistically
independent of all the other gust components.

RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None

DISCUSSION

General

Paragraphs 3.7.1, 3.7.2, 3.ý7.3, ,and 3.7.4 have specified the
pertinent statistics for a random continuous and a discrete model of
turbulence in terms of true turbulence velocities. As such, the turbulence
velocities are to be considered as direct increments to the velocity com-
ponents of the airplane at all points of the airplane. For purposes of
analysis, the continuous turbulence is usually defined relative to the
center of gravity of the airplane, which is the origin of the airplane

body axes, but any suitable reference point may be used for convenience
in application. Then, with respect to this chosen reference point, the
continuous turbulence varies randomly in space over the entire length and
span of the airplane at any given instant in time. Furthermore, the
distribution of turbulent velocity over the vehicle changes as the airplane
moves through the turbulent field. Likewise, any part or all of the
airplane may be immersed in a discrete gust as the airplane penetrates the

gust. Thus the distribution of the turbulent velocity over the airplane
is a function of location on the airplane, whichever mode is used; and this
distribution is important in turbulence response analyses. Because of the
small vertical dimension of the airplane relative to the length and span,
it is reasonable to ignore variations of the turbulence over the vertical
dimension of the airplane. Again, this comment applies to both the random
continuous and the discrete gust models.

The turbulence velocities produce incremental aerodynamic forces
and moments that act on the airplane. Since all analyses, whether they
be ultimately in the frequency or time domain, start with the airplane
equations of motion, it is important to understand that the turbulence
velocities, either random continuous or discrete, are applied to the
equations of motion only through the aerodynamic terms. Turbulence
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increments are not applied to inertial (acceleration) terms in the equations.
However, when aerodynamic sensors, such as angle-of-attack vanes, are
considered in analyses of airplane augmentation and automatic flight
control systems, the direct effect of the gust on the sensor must
be included. Inertial sensors, such as accelerometers and rate gyros, do
not sense the turbulence directly. These comments also, of course, apply
to whichever turbulence model is used.

The turbulence velocity components are defined in MIL-F-8785B
as being positive along the positive airplane body axes. As a result of
this, the incremental angles of attack and sideslip are defined, using
the conventional small-angle approximations, respectively as:

,fdS" - 7-1 , rad ,

V

With these definitions, the total angles of attack and sideslip to be used
with the aerodynamic terms in the equations of motion are

where rral/v and# = Wv are the nondimensional inertial velocity components.
Since we and vg have some distribution over the length and span of the air-
plane, so also dowg andJo, . Furthermore Oy andd,, are not necessarily uniform
"over the airplane because of the angular velocities (p,9 , andr ) of the air-
plane and because of structural flexibility, if this is considered. Consequently,

SA ad /A vary over the length and span of the airplane.
The definitions ofý, and,d given above permit definition of the one-

dimensional spectral densities ofor ando in terms of the one-dimensional spec-
tra of w9 and v9 respectively:

tn)V~ n
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The two-dimensional spectrum of ag is obtained similarly from the two-
dimensional w3 spectrum. It is useful to note also that rms intensities
are also related:

a. rad

Vii

Therefore, Figure 8 of 3.7.3 may be re-interpreted as a requirement for 09

Specific application of the random continuous turbulence model
depends on the range of frequencies of concern in the analyses of the
airframe, that is, whether the airframe is rigid or flexible. As stated
in 3.7.5, when structural modes are significant, the exact distribution
of the turbulence velocity components over the airframe should be
considered. In general, each of the three gust velocity components is a
function of three dimensions, x, y and z. For all ordinary airplanes, the
z variation of the gust is negligibly small and will be ignored. For
purposes of MIL-F-8785B, it is acceptable to consider u , and vy as

being one-dimensional functions of x, but w9 must be considered two-
dimensional, a function of both x and y, for evaluation of the aerodynamic

forces and moments. Although for flying quality analyses, the y variations

of u9  and v9 are generally of relatively minor importance, it is not

necessarily so for analyses of airframe structural loads. It should be
noted that for some unusual airframe configurations, particularly at the
low altitudes of landing approach, the y variations of ug may be

significant, in which case the procuring activity will state specific
requirements for u (if necessary). The spanwise (y) variation of

w often produces significant lateral responses of the airplane and is,

therefore, always to be considered, except possibly for very slender
configurations when approved by the procuring activity. This idealization
of the turbulence field permits idealization of the airframe, for calculation
of the (generalized) aerodynamic forces and moments, as a two-dimensional
lifting surface (in the x-y plane) for the vertical component w9 and

as one-dimensional force distributions (along the x axis) for the horizontal
components u 9 and vg . Interactions of lifting surfaces caused,

for example, by turbulence-induced downwash fields must be considered in
4S2•452 -•
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the analyses. This is the approach to be used generally. Many examples
illustrating this approach for flexible airplanes in a more or less complete
form may be found in the literature, e.g., References M74, M75, M76, M78,
M26 and M30.

Random Gust Simplification for Rigid-Body Dynamics

A simpler approach, utilizing one-dimensional spectra, may be used
for rigid-body responses of the airframe when the dynamics of structural
modes are not significant. (The "rigid-body" derivatives may be corrected
for static aeroelastic effects.) This approach, based on the work of Etkin
in References B70, M79 and M37, assumes that the exact turbulent velocity
distribution over the airframe may be adequately approximated by no more
than the constant and linear terms of a Taylor's serie' expansion (about
the airplane center of gravity) of the exact gust distribution. Consistent
with the dimensionality assumptions mentioned previously, the Taylor's
series, to first order, are:

9Vso

10

where the Osubscript on the first partial derivatives means toat they are
evaluated at the airplane center of mass. The uniform immersion is accounted
for by ug, v 9 and w$ defined at the airplane center of gravity (c.g.). The
linear gradients are accounted for by the four partial derivatives.

In their aerodynamic effect on the airframe, three of the linear
gradients are considered equivalent to the airplane angular velocity
components. (This situation is discussed in detail later in this paragraph).
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Thus, the gradient + doig /91 , evaluated at the airplane c.g., is

equivalent aerodynamically to the inertial pitching velocity • , and similarly
for two other gradients evaluated at the c.g.:

9Vr

eq -

ir -

99

As used in connection with the spectra for the linear gradients, however,
these definitions are precise only at very low spatial or temporal frequency.
The g subscript is used to distinguish these so-called gust angular
velocities from the inertial angular velocities p, q and r. This
equivalence of aerodynamic effects means that aerodynamic terms in the
equations of motion that involve the angular velocity components are
simply multiplied by the sum of the inertial and gust angular velocities
(References M79 and B70). Therefore, as with oA and IdA the total angular
velocities are:

9 "
qA

It should be mentioned here that the aerodynamic effects of gust gradients
are not quite the same as the effects of the airplane angular velocities.
For example, in rolling, the vertical tail experiences a side gust gradient
in the z direction; this z gradient, however, is not present in
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Therefore, strictly speaking, it is not correct to use the complete airplane
derivative LA to determine the gust-induced rolling moment. Generally,
however, for A, and 9, effects such as these are small, so that the simple
replacement of b and with •A and 9A in the aerodynamic terms is very
satisfactory. When the airplane yaws, a significant spanwise gradient,
9Dae/dy, is impressed on the wing; however, 9P. /go has no appreciable effect

on the wing unless sweepback is extreme. Fortunately, the entire derivative Yr
is usually negligible unless the airplane has a large vertical tail (the effect
of which would be accounted for by .9&9, / ON), and the wing contribution to Mfe
is generally small compared to the vertical tail effect. Thus the effect of
this discrepancy is normally limited to L. which is difficult to estimate and
may still be small anyway. So, for flying quality analyses, the simplified

rq (involving only the lengthwise gradient of the side gust) may well be
adequate. In special cases where it is not, gust derivatives for each of the
two gradients, Azg /Py and 9e'//9z may be estimated separately and used.

In the Taylor's series expansion of the longitudinal or head-on gust,
cone linear gradient,,aI/dx, has not yet been discussed. This gradient,

which makesav different over the length of the airplane (e.g., different at
the tail from at the wing), has no counterpart in the commonly used airplane
stability derivatives. If 7t/;z is thought to be significant, a gust deriva-
tive may be derived easily that will permit incorporation of that effect. How-
ever, the use of ;W?/.x is not required by MIL-F-8785B because its effect on fly-
ing qualities is believed to be negligible at the flight speeds of conventional
airplanes.

The one unsteady aerodynamic effect that must be considered in
this simpler approach for a rigid airframe is the effect of the time-rate-
of-change of the vertical gust on the pitching moment. This is
represented by

d d, f d--

di -:1

where - V; therefore, 'if
dt teeoe
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This equation indicates a convenient relationship between • and q that
will be used here.

As an example to illustrate the use of the gust variables, the
following linearized, two-degree-of-freedom longitudinal equations of motion
are given:

LIFT

PITCHING A4

M014ENT

It should be emphasized that the gust variables, with the g subscript,
appear only in the aerodynamic terms, not in the inertial terms. These
equations also illustrate that only standard airplane stability derivatives
(here in dimensional form) are used in this sire/ler approach for the flying
quality analyses of assumed rigid airframes.

Spectra for Simplified g, % , , and

Reference M37 presents expressions for the spectral densities of

on ~!~an fuciosoftelogtuia are based
on the Dryden spectral form. The expressions are rather complicated algeb.Lic
and transcendental functions of the longitudinal spatial frequency12, (1IZ=4/1.,
using the notation of Reference M37) and of the parameter •' , which

depends on tne wing span of the airplane. For use in the flying quality
analyses of assumed rigid airframes, the expressions for a, fand
can be simplified appreciably by curve fittinI the exact expressions with
simpler expressions that are functions of fl (the 1 subscript has been
dropped.) The simplified expressions, which fit the exact expressions for
the spectra over a wide range of f2 , are as given in 3.7.5. The three
spectra depend on the wing span 6.

The spectra of * and rl are seen to be the spectra of£rg and 1
respectively, multiplied by a factor that corresponds with an approximate
differentiation of andyw by c . Ordinarily the spectra for 94 andV
would be obtained according to the following simple formulas that represent
exact differentiation:
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but, if the spectra for G14 and I are those of either 3.7.2.1 or 3.7.2.2,
tne mean-squares of and ve are not defined since If and Jr would
not tend to zero as A approaches infinity. To overcome this prob?em, the
factors (representing the approximate differentiation) as shown in 3.7.5 are
used to force the spectra of and r to approach zero more rapidly as
spatial frequency increases towards infinity. These factors are obtained, as
mentioned before, by curve fitting the results of Reference M37. In Reference
M37, tne spectra for • 1 and 3 are actually obtained as indicated by the
simple formulas above 1multipllication by A2S ). The problem of undefined
mean-squares for and e does not occur in Reference M37 because the
spectra of & and AI- in that reference decrease more rapidly to zero than the

spectra for wy and xr, in 3.7.2.2.

The spectrum of 0 given in 3.7.5 is a rational function that is a
curve-fit of the very complicated algebraic and transcendental function given
in Reference M37. As in the reference, it depends on the wing span & . In
fact, both the high and low frequency asymptotes depend on the wing span.
As a result of this, the 1 spectrum is not simply the &P spectrum multiplied
by some factor as is the case with the and I spectra.

The spectral expression for 1 is to be used without change regardless
of which spectral forms, von Karman or Dryden, are used for g.,iy and

But, since the expressions for the and s spectra in 3.7.5 are just

modified versions of ar, and ir, spectra respectively, it would be possible to
use either von Karman or Dryden spectra for .J and • . However, for
simplicity the spectra used for a and - may also be used in the expressions
for 9, and i 4  respectively. TWis is pXrmissible because as Reference M37
states, the higAer the order of the spectrum in terms of derivative of the velocity
component, the smaller is its contribution to the overall airplane response. In
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other words, the spectra of &I ,Er and 1 contribute appreciably greater
portions of the airplane gust trespo1se than dop• , P f and Thus the
significance of the inaccuracies in the curve fits is Mnimizel. The significance
of the differences between the 4 ,.and -r spectra as would be developed
from the von Karman and Dryden sectral forms is also minimized. Actually, in
the formulas of Reference. M37 the magnitude of the 10 spectrum decreases asympto-
tically according to R-3• at high frequencies, and he magnitudes of 9Y Y

decrease as IlT . In 3.7.5 however, the Dryden spectra for e., .f , and q
are only approximations since all decrease asymptotically as A.Z at'high frequencies.
Although it is recommended that the formulas given in 3.7.5 be used, if more precise
results are desired, the exact formulas of Reference M37 may be used with the
appropriate value of . The spectra given in 3.7.5 are simpler, and they may
be spectrally factored as will be described later.

Random Gust Simulation and Analysis

The random turbulent velocity components have been assumed to be
statistically independent at all altitudes (see discussion for 3.7.3), with the
following consequences for MIL-F-8785B:

(1) The three gust velocity components, U, , i/ (or )
and t, (or a, ) are mutually statistigally Independent
(uncofrelated). This means that in simulations of airplane
gust response, each of these components requires a separate
(independent) noise source.

(2) Since 9 is linearly related to oaJ' (or 4f )! .9 is correlated
with (or Z); similarly t is ctrrelated with•' (or r )

( Ais correlated with 9, nce -

(4) The rolling velocity gust 4 is statistically independent of
(uncorrelated with) any andall of the other gust variables.

(5) The gust gradient a& J/, (not generally required) is correlatedwith 4

(See Reference M37 for spectrum of JU la and for the cross-
spectral density between au /c any UI ).

These statistical conclusions concerning the gust variables are of great impor-
tance in either frequency-domain or time-domain analyses of airplane gust
response using the continuous random turbulence model. In all, for a six-
degree-of-freedom simulation, mechanization of the turbulence model would
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require four independent random noise sources. For three-degree-of-freedom
longitudinal analyses, the it , (or a ) and q =-0• (and possibly

"gla/•) gusts are used, requiring two independent random noise sources in
simulations. For three-degree-of-freedom lateral-directional analyses, the

Sý (or 6q ), qO9 and -r. gusts are used, requiring again two independent noise
sources for simulation

Time history simulations of atmospheric turbulence, whether analog or
digital, are probably most often obtained by passing a Gaussian random "white"
noise signal through n nrocess represented by a transfer f,,nction T (s) in-
volving the Laplace transform variable s. It can easily be shown that the
spectral density of the resulting time history is proportional to

7-(~, 7-(jw IT-(jw))Z

where s has been replaced by jw ( f-T) and the asterisk denotes the complex
conjugate. Thus, if a power spectral density O(wJ) is a ratio of polynomials
in W2 , then it can be spectrally factored into the product of T (j'v) and
its complex conjugate; and T (jw) with s replacing jw is the Laplace
transform of a linear constant-parameter system. The Dryden spectral forms
for i , V, and - are spectrally factorable:

V

r(): t, 7-) -r a:~ - V7 T,)g 4,'Orr v

IS- S)

P Lev -"-

1 S()
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Because 9gis correlated with ar and I' is correlated with V , the transfer
function formulas above provide the relationships necessary to obtain cross-spectral densities of and (and of t'. and that are consistent

S~with the given spectra:

q 9

?T"

Trr

Mf7. The spectra above are converted to functions of n in the same manner as
previously described, and to functions of 9q and I as follows.

The von Karman spsctra for a4dt a V.n, and '11 in h.7.2.1 are not
Sspectrally factorable. In time-domain'simulttions, th'erefore, either the
S~Dryden spectra must be used or, alternatively, the von Karman spectra must becurve-fitted to a satisfactory degree of approximation with a factorable

spectral form for which a transfer function in s may be obtained. For s ,
only one spectral form is specified. As mentioned se may

be used to generate % and rl respectively. See Reference W8 "for the $detailsof time history simulalion ofrandom continuous turbulence.

Frequency-domain expressions relating response spectra to the above
input gust spectra are developed in References M56, M80 and vs1, as well as

M37. The simplified random continuous turbulence approach just described,
although recomended for rigid-airframe analyses, should not preclude more
detailed and precise approaches if such approaches are preferred or seem
necessary.
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Other Considerations

I It has been noted that some data show signiiicantly non-Gaussian gust
distributions. Perhaps an exponential distribution is more realistic
(Reference M83). Reference M84, which is now in publication, describes a way
to operate on white noise to generate exponentially-distributed disturbances
that have Dryden spectra.

For some analyses, much time can be saved by recognizing that a
linearly-filtered white-noise input has an equivalent deterministic form
(Reference M85). Thus, where Gaussian-distributed turbulence with Dryden
spectra are acceptable, for example the equivalent deterministic input can
reduce solution time from minutes to seconds in an analog computer analysis to
determine rms aircraft responses.

Discrete Gust Analyses and Simulation

Finally, as stated in 3.7.5, all significant aspects of the penetration
of the discrete gust by the airplane should be incorporated in analyses. This
implies, also, that aerodynamic sensors such as angle-of-attack vanes may
penetrate any part of the discrete gust at a different time than, for example,
the wing or the tail of the airplane.

In analyses, the discrete gust is ordinarily used for one axis at a
time, partly because of different length tuning requirements that may apply for
each axis and partly because this has been traditional with discrete gusts.
This usage is all that is required. However, the discrete gust may be used
along two or more axes simultaneously in order to simulate the effect of a
gust arbitrarily inclined relative to the airplane. If an inclined gust is
used, its length d,, should be tuned in turn to each of the appropriate natural
frequencies of the airplane and its flight control system (again, higher-
frequency structural modes may be excepted). The magnitude of the inclined
gust zr, is chosen from Figure 7 of 3.7.2.3, using consistent values of C. and
L., from 3.7.3 or from 3.7.4. These values of dM, and L..are to be used regard-
less of the direction of the inclined discrete gust relative to the airplane,
in spite of the fact that •. and Lw refer to the vertical gust velocity
component. Then, for use in the airplane equations of motion, the inclined
gust velocity must be resolved in components along the pertinent airplane
axes.
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4. QUALITY ASSURANCE

REQUIREMENT

4.1 Compliance demonstration. Compliance with the requirements of Section 3
may be demonstrated through:

Analysis

Simulation t
Flight Test

The methods for demonstrating compliance shall be established by agreement
between the procuring activity and the contractor. In order to restrict the
number of design and test conditions, representative flight conditions, con-
figurations, external store complements, loadings, etc., shall be determined
for detailed investigation. The selected design points must be sufficient to
allow accurate extrapolation to the other conditions at which the requirements
apply. Table XV gives general guidelines, but the peculiarities of the
specific airplane design may require additional or alternate test conditions.
The required failure analyses shall be thorough, excepting only approved
Special Failure States (3.1.6.2.1).

4.2 Airplane States

4.2.1 Weights and moments of inertia. Terms in table XV such as "heaviest
weight" and "greatest moment of inertia" mean the heaviest and greatest
consistent with 3.1.2 and 3.1.3. When a critical center-of-gravity position
is identified, the airplane weight and associated moments of inertia shall
correspond to the most adverse service loading in which that critical center-
of-gravity position is obtained.

4.2.2 Center-of-gravity positions. Terms in table XV such as "most forward
c.g." and "most aft c.g." mean the most forward or aft consistent with 3.1.2.
When a critical weight or moment of inertia is identified, the center-of-
gravity position shall correspond to the most adverse service loading in which
that critical weight or moment of inertia is obtained.

4.2.3 Thrust settingS. Thrust settings shall be as listed in table XVI.

4.3 Design and test conditions

4.3.1 Altitudes. For terminal Flight Phases, it will normally suffice to
examine the selected Airplane States at only one altitude below 10,000 feet
(low altitude). For nonterminal Flight Phases, it will normally suffice to
examine the selected Airplane States at one altitude below 10,000 feet or at
the lowest operational altitude (low altitude), the maximum operational
altitude (hoax), and one intermediate altitude. When the maximum operational
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altitude is above 40,000 feet or when stability or control characteristics
vary rapidly with altitude, more intermediate altitudes than shown in table XV
shall be investigated. When the Service Flight Envelope extends far above or
below the Operational Flight Envelope, the service-altitude extremes must be
considered.

4.3.2 Special conditions. In addition to the flight conditions previously
indicated, the speed-altitude combinations that result in the following shall
all be investigated, where applicable:

a. Maximum normal acceleration response per degree of elevator deflection

b. Maximum normal acceleration response per pound of stick force

c. Highest dynamic pressure and highest Mach number.

4.4 Interpretation of qualitative requirements. In several instances through-
out the specification, qualitative terms such as "objectionable flight
characteristics", "realistic time delay", and "1ndrmal pilot technique", have
been employed to permit latitude where absolute quantitative criteria might

be unduly restrictive. Final determination of compliance with requirements so
worded will be made by the procuring activity (1.5).
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MI L- F-8785B
TABLE XV

DESIGN AND TEST CONDITION GUIDELINES
RLQI.CRITICAL LOADING LOAD

NO. TITLE (4.2.1, 4.2.?) FACTOR ALTITUD3E (4.3.1) SPEED FLIaIT PHASE

SECTION 3.2 LONGITUDINAL FLYING qUALITIES

3,2.1.1 Longitudinal static stability Most aft C.1. 1.0 h%,, mediumn, hoe V to V COlCR LOR.

tO W*.TO CT

3.2.1.1.1 Relaxaltiont in tran~sonic flight FFTPAL

3.2.1.1.2 Elevator control force variations As requiredV toV CAD
during rapid speed changes %i ax

& transonic

3.2.1.2 Pisugoid stability Most forward c.g! 1.0 V'i to "ma CR.LO,PA,RT

V
0.

mi.0
3.2.1.3 Flight-path stability V 0 S kt PA

3.2.2.1.1 Short-period frequency and Most forward c.g.f V~i to' ".x -CR,RT,PA,L.
acceleration sensitivity and most aft c.g.5t ms CT

3.2.2.1.2 Short-period damping Most forward c.g. V*in to Vmax CT.CRRT.PA,L

3.2.2.1.3 R~esidual oscillations .V toY V PA
o 

0

3,2.2.2 Control feel and stability in Most aft c.g. n(-) to n(-) V~in to V *,RT',CR,PA,L.
aaneuvering flight masx CT

3.2.2.2.1 Control forces in maneuvering Most forward c.g.1 n (-) to s(-)
flight and most aft c.g.tt 0

3.2.2.2.2 Control motions in manduvering Most forward c.g.
t  

no(-) to s(*)
flight0

3.2.2.3 Longitudinal pilot-induced Min. per-
oscillations missible

to max.
permissible

3.2.2.3.1 Transient control forces Most forward c.g.
t  

1.0 -,RTCR,PA,L,
most aft c.g.

t t  
CT

3.2.3.1 Longitudinal control in Most forward c.g. 1.04
unaccelerated fl Ight

3.2.3.2 Longitudinal control in Most forward c.g.
t  

As required V0  to V CO.GA,AR.TF.
maneuvering flight aI wi max CR,PA

3.2.3.3 Longitudinal control in takeoff 'lost forward c.g. 1.0 lo As required TO
for nose-wheel
air-planes, most
aft c.g. for

tail-wheel
ai rp lanes

3.3.1 Longitudinal control in Most forward c.g. As required klis, safe CTr
catapult takeoff and most aft c.g. launch speed

to Mis. .30

3.2.3.3.2 Longitudinal control force and Mont forward c.g. As required 0 to V max (TO) TO,CT
travel in takeoff and most aft c.g.

3.2.3.4 Longitudinal control in landing Most forward c.g. 1.01 V. WL or L

geometric
3.2.3.4.1 Longitudinal control forces in Mloot forward c.g. 1.0 limit L

landing

3.2. 3.5 Longitudinal control forces in dives Most forward c.g!, As required 2000 ft above %V i to I'Ma n,ED,C0,CR
-Service Flight Envelope and most aft c.g

t  
%51. to h..,ma

3.2.3.6 Longitudinal control forces in dives IAs required As required tV to assO,
-Permissible 1-light Envelope M 'AT toF13maxC

permissible

3.2.3.7 Longitudinal control ins sidealips 1.0 h %i medium, hb a V'i to VIA CO,CR,PA,L

'Combined with heaviest weight

'Combined with lightest weight
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TABLE XV (Cont.)

REQ'W•. CRITICAL LOADING LOAD
NO. TITLE (4.2.1, 4.2.2) FACTOR ALTITUDE (4.3.1) SPEED FLIGHT PHASE

SECTION 3.3 LATERAL-IDIRECTIONAIt FLYING QUALITIES

3.3.1.1 Lateral-directional oscillations Greatest yawing 1.0 and no(*) h dium, V.iV to Vax *.CR,RToPAL
(Dlutch roll) macent of inertia 0 ainm

3.3.1.2 Roll mode Greatest rolling 1.0 and no(+) h Vmin to Vmax *,CRPA,L
moment of inertia 0 .ax

3.3.1.3 Spiral stability 1.0 Vain to V *CLCRLORT
NDEPAL

3.3.1.4 Coupled roll -piral oscillation - 1.0 and no() 0,CRPAL

3.3.2.1 Lateral-directional response to - 1.0
atmospheric disturbances

3.3.2.2 Roll rate oscillatioais - 1.0 and no(+) ,CR,PA.L

3.3.2.2.1 Additional roll rate requirement
for small inputs

3.3.2.3 Bank angle oscillations -

3.3.2.4 Sideslip excursions Greatest yawing 1.0
and rolling
moment of inertia

3.3.2.4.1 Additional sideslip requirement 1.0
for small inputs

3.3.2.5 Control of sideslip in rolls Greatest rolling As required CO,GA,AR,TF,
moment of inertia CR.PA,L

3.3.2.6 Turn coordination Vomin CO.CR, L,PA

3.3.3 Pilot-induced oscillations Min. permis- MSL to hax Vain to Vmax
saible to max.
_ ermissible

3.3.4 Roll control effectiveness Greatest rolling As required h o medium, CO,GA,AR,TF,
moment of inertia (not above 

0
min CR.PA,L

3.3.4.1.1 Air-to-air combat L homax CO

3.3.4.1.2 Ground attack with external stores h GA
°mln

3.3.4.1.3 Roll rate characteristics for GAground attack

3.3.4.1.4 Roll response Smallest rolling hi, medium
moment of inertia omin

n0
3.3.4.2 Aileron control forces Greatest and 

0
max CO,GAAR,TF,

smallest rolling CR,PA,L
moment of inertia

3.3.4.3 Linearity of roll response

3.3.4.4 Wheel control throw Greatest rolling COGA.AR.TF,
moment of inertia CR,PA,L

3.3.4.5 Rudder-pedal-induced rolls CLCR.I),PA

3.3.5 Directional control characteristics - n(-) to n(n) ho0 n, medium, .,CR,PA,L

3.3.5.1 nirectional control with speed - 1.0 ho 00O.GA.CRD.
change max PA,L

3.3.5.1.1 Directional control with - 1.0 V to V
asymmetric loading min omaa

Vain (PA) or
3.3.5.2 Directional control in wave-off Lightest weight 1.0 low guaranteed WO

(go-around) landing speed

3.3.6 Lateral-directional characteristics 1.0 h , medium Vain to Va OCRPAL
(3.3.6.1, in steady sideslips min ma

3.3.6.2. h
3.3.6.3, °max
33.3.6.3.1
3.3.6.3.2
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TABLE XV (Cont.)

RLQ. rl,. CRITICAL LOADING LOAD
NO). TITLE (4.2.1. 4.2.2) FACTOR AITl'rIWr (4.3.1) SPEED Fl.I1rT PIIASI,

3.3.7 Lateral-directional control in - 1.0 low As required lt),l.
cross winds

A3.3.7.2 Final approach in cross winds - 1.0 V*in to" V... PA

3.3.7.2 Takeoff run and landing rollout in A As required As required TO,L
crosswinds

(3.3.7.2.1
3.3.7.2.2)

All taxiing
3.3.7.3 Taxiing wind speed limits A As required speeds TAXI

3.3.8 Lateral-directional control in __ As required 2000 ft above V4AT to Vax n,r.n
dives MSL to hs A m

3.3.4.1 Thrust loss during takeoff run Lightest weight 1.0 h 0 to mWh 7a00° in takeoff speed

3.3.9.2 Thrust loss after takeoff 1.0 Down to TO.cT
__ _ _ mVain (_ __)_ _

3.3...3 Transient effects Lightest weight 1.0 All Vmin to V M0,r.ATF,tCR,

3.3.9.4 Asymmetric thrust - rudder pedals 1.0 ho medium. ho 1.4 Vain CR
free 1 in max

3.3.9.5 Two engines inoperative 1.0 Vrase (I & 2 _

englnes out)

SECTION 3.4 MISCELLANEOUS FLYING QUALITIES

3.4.2.2 Stall warning requirements As required 4l91 to h Ig stall warn- C(T,AI1,AR.TO,
(3.4.2.2.1, 1.max ng aeed to PA.CT WO. L
3.4.2.2.2) soeed for

hih¢st al

results in
nl-no

max
3.4.2.3 Stall characteristics and V. to speed

and Stall recovery and prevention for which
3.4.2.4

(3.4.2.4.1) ofstal l
results in•pn • norxI

max

3.4.3 Spin recovery As required As required V (to ini --

tiate spin)

3.4.4 Poll-pitch-yaw coupling ___ 0 to 0.8 nL fti, medium. h n to Vm CO,GA,CAR,TF
1. min' me max 'omn to ma...

3.4.5 Control harmony - o() tno()
(3.4.5.1)

3.4.6 Buffet

3.4.7 Release of stores (N).GA,v),AI)

3.4.8 Effects of armament delivery -. Wt
and special equipment

3.4.9 Transients following failures all all
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TABLE XV (Cont.)
REQ',Mr. CRITICAL LOADING LOAD

NO. TITLE (4.2.1. 4.2.2) FACTOR ALTITUDE (4.3.1) SPEED FLIGIT PHASE

SECTION 3.5 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PRIMARY
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

3.5.2 Mecd nical characteristics no(-) to no(+) h and h Vmin to Va..
(3.5.2.1, in
3.5.2.2,
3.5.2.3)

3.5.3 Dynamic characteristics most forward c.g. 1.0
(3.5.3.1. 4 lowest values of
3.5.3.2) rolling and yaw-

ing moments of
inertia

3.5.5 Failures all
(3.5.S.1,
3.S.s.2)

3.5.6 Transfer to alternate control modes 1.0 h° medium, h
(3.5.6.1 ,mn °max

7 3.5.6.2)

SECTION 3.6 CIARACTERISTICS OF SECONDARY
CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.6.1 Trim system most forward c.g. 1.0 hn, medita, h V to V

and,ýmost aft c.g. 
0  

'm e mmmax -i oVa

3.6.1.1 Trim for asymmetric thrust most forward c.g. 1.0 h and max. V CR
and most aft c.g. 0.in range -

attainable to VNRT
(with I & 2
engines out)

3.6.1.2 Rate of trim operation 1.0 As required As required CO.GA,D,ED

3.6.1.3 Stalling of trim systems most forward e.g. As required As required Start of D,EOCO,CR
combined with dive recov-
heaviest weight to Vmax

3.6.1.4 Trim system irreversibility 1.0 L to h ax

3.6.2 Speed and flight-path control 1.0 to no(v) h, medium. V to V ,RT.ED,DE,
devices 0-o* hmax mln 

0
max PA,WO,GA

3.6.3 Transients and trim changes no(-) to no(v) hNmn, medium, homes Vom0 n to Vo0 -,

3.6.3.1 Pitch trim changes As required As required As required COCR,PA,TO,CT

3.6.4 Auxiliary dive recovery devices most aft C.g. As required MSL to hmas V to V D,ED
combined with max imn max
lightest weight

3.6.5 Direct norali-force control 1.0 Imaximum h , medium, ho V to V
DLC authority mlin m max 

0
min °max -

SECTION 3.7 ATOSPIIERIC DISTURBANCES 1.0 4L to h V to V

NOTES :

(I) a dash (-) indicates no ramtral guidance can
be provided.

(2) The phrase "as required" means the flight conditions
are specified in the requirement or are determined
by the nature of the test maneuver.

(3) An Asterisk (') mana all applicable Category A
Flight Phases,
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RELATED MIL-F-8785 PARAGRAPHS

None specifically related

DISCUSSION

General

The philosophy underlying MIL-F- 8785B is that the requirements should
apply under those conditions in which the airplane operates. The requirements
therefore apply in those flight regimes, with those loadings and external store
combinations, and in those geometric configurations required by the airplane's
missions plus failure considerations. Since normal or critical values of
these parameters for each requirement are generally different for each airplane,
it was not possible to specify them in this general specification.

It is recognized, however, that the number of design or flight test
points that can be examined in detail is generally severely limited by both
time and money; so guidance should be provided to limit the magnitude of the
design task or flight test program. Section 4 was drafted in order to provide
guidelines to aid in the selection of design or flight test points.

In Table XV, guidance on loading, flight condition (speed, altitude
load factor) and Flight Phase has been provided. The information on loading
relates to critical weight, center-of-gravity and/or moment-of-inertia condi-
tions with respect to each requirement. Information on flight condition relates
to those ranges of speed, altitude, and load factor that are operationally
significant and do not necessarily represent most critical conditions. (A more
detailed discussion of load factor is presented below.) The Flight Phases
specified are those which are either most critical or which are most intimately
related to a given requirement.

The general approach taken in MIL-F-878S was to specify loadings and

flight conditions at which the requirement should be examined, as in Table II
of MIL-F-8785 for example. In order to evaluate the merits of this approach,
the specific information relating to each requirement in MIL-F-8785 has been
tabulated in Table I of this section. The format of Table I is similar to that
of Table XV in MIL-F-8785B so that the degree and type of guidance provided in
MIL-F-8785B can be readily compared with that provided in MIL-F-8785.

is Examination of Table I reveals that, although MIL-F-8785 is specific in many
areas, there are many requirements where no, or only partial, guidance is
provided. In those areas where specific conditions are stated, it can be seen
that in many cases the values quoted are not generally applicable. Thus,
although MIL-F-8785 does limit the number of points to be examined for some
requirements, the values selected are arbitrary. Furthermore, from examination
of flight test reports and from a great many discussions with design and test
organizations, it is obvious that many of the specified conditions in MIL-F-8785
are ignored. In fact these discussions have revealed that, although MIL-F-8785
is used as a guide, the points to be examined are generally determined from
analysis of the characteristics of each airplane.
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Section 4 of MIL-F-8785B attempts to recognize these facts of life, *
while providing general guidance.

Often it will be manifestly impossible to flight test all Airplane
Failure States at all flight conditions. Since a comprehensive failure effect
analysis (3.1.10.1) should exist at that stage, it can be used as a guide to
more frequent failures and critical items that should be checked in flight.
As with all other flight test planning, it will be necessary to use judgment
to apply available resources most effectively.

When a flight condition is stated that varies with loading, flight

test should be as near the critical loading as feasible, and the results
corrected to the critical condition. An example of a requirement for which
this is often necessary is 3.2.1.3, flight path stability: Vo i may be
determined by a margin from stall speed and thus vary with gross weight.

Normal Load Factor as a Handling Qualities Parameter

Introduction

Although MIL-F-8785B is stated to apply at all positive and negative
load factors in the Flight Envelopes, the similar requirements of -8785 have
never been fully enforced. In fact, the only investigations (analytical or
flight test) at n J 1 have often been of longitudinal maneuvering stability,
and sometimes of inertia coupling. There have been some investigations of
accelerated stalls, also, and plots of Cn , Cn etc. at high Mach number vs.
n or .-

Generally one would expect the effect of normal acceleration to be
primarily the change in stability and control derivatives with angle of attack
at constant Mach number. In incompressible flow the aerodynamic effect of
angle of attack is largely reflected in equivalent-airspeed variation at lg,
with c proportional to 1/V 2 (the exceptions are thrust and possible viscous-
flow or aeroelastic effectl which create significant u-derivatives). Static
stability and control, therefore, are usually only weakly dependent on air-
speed and altitude explicitly. The dependence becomes much stronger at higher
Mach number. At transonic and supersonic speed, compressibility changes the
derivatives with Mach number. But hypersonically, the derivatives again tend
to be invariant with Mach number. So, to some extent, equivalent-airspeed
variation has the same kind of effect as load-factor variation.

Dynamic characteristics, however, are functions of inertial as well as
aerodynamic parameters. Consequently, in general they are functions of both
angle of attack and airspeed even in incompressible flow. Neglecting changes
in nondimensional stability derivatives except for square-law drag, the explicit
dependence is approximately shown, for example, by these characteristic and
control-response parameters:
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Wide differences in speed and altitude dependence are seen, and they are
largely different from the l/Ve 2 dependence of a for 1-g flight. Variation
of the nondimensional stability derivatives and Ixz with angle of attack can
also be extremely important; some of these considerations are mentioned later
in this discussion. Since compliance must be demonstrated at several altitudes,
the following discussion is restricted to speed-load-factor relationships.

With flight-test time becoming more expensive, it is unrealistic to
demand full flight tests at n # 1. The saving grace is the computer, which
can quickly survey the flight envelope, much less expensively, to determine
critical points for flight test. Hopefully the flight tests will be extensive
enough to verify the computer data.

Survey of RequiremEnts at n # I

Traditionally roll performance has been demonstrated at low g's --
starting from l-g flight or, more commonly, from coordinated turns at bank
angles up to half the requirement value (there was once a requirement for
fighters to roll 100 in the first second; MIL-P-8785B calls for 300 to 900
bank-angle changes). Operationally, pilots cohumonly bank to pull g's. But
if roll performance at high g's has been a problem on a given aircraft, it has
normally been related to angle-of-attack effects on Cyi , aileron yaw, etc.,
or to inertial coupling, rather than to decreased con tol effectiveness.
Even elevons, that have reduced roll authority at large pitch deflections,
have been satisfactory. But, on the other hand, for some maneuvers roll
performance can be critical at n > I (See 3.3.4).

"d tends to decrease somewhat at low speed because of the contribution of
(N - g/VT).
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Investigation of longitudinal short-period characteristics at 7 7-
should be made for Class IV aircraft in Category A Flight Phases. Recent
studies have shown that air-to-air tracking accuracy has deteriorated at n >I
due to decreasing short-period damping ratio. Assurance of adequate longi-
tudinal short-period characteristics should be obtained to the load factor
limits if the Operational and Service Flight Envelopes. "Static" maneuvering
stability at all load factors assures short-period stability at least, and
there are separate pitch-up requirements. Positive-g stalls are important.
Load factors less than 0 are generally avoided in operation and in flight
test, but can be examined analytically for "static" maneuver characteristics.

Phugoid stability could be important in prolonged turns, as in large
course changes at supersonic speeds; but the l-g case has lower drag (less r)
and so is more critical. There generally appears to be no point in investigating
phugoid characteristics at n $ 1.

Dynamic lateral-directional stability should be investigated at n > 1.
For swept and low-aspect-ratio wings, -C1  characteristically increases with .
One common supersonic phenomenon is the ioduction in C with increasing m.nd
C also can vary with w, changing the roll-yaw coupling. These characteristicsSn~a

commonly deteriorate with increasing angle of attack and are important in turn
entries and "steady" turns. With dynamic stability assured, there is no

* apparent need to check static lateral-directional stability at n> 1. Aircraft
generally are not flown at appreciable sideslip angles in combination with n
much different than 1.

Asymmetric thrust is an emergency condition. Though the possibility of
trouble exists, loss of an engine in accelerated flight has not been investi-
gated. The lateral-directional dynamics investigations at high g offer a
measure of assurance here. Anyway, a pilot would quickly reestablish l-g
flight if he lost ax. engine. The l-g investigation appears sufficient.

Trimmability is most important at l-g. But especially at high speed,
where prolonged turns are necessary to change heading, trimming into a turn
may be desirable. That should be investigated, but normally would not be
critical because large control deflections must be trimmed at low speed anyway.
The transonic trim change, however, may well be aggravated by higher than l-g
angle of attack.

Transfer to an alternate control-system mode could well be more critical
at n.•l, where a higher angle of attack is attained by pulling g's rather than
by slowing doun. The tendency to increased control sensitivity, 'a/n/ , with
increasing speed would emphasize any failure transient that becomes more
critical at high angle of attack.
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Conclusions

In summary,, for flight investigations of flying qualities at n > I
the major emphasis should be on:

Stall, pitch-up, buffet

Maneuvering stability and control effectiveness

Longitudinal short-period dynamics for Class IV, Category A Flight Phases

Inertial coupling

Dynamic lateral-directional stability

Transonic trim change

Dive recoveries

Failure transients

Longitudinal short-period dynamics normally need not be investigated for other
Classes and Categories at other than 1-g trim, but large-amplitude perturbations
should be considered. At least qualitative short-period investigations should
be made at n- 1, but in view of operational practice it seems unnecessary to
condixct flight tests at steady-state negative g's. Qualitative evaluation
of roll performance should usually be enough at high g's.

These generalities cannot be considered universally applicable. Intelli-
gent use of wind tunnels and computers can indicate analytically the validity of
these statements in a given case, and should be a valuable aid in flight-test
planning as well.
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Table I (Section 4)

MIL-F-S785 DESIGN AND TEST CONDITIONS

NO0. TITLE LWADING P I ALITIMI SF150 COF!(URATION

3.1.6 Effects of Armament provisiloas Amy fMeght tooditium in 1A11h eperatiom of devices my Wa required in the

Iamdt eof ai m opf missio rmal operatim.
3.1.7 Release of stores
3.1.1 Deceleration devices
3.1.10 Effects of ssymantry n1orml ooermstoo moreel

opet toen
3.2.1 Control friction end breeaout force all atteinable all attainable
3.2.3 Rate of coatrol displacement

3.23 Artificial stability devices

Section 3.3 Loitvguwinal stabilitz snd cnmtrol
3.3.1 Elevator-fixed static stability aft critical H, N. L 1.4 VSG to CR

all dive speeds D

VS to VH G

VSL to struc- L
tuotl limit

.7S VMP to V P

.0S VI/C (or P(climb)
"IS mulWhch-

ever is larger)
to 1.3 VR/C

pto VN CO
g f (for -C, PA

lewr of VSL or
R. design
amrestima V) to
strutural limit

3.3.1.1 (No stability) aft critical 1.4 VSG to VNRP CR

all dive speedas

VS to struc. L
turual limit

.
7

S VMRP to V P

.,S Vc (or F(climb)

11 which-
i I~~ver Ns 7 1 90)

to 1. 3 VE/C
ikMp to V" i co

St (for -C, PA
1:6er of VS' or

,. dealgn
rreasting V) to
tructural limit

"I.S VSL to
3.3.2 Elevator-free static stability aft critical 1.1 V oCR

all dive speeds D

VSG to VH (;

V 1, to structur- L
sl 'limit

.75 VNRp to VH P

VNap to VM Co
3.3.2.1 (Stick force vs. speed stability) aft critical Vmx. range, CR

2 edd' I.

l representative D

1.4 VSG, I addl. G
'1.4 VSL L
VNRp, I addl. P
VR/C P(climh)
VH, I addl. CO

1.15 VSL PA

3.3.3 Exception in transonic flight ft critical (modifies requirements of transonic range
3.3.1, 3.3.1.1, 3.3.2.
3.3.2.1)
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Table I (Section 4)

MIL-F-8785 DESIGN AND TEST CONDITIONS (Cont.)

W N. TITE WADING FACMO ALTIIIItl SPFEF CFIGURATION~

3.3.4 Stability in accelerated flight all attainable all alall
3,31 Short~period esclliatioa. all permissible W .. L all permslsible~

3,3.5,2,

3.3.6 LoMS-porlod oscillations H, N, .L

31317 control effective"$$s in unaccelerated I all permissible 1.0 any .any permissibleI all

I,, flogtro efetvna aclrtd I forward critical see req's.t any permissible1 any permissible CO. 0, G, L.fligh Q tro efeciens Inaclrte .(climb),
CO. PA

3,. control forces in steady accelerated
(3..,flight:
3,,., (stable stick force vs. ft) I - I attainable N. N, L

3.3.9.4. (Magnitude of IN/ai 1 I1 operational H. N, L all operaialP O0,A
3.3.9UP to -IS nL,

3.3.0.1 1(minillus F /nz) . l perfisaiblo N, N, L 'all permissible

3.3.10 control forces in madden pullups H. M.N L
3.3.11 Control effectiveemas in takouff mest mase-heavy -L V 70

(her mose.,haal
5T

Iairplanes)
mest tail-heavy
I(for tail-Wheel
airplanes)

3.3.12 control in ,catapualt takeoff wil o m afe lamunch T0
speed to 21 kt.
higher than min.

3.3.13 Control forces in takeoff Imet nose-heavy VSyM to 1.3 VITO To

east tail-heavyj
(for tail-wheel

3.3.14 control effectiveness in landing forward critical -VS, L

3.3.IS control force in leoding forward critical -VkL D

3.3.16 Control fonces in dives .N ,L ayoeainl I

F3.3.16.1 (forces in dives to VD) ~.any permissible 0

3.3.17 Auxiliary dive r-covery device aft criti CAI 1It many speed D

3.3.18 Effects of drag devices

3.3.19 Leagitudinal trio chamgea IV CA~ abe
3.3.20 Long0itudinail trim change caused by la N, N, L MWa,~ne. C

sideslipI
it represent. V '0

I ~1.4 VsG. I add',
1.4 VS L
WRIPp, I aidd'. j

j AIC P(clisb)
V". I add'l. 0

1.15 V PA

Section 3.4 Lateral-directional stability and

3. 1 -- ing of the lateral-directional H. N N 'Ma. range CA

scillationa N.,H.L VNP4 
(.4.1 

'"M(3.4.2 .N, Na'(a 0.9 Ii(b) staibili.ed
sedin'*1 50' dive

H, N,NL %if Co

-- L "S1 VSL PA
-L 1.-4 1S
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Table I (Section 4)

MIL-F-8785 DESIGN AND TEST CONDITIONS (Cont.)
tlrQ,Mr, IA)AI I
Pa. IITTIL IM111t FA(ACT0 ALTi11111 n'I qll I itit I ,ItA! InN

.4 ,.1 spiral taltility 1i, N mprdn for It
"Nam, range

II, N, I, i,9,. VNNP to
VII

I1, M I f.lA . V1 t, n
I, , tt'

H. MN,. VNAP to VN 11)

it., N, I, Vt, to Vol

H, N, I. all dive mp1e.I& it

I. Vq to limit I,
lthetural

i. IS Vql. PA
.. 4.3 ,teady rpidealip conditions liglhttt normal In, M, I. VC ol t

i I,4,4 -nitrite p sotlrerc

$ 4H, M, I. VNAP p lum I r n

3.4.1 : 1 other
.•. .11 M. II 1l . Villi. N vli' mh)

•H, M. 1, Vol PIun I or •€
,more otherm

- In, N, I. 1.4 V% plum Ior no• othert

II, N, I. I or nor. dniv . h

It.liP MI st

*I. 1.4 V

I, IAS V.I, VA

.1,4,V !Advrrso vow II, M, I. 1.4 V.*.t(o CA

L, I , 4 V;PA I, A

A4,10 !Aqvometrlc power trudde- Cree) lilghtet nofrmal II, N, I, all peedti 1
service ahove 1A4 V%.

t3l.4.1l irectional contrul (mymoetric power) - It, N, 1. 1.4 VS tO VNKRI III
1, M, I. 0t.7r VNpnI to V ii I'

II, N,, OASN VR/t, to' I'lvliphl
I .3 VlI:

- II, N, I, VNt, to VM '

II, M, I. V,"; tIo Vi'

It, M, I ill 4 dive mped IW

I. Vsl", to limit
.ntrnnctiral

I. V sLto limit PA

I, nil I wyldq down a• l( dr elto V,,PA

3.4.11.1 (10 degree, oinlip rrtiire nt) I. I1.1 %,-4 1 I

3.4.12 tlirectional cn'trol (symmeetric) lighte.t normal II. Ill qp.end% ;l%.vl mi
n.'rvive

3.4.13 llrec•ilonsl control during takeoff t Inn
$.4.13.2) Iand landing

3.4.13.1 (Carrier-bomed altplan9m•11 .i , ad I

*3I. ,Oktý and
Above

3.4,14 lirect, Cont, to cotnnterant adver-e y'aw II, M, I 1,4 Ii N*H

- I, I .4 1'Plh tA

3.4.1S DIrectIonal Control In dive% It, N. I all' nttalnabtle I
oit'rithlt I

3.4.10 Lateral control i mCl sm% IV-P.t', " II, II. I. t .1 ; t, IkIj
(3,4 ,1. ., all apanuwisl
3.4.l0., mWeight distrlhlution;
3.4.10.3 L - all manial TO II, M, I I.i V.S: to 4 nt I'll
,.4 ,10.4, and Ila d,. lo dlfnge.

3.4.16.31 Clams li-L for I. 1. V,,, i
3.4.16.2 - light
weight. heavy out- I, .i. IA
board concantration I
of mpanwilst weight.
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Table I (Section 4)

MIL-F-8785 DESIGN AND TEST CONDITIONS (Cont.)
REEQNRT. mzI
NO. TITLE LOADING FACTOR ALTITUDE SPEED "ONFIGURATIOS

3,4,16.6 (Lateral control in dives) H, M. L any attainable PS~operatilonal
3.4,16.7 (high speed) all 14

3.4,16.8 (linearity)

Section 3.5 General control sad triinbility
"remi rement k

3.1.I Control for spin recovery H. M, L G. L

3.3.2 Coftrol for tasiing
3.1.3 Control surface oscillationa W H . L all permissible C(, D, G. L.

P. P(climb).
CO, PA

3.3.4 Primary flight control trivmbility forward and aft H, N, L 1.2 VSCO to VH" P
Critical L 1 4 VSL to L

structural
limit

.L 14 VS (0.is PA
*V . roi -ci to

atl'u¢t. limit
H, N, L Vitx. range to CR (2 engines

VIp out)

H. N, L any operational 0
3.S.5 Irreversibility of trim :ontrols H, M. L -

3.5.6 Trim systfm failure H, N, L -

3,S.7 Roll-pitch-yav coupling 0 to 2/3 nL all all permissible
Section 3.6 !Stall characteristics

3.6.3 Stall warning requirements all permissible 1.0 to MR. H. N, L stall warning 6, CR, L, Pt
(3. 3.1., operational speed
3..3i

3.6.4 Requirements for acceptable stalling all permissible 1.0 to max H, 4, L stall speed G, CR, L. Pk
(3.6.4.1) characteristics operatianal

Section 3.7 Requirnaents for power- and boost-
control s ,st ems

3.7.1 Normal control system operation H, X. L

3.7.2 Power or boost failure H.NL , L

3.7.3 Transfer to alternate control system .- H.H, L level flight

trim chage -H, M, L tOVM D
H, N, L level flight I

3.7.3.1 (transfer in configuration PA) H. N, L 1.IS VSL Pk

3.7.3.2 (transfer at low altitude) sea level 1.4 VSL and %H P

3.7.4 Longitudinal control on alternate syst. =at forward C.G. see reqlat. sea level max. level
for combat load- flight
ings

3.7.4.1 (dive recovery) initiated initiated from
from servee mMR. level
ce.l Iing flight speed

3.7.4.2 (landing) most forward C.G. L 1.4 VS (i0IS P,
for normal Vsfob -csptO
service loadings iahding speed

3.7.3 Lateral control on alternate system H. N. L

-,L 1. lV SL L

3.7.6 Directional control on alternate syst. L 1.4 VS (0.IS P%
V S foi -C) to
laeding speed

3.7.7 Ability to trim on alternate system H, M, L all level fit. 1,

above 1.2 VScI

L all level fit. L
above 1 .4

L all level fIt. PA
above 1.4 VSL

1. VL for

H, N, L all level fit. CR

3.7.5 Feel system failure 
H. M, L
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Table I (Section 4)

NIIL-F-878S DESIGN AND TEST CONDITIONS (Cont.)
Note: A daje (-) Msas me Specifics mentioned in roqUiWre t -

Section 3.1 provides the followlin:

(a) Loading (ref. 3.1.1): optional if not otherwise specified
(b) Flight conditions (ret. 3.1.2. 3.1.3): the requirements apply to all load factor - speed

cobinations within the operatiensl V-n envelopes at the following 4 altitudes:
(i) low (see level)
(2) Nodium (lower of 40% of service ceiling, or 40.000 feet)

(3) High (60% of service ceiling) need not be considered

(4) combat ceiling for L, PA. WO, TO
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5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

REQUI REMENT

5.1 General. Not applicable to this specification.
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6. NOTES

"DISCUSSION

This section is basically an expansion of Section 6 of MIL-F-8785
"to include clarification of the new parameters and concepts contained in
MIL-.F-8785B.

Many new definitions have been introduced into MIL-F-8785B. Because
of the large number of definitions, paragraph 6.2 ,,as been divided into sub-
sections for clarity. Most of the definitions should be self-explanatory; but
some of the more complex parameters, such as VS and the roll-sideslip coupling
parameters, are explained more thoroughly in the discussions of the requirements
to which they apply. Symbols used in Reference Al are also listed alphabeti-
cally, along with other symbols used in this document, in the front of this
volume.

Paragraphs 6.5, Engine considerations, and 6.6, Effects of
aeroelasticity, control equipment, and structural dynamics, give general design
guidance that is not discussed elsewhere in this document. Several new notes
have been added, including a clarification of the stick force per g requirements
(6.3), a note on gain scheduling (6.4), a clarification of the concept of Levels
and a discussion of the computation of failure probabilities (6.7), a list of
related documents (6.8), and marginal indicia (6.9).

For completeness, Section 6 of Reference Al is given below. No further
discussion seems necessary because the notes themselves are explanatory in nature.

RELATED MIL-F-878S PARAGRAPHS

Section 6

REQUIREMENT

6.1 Intended use. This specification contains the flying qualities require-
ments for piloted airplanes and forms one of the bases for determination by
the procuring activity of airplane acceptability. The specification serve%
as design requirements and as criteria for use in stability and control
calculations, analysis of wind-tunnel test results, flying qualities simulation
tests, and flight testing and evaluation. The requirements are intended to
assure adequate flying qualities regardless of design implementation or flight
control system mechanization. To the extent possible, this specification should
be met by providing an inherently good basic airframe. Where that is not en-
tirely feasible, or where inordinate penalties would result, a mechanism is
provided herein to assure that the flight safety, flying qualities and
realiability aspects of dependence of stability augmentation and other forms of
system complication will be considered fully.

6.2 Definitions. Terms and symbols used throughout this specification are
defined as follows:
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6.2.1 General

S Wing area

s - Laplace operator

q - dynamic pressure

MSL - mean sea level

T time to double amplitude; = -- ) for oscillations,

22 T 2 =-693*T for first-order divergences.

Airplane Normal - the nomenclature and format of table XVI shall be
States used in defining the Airplane Normal States (3.1.6.1)

Service ceiling - altitude at a given airspeed at which the rate of
climb is 100 ft/min at stated weight and engine thrust

Combat ceiling - altutude at a given airspeed at which rate of climb
is 500 ft/min at stated weight and engine thrust

Cruising ceiling - altitude at a given airspeed at which rate of climb
is 300 ft/min at NRT at stated weight

h - maximum service altitude (defined in 3.1.8.3)

ha - maximum operational altitude (3.1.7)

homin - minimum operational altitude (3.1.7)

c.g. - airplane center of gravity

6.2.2 Speeds

Equivalent airspeed - true airspeed multiplied by/- , where 0 is the
ratio of free-stream density at the given altitude to
standard sea-level air density

Calibrated airspeed - airspeed-indicator reading corrected for position and
instrument error but not for compressibility

Refusal speed - the maximum speed to which the airplane can accelerate

and then stop in the available runway, length

4M - Mach number

SV - airspeed (where appropriate, V may be replaced by M
in this specification), along the flight path
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stall speed (equivalent airspeed), at lg normal to
the flight path, defined as the highest of:

a. speed for steady straight flight at CLmax, the
first local maximum of the curve of lift coef-
ficient (L/qS) vs. angle of attack which occurs
as CL is increased from zero

b. speed at which abrupt uncontrollable pitching,
rolling or yawing occurs; i.e., loss of control
about a single axis

c. speed at which intolerable buffet or structural
vibration is encountered

(Note that 3.1.9.2.1 allows an alternative
definition of VS in some cases.)

The airplane shall be initially trimmed at approxi-
mately 1.2 VS with the following settings, after
which the trim and throttle settings shall be held
constant:

Conditions for Determining Vs

Flight Phase Thrust Setting Trim Setting

Climb (CL) Normal climb For straight flight

Descent (D) Normal descent For straight Flight

Emergency descent (ED) Idle For straight flight

Emergency deceleration (DE) Idle For straight flight

Takeoff (TO) Takeoff Recommended takeoff
setting

Approach (PA) Normal approach For normal approach

Wave-off/go-around (WO) Takeoff For normal approach

Landing (L) Idle For normal approach

All other TLF at 1.2 VS For straight flight

In flight test, it is necessary to reduce speed
very slowly (typically 1/2 knot per second or
less) to minimize dynamic lift effects. The load
factor will generally not be exactly Ig when stall
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occurs; when this is the case, VS is defined as
follows:

V

where V and w are the measured values at stall, nf
being the load factor normal to the flight path.

Vs(X), Vmin(X), - short-hand notation for the speeds VS, Vmin, Vmax
Vmax(X) for , given configuration, weight, center-of-gravity

position, and external store combination associated
with Flight Phase X. For example, the designation
Vmax(TO) is used in 3.2.3.3.2 to emphasize that the
speed intended (for the weight, center of gravity,
and external store combination under consideration)
is Vmax for the configuration associated with the
takeoff Flight Phase. This is necessary to avoid
confusion, since the configuration and Flight Phase
change from takeoff to climb during the maneuver.

Vtrim - trim speed

Vend - speed for maximum endurance

VL/D - speed for maximum lift-to-drag ratio

VR/C - speed for maximiwm rate of climb

Vrange - speed for maximum range in zero wind conditions

VNRT - high speed, level flight, normal rated thrust

VMRT - high speed, level flight, military rated thrust

VMAT - high speed, level flight, maximum augmented thrust

Vmax - maximum service speed (defined in 3.1.8.1)

Vmin - minimum service speed (defined in 3.1.8.2)

Vo - maximum operational speed (3.1.7)
max

Vomin - minimum operational speed (3.1.7)

S6.2.3 Thrust and power

Thrust and power - For propeller-driven airplanes, the word "thrust"
shall be replaced by the word "power" throughout
the specification
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TLF - thrust for level flight

NRT - normal rated thrust, which is the maximum thrust
at which the engine can be operated continuously

MRT - mlitary rated thrust, which is the maximum thrust
at which the engine can be operated for a specified
period

HAT - maximum augmented thrust: maximum thrust, augmented

by all means available for the Flight Phase

Takeoff thrust - maximum thrust available for takeoff

6.2.4 Control parameters

Elevator, aileron, - The stick or wheel and rudder pedals manipulated by
rudder controls the pilot to produce pitching, rolling, and yawing

moments respectively; the cockpit controls

Elevator control - Component of applied force, exerted by the pilot on
force the cockpit control, in or parallel to the plane of

symuetry, acting at the center of the stick grip or
wheel in a direction perpendicualr to a line between
the center of the stick grip or wheel and the stick
or control column pivot

Aileron control - For a stick control, the component of control force
force exerted by the pilot in a plane perpendicular to the

plane of symmetry, acting at the center of the stick
grip in a direction perpendicular to a line between
the center of the stick grip and the stick pivot.
For a wheel control, the total moment applied by the
pilot about the wheel axis in the plane of the wheel,
divided by the average radius from the wheel pivot to
the pilot's grip.

Rudder pedal force - Difference of push-force components of force- exerted
by the pilot on the rudder pedals, lying in planes
parallel to the plane of symmetry, measured perpen-
dicular to the pedals at the normal point of appli-
cation of the pilot's instep on the respective
rudder pedals

Control surface - A device such as an external surface which is positioned
by a cockpit control or stability augmentation to
produce aerodynamic or jet-reaction type forces for
controlling the attitude of the airplane. As used in
this specification the elevator surface, aileron
surface, and rudder surface are the control surfaces
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or devices which are controlled by the stick or wheel
and rudder pedal&, and automatically by stability
augmentation systems,

Direct normal - A device producing direct normal force for the primary
force control purpose of controlling the flight path of the air-

plane, Direct normal force control is the descriptive
title given to the concept of directly modulating
the normal force on an airplane by changing its lift-
ing capabilities at a constant angle of attack and
constant airspeed or by controlling the normal force
component of such items as Jet exhausts, propellers,
and fans.

Control power - Effectiveness of control surfaces ii applying forces
or moments to an airplane. For example, 50% of
available aileron control power is 50% of the maximum
rolling moment that is available to the pilot with
allowable aileron control force.

b.2.S Longitudinal parameters

- damping ratio of the short-period oscillation

- undamped natural frequency of the short-period
oscillation

1#o - damping ratio of the phugoid oscillation

- undamped natural frequency of the phugoid oscillation

n - normal acceleration or normal load factor, measured
at the C.g.

nil symmetrical flight limit load factor for a given
Airplane Normal State, based on structural
considerations

lnmax,nmin - maximum and minimum Service load factors

n(+), n(-) - for a given altitude, the upper and lower boundaries
of n in the V-n diagrams depicting the Service
Flight Envelope

nOmax' n omin - maximum and minimum Operational load factors

no(+). no(-) - for a given altitude, the upper and lower boundaries
of n in the V-n diag.'ams depicting the Operational

L •Flight Envelope
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SSTALL

00

Oln

..- "a AND no(-) (OPERATIONAL PLIGHT ENVELOPE)
n(+) AND n(-) (it1VYICE FLIONT ENVELOPE)

£ - angle of attack; the angle in the plane of symmetry

between the fuselage reference line and the tangent
to the flight path &t the airplane center of gravity

. the stall angle of attack at constant speed for the
configuration, weight, center-of-gravity position
and external-store combination associated with a
given Airplane Normal State; defined as the lowest
of the following:

a. Angle of attack for the highest steady load
factor, normal to the flight path, that can be
attained at a given speed or Mach number

b. Angle of attack, for a given speed or Mach
number, at which abrupt uncontrollable pitching,
rolling or yawing occurs, i.e., loss of control
about a single axis

c. Angle of attack, for a given speed or Mach number,
at which intolerable buffeting is encountered

d. An arbitrary angle of attack allowed by 3.1.9.2.1.

n/L - the steady-state normal acceleration change per unit
change in angle of attack for an incremental elevator
deflection at constant speed (airspeed and Mach
number)
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S Fs/n - gradient of steady-state elevator control forcu
versus n at constant speed (3.2.2.2.1)

I' climb angle, 7'. sin -I vortical *Rod p
for climbing flight re rspe positive

- aerodynamic lift plus thrust component, normal to
the flight path

, ILateral-directional parameters

(Sf - displacement of the aileron control stick or wheel
along Its path

- first-order roll mode time constant, positive for
stable mode

- first-order spiral mode time constant, positive for
stable mode

R-

undamped natural frequency of numerator quadratic of
#/ -e€AS transfer function

.# - damping ratio of numerator quadratic of A/ 3 transfer
function

4eidamped natural frequency of the Dutch roll
oscillation

- damping ratio of the Dutch roll oscillation

TW_ - damped period of the Dutch roll, rd- ?j.a

- bank angle measured in the y-z plane, between the
y-axis and the horizontal (6.2.1)

- bank angle change in time i, in response to control
t deflection of the form given in 3.3.4

/o - roll rate about the x-axis (6.2.1)

o__X - a measure of the ratio of the oscillatory component
of roll rate to the average component of roll rate
following ,x rudder-pedals-free step aileron control
command:
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. 4)1: or

0*: I "P ,

where p, , eLand fp are roll rates at the first,
second and third peaks, respectively. (figures 9
and 10).

- a measure of the ratio of the oscillatory component
#AV of a bank angle to the average component of bank angle

following a rudder-pedals-free impulse aileron
control command:

J . " -- A

where 0 , • and 01are bank angles at the first,
second and third peaks, respectively.

#4 - sideslip angle at the center of gravity, angle
between undisturbed flow and plane of symmetry.
Positive, or right, sideslip corresponds to incident
flow approaching from the right side of the plane of
symmetry.

- maximum sideslip excursion at the c.g., occurring
within two seconds or one half-period of the Dutch
roll, whichever is greater, for a step aileron-
control command

/* - ratio of "commanded roll performance" to "applicable
roll performance requirement" of 3.3.4 or 3.3.4.1,
where:

(a) "Applicable roll performance requirement",
(7#) r rghen? ,is determined from 3.3.4 a-.
3. .4.1 for the Class, Flight Phase Category
and Level under consideration.

(b) "Commanded roll performance", (Adeommandis
the bank angle attained in the stated time for
a given step aileron command with rudder pedals
employed as specified in 3.3.4 and 3.3.4.1

0t() eow.ag

40refuremevt
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4W - time for the Dutch roll oscillation in the sideslip
response to reach the nth local maximum for a right
step or pulse aileron-control command, or the nth

... local minimum for a left command. In the event a
step control input cannot be accomplished, the
control shall be moved as abruptly as practical and,
for purposes of this definition, time shall be
measured from the instant the cockpit control deflec-
tion passes through half the amplitude of the command- *2
ed value. For pulse inputs, time shall be measured
from a point halfway through thq duration of the pulse.

-phase angle in a cosine representation of the
Dutch roll component of sideslip - negative
for a lag

)'d 7 e ('eeqre ex)

with -' as in e above

A - phase angle between roll rate and sideslip in the free
Dutch roll oscillation. Angle is positive when
leadsd

- at any instant, the ratio of amplitudes of the bank-
angle and sideslip-angle envelope in the Dutch roll
mode

Examples showing measurement of roll-sideslip coupling parameters are given
in figure 9 for right rolls and figure 10 for left rolls. Since several
oscillations of the Dutch roll are required to measure these parameters, and
since for proper identification large roll rates and bank angle changes must
"generally be avoided, for fP ght test, step aileron inputs should generally
be small. It should be noted that since 7vA is the phase angle of the Dutch
roll component of sideslip, care must be taken to select a peak far enough
downstream that the position of the peak is not influenced by the roll mode.
In practice, peaks occurring one or two roll mode time constants after the
aileron input will be relatively undistorted. Care must also be taken when
there is ramping of the sideslip trace, since ramping will displace the
position of a peak of the trace from the corresponding peak of the Dutch roll
component. In practice, the peaks of the Dutch roll component of sideslip are
located by first drawing a line through the ramping portion of the sideslip
trace and then noting the times at which the vertical distance between the
line and the sideslip trace is the greatest. (See following sketch for Case
(a) of figyres 9 and 10.)
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Since the first local maximum of the Dutch roll component of the sideslip
response occurs at t = 2.95 seconds,

Level 1 flying qualities of a Class IV airplane in the approach are under
examination; so the roll performance requirement from table IX upon which
the parameter "k" in the sideslip excursion requirement (figure 6) is based,
is #e = 30 degrees in 1 second with rudder pedals free (as in the rolls of
3.3.2.4). From the definitions, "k" for this condition is,

Therefore from figures 9 and 10 for:

Case (a), k = 9.1 = 0.30 Case (c), k = 6.8 = 0.23
30 30

Case (b), k = 8.1 = 0.27 Case (d), k 6.0 = 0.20
30 30
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6.2.7 Atmospheric disturbances parameters

fl. - spatial (reduced) frequency (radians per foot)

- temporal frequency (radians per second),
"where a = A V

U• - random gust velocity along the x body axis (feet
per second)

- random gust velocity along the y body axis (feet
per second)

- random gust velocity along the z body axis (feet
per second)

Note: Udg' r Z"v have Gaussian (normal) distributions,
'Id are difined positively along the positive
airplane body axes.

C-- root-mean-square gust intensity, where

- root-mean-square intensity of ze

- root-mean-square intensity of ze,

So', - root-mean-square intensity ofw

ZZ6 - scale for u, (feet)

Z, ,. - scale for (feet)

L~. - scale for w (feet)

4 - spectrum for r4 . where 4(a) J/~(&q

(A (J) - spectrum for •, where ,1 V. (W)

(12.) - spectrum for ., where •(.) , # Wg
Ill

- generalized discrete gust velocity, positive along
the positive airplane body axes, m = x, y, z (feet
per second)

- generalized discrete gust length (always positive)
"m f x, y, z (feet)
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6.3 Interpretation of the Fs/n limits of table V. Because the limits on
Fs/n are a function of both nL and n/m~ , table V is rather complex. To
illustrate its use, the limits are presented on figure 11 for an airplane
having a center-stick controller and nL =7.0.

.. ... ... ..

.. ........ .. .....8. ...

a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t9.~ I~h1 (86) JmIIII .1
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S 6.4 Gain scheduling. Changes of mechanical gearings and stability
* augmentation gains in the primary flight control system are sometimes

accomplished by scheduling the changes as a function of the settings of
4• sacondary control devices, such as flaps or wing sweep. This practice is

generally acceptable, but gearings and gains normally should not be scheduled
as a function of trim control settings since pilots do not always keep
airplanes in trim.

6.5 Engine considerations. Secondary effects of engine operation may have
an important bearing on flying qualities and should not be overlooked in
design. These considerations include such effects as engine gyroscopic
moments influencing airframe dynamic motions, the effects of engine operation
on spin characteristics and spin recovery, and the variation of engine-
derived power for actuating the flight controls with engine speed.

6.6 Effects of aeroelasticity, control equipment, and structural dynamics.
Since aeroelasticity, control equipment, and structural dynamics may exert
an important influence on the airplane flying qualities, such effects should
not be overlooked in calculations or analyses directed toward investigation
of compliance with the requirements of this specification.

6.7 Application of Levels. Part of the intent of 3.1.10 is to ensure that the
probability of encountering significantly degraded flying qualities because
of component or subsystem failures is small. For example, the probability of
encountering very degraded flying qualities (Level 3) must be less than
"specified values per flight.

6.7.1 Theoretical compliance. To determine theoretical compliance with the
requirements of 3.1.10.2, the following steps must be performed:

a. Identify those Airplane Failure States which have a significant effect on
flying qualities (3.1.6.2)

b. Define the longest flight duration to be encountered during operational
missions (3.1.1)

c. Determine the probability of encountering various Airplane Failure States,
per flight, based on the above flight duration (3.1.10.2)

d. Determine the degree of flying qualities degradation associated with each
* Airplane Failure State in terms of Levels as defined in the specific

requirements.

e. Determine the most critical Airplane Failure States (assuming the failures
are present at whichever point in the Flight Envelope being considered is
most critical in a flying qualities sense), and compute the total probability
of encountering Level 2 flying qualities in the Operational Flight Envelope
due to equipment failures. Likewise, compute the probability of encountering

"" Level 3 qualities in the Operational Flight Envelce, etc.
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f. Compare the computed values above with the requirements in 3.1.10,2 and
3.1.10.3. An example which Illustrates an appruxomate estimate of the pro-
babilities of encounter follows: if the failures are all steutistically in-
dependent, determine the sum of the probabilities of encountering all
Airplane Failure States which degrade flying qualition to Level 2 in the
Operational Envolopn. This sum must be less than 10-2 per flight.

If the requirements are not met, the designer must, consider alternate course-.
such as:

a. Improve the airplane flying qualities associated with the more probable
Failure Staces, or

b. Reduce the probability of encountering the more probable Failure Statas
through equipment redesign, redundancy, etc.

Regardless of the probability of encountering any given Airplane Failure
States (with the exception of Special Failure States) the flying qualities
shad not degrade below Level 3.

6.7.2 Level definitions. To determine the degradation in flying qualities
parnmeters for a given Airplane Failure State the following definitions are
provided:

a. Level 1 is better than or equal to the Level 1 boundary, or number,
given in section 3.

b. Level 2 is worse than Level 1, but no worse than the Level 2 boundary,
or number.

c. Level 3 is worse than Level 2, but no worse than the Level 3 boundary,
or number.

When a given boundary, or number, is identified as Level 1 and Level 2, this
means that flying qualities outside the boundary conditions shown, or worse
than the number given, are at best Level 3 flying qualities. Also, since
Level 1 and Level 2 requirements are the same, flying qualities must be within
this common boundary, or number, in both the Operational and Service Flight
Envelopes for Airplane Normal States (3.1.10.1). Airplane Failure States
that do not degrade flying qualitieb beyond this common boundary are not
considered in meeting the requirements of 3.1.10.2. Airplane Failure States
that represent degradationc to Level 3 mus., however, be included in the
computation of the probability of encountering Level 3 degradations in both
the Operational and Service Flight Envelopes. Again degradation beyond the
Level 3 boundary is not permitted regardless of component failures.

6.7.3 Computational assumptions. Assumptions a and b of 3.1.10.2 are
somewhat conservative, but they simplify the required computaticns in 3.1.10.2
and provide a set of workable ground rules for theoretical predictions. The
reasons for these assumptions are:
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a. ", compononti and systoemsro are uperattins ror a ti e period per fI iliht
OitIi to the longsot operationalI mission time ".11, |.inve most compoliplit
fNiluro data are in terms of failures per flight hour, even though continuous
operat ton may not he tyi'cal (e.g. yaw dampor on during supersonic flight
only), failure prohahilit iet must be predicted on a 1,,-r fl ight basis
u~Ling a "typical" total flight time, Ilhe "longest operational misuion timo"
as "typical" is a natural renult, If acceptance cycles-to-failure reliability
data are available (MIl.-STr)-756), these data may he uaed for prediction
purposes baed on mAximum cycles per operational mission, subject to procuring
activity approval, in any event, compliance with the requirements of 0
as determined in accordance with Section 4, is hbsed on the probability of
oncountor per flight.

1). "... failuro i, assumed to be present at whichovor point ... i, most
critical ,,,", Thls assumption is In keeping the requiremont.i of 3.1,6,2
rogarding Flight Phases subsequent to the actual failure in question, In
cases that are unrealistic from the operational standpoint, the specific
Airplane Failure States might fall in the Airplane Special Failure State
classification {,.. ,)

b,8 Rolated docuuionts. The documents listed below, while they do not form
"a part of this specification, are so closely related to it that their con-
tents should he taken into Account in any application of this specification.

SPhC IF ICATI ONS

NU 11tary

NII,-C-5011 Charts; Standard Aircraft Characteristics and Pprforniince,
Piloted Aircraft

MIL-S-5711 Structural Criteria, Piloted Airplanes, Structural Tests,
-- Flight

MIL.-M-7700 Manual, Flight
MIL-A-8860 Airplane Strength and Rigidity - General Specification for
MIL-A-88b1 Airplane Strength and Rigidity - Flight Loads
MJL.S-38130 Safety Engineering of Systcmg and Associated Subsystems, and

Eiquipment, Goneral Requirements for
MIL-G-38478 General Requirements for Angle of Attack Based Systems

PUBLICATION

USAF

IIIAD-itandbook of Instructions for Airplane Designers

b.9 Marginal indicia. Asterisks are not used in this revision to identify
changes with respect to the previous issue due to the extensiveness of the
changes.
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FTC-TR-62-31, October 1962.

P24. Gobert, D. and Evans, N., Major USAF: F-105D Category II

Performance and Stability Tests. FTC-TR-61-47, March 1962.

P25. Lusby, W. Capt. USAF and Hanks, N. Capt. USAF: T-38A Category

II Stability and Control Tests. FTC-TDR-61-15, August 1961.

P26. C-54G Limited Flight Test Evaluation, April 1962.

PZ7. Johnson, R., Lt. USAF and Mosley, R., Capt. USAF: JC-131B

Limited Flight Test Evaluation. FTC-TR-60-75, January 1961.

P28. McNamar L. and Rushworth, R., Capt. USAF: F-106A Category II

Performance, Stability and Control Tests. FTC-TR-60-14,

November 1960.

P29. Johns, S., Capt. USAF and Campbell, J. Capt. USAF: YAC-IDH

Category 11 Performance and Stability Tests. FTC -TDR-60-41,

November 1960.
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P30. Miller, R., Major USAF: Noratlas FTC-TR-60-56, October 1960.

SP31. Calderon, J. and Campbell, J., Capt. USAF: L-28A Air Force

Flight Evaluation. FTC-TR-59-38, January 1960.

P32. Schweikhard, W. and Rushworth, R., Capt. USAF: F-104B Category

II Performance and Stability Evaluation. FTC-TR-59-32,

Decembex 1959.

P33. Johnson, C., Lt. USAF and Cole, F., Capt. USAF: McDonnell

Model 119A Air Force Flight Evaluation. FTC-TDR-59-25,

September 1959.

P34. Schofield, B. L. and Bock, C., Capt. USAF: Category II Stability

and Control Evaluation of the UB-58A S/N 55-665. FTC-TDR-59-18,

July 1959.

P35. Leisy, D., Lt. USAF and Hunderwadel, H., Capt. USAF: F-100D

Performance and Stability and Control. FTC-TDR-58-27,

September 1958.

P36. Schweikhard, W. and Slayton, D. Capt. USAF: TF-102A Phase IV

Performance and Stability. FTC-TDR-58-11, May 1958.

P37. Schweikhard, W. and Slayton, D. Capt. USAF: TF-102A Phase IV

Performance and Stability. FTC-TDR-58-16, May 1958.

P38. Simmons, C.D. and Sorlie, D., Capt. USAF: F-101B Phase II

Stability and Control Flight Evaluation. FTC-TDR-58-11, May 1958.

P39. Davidson, J. and Hodgson, W., Capt. USAF: L-27A Phase IV

Performance. FTC-TDR-58-8, April 1958.
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P40. Lusby, W., Lt. USAF and Cole, F., Capt. USAF: L-32D Phase IV

Performance Tests. FTC-TDR-57-35, January 1958.

P41. Archer, D., Lt. USAF and Benefield, T., Capt. USAF: C-133A

Phase IV Stability and Control Tests. FTC-TDR-57-34, January 1958.

P42. Simmons, C. and Ballentine, W., Maj. USAF: Phase IV Performance,

Stability and Control Tests of C-130A. FTC-TDR-57-32,

February 1958.

P43. Reed, J., Lt. USAF and Carlson, J., Capt. USAF: RB-66B Phase IV

Limited Performance and Stability Tests. FTC-TDR-57- 9,

September 1957. CONFIDENTIAL.

P44. Davidson, J. and Ferry, R., Capt. USAF.: TL-19D Phase IV

Performance Tests, FTC-TDR-57-14, July 1957.

P45. Neyhart, C. Capt. USAF and Seigler, J. Maj. USAF: YC-134 Safety

of Flight Evaluation. FTC-TDR-57-10, 1957.

P46. Seigler, J.P., Maj. USAF and Jackson, R.C.: C-123B Performance

Tests. FTC-TDR-55-12, May 1955.

P47. Smith, D. R.: YDB-47E Phase II and IV Combined Tests.

FTC-TR-55-17, May 1955. SECRET.

P48. Looney, J. L., Lt. USAF and Fulton, F. L., Major USAF: Phase IV

Flight Tests of the Stability and Control Tests of the Glenn L. Martin

B-57A Aircraft. FTC-TDR-54-20, September 1954. CONFIDENTIAL.

P49. Dienst, W. L., Capt. USAF and Julian, A.A., Major USAF:

Phase II Tests of the North American F-86H Airplane, USAF S/N

52-1975. FTC-TDR-54-4, February 1954.
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P50. Dienst, W. L., Capt. USAF and Julian, A.A., Major USAF:

Phase II Flight Tests of the F-86H (Addendum I). FTC-TDR-54-4,

May i954.

P51. Anon.: Phase IV Flight Test of the T-28A Airplane No. 48-1371.

FTC-TDR-51-16, January 1952.

P5Z. Keith, L.A., Rickard, R.R. and Marrett, G.J., F-4C Category II

Follow-on Stability and Control Tests. FTC-TR-67-26, May 1968.
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.suab) MIL.-F87 85(ASG)
AMENDMENT- 4
17 APRIL 4959

Superseding
bvAer SR-1VB 'S
1 June 194 8

Air Force 1815-8
,1 June 1948

MNTITARY SPECIFICATION

(U) FLY7NG QUALITIES OF PILOTED AIRPLANES

This specification has been approved by the Department
of the Air Force and by the Navy Bureau of Aeronautu.c.

1. SCOPE

1.1 Scope.- This specification contains the requirements for the flyinr
qualitiei of. 3. rilitary piloted airplanes.

1.2 Apoli'ation.- The flyinC qualities for all airplanes proposed or contract.:d for
s.ball be in "accoRance with the provisions of this specification, unless -,cci:i'c ,f-v:,a-
tions are authorio.ed by the procurinj, activity. Additional special requirone.ntu for
stability and control may be specified by the procurin• activity.

1.3 Classification.- For purposes of this vpecification, airplanes uiiall bt.
divided into the following classes:

Class I - Primary trainer, observation, and other light
airplanes specifically designated by the pro-
curine activity.

Class II - Horizontal bomber, carro, transport, glider,
patrol, antisubmarine, early warning, minelayer,
heavy attack, and trainers for class II airplanes.

Class III - Fighter, tnterceptor, general purpose attack,
and trainers for class III airplanes.

t Akn airplane not listed specifically among these class designation3 .halA be considered to
be in that class which includes airplanes of the most similar type. .'hcn recul2ariti.
of intended mission or configuration so dictate, an airplane of one cla. s -.ay be requir,!Q
by the procuring activity to meet selected requirements ordinarily spec-fiea for aLrplines
of another class.

1.3.1 Land- or carrier-based desaiaation.- The letter -L followine a class
designation identifies an airplane as land-based; carrier-based airr•anes are s:L-,ilar'y
identified by the letter -C. When no such differentiation is made in a requirement, the
requirement shall apply to both land-based and carrier-based airplanes.
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2# APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1 Not applicable to this specification.

3. RBQUIREMEN75

3.1 OGeneral

3.1.1 Airplane loadinRs.- Unless otherwise stated, the airplane weight for a
specified cg (centeror gravity) position shall be that corresponding to the normal service
loading In which the specified cg is obtained. Similarly, normal service loading con-
ditions shall govern the location of, 'he cg for a specified weight. When not specified,
loadinge shall be optional.

3.1.2 Altitudes.- Unless otherwise Mtated, the requirements shall apply at all
-Lltitudes at which the airplane might be operated in each of the specified configurations.
In general, compliance with this stipulation may be determined by ipvestigation of three

Itgnificant altitudes consistent with the airplane mission requirements. Unless other-
wise established between the procuring activity and the contractor, these altitudes shall
be defined as follows:

(a) Low altitudet For design purposes, low altitude shall be
sea level.

(b) High altitude% An altitude not, lower than 80 percent of
the service ceiling.

(c) Medium altitude& Approximately 50 percent of high altitude,
or 40,O00 feet, whichever is lower. (Medium altitude need
be investigated only when the service ceiling is 40,000
feet or higher.)

Tne high and medium altitude conditions may be excluded in consideration of configurations
L, PA, WO, and TO.

3.1.3 Operational flight envelopes.- For the three altitudes defined in paragraph
3.1.2, and Por combat ceiling, Mach-number - normal-acceleration envelopes for several
significant airplane loading conditions shall be specified in the contract or otherwise
established by agreement betwoen the procuring activity and the contractor. Both positive
aid negative normal accelerations are to be included. These envelopes shall serve to
define the bouudaries within which the airplane is expected to be operational and within
which the req~uirements of this spiocification therefore apply. Within these boundaries,
there .ha.l. be no objectionable buffet, trim or stability changes, or other irregularities
which mliiht detract from the effectiveness of the airplane in executing its intended
,iission. The operational elifht envelopes shall show cutoff points representing the
hii:hest Mach numbers at which the airplane is to be considered operational. These maxi-
mnums shall be baed on considerations of pullout recovery (reaching level flight at 2,000
f'.ct above sea level), as well as attainable speeds. In the requirements of this speci-
rication, a curve of such cutoff speeds plotted against altitudi is referred to as the
A.._(itmum operational speed envelope. If necessary for adequate definition of this

onvelcpe, maximwu speed points for vaý-ious intermediate altitudes shall be included.

3.1.3.1 The operational flight envelopes for an airplane intended solely fir
missions at supersonic speeds need not include the transonic speed range, provided that
satisfactory transition through the transonic speed range -i assured.
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3.l.4 Maximum permissible pjieed envelope.- A VD (or MD) altitude envelope shall
be established in addition to the envelopes Yspecified in paragraph 3.1.3. This max~lmmum
permissible speed envelope shall be derived from consideration of dives entered at VF.
Unless limited by structural considerations, this envelope shall define, at each altitude,
the maximum speed from which a recovery can be. made which will result in level fli,'ht at I
aan altitude of not less than 2,000 fect above sea level without encounterinp intolerable
buffet, loss of control, uncontrollable trim changes, or other dangerous airplane
behavior during the entire dive or pullout. In establishing this maximum permissible
speed, the pullout shall be governed by the requirements of paragraph 3.3.16.1.

3.1.4.1 The development of any dangerous flight conditions associated with t:ne
dive or pullout described in paragraph 3.l.h shall be sufficiently gradual, in order that
the pilot is amply warned.

3.1.5 External stores.- In preparation of the flight envelopes discussed in para-
graph 3.1.3 and 3.1.4, external stores which are not normally droppable in flight, or
which are intendt;d to be carried during the primary mission, shall be considered as
integral elements of the airplane configuration. When such stores contain expendable
loads, the requirements shall, unless otherwise stated, apply throughout the range of
store loadings. For other significant store installations, revisions to the flight
envelopes and deviations from the flying qualities requirements shall be established by
agreement between the procuring activity and the contractor in accordance with the
mission requirements of the airplane with such stores installed. In establishing these
agreements, consideration of reasonable single malfunctions, such as failure of release
mechanism or failure of fuel feed, as well as normal initial asymmetric store installa-
tions, shall be included.

3.1.6 Effects of armament provisions.- Operation of bomb bay doors, armament pods
or other movable protuberances, or firing of weapons, shall not cause objectionable buffet,
trim changes, or other characteristics which Impair the tactical effectiveness of the air-
plane under any flight condition in which operation of such devices may be required in the
conduct of the airplane mission.

3.1.7 Release of stores.- The release of any stores intended to be released
during normal operation of the'airplane shall not result in dangerous or seriously
objectionable flight conditions.

3.1.8 Deceleration devices.- Unless specifically exempted by the procurin:
activity, all class II and class III airplanes shall be capable of deceleration, dive-
speed limitation, and constant-speed, glide-path control, to any degree desired by the
pilot, within limits which shall be stated in the contract or otherwise agreed to by the
procuring activity. These capabilities need not be pruvided by auxiliary devices, ouch
as speed brakes, if other design features or provisions can be utilized to produce the
desired characteristics. The term "deceleration device," as employed in this specification,
shall apply to whatever brake, flap, or other feature is used to provide the desired incre-
mental drag effect.

3.1.9 Configurations.- For purposes of this specification, the basic airplane
configurations shall be as described herein. Items of coafiguration not specifiud, o.,ci,
as cockpit enclosure, cowl flaps, oil cooler flaps, gun turrets, blast tube covers, oil
bomb bay doors shall be in their normal settings for the particular confi,7uration.

Configuration CRM Cruises Power for level flirht at trim --peood
(See table II), flaps in cruise posI tion, gear up.

Configuration Ds Dive: 25-Percent normal rated power or ninit:num
operahlc power, whichever is the 1groater, fl.'Lpu
and gear up (unless normally used as speed hrake,-),

speed brake oxtended.
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Configuration O Glide: Power off, unless otherwise specified; gear
ano flaps up.

Configuration L: Landing: Port:: off, gear down, flaps or other high
lift device at landing setting..

Configuration Pa Power on, cleans Normal rated power, flaps and gear
up.

Configuration CO: Combat: A -gented power, airplane in combat con-
figuration.

Configuration PA: Power approach: Gear down, flaps, other hig'. lift
device, canopy, and approach brake in normal approach
position; power for level flight at 1.15VSL or normal
approach speed, whichever is lower.

Configuration WOi Wave off: Gear down, flaps or other high lift device
in landing position, takeoff power.

Configuration TOa Takeoff: Gear down, flaps or other high lift device
at takeoff setting, takeoff power, including assist
or aupentation used in normal takeoff.

3.1.10 Effects of asymmetry.- There shall be no dangerous or seriously
objectional flight characteristics resulting from asymmetric flight conditions which
ray be sncountered in normal operations (e.g., unequal flop or speed brake operation,
manufacturing tolerances,tail-pipe eyelids, etc.)"

3.2 Mechanical characteristics of control systems.-

3.2.1 Control friction and breakout force.- Lon.itudinal, lateral, and directional
control. szval e.xhibit positive centering in flight at any normaL trim setting. Although
abhoi-te centering is not required, the degree of centerinr shall. be si.ch that the
conbined effects of centering, breakout force, stability, and force gradient do not
produce oJectionable flirht characteristics, or permit large departures from trim con-
ditions with controls free. Breakout forces, including friction, feel, preload, etc, shall
be within the limits given in table I. These values refer to the pilot control force required
to start movement of the control surface, and apply in flight at all attainable conditions
of trimmed airspeed, altitude, temperature, and control deflection.

3.2.1.1 Measurement Qf the breakout forces on the ground will orlinarily suffice
i:n lieu of actual flight measurement, provided that qualitative agreeiner, between ground
.gasurement and flight observation can be established to the satisfaction of the pro-
curing activity.

TABLE I

Allowable breakout forces (including friction), pounds

Classes I II-C 1 and III Class II-L
mCtn max max- min

Elevator Stick 1/2 3 1/2
Wheel 1./2 4 1/2 7

Aileron Stick 1/2 2 1/2ilro •Wheel ,, 1/2 6
Rudder 1 7 1 14
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3.2.1.2 For emergency manual operation upon failure of a power-operated or power-
boosted control system, the allowabl-e breakout forces specified in table I may be douZled.

3.2.2 Adjustable controls.- When a cockpit control is adjustable for pilot physica:
dimensions or comfort, the control force as defined in paragraph 6.2 shall refer to t.he
mean adjustment; a force referred to any other adjustment shall not differ by more than
10 percent from the force referred to the mean adjustment.

3.2.3 Rate of control displaceent.- The ability of the airplane to perform the
maneuver~s expected of it shall not beliimited by the rates of control surface deflection
or auxiliary control operation, nor shall the rates of operation of either pri.mar( con-
trols or auxiliary devices result in objectionable flight characteristics.

3.2.4 Cockpit control free play.- The free play in each cockpit control, i.e.,
the motion of the cockpit control, from the trim position, which does not move the control
surface in flight, shall not be excessive.

3.2.5 Artificial stability devices.- Normal operation of an artificial device for
improvement o? any characteristic shall not introduce any objectionable flight or ground
handling characteristict. Failure of such a device shall not result in a dangerous or
intolerable flight condition. (See paragraphs 3.4.1.2, 3.5.7 and 6.6 for additional
discussion.)

3.3 Longitudinal stability and control.-

3.3.1 Elevator-fixed static stability.- In the flight conditions and throughout
the speed ranges listed In coiumns i1 s nd 2of table I!, the elevator-fixed neutral points
shall be aft of the cg position in the aft critical loading.

3.3.1.1 At the aft critical loading, in the flight conditions and throughout the
speed ranges listed in columns 1 and 2 of table II, the elevator-fixed static longi-
tudinal stability with respect to angle of attack at constant s•oeed shall be positive.
This requirement shall also apply to configuration WO at 1.15 VS.

3.3.2 Elevator-free static stability.- In the flight cornitions and throughout
the speed ranges listed in columns I and 2 of table II, the elevator-free neutral points
shall be aft of the cg position in the aft critical loading. In general, this require-
ment shall be considered satisfied if the requirement of paragraph 3.3.2.1 is met. For
configurations PA and P (climb), this requirement may be waived, provided paragraph
3.3.2.1 is met.

3.3.2.1 In the aft critical loading, with the airplane trinmed at the speeds
listed in column 3 of table II, the variation of elevator control force with speed shall
be a smooth curv-e, with a gradient which is stable through trim and remains stable
throughout the specified speed range. (In configurations PA and P (climb), a reversal
in slope may be permitted below the trim speed; if a reversal does occur, however, the
force shall not decrease to less than 1 pound for classes I and III airplanes, or 3
pounds for class II airplanes.) This requirement applies throughout the speed ranges
listed in column 2 of table II, but need be considered only at speeds within t15 percent
(or ±50 knots, whichever is less) of the trim speed, and need not be considered at
speeds where the control force exceeds 50 lb. As used in this paragraph, the term
gradient shall not include that portion of the force versus speed curve within the
preloaded breakout force or friction range.
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Required conditiona for longlitudinal static utabliWty

Confi.u.ti.n.S.ed.ra"grim speeds" for ele-
Configuration Speed range vator-free stabl ity
C ........... Vm. ... peed for maximum ranges

1Ri.4 VSO to Vl•p 2 Additional trim speeds

P 0.75 VmptoVN VNRpO I additional t:rim

P (climb) 0.85 Vwc or 1.15 Vso, whichcver is VR/C
greater, to 1.3_V/ .C

CO VNR? to VM VH, 1 or more additional
trim speeds

0 Vko to VH 1.4 VsO, 1 or more addi-
tional trim speeds

All speeds normally attained in 1 or more representative
D configuration D dives configuration D dive

,,__, speeds

L V to limit structural speed in 1.4 VSLconfiguration L

PA VSL to limit structural speed in
configuration PA 1.1i VSL

NOTE: For -C airplanes, lower speed
shall be VSL or design maximum
arresting speed, whichever is
lower.

1./ Additional "trim speeds" shall be so selected that the trim speeds effectively
span the specified speed range.

3.3.3 Exception in transonic flight.- The requirements of paragraphs 3.3.1 and
3.3.2 may be relaxed, if necessary, in the transonic-speed range,provided that any
reversals in slope of elevator angle or elevator control force with speed are mild and
gradual and not seriously objectionable to the pilot. However, on airplanes with
cruising speeds or mission requirements necessitating prolonged operation at transonic
speeds, the requirements of paragraph 3.3.2 shall be satisfied. For this purpose, the
use of artificial means satisfactory to thp procuring activity is permissible. The
relaxation of paragraph 3.3.1 is not intended to include paragraph 3.3.1.1, which shall
remain applicable throughout the entire speed range. (It is considered that a force reversal
greater than 10 lb for class TiI or 15 lb for class II airplanes, or a gradient greater than
3 lb per incremental M of 0.01 for class M11, or 5 lb per incremental M of 0.01 for class II
airplanes, would be excessive.)

3.3.3.1 When the airplane is decelerated rapidly through the transonic speed range
by acttation o! the deceleration device and reduction of power or by maintaining an
accelerated turn or pull-up, the magnitude and rate of the associated trim change shall
be not so great as to cause difficulty in maintaining the desired normal acceleration by
normal pilot techniques.

3.3.4 Stability in accelerated flight.- The slope of the curve of elevator
deflection versus normal acceleration (g) at constant speed shall be stable (increasing
up elevator requiread for increasing g) throughout the range of attainable load factors
in all configuration and in all conditions of flight.
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33.5 Shcorr.,,iod oNc1llitionU.- The dynamic oacillations of normal accoleriktion,
wnri•' occur at Approxaimately conntant speed and which may be prduced by abru7 tly
duflectinn and returninn the elevAtor control to the trimmed position, shall damp to
1/WO amplitudfl in I eyele, and the magnitude of any residual oscillations shall not exceed
tO.O'g at the pilot'.e location. Heaaidual omeillations in angular attitude shall not, be of
olj,lotionalhe m•gnitude and shall not adversely affect the tactical utility of the airplane.
( For gunnery or bombing applirationa, pitch deviations greater than 4 5 mils are ordinarily
c'onsidered excessive.) Any longitudinal oscillations with periods leas than e eoconds shall
he gon•irned by this requirement. For unarmed airplanes, or for primary,damper inoperative
oonditionm on airplanr, which employ artificial damping, the degree of damping may be relaxed
for altitudes above 30,01"0 feet. As a minimum, however, the oscillations at combat ceiling
thall damp to L/IU amplitude in I cycle.

:.3.5.1 When the elevator is abruptly deflected and released, the motion of the
elevator following the release shall be essentially deadbeatp unless the elevator
oscillations are of such frequency and amplitude that they do not result in an objec-
tlonablu oi•iillation in normal acaeloration.

.3.3.5.2 There shall be no tendency for a sustained or uncontrollable oscillation
resulting, from efforts of the pilot to maintain steady flight.

3.3.5.3 The requirements of paragraphs 3.3.5, 3.3.5.1, and 3.3.5.2 shall apply at
all pormissible airspeed. and loadings, both in straight flight and in turns.

3.346 Lon,-period oscillations.- Although there is no speciftc requiroment for
damping of the conventional 1oF•-pesr-od, or phugold oscillation which occurs at ap.•-cx-
mately constant anqle of attack, there shall be no objectionable flight characterisucti
attributable to apparent poor phugoid damping. In addition, if the period of a lonci- I
tudinal iocillation is less than 15 seconds, the oscillation shall be at least neutrally

stable.

3.3.7 Control effectiveness in unaccelerated flight.- In erect unaccclerated
ilght at any altitude, the attainment of any permissie. speed above the stalling speed

VS, as defined in paragraph 3.6.2, shall not be limited by the effectiveness of the
longitudinal control, or controls. This requirement shall apply to all airplane con-
figurations and peftissible loading.

3.3.8 Control effectiveness in accelerated flight.- In the forward critical
loading, when trimmed at any permissible speed and Altitude in the configurations listed
in table I1, it shall be possible to develop at the trim speed, by the use of the
elevator control alone, the limit load factor, the lift coefficient corresponding to V
as defined in paragraph 3.6.2 or 3.6.2.2, or a load fictor consistent with the
operational flight envelope specified in paragraph 3.1.3.

3.3.9 Control forces in steady accelerated flight.- In steady turning flight
and in pullouts, increases in pull force shall be r;ýuired to produce increases in
positive normal acceleration throughout the range ..X attainable accelerations. The
variation of force with normal acceleration at all points beyond the breakout force
shal. be approximately linear, except that an increase in blope upward (such as might
be introduced by an acceleration restrictor) is permissible above O.85nl. In general, a
departure from linearity resulting in a local gradient which differs frAo the average
eradient by more than 50 percent is considered excessive. The average force gradient
shall be within the limits specified in table III in configuratlona P, CO, D, and PA

- throughout the operational flight envelope up to 0.85n%.

3.3.9.1 In all configurations at all p ,sisible speeds and accelerations, the
local value of the force gradient shall never be less than 3 pounds per g.
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TABLE III

Elevator control force gradient limits, lb per g

'"ass maxium mE m
, in g21

IjL- r -

120 45
U L-I %-I

3.3.9.2 For configurations P, CO, and D in airplanes intended primarily for high
altitude missions, the maximum allowable force gradients specified in table III need not
apply below the medium altitude. The maximum force gradients at the low altitude, however,
shall be not more than 50 percent greater than the maximum values 8pecified in table Ill.

3.3.9.3 Under conditions in which maximum attainable normal acceleration is less
than nL (e.g., limited by stall or control effectiveness), an increase in the maximum
force gradients up to a value no higher-than 50 percent greater than that specified in
table III, may be permitted.

3.3.9.4 For configurations P, CO, and D on class III airplanes with cg positions
in combat loadines which are aft of the cg positions in other normal service loadings,
the maximum allowable force gradients specified in table III shall not apply at cg positions
forward of the most forward combat position. The maximum forces gradients in any normal
service loading, however, shall be not more than 50 percent greater than the values specified 4P
in table III. 4 j

3.3.9.5 The requirements of paragraph 3.3.9 apply to negative as well as positive
accelerations, except that the maximum force gradients specified in table III may be
exceeded in the negative acceleration range. This increase, however, shall not exceed
•0 percent of the value specified in table III.

3.3.10 Control forces in sudden pull-ups.- In sudden pull-ups from trimmed
straight flight, in which the elevator cockpit control is rapidly deflected and returned
to its initial position, -he ratio of the maximum elevator control force to maximum
(peak) change in normal acceleration shall never be less than the ratio of force to
acceleration change obtained in steady accelerations under the same conditions. In
investigating the sudden pull-up, several rates of cockpit control motion shall be con-
sidered, the elapsed time from start to return varying, for example, from 1/2 second to
6 seconds.

3.3.11 Control effectiveness in takeoff.- Elevator effectiveness shall not
unduly restrict the takeoff performance of the airplane. As a minimum, elevator
effectiveness shall be adequate to permit compliance with takeoff performance guarantees;
if the takeoff performance is not specifically guaranteed in the airplane contract, it
snall be possible, on a hard-surface runway at a minimum speed no greater than VSTO, to
obtain takeoff attitude on nose-wheel airplanes or to maintain any attitude up
to thrust line level on tail-wheel airplanes. (For propeller-powered airplanes, VS
may be estimated, with the concurrence of the procuring activity, on the basis of "TO
stall speeds determined with various amounts of power up to the highest feasible.) These
requirements shall be met with the airplane loading which produces the most critical
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nose-heavy moment on nose-wheel types and the most criticaj %mi--heavy moment on tail-
wheel types. The loadings considered for this purpose shall include all full and
partial loads which might normally be employed during training, as well as operational
takeoffs. For class I tail-whsel.airplanes, the required minimum speed for maintairdng
attitudes up to thrust line level shall be 0.5 V • and shall be applicable on sod as
well as hard-surface runways. STo

3.3.12 Control in catapult, takeoff.- On airplanes designed for catapult takeoff,
longitudinal control shall be surricient to prevent pitch up or pitch down to undesirable
attitudes in catapult launchings at speeds ranging from the minimum safe launching speed
to a speed 25 knots higher than the minimum. Satisfactory catapult takeoff shall not be
dependent upon predetermined control prograiming or unusual control manipulation by the
pilot.

1.3.13 Control forces in takeoff.- With trim optional but constant, the elevator
control forces required throughout the takeoffs described in paragraphs 3.3.11 and
3.3.12, and during the ensuing acceleration to a speed of 1.3 VS (flapi, gear, and
power held constant) shall be within the following limits: T

Nose-wheel and bicycle-gear air21anes

Classes I, III-C - 20-lb pull to 10-lb push.
Classes III-1, II-C - 30-lb pull to 10-lb push.
Class II-L - 50-lb pull to 20-lb push.

Tail-wheel airplanes

Classes I, II-C, and III - 20-lb push to 10-lb pull.
Class 11-L - 35-lb push to 15-lb pull.

These requirements shall apply also in rocket-assisted or other power-augmented takeoffs,
and shall include consideration of assist cessation.

3.3.14 Control effectiveness in landing.- At the forward critical loading, with
the airplane trimmed for 1.2 VSL in configuration PA, longitudinal control shall be
sufficiently effective, in order that in configuration L, VSL or the guaranteed landing
speed, if such a guaranty is included in the contract, can be obtained in close proximity
to the ground.

3.3.15 Control force in landing.- It shall be possible to meet the requirement of
paragraph 3.3.14 with an elevator pull force not exceeding 35 lb for classes I, Il-C, and
III airplanes, or 50 lb for class II-L airplanes.

3.3.16 Control forces in dives.- With the airplane trimmed for level flight at
the elevator contro1 forc- requ-i Ired in dives to any attainable speed witiin the

* operational flight envelope shall not exceed 50-lb push or 10 lb pull in class III airplanes,
or 75 lb push or 15 lb pull in class II airplanes. In similar dives, but with trim optional
following the dive entry, it shall be possible with normal piloting tecLnique to maintain the
fr~rces within the limits of 10-lb push or pull in class III airplanes, or 20-lb push or pull
in class II airplanes. The forces required for recovery from these dives shall be in
accordance with paragraph 3.3.9.

3.3.16.1 With the airplane trimnaed i.nitially in level flight at VH, but with trim
optional in the dive, it shall be possible to maintain the elevator control forces witrdn
the limits of 50-lb push or 35-lb pull in dives to any attainable ?;;cý-d within the
maximun permissible speed envelope. The forces rcquired for recovery from these dive;

** (see paragraph 3.1.0) shall not exceed 120 lb. Trin, deceleration devices, etc, may 1,:
used to assist in recovery provided that no unusual pilot technique is required.

3.3.17 Auxiliary dive recovery device.- Operation of an auxiliary device for
dive recovery at any speed shall always produce a vositive increment of normal accele-
ration, but the total normal load factor shall never be greater than 0. 8 nL, controls
free, at the most aft critical loading.
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3.3.18 Effects of dray devices.- )poreatior, of the speed brakes or other drag
devices provided for deceleration, dive-speed limitation, glide-path control, etc, shall
not produce objectionable bufe.t nr other undesirable flight charaiteristics. This
requirement shall apply to partial as well as full operation. Draeg devices intended for
employment in the landing approach shall not produce an objectionable nose-down trim
change when operated during the approach. Additional requirements for trim change caused
'y drag devices are included in paragraph 3.3.19.

3.3.19 Longitudinal trim changes.- The longitudinal trim changes caused by
changes in power, flap setting, gear operation, deceleration devices, etc, shall not be
so large that peak longitudinal control forces in excess of 10 lb for classes I and III,
o." 20 lb for class II, are required when such configuration changes are made in flight
under conditions representative of operational procedure. Generally, the conditions
listed in table IV will suffice for determination of compliance with this requirement.
With the airp.lane trimmed for each specified initial condition, the peak force required
to maintain the specified constant parameter following the specified configuration change
shall not exceed 10-lb push or pull for classes I and III airplanes, or 20-lb push or
p.ll for class II airplanes. This requirement shall apply to a time interval of at
least 5 seconds following the completion of the pilot action initiating the configuration
change. The magnitude and rate of trim change subsequent. to this time period shall be
such that the forzes are easily trimmable by use of the normal trimming devices.

TAME IV

Longitudinal trim change conditions

Condi. Initial Trim Condition Configu- Parameter
tion Altitude __ration to be held

N.change constantNo. Speed Gear Flaps Power _hneostn

1 Low 1.4VsG Up Up PLF Gear down Altitude

2 Low l.4VsG Down Up PLF Flaps down Altitude

3 Low l. 4VSL Down Down PLF Idle Power Speed

4 Low 1/ Takeoffitude
- Down Down PLF power

________ .lSVSL ____________

5 Low 1.3VSTO Down Takeoff Takeoff Gear up Rate of
climb

6 Low I.SVSTO Up Takeoff Takeoff Flaps up Rate of
climb

S Medium, Level7 igh light Up Up MRP Idle power Altitudehigh flight

8 Medium, Level Uu p Actuate Point of
high flight deceleration aim,

device

Low, Speed for Actuate
medium best Up Up PLF deceleration Altitude
__range_____ device

10 Low 1.15 73L Down Down PLF Extend
approach Speed

_... .. drag device

11 Medium, Level up Augmented11 hiph flight UP Altituugdeteht-- h ....... -- power Altitude_

Footnot , 2/, follow on i~g. 11.
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Footnotes to table IV%
1L/ Normal approach speed, if lower than 1.15 VSL.

2/ Class III only. It is required that the normal acceleration changes, if
any, not exceed +0,25g.

3/ If power reduction is permitted in meeting the deceleration requirements
established for the mission, actuation of the deceleration device shall
be accompanied by the allowable power reduction.

3.3.20 Longitudinal trim chanpe caured by sidczlip.- With the a.'rplane tri-:s, ,r
straight flight in each of the configurations and at the trin speeds specified in ia:.'e
I1, the longitudinal control force required to maintain constant speed in sideslips shall
not exceed nunerically the lowest force which in the same configuration would produce a
normal acceleration change of l.Cg in the accelerated maneuvers of paragraph 3.3.9. In
no event, however, shall the force exceed 10-lb pull or 3-lb push on classes i, II, ani
II-C airplanes, and 15-lb pull or 10-lb push on all others. The sideslips considered
shall include angles up to the largest obtainable with 50 lb of rudder pedal force applied.
in either direction for wings-lbvel trimmed flight. If a variation of longitudinal con-
trol force with sideslip does exist, it is preferred that increasing pull force accompany
increasing sideslip, and that the magnitude and direction of the trim change be similar
for right and left sideslips. j

3.4 Lateral-directional stability and control.-

3.4.1 Damping of the lateral-directional oscillations.- In the configu.rations and
over the corresponding speed ranges specified in table II, the damping of the lateral-
directional oscillations, with controls fixed and with controls free, when excited by rudder
pulses shall be such that the damping parameter l/Ci has a value not less than that required
by curve A of figure 1. Residual undamped oscillations may be tolerated only if the amplitudeis sufficiently small that the motions are not objectionable. Generally, the conditionslisted in table V will suffice for determination of compliance with these requiremerts.
(See paragraph 6.8 for additional discussion.)

3.4.1.1 For armed airplanes in the firing or bombing configuration and under tile
critical flight conditions consistent with the tactical mission requirements, the da-pira(parameter I/C* shall be at least that required by curve A of figure 1, or at least 1.73,
whichever is higher. Under these conditions, the magnitude of any residual oscillation
"shall not be so great as to cause yaw or pitch deviations which adversely affect bombing
or tracking accuracy. (For gunnery or oombing applications, deviations greater than t5
mils are ordinarily considered excessive.) If it can be established to the satisfaction
of the procuring activity that the armament system is such that provision of the degree
of damping specified herein will afford no significant improvement in tactical effective-

* iness, this requirement shall be waived and the requirement of paragraph 3.4.1 shall apply.

3.4.1.2 If an artificial stabilization device is employed, the d&mping paraneter
with the artificial device inoperative, sholl be at least 0.24 in all confirura-

tions. In configuration PA this parameter shall, moreover, have a value at least as high
as that required by curve B of figure 1.

3.4.2 Spiralstability.- Spiral stability is not required, but if the sp.ral
motion is divergent, the ra of divergence shall not be so great that, following a small
disturbance in bank with controls fixed, the bank angle is doubled in less than 20 seconds
in the PA and CR conditions of table V, or 4 seconds in arW of the other flight conditions

Ioftable1.
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TABLE V

Flight conditions for investigation
of lateral-directional damping

Comnfij'uration Altitude Speed

CR Medium, high Speed for maximum range

P Low, medium, high Speed for level flignt

(a) 0.9 VH j
D Medium, high (b) Stabilized speed In 50-

degree dive entered fron
VH at service ceiling

CO Low, medium, high VH i
PA Low i. 15VS

L Low 104VSL

3.4.3 Steady sideslip conditions.- Requirements for static dirF.ntictonal 3tal ',
Sdihedral effect, and side force variation are expressed in terms of -. iaracterist.'-s 4n
steady sideslips. Unless otherwise stated, such requirements shall apply in strAl.nt-
path (zero turn rate) sideslips up'to the sideslip angles produced by full rudder :-ie:f"-
tion or 2;0 lb of ru ider force or full aileron deflection, whichever is reached first. The
requirements shall bc met at the lightest normal service loading, in the configurations and
speed ranges specified in table II, with the airplane trimmed for wings-level straight flight.
In addition, the requirements shall be met on class III and class II-C airplanes in config-
uration WO at all permissible speeds above VS , with the airplane trimmed for wings-level

ll~V PAstraight flight at .15VSL in configuration PA. On single-engine, single-rotation propeller

airplanes in configuration WO, rudder deflection in the direction opposite to that required
for wings-level straight flight need not be considered beyond the deflection for a 10- degree
change in sideslip from the wings-level straight flight condition. Although the require-
nents apply over the entire specified speed range, investigation at the trim speeds
specified in table I1, and at'.l15V in configuration WO, will ordinarily suffice for
deternination of compliance.

3.1t.L Static directional stability f";dder position).- The airplane shall possess
i-dder-fixed directional stability such that, in the sideslips specified in paragraph

3.4.3, right rudder pedal deflection from the wings-level position is required in left
s.deslipL, and left rudder pedal deflection is required in right sideslips. For angles
ao; sideslip oetween !15 degrees from the win~s-lcvel condition, the variation of sideslip
anoLe with rudder pedal deflection shall be essentially linear. Throughout the remainder
of the range of required pedal deflections, an increase in pedal deflection shall always
be required for an increase in sideslip.
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3.4.5 Static directional stability (rudder force).- The airplane shall possess
rudder-free stability such that, in the sidesllps speci..±ed in paragraph 3.4.3, right
rudder force is required in left sideslip and left rudder force is required in right
sideslip. For angles of sideslip between 115 degrees from the wings-level, straight-
fli,,ht condition, the variation of sideslip angle with rudder force shall be essentially
linear. At greater angles of sideslip, a lightening of the rudder force is acceptable,
but the rudder force shall never reduce to zero or overbalance.

3.4.6 Dihedral effect (aileronposition).- The airplane shall exhilit positive
control-fixed dihedral effect as indicated by the variation of aileron cockpit control
deflection with sideslip in the sideslips specified in paragraph 3.4.3. Left aileron
deflect-ion shall be required for left sideslip, and right aileron deflection shall be
required for rigl.t sitesli.

3.4. 6 .1 Configuration 'O may, if necessary, be excepted from the requirement of
paragraph 3.4.6. The aileron cockpit control deflections required in the sideslips of
paragraph 3.4.3, however, shall never exceed one-half of full deflection in the negative-
dihedral direction.

3.4. 6 . 2  The positive .effective dihedral shall never be so great that more than 75
percent of full aileron cockpit control deflection is required in any of the sideslips
specified in paragraph 3.4.11.1, or in the sideslips specified in paragraph 3.4.3 up to .
the sideslip angles which might be required in normal operation or tactical employment.

3.4.6.3 Throughout rolls similar to those required in paragraph 3.4.16 but
performed with rudder free, the rolling velocity shall always be in the correct direction.

3.4.7 Dihedral effect (aileron force).- The airplane shall exhibit positive
control-free dihedral effect as indicated by the variation of aileron control force with
sideslip in the sideslips specified in paragraph 3.4-3. Left aileron control force
shall be required for lert sideslip, and right aileron control force shall be required
for right sideslip. The variation of aileron control force with sideslip angle shall beessentially linear. The aileron force required in the sideslips specified in paragraph3.4.11.1 shall not exceed 10 lb for stick- or wheal-control airplanes.

3.4.7.1 Configuration WO may, if necessary, be excepted from the requirements of
paragraph 3.F.7. The aileron control forces required in the sideslips specified in para-
grap;. 3.4.3, however, shall never exceed 10 lb in the negative-dihedral direction.

3.h.8 Side force in sideslips.- The side force characteristics shall be such that
in the sideslips specified in paragraph 3.4.3, an increase in right bank angle
accompanies an increase in right sideslip, and an increase in left bank angle accompanies
an increase in left sideslip.

3.h.9 Adverse yaw.- The angle of sideslip developed during a rudder-pedal-fixed
abrupt roll out of a trLJ.ed, level, steady 45-degree banked turn at l. 4 VscR in configu-
ration CR, and at I.VspA in configuration PA, shall not exceed 15 degrees. The roll

shall continue until a bank angle of 45 degrees is reached in the opposite direction.
T.e aileron deflection held during the roll shall be at least that required for com-
pliance with the lateral control requirements of paragraph 3.4.16. In similar rolls withpartial aileron deflections, the angle of sideslip shall be proportional to the aileron
cockpit control deflection. If an automatic turn coordination device is employed, the
rudder pedals may be free rather than fixed during the roll.

NP
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3.4.-10 Asymetric power (rudder fru'U&*- On multiongine airplanes, t. i~~-MOt'Wons "Ol2.owIng sudden allure o one eJe shall be such that dangerous f'light con'-ditions can be avoided by normal Pilot, corrective control action. As a measure ofcompliance with this requirement, the following conditions shall be fulfilled: -nconfiguration. P, with the most dritical engine inoperative (with rpm and pitc'n iS~mltlthe static condition after an engine has failed in fig~ht with no corrective action %.-1essautomatic n.l1y provided), and with the other engine or engines developing n~ormal ra-,a.power, it shall be possible at all speeds Above 1.V,,, with ruadder free, oait..tpý6, .3traight flight by sideslipping and banking. The weG4,ht shall be tha-f corr':.;Pond-to & the lightest nornal service loading, and trmim shall b;a_ eui~frwi~l.est' i~h light with symmetric nower. On airplanes with 2 or more engines connected to1 propaller system by means of a Commion drive mechanism, "engine inoperative" shallcoiuiote coi-plete loss Of +he~ propeller system.

3..1 lrectionaJ. ccntrol (snymmetric powar).- ?'or all airplanes, directiowz-1Sshall be sufficiently' eet- omintain winds--level. straight I'irgt -in thecoafiguarations and speed ranges specified in table II, vith rudder control forces notgreazer than 180 lb when the airplane is trimmed directionally at the trim speeds speci-M"ed in table II. Additional requirements for directional control in dives are contained4in paragraph 3.-5 For class III anid all carrier-based airplanes in configuratior. W0
at the lightest normal loading, directional control shall be sufficiently effective to
maintain wings-level straight flight at all speeds down to VSpA, with rudder controlI. 

*
force not exceeding 100 lb when trimmned in c~nfiguration PA at l.15VSL.

3.4~.11.1 For all airplanes, except land-based airplanes equipped with cross-wind
landing gear, directional control shall be sufficient to permit development of at least
10 degrees of steady sideslip in configuration L at l1.1sL with rudder control forcesInot greater than 180 pounds. S

3.4.12 Drcinlcontrol (anymmetric power).- On all multiengine airplanes in

iI

configu..ration T-ihtemost crit ca outbon -engine inoperative (with rpm and pitchsimulating failure in flight with no corrective action unleqs automatically pro'vided) it
shall be possible) at the lightest normal takeoff loading and wllf !t ',i Aoff po,.;r on theremaining engine, or engines, to achieve and maintain straight flight ' utth a bank angleInot greater than 5 degrees, at all speeds above l.2VSTOy. Automatic devices which normallyoperate in the event of power failure may be used. With trim settings normally employedin a symmetric power takeoff, the rudder pedal force required to maintain straight flightwith asymmetric power, as defined above, shall not exceed 180 lb.j

3d.4l3 Directional control during takeoff and landing.- The rudder control, inconjunction with other normial means of control, shall be adequate to maintain straighitpaths on the ground during normal takeoffs and landings. For class I ai"lanes, thisrequirement shall'apply in calm air, and in 90-degree cross winds of at least 50 percentVLor 20 knots, whichever is less. For classes II and III airplanes, the requirement
shall. apply in calm air, and in 90-degree cross winds of at least 30 percent V~ or 40Oknots, whichever is less. For water-based airplanes, the requirement shall ap. ky tostraight paths on the water in ~calms air and in 90-degree cross8 winds of at least 20percent VSL or 15 knots, whichever is less. This requirement shall be met with not more
than 180-lb pedal force.

3.4-1l3.1 Without the use of wheel brakes, classes II-C and Ill-C airplanes shallbe capable of maintaining a straight path on the ground, at airspeeds of 30 knots and[above, during takeoffs an&d landings in a 90-degree cross wind of at least 10 percent VL
without exceeding a pedal force'of 180 lb.
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3.4.13.2 For airplanes intended to operate under cold weather,'conditions, the
requirements of paragraph 3.4.13 shall be applicable on snow-packed and ice-covered run-
ways. 4

3.4.1i4 Dfrectional control to counteract adverse yaw.-. In the rolling maneuvers
described is* paragraph 3.4.9$ but with he rudder employed for coordination rather than
held fixed, directional contro1 effectiveness shall be adequate to maintain zero sideslip,
with ridder forces not greater than 180 lb.

3..1.i Directionrl control in dives.- When trimmed directionally at the service
ceiling in eonTiigur-otion P3 the rudder control shall be capable of maintaining zero side-
slip Lhroughout the dives and pullouts of paragraph 3.3.16 without exceeding 50-lb rudder
pedal force for classes I and III airplanes, or 180 lb for class II airplanes.

3.4.16 Lateral control.- Lateral control shall be adequate for compliance with
the rolling performance specified in table VI. In cases where the flight conditions coincide,
the highest rolling requirements shall govern. In those requirements involving measurement
of time, the time shall be measured from the instant of initiation of pilot control action.
Unless otherwise established by agreement between the contractor and the procuring activity
on the basis of intended tactical employment limitations, the altitudes at which the rolling
performance requirements are to be met shall be as specified in table VI. For those require-
ments which are specified in terms of peak pb/2V. the rate of roll need not exceed 220 deg/sec.
In obtaining the required rolling performance, the rudder pedals on classes I-L and II-L
airplanes may be held fixed in the positions required for steady flight prior to the roll, or
may be employed to reduce adverse sideslip ( not to produce favorable sideslip). On class
III and all carrier-based airplanes, the rudder pedals shall remain fixed in the povition
required for steady flight prior to the roll. Automatic coordination devices are permissible, 4,

provided that no objectionable characteristics result. If such a device is employed, the
rudder pedals may be free rather than fixed during the roll.

3. 4 .16.1 On class III airplanes, the lateral control requirements relative to
configurations P and CO shall apply under all conditions of spanwise weight distribution
which may be encountered in combat. On classes III and II-C airplanes in configuration
L, the requirements shall apply to all normal takeoff and landing loadings, except that
fuel tanks mounted externally at the wing tips or at outboard wing stations may-be empty.
When these tanks are full, a value of 0.03 may be substituted for 0.05 as the required
average pb/2V value.

3.4.16.2 On class II-L airplanes, the rolling acceleration shall be such that in
the normal loading condition which produces the most critical rolling moment of inertia
(light weight, heavy outboard concentration of spanwise weight), it is possible to attain
the peak rate of roll corresponding to the pb/2V values specified in table VI, in no
more than (0.5 +b/100$ seconds after initiation of pilot control agtion, with raak
control forces not greater than 25 lb (stick) or 50 lb (wheel).

3.h.16.3 The peak lateral control force required to obtain the rolling performance

specified in table VI &hall not exceed the following values:

Class I - 25-lb stick force or 50-lb wheel force

Class II - 25-lb stick force or 50-lb wheel force

Ciass In - 20-lb stick force or 40-lb wheel force

Classes xr-C and I11-C in 20-lb stick or wheel
Configuration L force

At 0.8 VH the peak lateral control force required to obtain the rolling performance
specified in table VI shall be not less than half the above values.

600
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3.4.16.4 For all airplanes with wheel-type controls, the wheel throw necessary to
meet the lateral control requirements shall not exceed 90 degrees in each direction.

3.4.16.5 Lateral control shall be sufficiently effective to balance the airplane
laterally under the conditions specified in paragraphs 3.4.10, 3.4.11.1, 3.4.12, and 3.4.13,
with aileron control forces not exceeding those spedified in paragraph 3.4.16.3.(See also
paragraphs 3.L.6.2, and 3.-.7.)

3.4.1 6 .6 When trimmed laterally at the service ceiling in configuration ?, lateral
control effectiveness shall be adequate to maintain the wings level throughout the cives
and pullouts of paragraph 3.3.16, with aileron control forces not exceeding 10 lb for
stick control or 20 lb for wheel control.

3.L.16.7 At all altitudes, lateral control at MD shall be sufficient to
produce a steady rolling velocity in the correct direction of at least 15 degrees
per second without excessive pilot effort.

3.h.16.8 There shall be no objectional nonlinearities in the variation of rolling
response with lateral deflection or force causing sensitivity or sluggishness in response
to small cockpit control deflections or forces.

3.5 General control and trimmability requirements.-

3.5.1 Control for spin recovery.- In confitrurations G and L, the normal controls
on classes I and IM" airplanes shall be adequate to provide consistent prompt recoveries
from fully developed erect and inverted spins. Recovery shall require no abnormxa effort
on the part of the pilot, and recovery control forces shall not exceed 250 lb (rudder),
75 lb (elevator), or 35 lb (aileron). Spin recovery characteristics shall be adequate to
permit spin demonstration as required by the procuring activity.

3.5.2 Coatrol for taxiing.- It shall be possible to perform all normal taxiing
operations withou undue pilot effort or inconvenience.

3.5.3 Control surface oscillations.- All control surfaces, and surfaces such as
flaps, slats, and speed brakes, shall be free of a&o tendency toward undamped oscillations

*, apparent to the pilot under the flight conditions specified in table II, st all per-
missible speeds.
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of r duc Pinag t 0 4hvto nr o tr billt .. The tr~iiuing devtces whall be capable
Otredn the evinaior t rim' an T aeron contrO forces to serop at &Ul1 speeds
, betwen the minfimwi traii speo specified in table VII and the Upper liwits Of the speed
ran~es speciied in table UI. Zn addition# the rate of operation and the effectivenessof the longitudinal trim device shall be such that the elevator control force can be
mntftained within 10-lb push or pull (20 lb for class 1 airplanes) throughout the divesspecified in paragraph 3.3.16.

TAM VII 
!

Conditions for triming to sero control forces
iLonditi o.Configuration 

Clastm

Co raio Z-Tro-rwaRG "faasjl aft critical loading 
All 1.?VSCRConfiguration 

L, at forward andaft critical loadi 
All ivSL

Confl ation PA, at forward and Carrier-basedaft critical loading 

SLConfigWrat on CR, with up to two All Speed for
most critical engines on one side multiengine max rangioperative, wi alevel

!/Or normal approach speed# whichever is lower.
3.5.o Irreversibfli• of trim controls.. All triuing devices shall maintain a

given setting 
ae change y the pilot, by a special automatic inter-connect, such as to the landinR flaps, or by the operation of an artificial stability

dovice. If an artificial stability device or automatic interconnect is used in con-Junction with a trim device, provision shall be Made to insure the accurate return of the
dOvice to its initial trim position on completion of each artificial stabilization orau*tonatic interconnect operation.

3.5.6 Trim system failure.- Failure of a power-actuated trim system (includingsticking or runaway n a eihr_-rection) shall not result in an unsafe flight condition.Following such failure, it shall be possible to cruise for extended periods and to make a
safe landing (including carrier landing for carrier-based aircraft). The use of overrideprovisions or alternate trim mechanisms normally available to the pilot shall be permiss.-.
ble. This requi.rement shall apply to both aerodynamic and feel-Mysteo trim devices.

3.5.7 Roll-Ditch-ysw couling.. In rudder- and elevator-cockpit control-fixed
rolls through 360 degrees at all altitudes and permissible speeds, entered from straight
flight or from turns, push-overs, or pull-ups ranging from Og to 2 /3%L, the resulting yaw
motion , sideslip anglej and normal acceleration shall neither exceed structural limits
nor cause other dangerous flight conditions such as uncontrollable Oscillations. During
combat-type maneuvers involving similar rolls through an~les up to 180 degrees, the extent
of the pitching and yawing shall be not so severe as to impair seriously the tacticaleffectiveness of the maneuver.
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3.6 Stall characteristics.- 4W

3.6.1 Required flight conditions.- The requirements for stall characteristics ,
shall apply at a&TM. permiasite o'g positionsp for configurations 0, CR, L, and PA in
straight unaccelerated flight, and with normal acceleration up to the limits of the
operational flight envelopes. Unless otherwise specified by the procuring activity, all
stall characteristics roquirements apply for normal symmetric external store installations
throughout the entire range of store loadinga as well as for the clean airplane if such
stores are not inatalled for some training or taotical missions.

3.6.2 Definition of stalling speed, VS.- The stalling speeds VSO is defined as the
,ini , speed atrainab-is In Mig~ht, an Is norMally associated with the breakdown of air-
fl•ow over the wing immediately atar attaining the maximum over-all trimmed lift
coefficient of the airplane. In order to minimise dynamic lift effects, the rate of
reduction of speed during an approach to the stall should be not greater than 1 knot per
second. The complete stall is generally characterised by uncontrollable pitching or
rolling,, or by a decrease in normal acceleration in turning flight.

3.6.2.1 For some airplanes, the technique of paragraph 3.6.2 will not result in a
true aerodynamic wing stall because of insufficient longitudinal control. Such airplanes,
at a given weight, will have varying minimum speeds depending upon the og position. For
purposes of this specification, the stalling speed, VS, for such an airplane shall be
defined as the minimum speed attainable in the applicable configuration with the airplane
loaded at its aft critical loading.

3.6.2.2 In the event that considerations other than wing maximum lift or available
longitudinal control detereine the minimum usable flying speed in any configuration (e.g.,
ability to perform altitude corrections, ability to take wave off, visibility, etc), the
stalling speed VS for that configuration shell, for the purposes oi this specification, 4

be defined as the minimum usable flying speed as agreed upon between the contractor and
the procuring activity, providedj however, that such definition in consistent with the
definition of stalling speed as employed in structural design considerations, performance
guarantees, etc.

3.6.3 Stall-warning requirements.- The approach to the complete stall shall be
accompanied by -an easily perceptible sta" warning which occurs between 1.05 and 1.15
times the stalling speed in configurations 0, L, and CR, and between 1.05 and 1.10 times
the stalling speed in configuration PA. Acceptable stall warning shall consist of shaking
of the cockpit controls, buffeting or shaking of the airplane, or both.

3.6.3.1 Artificial stall warnitg closely simulating the warning required in para-
graph 3.6.3 shall be permitted only if it can be shown that it is not feasible to provide
aerodynamic tal31 warning, and if the artificial device is approved by the procuring

activity.

3.6.3.2 For airplanes with limiting elevators described in paragraph 3.6.2.1, no
stall Warning is required provided a true aerodynamic stall cannot be obtained while
loaded at the aft critical loading, and provided no dangerous flight characteristics or
motions oocur at the mi•num attainable speed.
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"3.6.4 Requirement. for acceptable stalling characteristics.- Although it is
desired that no nose-up pitch occurs at the staIL a mild nose-up pitch may be accepted,
provided that no dangerous or seriously objectionable flight conditions result. The
stall shall be considered unacceptable if the airplane exhibits uncontrollable rolling
"or dowrmard pitching at the stall in excess of 20 degrees from level for classes I and
II airplanes, or 30 degrees from level for class III airplanes. These requirements shall
apply not only to airplanes with conventional (maximum lift) stalling speeds, but also
to complete stalls when attainable by any means on airplanes with stalling speeds as
defined in paragraphs 3.6.2.1 or 3.6.2.2.

3.6.h.1 It shall be possible to prevent the complete stall by normal use of the
controls at the onset of the stall warning. In the event of a complete stall, it shall
be possible to recover by normal use of the controls with reasonable control forces, and
without excessive loss of altitude or buildup of speed.

3.7 Requirements for power- and boost-control systems.-

3.7.1 Normal control system operation.- The control system shall satisfy the
applicable mechanicl desj ign requirements of the procuring activity, as well as the
requirements of this specification. The system shall be capable of providing rapid
repeated control movements as might be required in very rough air operation.

J.7.2 Power or boost failure.- All airplanes employing power- or boost-control
systems shall We provided with suiuable means for control following complete loss of
power or boost. The means for control following such failure (e.g., independent boost,
direct mechanical control) is referred to herein as the alternate control system.

3.7.3 Transfer to alternate control system - Trim change.- The trim change
associated with transfer to the alternate control system, when such transfer is either
caused by control power failure or. performed intentionally in accordance with routine
procedure, shall never be such as to bring about dangerous flight conditions. This shall
apply not orn.y in trimmed level flight, but also in dives to VM with elevator control
force, prior to transfer, out of trim by as much as ±5 lb. If dual independent control
systems are used, a transfer at cruising altitude in trimmed level flight in configura-
tion P shall cause no perceptible trim change. If the alternate system is not an
independent power system, the out-of-trim conditions resulting from a transfer at
cruising altitude in trimmed level flight in configuration P shall be within the following
limits:

(a) Pitch - with controls free, the change in normal acceleration
shall not exceed ±0.5g.

(b) Roll with controls free, the resulting rate of roll in either
direction shall not exceed 5 degrees per second or 10
percent of the rate corresponding to the requirement of
table VI, whichever is less.

(c) Yaw - the rudder control force required to maintain zero side-
slip shall not exceed 100 lb.

S3.73.1 Upon transfer to the alternate control system in configuration PA at
1.15VSL, with trim set for zero control forces prior to transfer, it shall be possible
on all airplanes to maintain the airplane attitude with elevator control forces not

)exceeding 20 lb tot all classes of airplanes, aileron control forces not exceeding"10 lb
f.r all classes of airplanes, and rudder control forces not exceeding 50 lb for classes
It II-C, and III airplanes, and 100 lb for clast II-L airplanes.
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3.7.3.2 On airplanes intended for tactical employment at low altitude, it shall be
possible upon transfer to the alternate control systm at sea level in configuration P,
to maintain saraight level flight, at 1.4VS. and at VH, with control forces not exceeding
20 lb elevator, 10 lb aileron, and 50 lb ruader (100 lb rudder on class TJ-L airplanes).
The longitudinal trim change under these conditions shall never be nose down.

3.7.4 Longitudinal control on alternate system.- At maximum level flight speed
at sea level,it shall be possible, with the primary control system, inoperative, to obtain
at least 3g on class III airplanes, and at least l.5g or 0.6nD, whichever is less, on
all other airplanes. Elevator control force in this maneuver, with the airplane trimed
for Ig flight, shall not exceed 75 lb for class I airplanes, 150 lb for class II airplanes,
and 120 lb for class III airplanes. This requirement shall be met with the most forward
og location corresponding to a combat loading.

3.7.4.1 It is desired that longitudinal control on the alternate system be adequate
to permit recovery from any dive condition normally attained in service operation. As a
minimum requirement, it shall be possible on class III airplanes to recover from a dive ofat least 50 degrees (or the dive angle resulting in VD, whichever is less) initiated from
service ceiling and maximum level flight speed, with the primary control power system
rendered inoperative at 20,000 feet. With the elevator control force trimmed within 10-
lb push or pull prior to the simulated failure, and with pilot trim setting operationalduring recovery, the elevator control force in the recovery shall not exceed 120 lb. The
use of any auxiliary dive-recovery or deceleration device having an independent power
supply and readily available to the pilot is permissible during the recovery.

3.7.4.2 With the primary control power or boost system inoperative and the elevatorcontrol force trimied to within 5 lb at 1.4VSL (1.15VSL for carrier-based airplanes) ir.
configuration PA, it shall be possible to execute a safe landing with elevator control
forces not exceeding 35 lb for classes I, II-C, and III airplanes, and 50-lb stick force
or 80-lb wheel force for class II-L airplanes, when loaded at the most forward eg location
corresponding to a normal service loading.

3.7.5 Lateral control on alternate sys tem.- With the primary control power or
boost system inoperative, it shall be possible to obtain a peak steady rolling velocity
of 1£ degrees per second or 50 percent of the pertinent requirement of table VI, which-
ever is less, with aileron control forces not exceeding 30-lb stick force or 60-lb wheel
force. In addition, on class II-C and class III airplanes in configuration L at 1.1V
the average helix angle obtainable over the first 30 degrees of bank, as defined in
table VI under class III configuration L, shall be at least pb/2V (average) - 0.02, with
aileron control force not exceeding 20-3b stick or wheel force. During these rolls, the
aileron trim shall remain fixed in the wings-level setting, and requirements regarding
use of the rudder shall be as specified in paragraph 3.4.16, except that on class III-L
airplanes, the rudder requirements Mhall be as specified for class II-L airplanes in
paragraph 34.416.

3.7.6 Directional control on alternate system.- With the primary control power or
boost system inoperative, it shall be possible to perform the landing of paragraph
3.7.4.2 in a cross wind of 50 percent of the value specified in paragraph 3.4.33, with
rudder control forces not exceeding 180 lb.

3.7.7 Abilit to trim on alternate =tem.- With the airplane operating on the
alternate control system, it shall be possible to trim the elevator, aileron, and rudder
control forces to sero at all level-flight speeds above the minimum speeds specified in
table VII.
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3.7.8 Feel system failure.- Failurr of an artificial feel system shall not result
in unsafe flight conditions, and shall not impair the ability to effect a satisfactory
landing (including carrier landing for carrier-based aircraft). This requirement may be
waived only if it is established to the satisfaction of the procuring activity that the
possibility of feel sys+m failure is extremely remote.

4. QUkLITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS

4.1 Quality assurance provisions shall be as specified by the procuring activity.

5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

5.1 Not applicable to this specification.

6. NOTES

6.1 Intended use.- This specification contains the flying qualities requirements
for piloted airplanes and shall form one of the bases for determination, by the procuring
:tc4,1',.ty, of airplane acceptability. The specification shall serve as design requirements,
:Tlow. criteria for use in stability and control calculations, analysis of wind tunnel
t,.t r(.sli'lts, and flight testing and evaluation.

1).2 Definitions.- Terms and symbols used throughout this specification are defined
as follows:

Vp/C - Speed for maximum rate of climb with normal rated power.

VS - See paragraph 3.6.2. The subscripts, e.g., 0, L, etc, refer to
the airplane configurations described in paragraph 3.1.9.

M - Mach number

VH, MH - High speed (Mach number), level flight, augmented power.

NRP - High speed, level flight, normal rated power.

VD, MD Maximum permissible speed (Mach number) as defined by
the maximum permissible speed envelope of paragraph
3.1.4.

VM, MM Maximum operational speed (Mach number) as defined
by the maximum operational speed envelope of
paragraph 3.1.3.

pb -The helix angle, in radians, described by a wingtip during a
2V rolling maneuver: p is the rate of roll about the body axis in

radian3 per second, b is the wingspan in feet, and V is the true
airspeed in feet per second.

n - Normal load factor, in g unilts, normal to b6dy axis.

" - nL - Limit load factor for a given loading based on structural
considerations.

C ,L - Number of cycles for the lateral oscillations to damp to half-tamplitude.
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- Bank angle, 4egree.s

- Sideslip angle, degrees.

- Ratio of amplitudes of bank and sideslip angles in oscillatory mode.

I AL/ - Rolling parameter, degrees/feet per second.

le/-- . . - / where Ve is equivalent airspeed
/. ve/ vo j

in feet par second.t
MR -Military rated poert which is the maxiu power (not including

augmentation) at which the engine can be operated fr a specified

period.

NRP - Normal rated power, which is the maximum power at which the engine

can be operated continuously.

PLF - Power for level flight at the specified condition.

Augaented power - Military rated power plus augmentation, e.g., jato,
afterburner.

Power and thrust - For reaction-type engines, the word "power" shall be
replaced by the word "thrust" throughout the specification.

Control surface - A4 external surface or device which is positioned by a
cockpit control, and which produces aerodynamic or jet-reaction
type forces in such manner as to control the attitude of the
airplane. As used in this specification, the elevator, ailerons,
and rudder are the control surfaces or devices which are controlled
by the stick (or wheel) and rudder pedals to provide longitudinal,
lateral, and directional control, respectively.

Control-fixed - A condition where the pilot's cockpit control is held firmly
at a given position. Elevator-fixed, rudder-fixed, and aileron-
fixed refer to the condition of the individual cockpit control.

Control-free - A condition where the cockpit control is unrestrained
by the pilot. Elevator-free, rudder-free, and aileron-
free refer to the condition of the individual cockpit control.

Elevator-fixed neutral point - The cg position for zero elevator cockpit
control travel with change in speed, in straight flight at constant
throttle.

Elevator-free neutral point - The cg position for zero elevator control force
with change of speed for trim, in straight flight at constant
throttle.

Elevator control force - Component of applied force, exerted by the pilot on
the cockpit control, in or parallel to the plane of symmetry, ating
at the center of the stick grip or whiel in a direction perpendicular
to a line between the center of the stick grip or wheel and the stick
or control column pivot.
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Rudder control force - DW re•.nce of push-force components, ot the forces
exerted by the pilot on the ruddr-pedals, . . planes parallel

__ to the plane of symmetry, measured along lines connecting the fore-
"most point of the seat (at midadjustment) and the normal points of
application of the pilot's instep on the respective rudder pedals.

Aileron control force - For a stick control, the component of control force
exerted by the pilot in a plane perpendicular to the plane of
symmetry, acting at the center of the stick grip in a direction per-
pendicular to a line between the center of the stick grip and the
stick pivot. For a wheel control, the total moment applied by the
pilot about the wheel axis in the plane of the whivl, ,livbIrid bI the
average radius of the pilot's grip.,

A't critical loading - The normal service loading which results in a combi-
nation of weight and cg position producing minimum stability.
(Ordinarily the lightest gross weight at which the most aft dg
position can be obtained in a given configuration at a normal service
loading.)

Forward critical loading - Ordinarily, the heaviest gross weight at which the
most forward cg position can be obtained in a given configuration at
a normal service loading.

Sideslip angle - Angle between the undisturbed flow and plane of symmetry of
the airplane, measured in a plane parallel to the relative wind and
perpendicular to the plane of symmetry. Plus, or right sideslip,
corresponds to incident flow approaching from the right side of the

* .plane of symmetry.

Power off - Reciprocating engine: Throttle closed, propeller windmi~ling; for
configuration L, propeller pitch control in "low pitch" setting or in
setting normally used in landing approach; for configuration G,1
propeller control setting optional.
Jet enginest Idling thrust.
Turboprop engines: Flight-idle setting; for configuration L, pro- I
peller control setting as normally employed in landing approach;
for configuration 0, propeller control setting optional.
Rocket engines: Thrust condition normally used bi landing touchdown.

the6.3 Interpretation of qualitative requirements.- In several instances throughout
the specification requirements, qualitative terms, such as "objectionable flight
characteristics," "unacceptable flight conditions," "unusual pilot technique," etc, have
been employed as a means of permitting latitude where absolute quantitative criteria
might be unduly restrictive. Final determination of compliance with requirements so
wored will be made by the procuring activity.

6.4 Rates of operation of auxiliar= aerodnamic devices.- Although it has not
Lbeen considered easible to include in this specification quantitative requirements for

rates of operation of trim tabs, trimmable stabilizers, artificial feel trimmers, etc,
or for rates of extension and retraction of flaps, speed brakes, etc, the influence of
such rates on the flying qualities may be appreciable and is treated qualitatively in
"paragraph 3.2.3. In general, trim devices should be operable rapidly enough to enable
the pilot to maintain trim under changing conditions as normally encountered in
Anctional and tactical employment of the airplane, and yet must not be so rapid in
operation as to induce over sensitivity or trim precision difficulties under anv flightIi condition. Flaps and other high lift devices should operate at a rate sufficient to
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permit transition into the high lift configuration without undue delay1 and yet. must not
operate so rapidly as to cause sudden or erratic trim or lift-changes. This limitation
on rate of operation applies also to speed brakes, which, nevertheless, must function at
a rate sufficient to meet the tactical and operational noeds.

6.h Control force coordination.- The control forces required to perform maneuvers

which are normal for the airplane should have magnitudes which are related to the pilot's
capability to produce such forces. As a tentative guide on this subject, it is desired
that the relative magnitudes of control forces in coordinated maneuvers should be approxi-
mately in the ratio of 50, 175, and 25 pound (or 217:1) for elevator, rudder, and aileron

force, respectively, for a stick-control airplane. For a wheel-control airplane, the
elevator and aileron control forces may be increased by 50 percent. These ratios refer
to the peak forces obtained when, starting from level flight in configuration P at medium
altitude, a rolling pullout maneuver is performed in which approximately 2/3 of the
available rolling velocity is obtained simultaneously with a normal load factor of
approximately 1 +2/3 (nL - 1), maintaining zero sideslip with the rudder.

6.6 Artificial stabilitU devices.- In general, the use of artificial devices, such
as rate. dampers or "static-stability augmenters, should be considered only when provision
of the required degree of stability by aerodynamic or simple mechanical means, such as
bob weights, down springs, spring tabs, etc, is shown to be impocsible or impracticable.
When artificial devices are employed, it is ordinarily desired ýhat, subject to reasonable
limitations on weight and complexity, the improvement in the affected flight characteris-
tics be such that an appreciable margin is provided beyond the pertinent minimum require-
ments. When extensive automatic provisions are incorporated (e.g, automatic pilot with
control-stick steering), the requirements of this specification will ordinarily be
augmented by specifications governing the procurement of the specialized equipment.

6.7 Effects r- aeroelasticity, control equipment, structural danamics, etc.-
Since the effects or aeroelasticity, control equipment, and structural dynamics may exert
an important influence on the airplane flying qualities, such effects should not be over-
looked in calculations or analyses directed toward investigation of compliance with the
requirements of this specification.

6.8 Lateral oscillations.- The inclusion of the roll parameter in the lateral-
dynamic stability requirements of paragraph 3.4.1 is based on partial results of several
research programs still in progress. Evidence indicates that for very short periods
(i.e., below 1.8 seconds) and for values of /J /ve / greater than 1.2, the desired
damping may be considerably greater than that specified in figure 1. Pending the incor-
poration of later research results in the requirements, periods and rolling parameters
in these areas should be treated with caution, with the values shown in figure 1 employed
as minimums..

6.9 Control position measurement.- In this specification, requirements involving

control position have generally been written in terms of cockpit control rather than
surface deflection because of the more direct influence of cockpit controls on pilot
impressions. Because of the more basic engineering significance of, and need for,
surface deflection data, proof of compliance with such requirements will ordinarily be
accepted in terms of surface deflections unless linkage peculiarities, stretch, dolor-
mation, etc, appear to render such proof invalid.
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6.10 Engine considerations.- In certain of the flying qualities design
requirements, the effects of engine operation are obvious and are covered directly

__ (e.g., trim changes with power, stability with various power settings, etc).
Secondary 'or less clearly defined effects of engine operation may have an important
bearing on flight characteristics and should not be overlooked in design. These
considerations include: The effects of engine control and response; the effects
of engine gyroscopic moments in airplane dynamic.motions; and the effects of

Al. engine operation on spin characteristi-s and spin recovery.

6.11 Control system characteristics.- So many arrangements of flight
control systems are possible, considering direct mechanical, power-boosted, and
fully powered controls, artificial feel, artificial stabilization, autopilot
tie-in, etc, that a limited set of requirements such as those specified in para-
graph 3.2 hardly can be expecthd to rule out all undesirable characteristics.
Some of the known important variables, even in a simple system, are friction in
the control valve; friction, flexibility, back-lash, gear ratio, and inertia in
the control system; viscous damping and preload in the control system or valve;
rate limiting of the control actuator; and the level of aircraft static and
dynamic stability. The introduction of nonlinear linkages or valve character-
istics further multiplies the important variables. In general, the designer
should make every effort to provide a linear or smoothly varying response to
cockpit control deflection and to control force for all amplitudes of control
input, including values of stick force within thA range of allowable breakout
forces (table I), and small control deflections such as those required in tracking.
The phase lag between the cockpit control deflection or force and control surface
deflection should be kept to a minimum for reasonably large amplitude motions at
frequencies considerably above the airplane natural frequencies, and should not
increase unduly at very small control amplitudes.

PATEN OTICEt When Govenment drawings, speoifications,, or other
data are used for an purpose other than .An connection with a deft.-
"nitely related Ooverment procurement operation, the Vntted States
OoverrTunt thereby incurs no responsibility nor any obligation what.-
soever; and the fact that the'Oovernment, may have foimulated,
furnished, or in any way supplied the said drawings, speecAoatio•a•
or other data is not to be regarded by Implication or otherwise as
in any manner licensing the holder or any other person or•corpora-
tion, or conveying any rights or permission to u'anufacture, ase, or
sell any patented invention that may in any way be related thereto.

Custodianst
Navy - Bureau of Aeronautics
Air Force
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PRE•FACIE

This report was prepared to answer a request from ASI (ASBW), Wright-
Patterson APB, Ohio. The Flight Control Division (FDCC) of the Flight
Dynamics laboratory roquired environmental data on the probability of high
cross winds at existing airfields to aid in determining realistic cross wind
landing criteria for MIl,-F-8785B, "Flying Qualities of Piloted Airplanes,"

Questions concerning this report or related problems should be directed
to ASBW.
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WIND SPEED INFORMATTON FOR MIL-F-878S

1, INTRODUCTION

At present MIL-F-8785, "Flying Qualities of Piluted Airplanes"
specifies that certain aircraft be able to land in cross winds up to 40 knots.
SThe validity of this requirement has been questioned and it has been suggested
that the requirement be relaxed. Data provided herein show that this require-
ment should he lowered considerably for flying operations conducted from
existing military airfields,

II. DATA

Wind is defined as air in motion relative to the surface of the earth.
For meteorological ptirposes, the surface wind is taken as the horizontal
component of the wind at some height near the surface. This height has varied
at each station and from station to station over the years. In recent years

*, at USAF bases the anemometer height has been about 13 feet. Weather stations
record the average speed over some time interval. Values given in this report
are averages over a 1-minute period. There are large time and space variations
in wind speed and terrain features exert a large influence. Data presented in
this report are taken at airfield locations which generally have flat terrain
and one mile or more of unobstructed flow upwind from the anemometer. Hourly
1-minute wind speeds were collected from 266 locations in the contiguous U.
and 36 overseas locations over the available period of record. The period of
record varies but 5 years of record was available for almost all stations with
a large percentage of the stations having in excess of 10 years. Three maps
of the contiguous U.S. showing isolines of mean annual perc.-nt of time or mean
annual hours that surface wind speeds exceed 22 knots, 28 knots, and 34 knots
are given as Figure 1, Figure 2, and Figure 3, respectively.

III. RECOMMENDATION

The requirement that aircraft be able to land in cross winds up to
4 • 40 knots is too severe for existing military airfields. This requirement

could be relaxed to 25 knots and still achieve at least 99.5% operational
"effectiveness.
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APPENDIX III

MEASUREMENT OF wn AND r OF SECOND-ORDER RESPONSES

This appendix is a discussion of various hand-measurement techniques
for determination of 4)and tr of second-order modes from time histories. If
the response being measured is higher than second order, then these techniques
can be successfully applied only if the residues of t'.e unwanted roots are
small or if the contribution of these roots has been identified and subtracted
from the response. Analog-matching techniques (Appendix IV-D) can be used for
those cases where the hand techniques cannot be used at all or where more
accuracy is desired.

Several hand techniques are presented in Table I, covering different
ranges of damping ratios. The transient peak ratio method is useful for damping
ratios from -0.5 to +0.5. This is the most important method because ,
and Y, normally fall within this range. The time-ratio method and th7 maximunm-
slope method yield good results for damping ratios from 0.5 to 1.0, and may be
useful up to A = 1.4. A method is also discussed which is specifically appli-
cable to overdamped short-period modes and which can be used for damping ratios
above 1.1 or 1.2. All the hand methods require that the section of time
history being analyzed begin with zero slope at some time, t0 , after the input
becomes steady state (the input is control force when controls-free dynamics
are being measured, and control position when controls-fixed dynamics are being
measured). Any of the airplane responses having a steady state can be analyzed
provided this initial condition is met, as shown in the following examples for
short-period response to elevator inputs.

Time History of Doublet Input (recommended by Appendix IVC):

0 tt

0

?62

tt
It 0 0

0 ~ t t0

0

0t.0

S f' input constant
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Time History of Step Input:

: o to

I

tO SEVERAL P •S S I RLE •

to VAWES OF t'

The application of the required initial conditions to these examples
is straightforward, but one pitfall should be mentioned. The initial response

of the airplane to nonideal step inputs is normally quite distorted. There-
fore, use of the instant of the input as to can lead to errors in obtaining
Wn and Y . Particular caution must be observed in analyzing pitch-rate

response. Even for an ideal step input, the phasing of the pitch-rate response
is such that to cannot be taken at the instant of the input. Failure to observe
this caution will result in gross errors in 4) and Y

The second version of the transient peak-ratio (TPR) method shown in
Table I is the easier of the two to use, and is generally more accurate because
the TPR determined from the first version is very sensitive to how accurately
the steady state can be determined. In general, the portion of the response
immediately after the input becomes steady state is likely to be somewhat
distorted from second or er due to control system dynamics. The entire response
may be slightly contaminated with higher-order effects or nonlinearities. If
the damping ratio is low enough that several overshoots are apparent in the
response, a plot of AT, 3XX, etc., or X , , etc., versus t on semilog
paper will give a feeling for the magnitude of tnese distortions. The TPR can
then be determined by fairing a straight line through the data points, as follows:
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Approximate higher-order
contributions to
initial response

Determine r7z by averaging
St,,Atz, andA. Usingr/S

AX 0o- to determine values for AX'

SL 1 I
and AX'1 TPR =~X% AX')

AX, 
-~-

-A )

The time-ratio method provides three separate checks on Iand ,

which is useful in getting a feeling for how much the time history is
distorted from pure second order. Notice, however, that At', should generally
be regarded as the least accurate of the time measurements becaus-e it is vcry
sensitive to errors in choosing t. , and because the early portion of the
response is especially affected by control system dynamics. Remember also
that -A t is sensitive to errors in selection of the steady state.

Tire maximum-slope method was developed to eliminate some of the
inherent inaccuracies of the time-ratio method by eliminating the need to
determine the steady state and e, . The method does introduce an inaccuracy
of its own, however. The inaccuracy is caused by the fact that 4AX is
generally a small amplitude to measure, usually 12 to 24 percent of AX
This inaccuracy affects Y' primarily, but '4, tends to be somewhat insensitive
to errors in determining AXI In the original version of the method (Refer-
ence B~98), a time ratio was computed in addition to 4A,/4X as a cross-check.1 onA4' ; but this was eliminated in the present version because it was subject
to considerable inaccuracy (similar to the inaccuracy of 4tl in the time-
ratio method).

The method for separated real roots generally works well but is some-
what sensitive to errors in determining the steady state. Therefore, if the
exact location of the steady state is in question (due to phugoid excitation,

Ifor instance), a modification of the basic method developed in Reference B98
can be employed. The only difference in the modified method is that the values
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of AX 0t) to be plotted on semilog paper are measured so as to eliminate the
need to determine the steady state. Each value of AX(t)is now defined as
[x (t -At))x (XtJ, where 4 T is a fixed time increment.

axAX(t,) {

t. , t, t, t, ,,

After plotting ,AX() , defined in this manner, versus t on a semilog plot, the
analysis proceeds exactly as shown in Table I for the basic method.

AxX aX X -- S t--0
1141A

This modified method will exhibit more scatter in the data paints on the semi-
log plot than will the basic method, but the slope of the line faired through
the data may be more accurate. A word of caution is in order, however. If
the basic method is applied to a response whose damping ratio is thought to
be greater than 1.0 but is actually slightly less than 1.0, the error will
probably be noticed because no part of the semilog plot will be found to which
a straight line can be fitted (although this behavior can also result from an
error in determining the steady state). With the modified method, however, a
straight line can usually be fitted and two real roots obtained. Use of these
roots to obtain w and K will result in gross errors. Therefore, if the
damping ratio is thought to be only slightly greater than 1.0, check the
results of separated real-roots method by using the time-ratio or the maximum-
slope method.
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Table I (APPENDIX U])
HAND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES FOR DETERMINATION OF

� La)11 FOR SECOND-ORDER SYSTB4S

METHOC & METhOD USE OF PARAMETERS TO OBTAIN � Au),1
�' RANGE PARAMETERS

GENERALIZED
RESPONSE THE FIRST SKETCH ILLUSTRATES THE METHOD DESCRIBED

to IN REFERENCE 397. THE SECOND YXETCN ILLUSTRATES A
TRANSIENT X �0 MODIFICATION TO THIS METHOD (REFERENCE iou) MUlCH
PEAK-RATIO � � A A2  DOES NOT REQIJI RE DETERMINATION OF THE STEADY STATE
METHOD NESOI.SE. FIRST, DETERMINE THE TRANSIENT PItS RATIO:

TPR �AX 1 /AX0 =hX 2/AX1 �AX 3 /hZ2 ��2/�i �AX 5/AN2.
-0.5< <0.5 AX2  ETC. USE TPR TO COMPUTE 3 FROM FIGURE I. DETERMINE

THE DAMPED PERIOD, T, FROM THE TIME BETWEEN CROSSINGS

5 to TIX-l..I AX 3  OF THE STEADY STATE OR TIME BETWEEN PEAKS. £P,� =

THE TIME-RATIO METHOD IS DESCRIBED IN REFERENCE BB7.
AFTER DETERMINING THE STEADY STATE ANDAA1. At2 At8199 * S

TIME-RATIO - - - COMPUTE THE TIME RATIOS (At2 IAt 1). (At5 IAt 1).
METIIOD � 2 USE OF THESE RATIOS ON FIwNE 2 YIELDS

0.6<4<1.2 X to - AX &tX-&tI� �. IN PRACTICE. USE .IUDRMENT DR ANThREE YAWES OF
_____ _____________________________________

AVERAGE OF THE THREE VALUES AS � . AGAIN. USE FIGURE
�1  t-.. TO DETERMINE (.��t 1). (�j�t 2), (lIft3). DIVIDE BY t1.

- At3  t2,t3 P�SPECTI rELY TO DETERMINE w,,.

I4AXIMJM- - - THE MAXIMUM-SLOPE METHOD WAS DEVELOPED IN REFERENCE RU 4
SLOPE MAX SLOPE X AND THE PRESENT VERSION PRESENTED IN REFERENCE ROB.
METhICO TANGENT A AFTER DETERMINING THE MAXIMUM-SLOPE TANGENT AND AX. AX1,

0.6< : <1.2 to I � COMPUTE THE RATIO (AX1 IAX). USE (A X1/AX) TO OSTAIN I I
- AND (�J,�AT) FROM FIWNE 3. THEN1),, (t.,,,AT)IAT.

t -a
MIEN � > 1.0, THE SECOND-ORDER RESPONSE IS ACThIALLY

X -- - COMPOSED OF TWO UNE�JAL REAL ROOTS. A METHOD FOR DET�RM-A 5(t) INING THESE ROOTS IS DESCRIBED IN REFERENCE BB7. BE.

SEPAVAlED- t *.� TERMINE TME STEADY STATE AND PLOT A X(i) VERSUS t ON
NEAL-ROOTS t SSIILOO PAPER. AFTER THE FASTER ROOT HAS DECAYED. THE
METHOD 0 SOil LOG RESPONSE WILL BE A STRAIRIT LINE. MOOSE SLOPE

AX0  �4 DETERMINES THE SLOWER ROOT (r1) AS THOU. THE FASTER
ROOT CT2) r1 (AX0/AX, ). OR CAN BE DETERMINED FROM

o A1��i(t) - -AX 1  THE SLOPE OF A SEMILOG PLOT OF AX(t) VERSUS t. THEN

I .3BBAX, /4�. ,

to (SEE TEXT FOR A USEFUL VARIATION
OF THIS METHOD) __________________
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APPIINDIX IV

MIIAStIUN 'I' TII10IINIQIJIUS FO)R •IIuIK:TI') IONGITUDI)NAI. PARAMI•'I'HS

I VA, I.UN(GIT1DIIINAI, STATIC STABIII, TY

'llho ohvious method for testing against i.2.l.l is to first trim the air-
11 no; and then use elovator control alone to change and restabilite airspeed,
lotvilg the throttle and trimmer controls at their trim settings. T11%@ ltitude,
of course, will vary constantly during this teot; but careful programming of
the test setitqunco can keep the altitude within reasonable bound#, for subsonic
speeds dt least, At low speed this test gives an excellent indication of
phugoid stiffnes% or any divorgent roots, though it is time-consuming. But at
higher speeds, larger altitude changes art) encountered during the runs. Then
the lack of any unique relation between altitude and speed can cause difficulty,
heaause compressibility effects are functions of both A and V . For example,
gross differences in apparent "stability" are common transonically between
results of airspeed variation at constant Mach number and results of Mach
variation at constant airspeed, Neither of these latter two tests give the
desired result which is an indication of long-term stability,

The acceleration-deceleration method is a popular method because it is
the quickest. After trimming, the airplane is decelerated to the specified
lower limit of the speed range by reducing power and holding altitude constant
with the elevator. The airplane is next accelerated to the maximum specified
speed and then decelerated to the trim speed. All this is done at constant
altitude. The method is fast, and provides an almost infinite number of data
points because data can be recorded continuously during the maneuver. One
practical problem, however, is that unless the pilot changes power slowly
and moves the elevator smoothly so that normal acceleration is hold very close
to 1.0, the data will include unwanted contributions from X,/w (constant speed).

At low speeds, the control force and position versus airspeed gradients
obtained from the above two methods will be essentially equal. At high speeds,
the gradients will differ by a factor which depends on altitude and airspeed.
The difference is primarily due to the fact that large altitude changes
accompany small airspeed changes during high-speed flight at constant throttle,
as explained in the discussion of 3.2.1.'2. This means that air donsity and
the speed of sound will vary appreciably during static stability tests using
the stabilized method, but not during acceleration-deceleration tests. It is
not obvious which type of test most accurately measures "static stability."
It is obvious, however, that the stabilized method is very time-consuming
and exhibits poor repeatability for high-speed flight conditions. For this
reason, the acceleration-deceleration method is generally preferable for

-" ;testing at high speeds.

A possible source of eiror, which can accompany the acceleration-
deceleration tests, should be mentioned. This error is often present because
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tho test% are usually conducted using off-trim throttlo settings. The pitching
moment and vertical force changes with speed at an off-trim throttle setting
may he significantly different from those obtained at the trim throttle
setting. Unless the engine thrust and slipstream effects due to changing
throttle and airspeed are known before the test, it is obvious that the control
force anti position data must be obtained with the throttles at their trim
settings.

In view of the above discussion, the following techniques are recom-
mentded as a reasonable compromise between accuracy and practicality. At low
speeds where the altitude changes associated with constant-throttle airspeed
changes are small and where operation near the stall speed is required, the
constant-power stabilized-airspeed method works very nicely. At high speeds
(say Ma 0.4) where the altitude excursions associated with the stabilized-
airspeed method become larger, economy considerations dictate that some form
of the acceleration-deceleration method be employed. To ensure that the
results of the test give a reasonable indication of throttle-fixed stability,
the following procedure should be used. After trimming the airplane, reduce

throttle and allow the airplane to decelerate at constant altitude to the low
end of the desired speed range, taking no data. When the desired speed is
reached, advance the throttle to the trim setting and hold normal acceleration
as close to 1.0 g as is possible without use of abrupt control movements.
The reverse prooedure should be used for speeds above the trim speed. Data
should only he taken during the acceleration and deceleration runs where the
throttle is at the trim setting.* For climbing or descending Flight Phases,
other appropriate throttle settings should be used; but the acceleration-
decoleration runs are still to be conducted in level flight.

In testing for compliance with paragraph 3.2.1.1 and 3.2.1.1.1, if the
control gradients obtained for a number of trim points are itable over the
specified speed range, relatively few additional trim points will be needed.
If an unstable region is found far from the trim point, however, the test
tshould be repeated with the airplane trimmed closer to theednsabge region;
sethe airplane may or ntye not be stable within the specified speed range about
the new trim point.

IVB. FLIGHT-PATH STABILITY

The climb-angle-versus-airspeed data used to demonstrate compliance
with 3.2.1.3 can be obtained during the stabilized-airspeed tests for statb¢
stability at low airspeed-.

By the nature of the way in which the climb-angle-versus-airspeed
criterion was developed, the climb angle to be measured is the climb angle
relative to the air, not the ground. This fact is mentioned for the benefit
of flight-test engineers contemplrating use of Doppler radar or ground-based
tracking equipment to obtain the e, a. If such methods are used, the wind
must be calm, or at least constant and accurately measured.

The combined effect of thrust and acceleration can be seen by comparing
acceleration and deceleration data, but for showing specification compliance
only the data for the trim throttle setting are pertinent.
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SThe most straightforward method is probably to use a well-calibrated
airspeed indicator and an accurate measure of vertical speed, such as a radar
altimeter. The climb angle is then equal to

3 in"C verticalsLeedi
true airspeed J

Still air is necessary in any case, to minimize data scatter. Because
of thrust effects it has been found necessary to keep altitude excursions
small (less than 1000 ft) to get an acceptably accurate curve of flight path
angle versus speed. The trim flight-path angle can have a marked effect on
the results.

IVC. SHORT-PERIOD RESPONSE MEASUREMENT

The best flight-test maneuver to measure the short-period response is

normally a sharp doublet input to the stick (abruptly push the stick, then
pull the stick through trim to a nearly equal deflection aft of trim, and
then release the stick for the stick-free data or return it to trim for stick-

fixed data). This type of input tends to excite the short-period mode very
nicely while suppressing the phugoid mode (see Reference B98). A pull-and-
hold (step) or a pull-and-return (pulse) input may work fairly well for
certain flight conditions, but the resulting phugoid excitation will normally
be large enough to distort the short-period response.

The limits on how fast the doublet input must be are no'm:illy fairly
broad and are readily apparent to the pilot. If the input is tuo slow, the
phugoid mode will be excited, and the airspeed changes may become excessive.
If the input is too fast, the airplane may not respond enough to produce a
measurable response.

The best airplane response for measuring the short-period natural fre-
quency and damping ratio is a function of several theoretical and practical
factors. Airspeed, of course, is obviously a poor response to use because it
normally exhibixs negligible short-period response.

The pitch responses of the akrplane are attractive for measurement
purposes because the entire instrumentation package can be mounted inside the
airframe. Since rigid-body pitch responses are independent of the longitudinal
location of the sensor, the sensor can be located so as to minimize the effects
of structural modes. There are several fundamental problems associated with
the use of pitch responses, however. The first problem is that when the
phugoid and short-period modes are not well-separated in frequency, it becomes
very difficult to excite the short-period mode without having the phugoid mode
appear in the pitch response. This is primarily a problem at low speeds, such
as in the landing approach, but can be of significance at any speed. The
phugoid response can be minimized by using a symmetrical input such as a
doublet, so that the pitch attitude returns to its trim value after the short-
period transient. In addition, the numerator dynamics of the pitch-rate
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transfer function are such that it may be difficult to find a usable portion
of the k response satisfying the initial conditions required by the hand
techniques of Appendix C. In view of these problems, analog matching techniques,
such as those discussed in Appendix IVD, should be used to analyze the pitch
responses,

Normal acceleration response is relatively easy to measure because, as
with the pitch responses, the sensor can be mounted inside the airframe.
Normal acceleration is much less susceptible to phugoid excitation than is
pitch response. One difficulty, however, is that the numerator dynamics of
the -/de transfer function are very sensitive to the longitudinal location
of the sensor, so that sensor location must be chosen carefully to obtain a
usable time history. Normal-acceleration sensors are very sensitive to
structural bending modes, and especially to local structural vibrations.
Since structural factors are often the overriding consideration in selecting
a location ior a normal-acceleration sensor, the numerator dynamics are likely
to be such that analog matching techniques must be used to identify W,"
and Xjp.

Angle of attack is by far the best indicator of the pure short-period
mode, ani is therefore the response specifically mentioned in the requirement
of 3.2.2.1. The reasons for this can be described using the following transfer
function:

Generally speaking, (//rC) is so large that the (S'"rc)is not important in the
angle-of-attack response to control inputs. In addition, the second-order
numerator term is nearly identical to the phugoid mode, under most circum-
stances. Therefore, the transfer function is quite accurately approximated
by the following simple form:

In other words, even if the input used to excite the short period disturbs the
phugoid mode, the amount of phugoid motion appearing in the angle-of-attack
response will be small compared to the amount appearing in either pitch or
normal-acceleration response. Therefore, the angle-of-attack response to
control inputs most nearly represents the second-order short-period response
in its purest form. If doublet control inputs are used to further minimize
the phugoid excitation, the angle-of-attack respomntu normally yields very
good values of -,, and fsj , even when simple hand techniques are used.
There are some practical problems associated with the use of angle of attack,
however. One problem is that it is difficult to find a location for the
sensor wLere its indications are not influenced by the flow field around the
airplane. If the flow field is well-behaved so that the variation of indicated
angle of attack with true angle of attack is linear however, this problem is
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of little consequence. A more serious problem results if the sensor is not
longitudinally located near the center of gravity. If the sensor is very far
displaced from the center of gravity, especially fore or aft, it will sense
angle of attack plus a significant contribution from pitch rate. This problem
can be remedied by mounting the sensor high above the c.g. on a pylon
C ( variations have a smaller effect on a ), or by cancelling the pitch-rate
contribution with a signal from a pitch-rate sensor (requiring accurate
calibration of the c sensor).

In summary, the best way to determine 4c)I,8 and ris normally to

anaiyze the angle-of-attack response to a doublet control input. If the
angle-of-attack response of a particular airplane is very difficult to measure,
however, a suitable analog-matching technique can be used to obtain &J P and

from the 9 , S , or ? responses (see Appendix IVD).

The parameter wl/t is defined (6.2.5) as the ratio of normal-accelera-
tion change to angle-oC-attack change with control deflection, in the steady
state at constant speed. Actually, any control input will likely disturb
speed as well as angle of attack and normal acceleration. Typical Bode plots J,

of the three-degree-of-freedom I/f1 wc/d and Ulef transfer functions are
sketched (Reference B107).

Te-

w (LOG SCALE)
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The dashed lines give the short-period approximation derived from the two-
degree-of-freedom equations (with u suppressed) presented in the discussion
of 3.2.2.1. What is desired is the n/oc ratio of this two-degree-of-freedom
approximation. It is seen that when the short-period and phugoid frequencies
are well separated, as in this example, w/oe can be determined by measuring
"I- and Ilo while oscillating the elevator at a frequency in the range of

flat response between Wn P and w

Measuring the steady-state responses to a step control input would lead
to error because of speed changes. Generally some speed change also occurs
with an impulse control input (see, for example, the reference cited); but an
even more fundamental deficiency of impulse elevator inputs is that then
and x steady-state responses are zero.

Alternatively, w/m can be measured in the turns or pull-ups used to
check maneuvering stability (Appendix IVE). These steady-state techniques
can give /v/as a function of n or c to account for a nonlinear lift curve
slope, etc.

IVD. ANALOG MATCHING TECHNIQUES FOR SHORT-n-RIOD DATA REDUCTION

To begin with, there are two basic methods for analog matching airplane
responses. One method involves working with the equations of motion, varying
the coefficients until a match is obtained. The other method works with the
transfer functions resulting from the equations of motion, varying the transfer
function parameters until a match is obtained. The equations-of-motion
approach is the more general of the two, since no assumptions need to be
made concerning the linearity of the response. This is a small advantage,
however, if a reasonable match cannot be obtained with linear equations, the
response characteristics are probably nonlinear enough that the parameters W.,
and Ar no longer adequately describe the short-period response. The equations-
of-motion technique has the disadvantage that there are a large number of
unknown stability derivatives to vary, and the choice of a coefficient to
produce a desired change in the time history is largely a trial-and-error
process.

The transfer-function approach, on the other hand, automatically
reduces the number of possible unknowns by combining the stability derivatives
into lumped parameters. By making assumptions as to the form of the transfer-
function poles and zeros, two other advantages result. First, the factored
form of the transfer functions facilitates rational selection of the appro-
priate parameters to vary so as to effect a desired change in the time history.
Second, the factored form permits the use of a priori knowledge to reduce the
number of unknown parameters. For example, a lightly damped phugoid mode could
be identified from an airspeed time history, using the simple hand-measurement
techniques of Appendix C. The parameters If and 01 could then be introduced
into the 0/d'e or d/Ie transfer function to determine rx and a vr .by analog
matching. For these reasons, only the factored-transfer-function approach
will be discussed in this appendix.
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Assuming that the techniques of Appendix IVC are used to effectively
W suppress the phugoid mode, a very simple anglog-matching technique can be

used to obtain 4, and K from a , n , or 0 responses. Set up a transfer
function of the following form on the analog:

4- '- ,e -,

Picking a value for eo on the time history (see Appendix III), apply a step
input to the analog computer at e, . Adjust K to match the steady state
properly, and then adjust :r and 4o, until the response shape is matched.

If the above simple method does not result in a good match, a more
elaborate method must be used. Still using the assumption that the phugoid
mode is effectively suppressed, the constant-speed form of the transfer
functions can be used:

or-- = 2saaIy)

F-s ).291"Sp Wa-1sp

A e ,Ae V ('7.

FS 5 +S~
Wasp

""n A.n l, (7,, ,) 7. S,2 ) (The two real zeros
/ / • . 2 Y, sometimes become a
(-S7 W~nsp , pair of complex zeros,

depending on the loca-
tion of the 7 sensor
and the point of control
application.)

* If the phugoid natural frequency is well separated from , as is often the
case at high speeds, a step input can be used to excite the airp-I•ae and an
ideal step or a truncated ramp used a- 'o.- Analog input. The entire response
is then matched, starting from the tli~we when input is initiated. This tech-
nique is discussed in more detail in Reference B1O0. An improvement to this
method would be to feed an electrical doublet into the elevator or feel system
servo.

electrical j- qu1ars
signal t•T
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This same electrical doublet can be used as the input for the analog. Notice
that the exact form of the v transfer function zeros is dependent on the
location of the ' sensor. Also, if the longitudinal location of the
sensor is not at the center of gravity, the measured cc response contains a
contribution from B

where X - distance of sensor ahead of c.g.

and = ( Ovane/o ) for ' = 0

A & VAN L/0 70e2*4. " e T Z S - '

(lg Tae, le T) 5 6 4

Since this transfer function has the same form as('•/do) , the analog setup will
not be affected by the • -sensor location. However, the(T=.'•÷f) zero can be-
come quite important in matching the time history if X is large; whereas it
has a very small influence if X = 0.

S~Control system effects can often be included in the match by representing
S~them with a pure time delay. If the elevator servo dynamics are fast enough,
z the effects of a slow feel system can sometimes be eliminated from the experi-

mental time history by putting the input into the elevator servo electrically.
i If neither of these techniques result in a good match, the control-system poles
l: and zeros must be included in the analog transfer functions.

Airplanes in the landing approach will sometimes have a phugoid fre-
quency which approaches •= . When this is the case, it is very difficult to
suppress the phugoid mode •; proper shaping of the control input, and the
constant-speed forms of the transfer functions can no longer be used. Thfl
complete transfer function forms must then be used. Ignoring sensor and
recording system dynamics and gains, and control system dynamics, these transfer

S~~functions are of the following form:-

44
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In this situation, considerable time can be saved if w and * are first
identified from the airspeed response.

If both the phugoid and control system modes must be considered, the
situation becomes even more complex. For this reason, it is worth considerable
effort to obtain responses which are free of phugoid response and hopefully
not badly contaminated by control system modes, even if an automatic input
device must be used.

IVE. CONTROL FORCES AND MOTIONS IN PULLUPS AND STEADY TURNS

There are several methods for obtaining the control force and control
motion data required for 3.2.2.2, 3.2.2.2.1, and 3.2.2.2.2. The best method
to use depends primarily on the speed range under consideration. A major
factor in determining the appropriate method for a given speed range is that
control gradients with m are for constant speed, by definition. The method
selected must therefore result in zero or small speed changes with 7? , or
at least include a means for eliminating the effects of any speed changes.
At speeds where characteristics vary significantly with Mach number, "speed"
should be inLerpreted as "Mach No."

One method is to use a series of alternating symmetric pullups and
pushovers, sequenced so as to minimize the airspeed and altitude changes.
The control is held fixed after each input until the short-period motion
becomes steady state, and measurements are taken from the steady-state values
at a near-level attitude. An alternate version of this method is to stabilize
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the airplane holding various amounts of outtof-trim control force, tuld
suddenly releasing the control.

Another method is to perform a eorlos of stabiliaod tuirno after
trimming the airplane in level flight, The load factor can tie changed by
changing the bank angle, and the airspeed hold constant by uing a dif't'erent
rate of descent for eac, i nd factor. The throttle and trimmor settings
should be left at their Lrim settings throughout the manotiver to miiimiu,. th0
possibility of introducing extraneous pitching moments. The gradionts
obtained in this manner will not be quite as linoar as with the symmetrie
pullup method; but, with the possiblo exception of a more stable slope nonr
I g in the turns, the difforencos aro generally small enough to bic within the
measurement errors.

A third method thot is sometimes used involves a windup turn. After
trimming in level flight, a turn of a certain number of g's iN initiatud, and
the speed is allowed to decrease slowly as the g-level and altitude are held
constant. 71.-t test is then repeated at several other g-levels until the
complete range is covered. In this way, control gradient data can be obtained
rapidly for several speeds. Apa3n, the trimmer and throttle should be left
at the trim settings and the rate of change of airspeed controlled by changing
the rate of descent. The major disadvantage of this method is that it is
less accurate because more careful pilot technique is required.

In general, the symmetric pullup method will work well at high speeds,
but the airspeed changes will be excessive if the method is used at low speeds.
On the other hand, the turn methods work well at low speeds, but cun cause
excessive altitude changes at high speeds. Also, it is impossible to obtain
data for n less than 1.0 using turn methods. Notice that " /• can be
obtained from these tests for use on Figures 1 and 2 of Reference Al. The
,oe readings must be corrected for sensor position and local flow angularity
(see Appendix IVC).

IVF. TRANSIENT CONTROL FORCES AND CONTROL SYSTEM DYNAMICS

To obtain data for 3.2.2.3.1, 3.5.3, and 3.5.3.1, it will be necessary
for the pilot to pump the stick sinusoldally at various frequencies. Several
techniques have been employed to aid the pilot in this task. One metlod is
described in Reference D6, where the pi!ot visually follows an oscillit'ting
spot on the instrument panel. In other studies, oscillating aural tones have
been fed to the pilot through earphones.

If the frequencies desired are not too high or too low, pilots can do
an amazingly good job of moving the stick sinusoidally with no aids whatsoever.
In addition, if the damping ratio is not too high, the pilot can find the
resonant dip in the ral/p versus frequency curve fairly accurately, by
pumping at the frequency which gives the most airplane response for the least
effort.
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MhIASIRINIINT I'TrC!t1IN IQ1l1 AND 1) |Nt',INS ION OP
'41l,1:'.11R) IATIMRAI, .1)IFIlNTIONAL, PARAMIMi'rNS

VA. SIMl'l, 11H RO~LL}II RIINI" 1N41I 11) 8, 11l1lGINT l Sl'

11o material hero It vxitr.•ted from Reference AS. Wot that only side
guts are considored, and that these appear In the eqattions of iuti.n in a

ismplikr form that% that requ0ited by liragraph 3,7 of Reference Al, NevertheIeOi,
It is hoped that this explsition may aid in utnderstanding some of the pheonomena
mentioned itn paragraph 3L3,;II, Iateral -directtonal roesonse to atmoaghoric
disturbancos, and of the coupled' rol''l-piral mode. Response to turbulonce
ha-h•7ioo- TouWd an especially Important factor in pilots' ratings of high-
10/0 1. conf Igurat tons, which would be expected to respond more to oide gusto
than to roll fufts. In any cane, 3.7 Specifies that the oide and rull gusto
usod it analysis should be uncorrelatod.

In the flight program of Reference FS, there were frequent references
in the pilot comment data to the aircraft response to turbulence or disturb-
ancoa. 'Te major complaint voiced was the large roll rosponso L'c'r sideslip
disturhancos experienced for some configurations. in Reference FS, transient
rosponses to disturbances were generated as indicated below to obtain a
measure of the susceptibility of a configuration to turbulence.

'lhi input disturbance used Was equiValent to a gust along the aircraft
y axis,

Equation A-i from Appendix A of Reference FS is shown below for the
controls fixed, that is, no pilot input:

-, 9 Ate S(1

+N,4  S. 14z
j +4,-0 -S s 5 CL

The assumption that the air mass is nonaccilerating, that is, the air mass is
a satisfactory inertial reference, is implicit in the equation. When the air
mass is allowed to have motion along the aircraft y axis, this must be
accounted for and the equation can be written as the following set:

~~A (0,41 - 40•, +,o (A +" &0¼,5o)0•-
vet#+ N,.5(-),4,, + (N,,- .) r t(ti 5) 0 = o

+ L,4$)4A +. 639 r +0
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r1110 avrodynomic 101dpolill a11KIlP or k• timo% tho volovity of thu
aircraft with roomivt to tho air •mas' a1on1 the y oxil, ('1111P
i thu Nidl•l ip 11111111 displ ,yod to tho pI lilt

-t tu Adaillp #isut or V. times tht volviity of tho air mAA
with resapect to thu eavth along th1 neigAtivo y axio. (A pogi•ivo
A.i disturb•ive lIWvO a pomitivo 4O' indivotion to thu pilot')

The sot of equItiOns can ho replacod by the following otqontion whereoA
Oapearo all In tput,

This equation was solved On 1 divitol ComputPr for tho Aidei ust Input
shown below to generate the gust respontoe presoentod in Reference PS. It should
be noted that the sideslip angle A0. is the same angle that would bo sensed by
a sideaslip vane for display to the pilot.

4O .05 second

0 feet per second

t - second$

The transfer function for bank angle response to auA input, doeermined

from Equation 3, is shown below.

L , (+. ( Li N. *L,)v +(L, N N:)

S (. +~ (5 2 4-)(s~ 2 9 d ~46d i~ (4)

The spiral-mode root, V/t/x , was essentially zero for Parts I and II
configurations in th? experiment described in Reference F5, which means that
the term (4. A/•-V• .*)was also near zero. was also zero, and 1 was
large compared to Ip-,4 for these configurations. For these conditions, the
transfer function becomes:

50 -LA s
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011'

Prom tho tranisfor unllt ion of ll~unt ion S It can he soon that tho bank-
11Inlo roiponNo at high froquon•y I s Z 4 /'fr With th1i% observation atd tho

vwlItIiP of t- t d #jand for the varIous conffigurations of Parta I a1nd II
of Rofore•nt' 1S, skoetche of the #11'o amplitudo ratio cnn he 1udoe in log-log
fo I'm,

From thooo ikutlihos It iii seen that th1e response at all froquencivs is
proporthional to the valuo of L' . Itoe response at low frequency i1 inversely
r1lated to the Dlutch roll froquenocy, &4,, and ato th• roll inverse time constant.

Tho Iiuto'h roll damping ra-lto dolorminas the amplification of the Outch
roll frequency.

1h1o bank.angle frequency response to a random sideslip disturbance
would, of course, he dependent on the power spectral density of the random
disturbance as well as the airplane transfer function. We will assume a
high-bandwidth gust spectrum.

To minimize the reslonse to sideslip disturhances,4..I should be small,
W,, should he high, and YV and I/rshould be high. When the Dutch roll

damping is low, the bank angle response at the Dutch roll frequency will be
dominant; in this case, the magnitude of the bank angle to sideslip ratio
in the Dutch roll mode, I#4.jd , is a good indicator of the response.

For a low-frequency roll-spiral mode, which was encountered with some
of the Part III configurations in Reference FS, 4' A--I. 4*'!was still quite
small. Neglecting the 4 and L.A. terms, the transfer function now
becomes :

0 _ L 5E

+2r O S S+41 eo s )(+ 2~ 94~ .SWw) (7)

With the assumption that the roll-spiral mode is approximately cancelled
by the Prterm in the numerator, this reduces to:

-- 2 + 2 (8)

When the roll-spiral frequency is not low enough to neglect the
(L' A N"-L*Y%) term, Equation 4 can be approximated as shown in Equation 9.
The assumption is still made that t' and c4kv can be neglected.
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p+

- s(• * L's. flg - L. N• )

's 4, + <•s U)(,s 1+ e.0 & + W..) (9)

Ilia constant term in the denominator can be expressed as follows:

A wvs sM d ) When this substitution is made in the numerator,

liquation 9 becomes

F-i ) (
_ (10)40 ;(t4, # ~ 4 ., W J 0- eu

or .s (r,~ :+,)

' )
whore

The following sketch illustrates the bank angle response to sideslip
disturbances for the configurations in Part III of Reference FS which had very
low roll damping. '°_°__PRT____

PART Mf
COUPLED ROLL-SPIRAL MODE

100--I I'

II

I 0

Io

0.1 1 10
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From Equations 8 and 10 together with the above sketche!-, it is seen
that the response at all frequencies is again proportional to the value of
,a . ,Also the response at low frequency is inversely proportional to wru

and w"., . T'he Dutch roll damping ratio again determines the amplification
at the Dutch roll frequency.

The same conclusions apply as for the Parts I and II configurations;
that is, to minimize roll response to side gusts, Ika should be small,
the Dutch roll frequency should be large and the Dutch roll and roll damping
ratios should be large.
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VB. MEASUREMENT OF LATERAL-DIRECTiONAL DYNAMIC PARAMETERS -

TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

1. INTRODUCTION

The roll rate response to a step aileron input is usually made up of
three distinct modes: the roll mode, the spiral mode, and the Dutch roll mode.
If linearity is assumed, the principle of superposition applies. Then any
point on the roll rate trace at any given time must be the sum of these three
modes at that time. Therefore, if the three modes can be identified on the
roll rate trace, it is possible to extract the roll mode time constant, r.

The response function for a step input can be written as

Transforming to the time domain, the roll rate time history following a step
aileron input is given by:

•') KS C- _ + K. e- R N,• d •- :

STEP

For a normal airplane, the characteristic modes take on the following
forms following a step aileron input:

The roll mode, characterized by the first-order time constant, TPOi
T t

KR K), e f
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The spiral mode, characterized by the first-order time constant, which
may be convergent or divergent:

DIVERGENT
SPIRAL

SPIRAL

The Dutch roll mode characterized by the second order parameters Loj
and &-l and the phase angle • . (The sketch below illustrates a negative
phase angle.)

The individual responses are summed as sketched on the next page, to show the
Dutch roll, roll, and spiral mode components of a roll rate time history
following a step aileron input. Note, for this divergent-spiral case, that
the composite peaks are displaced to the right, and valleys to the left, from
those of the Dutch-roll-component trace.

The problem, however, is to analyze, not synthesize. Two methods of
extracting the lateral-directional modes from a roll rate time history are
graphical and analog matching. A graphical technique is presented in
Section 2, and an analog-matching 4-chnique extracted from Reference B101 is
presented in Section 3 of this appei -Lx.

The roll-sideslip coupling requirements limit and A as
functions of 1, , the sideslip-response parameter that corresponds to 1k, in
the roll response. Measurement of ? may bc difficult in two circumstfnces:

0 When e# wvdand it% , there will be little Dutch-roll
response to measure in the aileron-response time histories
but then one would expect that the response would meet the
requirements at the most critical value of k , so there
should be no problem.
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Ip

0 When large-amplitude step commands are used, nonlinearities
such as the variation of side force with Cos 0 may obscure
the phase relationships. Stability-augmentation non-
linearities can cause similar uncertainties. The require-
ments in. large-amplitude rolls, 3.3.2.2 and 3.3.2.4, are
intended to cover such situations.

* 4 4a

--- --- --- -- .... .... ................................ . .

.. .. . .. . .......... . . . .. .. ... ....... . . . . . .. . . . .

SENiELOPE OF DUTCH-----
!..._ __ i ROLL COMPONENT

.. ...... . .. .... ." K• -- -- - ... : . .....- ----.....
* . . ... .... . . r . . . .4 4. .

S............ ......... . ,, OL -MODE .. .. .. ... ... ... . ... . .... .. ... .

.. .. . .... ... ......... .... .. .. .. ..... .. ... ........................ ...........•O ET, : ..........

2. GRAPHICAL TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINING LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL
MODAL PARAMETERS

In practice, this method assumes linearity, conventional modal charac-I
teristics, wide separation of the roll and spiral modes, light Dutch roll
damping and an abrupt aileron input. Hlowever, good results have been obtained
for conventional airplanes when the roll and spiral mode characteristics were
in the ranges required by Reference Al and the Dutch roll damping ratio was
not greater than approximately 0.3.

:!Figure 1 shows the ;o trace resulting from a d, step for an aircraft
!I with a short roll time constant, a lightly damped Dutch roll, and a highly
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divergent spiral mode. Under the assumption that the roll mode is fast-acting,
its influence is small after the first few seconds, and the remainder of the
response is essentially made up of only the spiral and the Dutch roll modes.
(A first-order modal response reaches 95% of its final value in 32 , and
typically ?e is of the order of 1 second.) So after the roll mode contribution
is small: t

~ KSe 0t  e S [ (6). Irl-~ t+s-
£STEP

* To obtain the spiral-mode contribution, the maximum and minimum points of the
response from about two seconds and on are plotted on semilog paper as in
Figure 2. Strictly speaking, the points of tangency of the Dutch roll
envelope to the total response should be taken; however, using the actual
peaks is well within the accuracy limits of the method. The first maximum
and the first minimum are ignored because the roll mode is making a significant
contribution during the initial part of the response. A smooth curve is drawn
through the upper peaks and another one through the lower peaks. The upper

curve is given by R" e•+e "Y the lower curve by @ e e nd

The curves define the envelope of the spiral and Dutch roll components. The
numerical average between the two boundaries defines the spiral component,
which must be a straight line on the semilog paper. The intersection at zero
time is the spiral mode residue, x1.' . The slope of this line may be checked
if the spiral characteristics are known from another source: for example,
another flight test; then, if necessary, the curves can be adjusted accordingly
by eye. The time for the spiral to double amplitude, r- (for the divergent
spiral), or the time to half amplitude, -rl, (for the convergent spiral), can
be calculated and the corresponding slope plotted on the semilQg paper for
comparison with the previously determined slope. To determine the spiral-
mode time constant from the plot, calculate

de

A'

The conversion between the time constant and the time to double or half ampli-
tude is

-r a r7.
Where there are a minimum number of usable peaks (two maxim',,%i and

one minimum, or two minimums and one maximum) after the effect of the roll
mode is small, the spiral component may still be extracted if the spiral
characteristics are known. As before, the peaks are plotted on semilog paper
and the best numerical average is selected. This value may be no more than
one point of the spiral. Through this point or points, a line is drawn with
a slope based on the known spiral characteristics. This line should define
the spiral contribution to the roll response under investigation.

The next step is to plot the spiral component on linear graph paper
and graphically subtract it from the roll rate response time history. The
difference between the two curves will contain only the Dutch roll and roll
mode components. All three curves (the original response, the spiral component
and the difference between the two) are shown in Figure 3. Since we are only
interested in the peaks of the Dutch roll component (as will be discussed in
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thi foIl owi ig pltaragraph) and the init i a I roll rvspons a, it is onily C OssItry
to .uhtract th spira l component it tho vicinity of the poaks and during the
first second or so of the response. For completeness and clarity ot proeso..
tnt bont, however, the entire curve ins shown,

To doteirmine the D}utch roll envelope from the combined curve of Dutch
roll and roll modes, the magnitude% of the later peaks (which occur after
the time when the roll mode contribution is considered to be small) are
plottod on somilog papor versus time. The data, is shown in Figure 4, will
dWfitne approximato lutch roll envelope. If the Dutch roll damping ratio is
known from another swurco, this step can be eliminated or the Oquivalent slope
can he chocked with the average slope obtained graphically. All this enables
the host slopo to t.e determined.

The approximate envelope is not precisely the Dutch roll envelope
because the Dutch roll envelope does not touch tihe peaks, but rather touches
the tangent points to the right of the peaks for tihe convergent oscillation.lthe displacement In degrees in equal to sin-ll8 . Th1is angle can be converted
to time by the following equation:

where r7 is the period of the damped Dutch roll oscillation. For low damping
ratios and short periods the displacement is small,

Next, the envelope is transferred from Figure 4 and drawn through the
roll mode plus Dutch roll trace of Figure 3, This is shown with an enlarged
scale in Figure S. Since the roll mode contribution is Insignificant after
about two seconds for this example, the curve beyond this time defines the
Dutch roll component alone. From this infckrmation, the period of the oscil-
lation can be found and the initial part of' the Dutch roll component can be
drawn between the envelopes previously determined: locate the peaks and zero
crossings of the undistorted Dutch roll oscillation on the time line and fair
in the best damped sinusoid. Finally, the Dutch roll component for the first
second or so is subtracted graphically from tho. Dutch roll plus roll mode
trace, isolating the roll mode companent as is shown in Figure S.

An alternate method may be used to determine the initial Dutch roll
component after the Dutch roll envelope has been obtained from Figure 4. This
method is generally more accurate, since the determination of the initial part
of the sinusoid is not dependent on the skill of fairing-in a damped oscilla-
tion. Instead, the magnitude of the Dutch roll component at any time is
precisely determined from polar coordinate graph paper. First, a well-defined
tangent point or zero crossing outside the influence of the roll mode is
located. In the example, the tangent point at 2.45 seconds is selected.
Since the damped Dutch roll period, 7, , is 2.10 seconds, the next tangent
point is at .35 second, one period earlier. These tangent points, as deter-
mined from Figure 3 or 5, are plotted on the 360-degree radial in Figure 6.
The phase angle, P0 , is calculated in this example by dividing the time at
the first tangent point by the period and multiplying it by 360 degrees. A
line drawn from the center along an angle of this magnitude to the left of the
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360-degree line corresponds to zero time, as shown in Figure 6s. Angles
corresponding to fractions of a second can be located on the polar paper
by converting them in a similar manner. The radial magnitude at iny time
is simply the.magnitude of the Dutch roll envelope at that time. Points
from the envelope in Figure 5 are plotted for every 30 or 40 degrees in
Figure 6, and a curve is faired through the points to define the Dutch roll
envelope on the polar paper. The Dutch roll contribution at any time is
simply the vertical projection of the Dutch roll envelope at that time. To
determine this from Figure 6, a horizontal line is drawn from the intersection ,

of the time radial and the Dutch roll envelope. This projection on the

vertical scale represents the magnitude of the Dutch roll it that instant.
As before, wher. this value Is subtracted from the Dutch-roll-plus-roll-mode
curve (Figure 5), the roll-mode component is obtained. The result should
plot as the "roll mode only" trace of Figure S.

Since the roll mode time constant is the time for the roll response to
settle to e£JR, 0.368 kR is computed and a horizontal line is drawn at that
value of f) in Figure S. The intersection with the ro:l mode response gives
the modal time constant. Another way to extract the time constant is to plot
the roll mode values on semilog paper versus time, as in Figure 7. The
result should be a straight line, and the intersection at zero time is le.
The time constant is the time corresponding to the intersection of a horizontal
line drawn at 0.368 • . Another way to obtain the time constant is to use
the increment in time and the natural logarithm of the amplitude ratio as
shown :

as "•A tO "tA

2.303k _AA I'

(Lao

"tA to t

Although a total of seven figures was used in the explanation of the
graphical method, not all of these g:aphs are necessary to extract the roll
mode. As a minimum, Figures 1, 2, 4, 6, and either 7 or the roll mode trace,
alone, of Figure 5, are necessary to completely determine the time constant.
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3. ANALOG-MATCHING TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINING LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL NMODAL

PARAMETERS

General

A method has been developed which allows the direct matching of flight
test records with the output of an analog computer.

An analog computer program was developed that allows the matching of
the 9: , 7 ,-, oi -• transfer-function factors by adjusting the analog
time list7ory to match a corresponding record obtained in flight.

The . transfer function in terms of mode characteristics can be
written as follows:

(The NJ'd numerator may, instead, have the form e(,v- )(xf)('f ,0
which can be written as(?. ÷ -t+ ÷ It .1 -L .

The transfer function can be written as:

The -• trnfrfnto cnb rte s

a.(
r . K . + 2 r,,r ).

+2t

The ± transfer function can be written as:

fa-

2 ec,', S +

The only difference in form between the od14 and the Alf,, transfer
function is the term (x4s which has been replaced by I and, of course, the
substitution of A~and fo r A'and s

The only difference in form between the 7;- and the 7-/ transfer
function is the term(.st tL-) which has been replaced by r and, of course, the
substitution of and for ' and w

"siu5a d • ad .
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Figure 8 is a general composite analog computer diagram from which
each of the transfer functions can easily be set up. The diagram is presented
without scale factors.

For the A transfer function, use the diagiam as shown where:

For the r transfer function, use the diagram as shown where:

For the - transfer function, set pot 3 or - = 0 and use:
Ira y2'

For the -t- transfer function, set pot 3 or / - 1 and remove
line A where 2>

The value of -fT determines the scaling of the final trace and will
have to be varied any time a change in denominntor characteristics is made to
keep the amplitude of the trace constant for a fixed d't input determined by
V,.. Although a step input generally has been used, the form of X,. can be

made to match that of the flight record.

Analog Computer Matching Technique

The technique discussed here will be more directly applicable to the
e transfer function for a , step input, since more experience has been

gained in this particular area. However, the general technique should be
applicable to the other three transfer functions.

The denominator characteristics Yd and wnd can best be determined
from another record, a rudder doublet record. These are relatively easy to
measure and can be obtained with considerable accuracy. The damped Dutch roll
frequency can be obtained by direct measurement, as described in Appendix III.
The a trace is usually used since it is relatively free from the effects
of the spiral mode and roll mode. Once • and • have been obtained, the
Dutch roll can be plotted in the s plane:
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Figure 8 (APPENDIX YB)
GENERAL COMPOSITE ANALOG COMPUTER DIAGRAM
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"'4)j

s-PLANE

"F. (DAMPED DUTCH-
ROLL FREQUENCY)

0

The sketch shows the relationships that exist in the s plane betweenýdand Wnd. A line of constant radius about the origin is a line of constant

£Ud, while a straight line drawn through the origin is a line of constant -d
A quick determinatibn of Y can be made by drawing a curve of radius one about
the origin, and reading the value of Yd directly as the horizontal displace-
ment along the abscissa of the intersection of the line through the pole or
zero and the curve of radius one. +

In the analog-matching procedure, the response to be matched (example
shown in the next sketch) is displayed on the analog computer output devize,
for example, an x-y plotter or an oscilloscope, with the x-coordinate driven
proportional to time.
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Next, set Wnj and j on the computer to the values of d and !
previously determined for the response. Also set & 'W"'d and 9g, t -d. This
allows a first guess at 2q and possibly Tj , depending on how much oscillation
or Dutch roll appears on the trace to be matched. The resulting analog trace
will not have any Dutch roll. The value of ?'A should be adjusted to closely
approximate the initial slope of the curve to be matched. It may also be
possible to get some indication of T' at this time from the general slope of
the latter portion of the curve to be matched. With •/=•v and 4=rd , the
numerator zero will lie directly on the Dutch roll pole, and the dashed curve
sketched will result when Z, and 'r are adjusted to their first approximations.
The corresponding s-plane plot is shown alongside.

jCa)

2.0

? In the example shown, the spiral root is stable; however, this is not a
i! necessary condition for a good match. It could just as well have been unstable;

* then the 0 trace would have had a slight upward trend. It is usually not
S~necessary to put the roll-mode or spiral-mode poles on the s-plane plot, since

they normally will not move very much during the matching procedure.

' The next step is to displace the zero along the line of constant 4'
* toward or away from the origin. After a little experience, it will become

•: obvious which displacement will give convergence. However, if the improper
• choice is made, the trace will be close to 180 degrees out of phase and this
Swill be picked up in the next step. As a quick guide for the /' trace:

normally, for a zero below the pole, the time history will exhibit a character
,• similar to the one shown immediately below, in which the Dutch roll oscillation
S~will appear to shorten the roll mode time constant.

'I
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l• TM POLE TWO POLK

When the zero appears above the pole, the D)utch eull phAse in shl'tod clooe to
180 degrees and will seem to lengthen the roll mode time constant. It will
seem to have a delayed effect on the p trace, nom shown nowvt. Thoes character,
i,,tics are shown in more daotal in Figure 2 of the dilscitiion of 3,3.JJ.

The amplitude of the Dutch roll motion is a function of the distance

the numerator zero is displaced from the pole. To continue with the example,

it will be assumed that the zero was displaced toward the origin and has
reached the position where the amplitude of the Dutch roll closely approxi-
mates that of the trace to be matched. The result will be as shown next:

2.0 4

10

1.0

x 0
-2.0 -1.0 0
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111 vurvp that. reolulto will havo the sam, Ampatittd. ..d ot 'eci 1 to 141 tit
1u1 Ih ro I I , but I w I I I prbal.• y lt hie in phase with Ith t raloe Ii Ito mat hed,
hlle Icest sto1p I* to voy ) egan tit go oet the initial Alope o( the. Iravo

m140t 4 *'us v~clopi y Ito pccss 1kib (111 1I (it b" goll b e~a cdy vary ingg tita

I ISO

'% -. O-I0 1t

Wtt ia uow knrwn ih that the aoro lie* near i circle around the polo,
with a radius that wans dotormlned by the displocoment necessary to make the

Dutch roll amplitude% equal,

toe next stop in to get the two tracos in phasie, 'tlis is accomplished
as follows, S.ince the zero lies near the circle shown around the Dutch roll
pole. and since the contributions to the phase angle of the slignt movements
expected from the roll-mcdo and spiral-mode polos are small, the phase shift
will be primarily a function of the rotation of the zero along the circle,

1`wo nimple rules apply:

1. To move the analog trace to the right requires a clockwise
rotation of the zero around the apole.

2. To move the analog trace to the left requires a counterclockwise
rotation of the zero around the po'i.

This characteristic can also be seon from Figure 2 of the discussion for

The angle of rotation can he closely approximated by measuring the
distance the trace has to be shifted in degrees. This is found by dividing

IKi i the distance in time by the period of the trace and multiplying by "0 degrees.
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II

Thli %tejp %hould have the two troues prettY Well matehed, Th1e exampe ,
wtoulIi 4 lppear al %hown 11011Yw

n f f

Small adjustments can now he made in rq annd '• to get the analog
soluti.ia to match the flight record as closely as possible.

Some general culos that can be followed are these.

I, Increasing #r4 (decreasing yr) will cause the initial slope of
tite trace to become loes stet' and will move the phase slightly
to the right.

J, For a stable spiral root, decreasing T. (increasing V ) will 4,

lower the latter portion of the analog trace and have fittle
effect on the phase.

3. For an unstable spiral root, docreasing ir (increasing- )
will raise the latter portion of the analog trace and havt
little effect on the phase.

4, The converse of the above three rules is true,

Planning

A little advance planning can be a big help and can greatly increase
the accuracy that can be obtained by the use of the analog computer matching
technique.

In the example presented, it was assumed that rT was unknown and that
the only trace av-ilable was the one to be matched. Although tho accuracy here
is good, movement of the roll-mode root and movement of the numerator zero
both cause a change in the phase of the trace. Therefore, the match is some-
whot of a compromise between the positions of these two factors, This is
especially true when the numerator zero is located above and to the left of
the pole. In this case, the magnitude of the Dutch roll is usually large and
tends to cancel the effect of the roll mode, making the matching problem more
difficult.
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lh1% prlblom van he Avoided to a large eKxlnt if A series or recordA
k'.Aa lip tikeoll, one of which Contilial the desIrod cnnliguration and another with
tho mamil Jdnominalor charAet|riit ica, but with the numerator characteristics
variled until the ion Is loeated as vlooo sa impoible to the butch roll pole.
A* indlicated, thlo will give minimum lutch roll excitation and allow an accurate
dotoerwinatton or' both the roll mode pole and the spiral mode pole, Combination

llo ron and ruddor inputs, or perhaps just rudder, might he used,

T'heae dlnominator values should then be fixed, and an effort made to
naeitch the desired trace varying onl1) the position of the numerator zoro.

If po)ilhlo, the serioe of records obttinod in flight should include a
rudder doublet, the deasred trace and a trace with minimum D)utch roll excita-
tion, T'his allows an accurate determination of both the denominator and
numerator characterist lea.

A scalod analog computer diagram is presented that will be useful
within the following limits (see Fliure 9):

r' .• 0.,I
AV

r

With one additional integrator and a pot, the x scale of the x-y
plotter can be changed to compensate for changes that may occur in the time
scale of the oscillograph records to be matched.

For a step input, the Laplace transform of is obtained by
multiplying the po9/ld (s) transfer function,

f~Af) _____

by the Laplace transform of a unit step, '4
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ilAi f
ShlThe plre1or for th• s~ time history cmi be written ais

NUMERATOR
ZERO

DUTCH-ROLL POLE

-K, SPIRAL-MODE POLE

ROLL-MODE POLE

0

Of interest here are the magnitude and phase of the Dutch roll mode.
As shown in Reference G1O, the magnitude of the constant e associated with any
sinusoidal component is twice the product of the lengths of the numerator
vectors divided by the lengths of the denominator vectors drawn to a root of
that factor:

I I I •

11 Im

S-'-lie associated phase angle for a cosine representation, as above, is
the sum of the angles of all the numerator vectors minus the sum of the angles
of all the denominator vectors drawn to that pole:

R K 0  Ole + Y'a', ~j- V1 p
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FOR THE DUTCH-ROLL POLE AT a" "Vj7- t'• jn4 ',d'

From this expression and illustration it can he seen that the magnitude
of the Dutch roll residue (Kd) is primarily a function of the separation of
the numerator zeros from the denominator Dutch roll roots,. Also, once the
zero is separated from the pole, a small change in the roll-mode root location
does have a small effect on the magnitude of ,?, . Generally the spiral-mode
pole is negligibly distant from the origin.

The phase angle in roll rate, ?p, of the Dutch roll pole can be calcu-
lated from the same diagram:

0,*liIle
OIL
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From the preceding diagram, it is easily seen that the major contri.-
bution to the phase angle will come from the rotation of the zero around the
pole. It car. also be seen that a movement of the roll-mode pole will cause

__ some change in the phase angle.

AF~
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VC. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PHASE ANGLES •AND4A/ AND THE RIO I#/•ld

General Considerat Lons

The discussions of roll-sideslip coupling (3.3.2 and subsidiary
paragraphs) make extensiv. use of the phase angles 0/ , , and •/4.

First, the tolerable amount of coupling was found to be a function of ?/,
the s-plane phase angle between the numerator and denominator oscillatory
roots of the #/d'a transfer function. Next 9kp (the phase of the roll-rate
time response to a step aileron input) was investigated as a measure of •
But it was found that 3ka (the phase of the sideslip time response to a step
aileron input) was a better measure of F! . Now, ;k is related to 1p through

4tI• . Reference Al also uses 41P/4 as a discriminator of positive or negative
dihedral, shifting the Jg scale 180 .as dihedral goes from positive to negative.
In Reference Al, para. ?.3.1.1, I#/IAId is a factor in determining the minimum
allowable damping factor fd"k*. The purpose of this appendix is to derive and
illustrate the use of these parameters.

Consider first a set of lateral-directional linearized, small-perturbation
equations of motion, written in terms of primed stability derivatives (that
include product-of-inertia effects) referenced to body axes with the x axis
initially aligned with the relative wind in straight-and-level fli ht. Y,"
Yr, YV and Y6 will be assumed zero, andfp(e) will be taken to be ý(e)

r' ,a( , s) 0 (].

Input-Dependent Parameters

For a step input, 6o,(#) = I• s with • a constant. From these
equations we find (e.g., Reference B73) the response functions

~(_ * 'V "" .'1 ,, +c
IA S 10 Aa
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- and time responses
"" WJ - <'" ,- ,,,, , ,,

4ISTE 'r edd Alee e~ka ea/- _ 4

___ 8 t/~ ~(5)

Swhere, for example,

(' (6)I where -o exmpe [' •~i ), F

--- W 4 S-?--

The modal response coefficients ( ,'s, c's, • and • ) can also be
evaluated graphically, from residues of the poles and zeros plotted in the
Is plane. For example, consider the pole-zero plot of the above ( ISTEP

response function, Sketch 1. The residues are evaluated as in Appendix VB.
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.''4."• ________-_________._-_________

4 •

4- where T'"T denotes the
scaled distance between the

--. two points.
r S

Ad, h

SKETCH 1: POLE-ZERO PLOT OF p(s/AZ STE

When, as usual, RIeere. n - 7 .) the further approximation holds:

- - 0'-J'i~' ~(8)

The relation of the oscillatory pole-zero pair determines IV

Z ~ 4

(See fo A, 2 9

(Se frexample, Reference B73.) Notice that both (J/ )and
*,0'W,0-2 *.i,,d depend directly upon4x . Thus there will not be significant

Dutch-roll motion in roll for aileron inputs if ýý is very small. Also,
negative dihedral (positive Z' ) tends to shift both A, and Fý (but not P ,
as will be shown) by about 10 °, thereby reversing the roll-sideslip coupling
effects from those encountered with positive dihedral.

The discussion of 3.3.2.2 shows that the tolerable level ofpo,,,px

deends on . It is apparent that the large possible variations in
•/7;r lead to imprecision of e as an indicator of P . It will be found

that J is a better measure. To determine r, a pole-zero plot can be
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drawn for 6g'i/ 4 a I STEP , similar to the plot of jo s)/1A 'STEP in Sketch 1;

but in this appendix another appro3ch is taken.

The Modal Parameters _2/A2d and 9/,lid

The parameter = e = I/ld eYOM is a modal
characteristic, like 9,j and,5. That is, the roll-sideslip amplde ratio
and phase difference of the Dutch-roll components of the motion are completely
independent of the input (see, for example, Reference F29). A general
solution for p//tl , valid for any input, can be derived from the equations
of motion for a pure yawing-moment input:

-• ___ "_-__ p_ -_ -

167

•'~a* 'nL dx,

..... ~~V - .i' .7,

This pl/,4L response function is sketched below in the s plane, evaluated at
the Dutch-roll root s = -k T -'d•

eA, y' 1

SKETCH 2: POLE-ZERO PLOT FOR DETERMINING /d

d!
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I4

4. #

(The 180* is required because of t1%e negative gain in Hquation •0, asisuming
positive 4.-.) In the sketch, positive dihedral (negative ( ýij. A. )I
has also been assumed. The approximation for 4 p/j holds when, as usual,

1.~ 0 and Iji4/VJ.' .I
From Equation 10 and its development can be found

,2 S S

d. J -(A,& 4(1 )

or approximately

Additional approximations can be found in Reference 811. The simplest form,

generally not very accurate, is

The parameter I#/AI d is one factor in determining the required
damping factor wd (3.3.1.1). From flight or simulator time histories,

can be determined simply (Sketch 3). Draw'the envelopes of the
Dutch-roll oscillations in / and A . Then at any instant sufficiently far
along in the response (Appendix III), measure 1f1 and 1,I1 . The ratio is

At high •' , I/AJ becomes difficult to measure. Partially
offsetting this difficulty, fortunately, is the beneficial effect on flying
qualities: • tends to smooth the roll response. If 1#/iAl j cannot be
determined from time histories, an analog-matching technique (Appendix VB and
References Bll0-B112) might be used to find the Dutch-roll root and stability
derivatives needed to evaluate 1.4/L analytically.
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(dog)

We have seen that largo 1I1 is necessary to excite the Dutch roll in
roll to a great degree with the aileron, It Is ap rent from Equation 10 and
Sketch 2 that large IA' will also give large If'/,Id and s4 i o , 5o the$ the
roll response will exhibit much of the Dutch-roll mo uaon l while small c'us Will
tend to minimize I#/d - Por roll-sideslip coupling effects, then, interestSIs In moderate- to-la I eg z$j (The limitations on this qualitative discussion

will be found b analyzing cases.) Therefore, for conditions of interest,
; l A" ' r'~ s much larger than I.I, which is usually small,4As a result, the zero atIJA(4 )/(4 ) 1 be large, so that, depending

on the signs of i and A; , W w11 approach 0 or 180'.

For positive dihedral (negativeo d ), if d;. is positive, I-m ; if
Ai. is negative, 4* 180, but 180 must be subtractod from the expression for
Sp/a (right side of Equation 11) because the gain of P'Aif (Equation 10) is

no longer negative. Thus, for positive dihedral and small /,of either sign,

P ~ (13)

Similarly, for negative dihedral (positive 4 . * ) regardless of the
sign of small.'-r .4, 1

S-,(14)

Nowh if -en is large, approaches zero; while if-, is smallp ,: 90g.
rhe6e arguments allow a graphical presentation of 7P3A as a function of
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(~e~' ')and A Sketc 4, The central, piolar plot might be likuned to at
tif. vector diagram of p . with,$ am a phas referene. Ili* peripheral
plots illustrate repreoontative time histories for selocttd value* of /

A0A

w-~674

a / •0v

p .m,.,, , AIU a r-Isuri/

SKETCH 4: EFFECr OF DIHEDRAL AND ROLL DAMPING ON ROLL-SIDESLIP
PHASING IN THE DUTCH ROLL MODE
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""9*0 Allowing 45• buffer imones for caael that violate our amsumptlons, we
"c'all iltato thtMI

456. 4. A 1.•5 vorremponds to potItive dihedral

"",• 4 405' (4h*) corresiponds to niegative dihadral

-Such diacrimineation will be needed In relating ,APC/P4 to

(:onvider the ilutch-roll components of the motion:

'11ioso mnotion components are k chod below, with phase angles shown as equivalentt
timc interv~ln(tuovithJ.d I lw'.I

LI AO) (LAG) (LILO) (LA)U )

000

op t-NE WW -N

dOVO

4, t

*20

* SKETCH 5: TIME HISTORY OF Pg AND 4d FOR A STEP od,
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IFrom the oketch it cal be neon that the signs of e, and p'j are positive if
the peaks of l, and ,1d are considered to load thC stop nsput (or to lead
reference points at t - Integer multiples of7d), while the signs are neoativn
if the peaks of y andAd are considered to lag the stop input. Similarly
it cal be seen that 4p/,1 Is positive it f is considered to lead A , negative
if p Is considered to lagOd , A further relationship that is apparent in the
sketch i)

Knowing I3 anda we can evaluate F. or positive dihedral,
from E~quations 8, 13 and 15,

Since usually V/t -kv , we find from Sketches I and 2 that ; k 4#. Then

-0 or f4*1~ 4 4d* (16)

For negative dihedral (positive z' o a . )Y from Equations 8, 14 and IS we
find similarly:

" ,(17)

(These expressions are, of course, modulo 360*). In the preceding section of
this appendix we have established 4P/1A as a discriminator of positive and
negative dihedral. Thus, knowing 4 and AP//4, we can estimate Of . Both

and 4f/a can be measured from flight-test and simulator records.

It was shown previously that a change from positive to negative
dihedral shifts e, by about 1800. But, from Equations 16 and 17, J would
be the same for the two cases. This conclusion verifies the need for two
scales for

Verification

Since the analysis was based on several assumptions and used several
approximations, a rough error analysis was performed to determine the validity
of this relationship when individual assumptions were violated. The most sig-
nificant parameter in these assumptions is i, . If /"r is small, the errors
introduced by the individual assumptions will be small. If L. is large, how-
ever, the errors introduced by the individual assumptions may no longer be
small. The error analysis showed that in general, as the errors introduced
by individual assumptions become appreciable, the signs of the individual errors
were such that they tended to cancel one another.
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To conr'Irm this bohavior, datA from Rofaroncos (310, (Ull, FI, and V22,
q and Ct1 and frum oporational aircraft were analyzed.

Diata from Roeforvnco4 (G10 and Ml are pros.ntld In Figure 1 as e, vs *A
•. It ctiii be tieen that liqmtion 1(6 describes the relationship b-twoon V andi

very iec:uratoly. Data from Reference FI showed a similar behavior, even though
In both thele programs the roll mode was changed over large values, 'll1e
RIt',renct )22 data ,kro shown in Figure 2 and can be seen to be described also
by litilut Ionl lo,

................ . . ......... .................. 0. . . ............ .

~' 1.. ... • - 0 .. ..

S........ ....... ...... , ......... ......... & . ....... ... •......... .........

,..........• ........ I ...................... ......... ......... ................... . ......... . !

*•",.•,}' .. ° •' °*° ° a a "ea°° I

, . . . . . .. ............. ..... •.... .... . ..... ....... ,........... ........ .. . ........

".......• '.. ...... 0 ., ........ . ... .•........ '.......... • .........
Figure I ( P I .. .

S... .... . .... .. ,..... ..... r......... a .......... . -9-.-

a ai

SRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN X AND FOR THE DATA OF REFERENCES GIO AND 611
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The Reference C2 data show that, for the case where the. I ,response
ratio is so low that degradation in flying qualities would be expected to arise
from sideslip problems rather thanx from roll oscillatiens, , is out by4.
This represents a very extreme case, outside the limits in wrich the
criteria need apply or should be expected to apply.

................................ ... .... ............... ... ............ .......... . . . .. ..... ............... ..

!' ..... -'o •• ..... ~•' ..... ..... .................................. ...... ... .........
* 03 4 0.2
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* -27 0.69 4

4o . : : 44
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0.026. :

-1814k 02 . 0, : 4

4 . : ~0. 0.534 44

~~; 6 0 44 44

S. ......... + ...... • ......... ......... ........ -- --- ---- --
,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~.... ............ •..o...p..+.... 0.21-t•

0.15

0. 5 0.4
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* 4ots : 0,$ :
u...... ....-----

Eq. .16V ....... ............ . . .......... ......... .
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0.4 4' 0 44
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0..22.1
t0.4 .'804.

.. ................ 1

270 30o 90 loo 270 2o

Figure 2 (APPENDIX 7C)

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN P AND A FOR THE DATA OF REFERENCE F22

Finally, the characteristics for a number of existing airplanes are

plotted in Figure 3. It can be seen that Equations 1.6 and 17 are good approxi-

mations of the relationship between ? and • for existing operational
aircraft.
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In conclusion, although it has not been proved rigorously, it seems
evident that in general when f4L/ is so large that roll-sideslip coupling
can lead to bank-angle tracking'problems, .• rather uniquely defines the

relative position of the 4/ d& transfer-function zero with respect to the
Dutch-roll pole. In fact, from examination of a wide variety of data (mostly
for negative Z' ) it appears that this relationship holds even for relatively
small I .. This implies that, even though (Z-YA`W/(4'r ) may range
from very large values (where Jo ) to smaller values (where e6 may be quite
large), a given phase angle of the Dutch roll in sideslip relatively uniquely
describes the trend of pilots' closed-loop tracking problems. In other words,

$is a good measure of p ; and for a given P , a pilot's aileron inputs
proportional to bank-angle error will have the same type of effect on the
tolerable level of aO /•;4V even though L' ranges from large negative to
fairly small negative values. (For zero 4, there is little or no effect,I since then YO Ygdand~j Wnd, so roll control does not excite the Dutch roll

in the roll response; the sideslip response is another story.)

' Relationship Between rA and Rudder Pedal Coordination Characteristics

As well as reflecting lateral-directional closed-loop stability
characteristics of an airplane, F6 also reflects the difficulty a pilot will
experience in attempting to coordinate a turn entry. Consider Sketches 6
through 9, which present sideslip and roll rate time histories following an
abrupt aileron input for several values of the coupling parameters Ald,
an d U:

Sketch 6 shows the response for adverse yaw-due-to-aileron (A'4. 4S

negative) and Sketch 8 shows thr response when the yaw-due-to-roll rate para-
meter [#<- f] is in the adverse sense ([Aý- ý] negative). Analysis of pilot
comments associated with these characteristics reveals that, even though
fairly large sideslip angles build up for rudder-pedal-free turn entries,
pilots are able to coordinate with rudder pedals quite well. The 6 associ-
ated with the phasing of these adverse yawing moments is approximately
S-1800z -2700. Examination of the sideslip response from Sketches 6 and 8
indicate that in order to coordinate airplanes with these characteristics,
rudder inputs would have to be in the same sense as the aileron input and would
havejto be phased with, or slightly lag, the aileron inputs. This, apparently,
pilots find natural.

Sketch 7 shows the response for proverse yaw-due-to-aileron (4/j
positive) and Sketch 9 shows the response when the yaw-due-to-roll-rate 'plra-
meter, [4/- Y/v, is in the proverse sense ([4/-7,] positive). Analysis of pilot
comments associated with these characteristics reveals that coordination
during turn entries is so difficult that pilots either do not attempt to
coordinate or, if they do, often aggravate the situation. The * associated
with the phasing of these proverse yawing moments is approximatefy 0°? 1.Z -900.
Examination of the sideslip response for Sketches 7 and 9 indicates that, in
order to coordinate airplanes with these characteristics, rudder inputs would
have to be in the opposite sense to aileron inputs; in other words, the pilot
would have to cross control. Pilots find this most unnatural.
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ADVERSE

(a)

Sketch 6 (a) /SA TRANSFER FUNCTION FACTORS

(b) TIME HISTORY RESPONSES OF p AND 13 FOR

f STEP INPUT, NIAVES

PROVERSE j*1w

(MEG)

(a)t

Sketc 7 ( 014 TRANSFER FUNCTION FACTORS

(b) TIME HISTORY RESPONSES OF ANDIFOR jr STEP INPUT N'PROVERSE



ADVERSESI

(a)()

Sketch 8 (a) 4/Js TRANSFER FUNCTION FACTORS

(b) TIME HISTORY RESPONSES OFp ANDA FOR

SAS STEP INPUT, N; - ADVERSE

IV-~) w _ _ _ _ _

PRO VERSE

N ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ___________

Sketch 9 (a) 4/c5's TRANSFER FUNCTION FACTORS

(b) TIME HISlORY RESPONSES OFp AND jA

FOR 6fAs STEP INPUT, /- PROVERSE
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For airplanes exhibiting yaw-due-to aileron in one direction and yaw.-
due-to the roll rate parameter Vfp--V' I in the other, rudder coordination ranges
from relatively easy to exfr'emely difficult depending on the jnaýgitude and
sense of the yawing moments. For proverse V,ý4 .~ and adverse[!45ý- ], is
approximately in the range -270*ŽýA ý-36Oo; and for adverse and proverse

is approximately in tXe range of -90'2T4~- 1800.
VA

Comments on the PF4 Requirements

From the previous discussions it can be seen that the parameter
describes such seemingly diverse and nebulous factors as closed-loop stability

* characteristics that are related to lateral-directional coupling derivatives
and the ability of a pilot to coordinate turn entries with rudder pedals.
Moreover, for an airplane with positive dihedral, it seems that the range of
e for which the closed-loop stability characteristics (rudder pedals free)

are favorable, is also the range in which rudder pedal coordination can be
readily effected. Conversely, the range of P for which the closed-loop
stability characteristics are unfavorable coincides "lith the range of~
in which rudder pedal coordination is difficult.

k, For airplanes with negative dihedral, the relationship between Pf-s and
rudder coordination characteristics is the same as for positive dihedral, but
the relationship between and the closed-loop stability characteristics
shifts by 180 . Since there are almost no data relating to negative dihedral,
and since for strong negative dihedral the closed-loop stability characteristics
were considered to be of paramount importance in roll, tA was shifted by
1800 in the roll rate and bank angle oscillation requirements for negative
dihedral. Although this clearly does not take into account coordination
characteristics or other effects that may be peculiar to negative dihedral,
it does address the problem and should not have to be applied often. Since
for the sideslip requirements rudder coordination considerations predominate,
a single 4,scale is applicable for both positive and negative dihedral.

6i
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V

VD. (FROM REFERENCES PI - P52) NOTES ON ROLL PIERFORMANCIE OF CUHRUNT
AIRPLANES AND AI)LQUACY OF MIL-P-878S AND REFlRENCIU Al REQURIREMENTS

Class I

L-28A =SUPER COURIER

bad "Lateral control was satisfactory during normal landing approaches,
bad during approaches at speeds below 40 knots 1AS, and in gusty wind
conditions, lateral control was inadequate, particularly during flare and

i touchdown."

L-23D

"handling characteristics are satisfactory"

L-27A (6-3)

"roll rates are adequate"

Class II

JET CCMMANDER - MODEL 1121

"These figures show that th, roll capabilities did not comply with
MIL,-F-8785(ASG) specification except in cruise configuration at high altitude,
This is very misleading since both the roll capability and response were more
than adequate for this type of aircraft."

Did not meet MIL-F-8785 but would meet Reference Al, B1 and C1 require-
ments if Vz .5-.7, so strongly supports Reference Al.

LEAR JET - MODEL 23

"...the roll capability did not comply with MIL-F-8785(ASG) specifica-
tion. This is very misleading since both the roll rate capability and response
were greater than necessary for this type of aircraft."

Did not meet MIL-F-8785 requirements but exceeds Reference Al, B1
(almost meets A1 ) and C1 requirements, so strongly supports Reference Al.
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_MIO)NNIHL, WlNt, I lIVA

Atrplanl meeto MII,i•t• 8s?8tind Reforonoe Al requirements for cooldintod
roll s with spoiulos but dops not moot them without spoilors , Roport OtAtes

4 roll plkformaner wais o•collont with spoillrs bhut unoat isfactory without; thor
.0 i f'oro supports kt'tronlo A I

D(_ IN. Maximum Wpight 5400lt) lb, maximim a - .hh

Dloes not quitt meot MIIl.-I-tINS Class I requirements or Referenoe Al
CI roqutiromontt* yot stated, "lateral control at low slwoed was excellent, there
boing at Irhost r degreeks of roll pe r second in the landing ion'fturation ati
AV knots",

Shows that more work roqu rvid for small anti low spood aircraft.
Sulpports Reforenco Al if this twin online airplane considered as CIAs& 11,

NORATLAS

Did not moot MIL-P-8785 requirement but was considered acceptable,
Just met Reference Al ClAss& 1 Cj requirements, Report recommended increased
ailoron effectiveness to ft n 0,07 or 15 degrees/second. This aircraft would
seem to fit Reference Al (flass III requirement better than Class It. There-
fore, Class II requiromonts perhaps a little stringent for large C)ass 11
airplanes,

YAC- DII-CARIBOU

Even though MIL-1F-8785 requirements almost met at low speeds, •he
lattoral control wits judged to be Inadequate. Thiis clearly shows th require-
ments to be inadequate. Roll performance lies jlust above Reference Al control-
"lability boundary for Class I1 so checks with comments. Therefore supports
Reference Al controllability boundary.

CL-329 - JISTAR

Does not moot MIL-F-878S in cruise or PA, yet rolling performance is
rated excellent. Exceeds Reference Al C1 requirement and meets A1 requirement.
Therefore strongly support Reference Al.

r C-140 - JIETSTAK

Roll rate adequate yet does not meet MIL-F-8785.

YC-134

Low load factor, 62,000 lb. aircraft. Meets MIL-F-8785 yet would not
'•. meet Referentce Al Class II B1 or C1 requirements. Do not know how roll
..J performance was. Therefore, inconclusive but mayba should be Class III.
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Adequate roll rates though force* heavy.
C:-1i231 $4.000 lb.

Meet* NILl.-I87./1 91 requirelmont* an~d rated slatisfac:tory. Pits '

Reference Al•Cass III reqirements better than Class 11.

8-0et 1es '.in , Weht - 78,000 It),

Report state% thav roll rates are excellent and that thi lateral
control characteristics are far superior at all welglhta ano airspeeds to Any
other operational bomber.

MIL-P-8T8S ;# requirements are just met over the entire speed rang@,

Exceeds Reference At C| requirement and almost meet# Reference Al
Al requirement.

Thus, strongly supports Reference Al.

I-STA

Low roll rates seriously penliae the maneuverability. Did not meet
MIL-F-8785 and would probably not mrit Reference Al 82 requirements. Falls
between C1 and Ca in PA, but does not comment,

Therefore supports revision,

Class Ill

C-135B

Roll capability adequate. Would just meet Reference Al C1 requirement
if ' u 1.4 second. 1herefore supports Reference Al.

C-141A

MIL-F-8785 requirements not met in cruise or PA. Seems to have
marginal roll performance and unaccoetable below 150 knots. Recommended
minimum acceptable limits check with Reference Al B2 and C2 requirements,
Therefore supports Reference Al.

C-133A

Meets MIL-F-878S. Probably falls between Reference Al Level 1 and 2
requirements. Has adequate roll performance.

Therefore supports Reference Al.
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(,eonorally met MII,. l-.I,8715 and Reference Al C. **s 1I1 1I11and CI to CI
V iltitrem*ltai, lO0oo not meet Clasi 11 requirements. Therefore, this -ircraft
hlowIp% in .iais III ir Its roll performanco is ;on;aidoreoi satisfactory, To
moot Cl•a• II requiromentit. iti roll performance would have to bh significantly

11V reased.
I

MlL-11iI7al requirement generally mot. Seems to only meet Reference
Al l.owvl 1I requirmonts for Class I11. I)on't know how roll performance is

YNlt-5AA

Seems to moot Roference Al II And exceed the C1 requirements, Poll
well below M!L-1-8785 requirements. Lateral control is rated satisfactory so
supports Heforonc, Al.

D)oes not moot MIL-F-8785 or Reference Al requirements but was considered
adequate, Reference AA 82 requirements not even mot under certain flight
conditions. Therefore generally supports revision but suggest for very large
aircraft requirements could be a bit stringent,

In PA, roll performance is not adequate and probably would not meet
Reference Al C2 requirement, yet MIL-F-8785 y requirements are almost met.
T'rherefore supports Reference Al Flight Category C requirements,

YUI-47i,

Seems to meet Reference Al C1 requirements. Considered adequate, so
supports Referonco Al.

Class IV

F-105D

Restricted to 80 degrees/second with pylons yet was considered satis-
factory. Would meet B1 requirement if 14 - .7 second. Probably is in this
range at attack speed. Therefore supports Reference Al.

F-106A

Does not meet MIL-F..8785 I• - I second requirement but roll capabili-
"I ties are considered satisfactory. Roll performance falls between A, and BI

requirements so supports Reference Al.
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TP-102A

Does not meet MIL-P-8785 except in PA but considered adequate for
mission. Meets Reference Al P•A and up-and-away requirements. Therefore
supports Reference Al.

YAT-H

Generally acceptable although does not meet MIL-F-8785 or Referowne Al
requirements everywhere.

OV-1OA

Poor roll performance. Did not moet MIL-F-878S or Reference Al
requirements. Reference Al Class I or 11 requirements look about right, but
Class IV requirements may be too stringent. It did not even meet Class II
requirements. Probably Class I requirements would be appropriate for this
type of airplane.

F-100D

In PA •-.03 and ra a I second. So did not meet MIL-F-878S require-
ments but meets Reference Al t'o requirement. No adverse comments on roll
performance so assume it was acceptable. Therefore supports Reference Al.
Met both MIL-F-8785 and Reference Al requirements in cruise (A= .85).

F-1048 ,

epp varied from 1.0 to 1.7 seconds at speeds fromft4.7 to 1.8.
Therefore did not meet MIL-F-8785 but mot Reference Al B1 requirement. Roll
pertormance was rated satisfactory. Therefore supports Reference Al.

F-86H

1.5 seconds at 310 kts. Does not meet MIL-F-878S but lies
between Reference Al A1 and B1 requirement. Was rated satisfactory. Therefore
supports Referetnce Al.

F-4C

Does not quite meet MIL-F-8785 or Reference Al requirements everywhere -
primarily high supersonic. Rated acceptable in cruise. In PA did not meet
MIL-F-8785 or Rdference Al requirements at low end of speed range yet rated
satisfactory. Came closer to meeting Reference Al requirement than MIL-F-8785
requirement. Therefore supports Reference Al.
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-ooes not meet MIL-1-8785 or Reference Al requirements nor does the roll
performance seem to be very good, Has potential of fitting Reference Al
requirement far better thun MIL-F-8785. Supports Reference Al but underlines

Sproblem of external stores,

A- 37

With external stores does not come close to meeting MIL-F-878S require-
nmonts, Comes much closer to meeting Reference Al requirements in 3.3.4.1.1,
therefore supports Reference Al.
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